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Date

What do you use Elsternwick shopping strip for?

Dec 01 16 08:14:57 pm

Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Meeting friends, Other
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop,
Meeting friends, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Bars, Weekly
shop, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Bars, Meeting
friends
Retail outlets, Weekly shop
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Weekly shop
Retail outlets, Cafes, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Other
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars
Retail outlets, Cafes, Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Bars, Weekly
shop
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Weekly
shop
Cafes, Bars
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop,
Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Other
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop,
Meeting friends
Retail outlets, Cafes, Bars
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Bars, Weekly
shop, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Other
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Weekly
shop, Library

Dec 01 16 08:16:58 pm
Dec 01 16 11:07:03 pm
Dec 02 16 06:55:52 am
Dec 02 16 03:10:45 pm
Dec 03 16 07:19:18 am
Dec 03 16 08:38:03 am
Dec 03 16 03:54:23 pm
Dec 04 16 09:50:51
Dec 04 16 02:40:29
Dec 04 16 06:35:32
Dec 04 16 09:58:19
Dec 05 16 11:57:09
Dec 05 16 04:39:51

am
pm
pm
pm
am
pm

Dec 05 16 07:17:56 pm
Dec 05 16 09:44:01 pm
Dec 05 16 10:59:54 pm
Dec 05 16 11:33:21 pm
Dec 06 16 02:21:04 am
Dec 06 16 11:28:42 am
Dec 06 16 04:38:17 pm
Dec 06 16 08:42:28 pm
Dec 07 16 12:04:21 pm
Dec 07 16 02:30:39 pm
Dec 07 16 07:13:43 pm
Dec 07 16 07:43:29 pm
Dec 07 16 09:15:27 pm
Dec 07 16 10:56:21 pm
Dec 08 16 02:59:29 pm
Dec 08 16 06:35:29 pm
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Dec 08 16 09:33:08 pm
Dec 08 16 09:33:55 pm
Dec 08 16 09:47:33 pm
Dec 09 16 07:31:34 am
Dec 10 16 04:54:08 pm
Dec 11 16 07:31:56 am
Dec 11 16 09:38:00 am
Dec 11 16 08:25:28 pm
Dec 11 16 09:50:59 pm
Dec 13 16 04:19:39 pm
Dec 13 16 06:15:12 pm
Dec 14 16 06:25:52 am
Dec 14 16 09:10:17 pm
Dec 15 16 08:30:36 am
Dec 15 16 05:57:49 pm
Dec 15 16 08:24:24 pm
Dec 15 16 09:24:18 pm
Dec 15 16 09:27:16 pm
Dec 16 16 09:20:03 am
Dec 16 16 09:03:20 pm
Dec 17 16 06:28:03 pm
Dec 18 16 09:53:12 am
Dec 18 16 09:53:57 am
Dec 18 16 11:56:12 pm
Dec 19 16 07:05:36 am
Dec 19 16 03:45:48 pm
Dec 19 16 06:29:49 pm
Dec 20 16 09:25:49 pm
Dec 22 16 08:46:08 am
Dec 22 16 09:55:04 pm
Dec 23 16 06:38:43 am
Dec 25 16 04:30:29 pm
Dec 25 16 11:02:47 pm
Dec 29 16 12:01:34 am

Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Bars, Weekly
shop, Meeting friends, Library
Retail outlets, Cafes, Weekly shop
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Other
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop,
Meeting friends, Other
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Bars
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes
Other
Other
Cafes, Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library, Other
Retail outlets, Cafes, Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Meeting
friends
Cafes, Meeting friends, Other
Retail outlets, Cafes, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Meeting
friends, Other
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Meeting friends, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop,
Meeting friends
Cafes, Weekly shop, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop,
Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library, Other
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library, Other
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library, Other
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Dec 29 16 07:51:29 pm
Dec 29 16 07:54:45 pm
Jan 01 17 01:25:16 pm
Jan 01 17 07:42:34 pm
Jan 01 17 10:57:54 pm
Jan 02 17 07:21:25 pm
Jan 03 17 01:17:21 am
Jan 03 17 05:52:31 pm
Jan 03 17 07:57:21 pm
Jan 03 17 08:57:09 pm
Jan 04 17 07:53:18 pm
Jan 05 17 08:27:05 am
Jan 05 17 03:54:05 pm
Jan 05 17 08:40:33 pm
Jan 07 17 04:03:45 pm
Jan 08 17 09:39:23 pm
Jan 14 17 10:25:07
Jan 16 17 01:21:50
Jan 17 17 04:50:35
Jan 17 17 06:35:23

pm
am
pm
pm

Jan 17 17 08:24:43 pm
Jan 19 17 06:08:41 pm
Jan 21 17 12:51:56 pm
Jan 21 17 01:03:25 pm
Jan 21 17 01:12:25 pm
Jan 21 17 01:15:44 pm
Jan 21 17 01:19:18 pm
Jan 22 17 02:33:09 pm
Jan 23 17 05:59:24 am
Jan 25 17 10:42:07 pm
Jan 25 17 10:56:11 pm
Jan 26 17 04:14:19 pm

Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop,
Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Meeting friends, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Meeting
friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library, Other
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Bars,
Weekly shop, Meeting friends
Retail outlets, Weekly shop, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop,
Meeting friends
Cafes
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Library
Cafes, Bars
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Other
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes
Cafes, Other
Retail outlets, Cafes, Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop,
Other
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Meeting friends, Library, Other
Other
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop, Library, Other
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Weekly
shop, Other
Other
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Meeting friends, Library, Other
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Weekly
shop, Other
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Jan 26 17 04:17:56 pm
Jan 26 17 04:21:23 pm
Jan 26 17 04:23:36 pm
Jan 26 17 04:38:10 pm
Jan 26 17 04:41:39 pm
Jan 26 17 04:48:52
Jan 26 17 04:55:21
Jan 26 17 05:02:11
Jan 26 17 05:08:39
Jan 26 17 05:11:27

pm
pm
pm
pm
pm

Jan 26 17 05:18:18 pm
Jan 26 17 05:20:34 pm
Jan 26 17 05:22:13 pm
Jan 26 17 05:25:19 pm
Jan 26 17 05:31:59 pm
Jan 26 17 05:37:03 pm
Jan 26 17 05:41:06 pm
Jan 26 17 05:42:14 pm
Jan 26 17 05:43:16 pm
Jan 26 17 05:44:55 pm
Jan 26 17 05:46:19 pm
Jan 26 17 05:49:26 pm
Jan 26 17 05:55:45 pm
Jan 26 17 06:01:32 pm
Jan 26 17 06:06:18 pm
Jan 26 17 06:15:37 pm
Jan 26 17 06:20:39 pm
Jan 26 17 06:28:02 pm
Jan 26 17 06:33:48 pm
Jan 26 17 06:47:16 pm
Jan 30 17 12:44:41 am
Jan 30 17 12:52:51 am
Jan 30 17 12:57:21 am
Jan 30 17 01:08:08 am

Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Weekly shop, Other
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Weekly shop, Other
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Weekly
shop
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop, Other
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Weekly
shop, Other
Retail outlets, Other
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Weekly shop, Other
Other
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Weekly
shop
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop, Other
Cafes, Other
Other
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop, Other
Cafes, Bars, Other
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop,
Other
Other
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Weekly
shop
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Weekly
shop
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Weekly
shop
Cafes, Other
Other
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Weekly
shop
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Weekly
shop, Other
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Weekly
shop, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Weekly
shop
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Weekly
shop, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop,
Other
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Weekly
shop
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop,
Other
Meeting friends
Other
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop,
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Jan 30 17 01:10:27 am
Jan 30 17 01:13:38 am
Jan 30 17 01:17:54 am
Jan 30 17 01:23:46 am
Jan 30 17 01:34:13 am
Jan 30 17 01:37:27 am
Jan 30 17 01:46:06 am
Jan 30 17 01:49:36 am
Jan 30 17 08:35:13 pm
Jan 30 17 10:49:49 pm
Jan 30 17 11:23:41 pm
Jan 31 17 01:52:02 pm
Feb 02 17 11:53:52 am
Feb 02 17 05:45:00 pm
Feb 02 17 05:54:26 pm
Feb 02 17 06:11:28 pm
Feb 02 17 07:55:06 pm
Feb 03 17 05:56:56 pm
Feb 03 17 06:55:23 pm
Feb 03 17 07:23:19 pm
Feb 04 17 08:27:46 pm
Feb 06 17 03:20:17 pm
Feb 07 17 02:23:34 pm
Feb 07 17 03:18:06 pm
Feb 07 17 03:20:25 pm
Feb 07 17 03:40:23 pm
Feb 07 17 03:42:12 pm
Feb 07 17 04:17:10 pm
Feb 07 17 04:53:45 pm
Feb 07 17 05:53:45 pm
Feb 07 17 05:55:39 pm
Feb 07 17 06:31:04 pm

Other
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Weekly shop
Other
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop,
Other
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Weekly shop, Other
Retail outlets
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Weekly
shop, Other
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop, Other
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Weekly
shop, Library, Other
Cafes, Bars, Meeting friends, Other
Retail outlets, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Library, Other
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop,
Meeting friends, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library, Other
Retail outlets, Cafes, Weekly shop
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop,
Other
Retail outlets, Cafes, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Bars, Meeting
friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library, Other
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Feb 07 17 06:58:10 pm
Feb 07 17 07:05:33 pm
Feb 07 17 07:39:30 pm
Feb 07 17 08:16:16 pm
Feb 07 17 08:41:09 pm
Feb 07 17 08:51:04 pm
Feb 07 17 08:53:44 pm
Feb 07 17 09:01:51 pm
Feb 07 17 09:03:35 pm
Feb 07 17 09:15:49 pm
Feb 07 17 10:31:34 pm
Feb 08 17 07:16:27 am
Feb 08 17 07:53:25 am
Feb 08 17 08:26:47 am
Feb 08 17 08:46:01 am
Feb 08 17 09:04:54 am
Feb 08 17 09:27:50 am
Feb 08 17 09:30:49 am
Feb 08 17 09:33:31 am
Feb 08 17 10:00:22 am
Feb 08 17 11:41:00 am
Feb 08 17 12:15:55 pm
Feb 08 17 12:18:12 pm
Feb 08 17 01:28:35 pm
Feb 08 17 01:35:06
Feb 08 17 01:44:55
Feb 08 17 01:46:23
Feb 08 17 02:00:21

pm
pm
pm
pm

Feb 08 17 02:11:29 pm
Feb 08 17 02:23:29 pm
Feb 08 17 02:25:46 pm
Feb 08 17 04:20:37 pm

Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items
Cafes, Weekly shop
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Bars, Meeting
friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Weekly
shop, Library
Weekly shop
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Bars, Weekly
shop, Meeting friends, Other
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Bars, Library
Cafes
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop,
Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library
Cafes, Weekly shop, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Bars, Weekly
shop, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Bars
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Meeting friends, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Weekly shop, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes
Retail outlets, Cafes, Weekly shop
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Bars, Weekly
shop
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Bars, Meeting
friends
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Feb 08 17 04:34:45 pm
Feb 08 17 04:53:06 pm
Feb 08 17 05:06:28 pm
Feb 08 17 05:56:43 pm
Feb 08 17 06:15:43 pm
Feb 08 17 06:25:02 pm
Feb 08 17 06:33:25 pm
Feb 08 17 08:31:14 pm
Feb 08 17 09:02:14 pm
Feb 08 17 09:05:33 pm
Feb 08 17 09:39:44 pm
Feb 08 17 11:42:21 pm
Feb 09 17 08:21:19 am
Feb 09 17 09:08:27 am
Feb 09 17 09:42:57 am
Feb 09 17 09:51:14 am
Feb 09 17 10:23:40 am
Feb 09 17 10:29:13 am
Feb 09 17 10:33:04 am
Feb 09 17 10:56:35 am
Feb 09 17 10:58:01 am
Feb 09 17 11:02:59 am
Feb 09 17 11:55:01 am
Feb 09 17 12:11:46 pm
Feb 09 17 01:11:46 pm
Feb 09 17 02:37:33 pm
Feb 09 17 03:59:46
Feb 09 17 04:12:14
Feb 09 17 04:32:34
Feb 09 17 05:31:05

pm
pm
pm
pm

Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop,
Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Weekly shop, Meeting
friends, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Other
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Meeting
friends, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Bars, Weekly
shop, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Bars, Weekly
shop, Meeting friends, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Bars, Weekly
shop, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Meeting friends, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends
Retail outlets, Cafes, Weekly shop, Meeting friends
Retail outlets, Cafes, Weekly shop
Retail outlets, Cafes
Cafes, Weekly shop, Meeting friends
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Feb 09 17 05:39:06 pm
Feb 09 17 05:54:09 pm
Feb 09 17 06:06:25 pm
Feb 09 17 06:18:19 pm
Feb 09 17 07:48:37 pm
Feb 09 17 09:09:44 pm
Feb 09 17 09:40:30 pm
Feb 09 17 09:45:26 pm
Feb 09 17 10:04:05 pm
Feb 10 17 09:37:10 am
Feb 10 17 10:37:10 am
Feb 10 17 12:11:18 pm
Feb 10 17 12:16:52 pm
Feb 10 17 12:39:12 pm
Feb 10 17 12:52:42 pm
Feb 10 17 01:58:59 pm
Feb 10 17 03:11:56 pm
Feb 10 17 04:20:50 pm
Feb 10 17 04:21:39 pm
Feb 10 17 06:12:45 pm
Feb 10 17 10:06:02 pm
Feb 10 17 10:29:12 pm
Feb 11 17 07:35:55 am
Feb 11 17 09:05:10 am
Feb 11 17 12:53:31 pm
Feb 11 17 12:54:27 pm
Feb 11 17 01:03:08 pm
Feb 11 17 01:57:09 pm
Feb 11 17 03:11:03 pm
Feb 11 17 03:17:57 pm
Feb 11 17 03:57:35 pm
Feb 11 17 04:54:40 pm

Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library, Other
Retail outlets, Cafes, Weekly shop, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Meeting friends, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Meeting friends, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop, Library, Other
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends
Retail outlets, Cafes
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop,
Meeting friends, Library, Other
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library, Other
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Bars, Weekly
shop, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Bars, Weekly
shop, Meeting friends, Other
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop, Library
Retail outlets, Cafes, Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Other
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Meeting friends, Other
Retail outlets, Weekly shop, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library, Other
Retail outlets, Cafes, Bars, Meeting friends
Retail outlets, Weekly shop, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Weekly shop
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Library
Retail outlets, Cafes, Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library
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Feb 11 17 04:57:25 pm
Feb 11 17 04:58:17 pm
Feb 11 17 05:07:10 pm
Feb 11 17 05:50:44 pm
Feb 11 17 07:49:28 pm
Feb 12 17 09:57:43 am
Feb 12 17 10:21:14 am
Feb 12 17 11:56:20 am
Feb 12 17 03:07:19 pm
Feb 12 17 03:09:19 pm
Feb 12 17 04:04:33 pm
Feb 12 17 04:49:32 pm
Feb 12 17 07:16:14 pm
Feb 12 17 10:31:49 pm
Feb 13 17 07:05:59 am
Feb 13 17 09:26:31 am
Feb 13 17 09:41:18 am
Feb 13 17 11:02:56 am
Feb 13 17 12:00:25 pm
Feb 13 17 01:56:28 pm
Feb 13 17 06:12:33 pm
Feb 13 17 07:36:30 pm
Feb 14 17 09:34:18 am
Feb 14 17 10:17:57 am
Feb 14 17 10:19:00 am
Feb 14 17 11:41:13 am
Feb 14 17 11:45:24 am
Feb 14 17 12:57:15 pm
Feb 14 17 02:56:10 pm
Feb 14 17 04:54:50 pm
Feb 14 17 10:12:18 pm
Feb 14 17 10:18:58 pm

Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Other
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Weekly
shop
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Bars, Weekly
shop
Retail outlets, Weekly shop, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Bars, Weekly
shop, Meeting friends, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Meeting friends, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Bars, Weekly
shop, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop
Retail outlets, Cafes, Meeting friends
Cafes, Weekly shop, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Meeting friends, Library, Other
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library
Cafes, Bars
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Library, Other, Retail
outlets
Retail outlets, Cafes, Weekly shop
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Other
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Meeting friends, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
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Feb 15 17 12:46:14 am
Feb 15 17 08:47:34 am
Feb 15 17 09:20:05 am
Feb 15 17 11:27:52 am
Feb 15 17 02:33:46 pm
Feb 15 17 04:31:47 pm
Feb 16 17 03:53:20 pm
Feb 16 17 05:32:04 pm
Feb 16 17 07:42:30 pm
Feb 16 17 07:46:21 pm
Feb 16 17 10:09:36 pm
Feb 17 17 08:17:12 am
Feb 17 17 03:25:34 pm
Feb 17 17 05:39:30 pm
Feb 17 17 06:41:53 pm
Feb 17 17 08:30:09 pm
Feb 18 17 09:14:03 am
Feb 18 17 03:15:05 pm
Feb 18 17 03:19:26 pm
Feb 18 17 07:24:39 pm
Feb 18 17 08:56:53 pm
Feb 18 17 09:35:59 pm
Feb 18 17 09:46:14 pm
Feb 19 17 06:51:15 am
Feb 19 17 10:31:11 am
Feb 19 17 03:30:11 pm
Feb 19 17 04:06:58 pm
Feb 19 17 06:46:32 pm
Feb 19 17 06:57:05 pm
Feb 19 17 08:57:44 pm
Feb 19 17 09:35:45 pm

Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library, Other
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library
Weekly shop
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library, Other
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Other
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Weekly
shop
Retail outlets
Cafes, Weekly shop, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Meeting friends, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Meeting friends, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Weekly shop, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Bars, Weekly
shop
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Weekly
shop
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Weekly shop
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Bars, Weekly
shop, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Weekly shop
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Meeting friends
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Meeting
friends, Library
Retail outlets
Retail outlets, Cafes
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Feb 20 17 06:32:47 pm

Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes,
Bars, Meeting friends, Other
Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items

Date

Please list

Feb 20 17 12:09:54 am

Dec 01 16 11:07:03
Dec 05 16 11:57:09
Dec 07 16 02:30:39
Dec 08 16 02:59:29
Dec 10 16 04:54:08
Dec 11 16 07:31:56
Dec 11 16 09:50:59
Dec 13 16 04:19:39

pm
am
pm
pm
pm
am
pm
pm

Dec 13 16 06:15:12
Dec 15 16 09:24:18
Dec 16 16 09:20:03
Dec 22 16 09:55:04

pm
pm
am
pm

Dec 25 16 11:02:47 pm
Dec 29 16 12:01:34 am
Jan 02 17 07:21:25 pm
Jan 08 17 09:39:23 pm
Jan 16 17 01:21:50 am
Jan 17 17 08:24:43 pm
Jan 19 17 06:08:41 pm
Jan 21 17 12:51:56 pm
Jan 21 17 01:03:25 pm
Jan 21 17 01:12:25 pm
Jan 21 17 01:15:44 pm
Jan 22 17 02:33:09 pm
Jan 26 17 04:14:19 pm
Jan 26 17 04:17:56 pm
Jan 26 17 04:21:23 pm
Jan 26 17 04:38:10 pm
Jan 26 17 04:41:39 pm
Jan 26 17 04:55:21 pm
Jan 26 17 05:02:11 pm
Jan 26 17 05:08:39 pm
Jan 26 17 05:18:18 pm
Jan 26 17 05:20:34 pm
Jan 26 17 05:22:13 pm
Jan 26 17 05:25:19 pm
Jan 26 17 05:31:59 pm
Jan 26 17 05:37:03 pm

Recreation - cinema, parks, walks
Home
Walks
Work
Cycling route too.
Post office. Walking and exercise. Window shopping. Chemist.
I own & operate a cafe.
Special purchases like Aviv, Tokyo Deli, OPSM, Optus, pilates, Classic
Cinema, 24 hour Coles
Post office, bank, cinema, dinner
Getting a quick and easy meal
The Elsternwick Club's Thursday poker
Cinema
Doctor
Dentist
Pharmacy
Cinema, Manicure
cinema
Going for a nice stroll and cinema
Walking space - health reason
Cinema drives it.
Restaurants
gym, cinema
Ice cream
Restaurants
Chemist
Restaurants and cinema
Dessert and cakea
Restaurants
Movies
Paying bills and petrol
Restaurants
Toys
Op shops, clothing, chemist, restaurants
Fresh fruit, bakery
Everything
Restaurants, kids entertainment
Restaurants
Everything
Restaurants
Restaurants
Restaurants
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Feb 16 17 07:42:30 pm
Feb 16 17 07:46:21 pm

Cinema and restaurants
Restaurants
Parks
Running
Restaurants
Restaurants
Family catch ups
Restaurants, everything
Children's playground
Park
Restaurants and Everything
Restaurants, op shops
Post office
Printing @ Officeworks; Parcel pickup @ Aus Post
Cinema
Cinema
Enjoy being part of a community, seeing friends also using the area, the low
rise village feel.
Picture theatre
Movies Sitting in the new park.
Walking and observing
Movies, restaurants
banking
Opportunity Shops
Banking, post office
Train Station & Gym
Classic cinema
Hairdresser, Nails, Post Office Box, Medical centre, massage, dry cleaner
restaurants, parks, walking for exercise, walking grandchildren
Restaurants
Banking
Banking
exercise and health, dental, medical
walk dog
school
cinema, public transport, parks,
Optometrist

Feb 20 17 12:09:54 am

Enjoy walking in our amongst our local area and meeting people

Date

How do you travel to Elsternwick shopping strip?

Dec 01 16 08:14:57 pm
Dec 01 16 08:16:58 pm
Dec 01 16 11:07:03 pm
Dec 02 16 06:55:52 am
Dec 02 16 03:10:45 pm

Walk
Walk
Walk, Drive
Walk, Ride
Walk

Jan 26 17 05:41:06 pm
Jan 26 17 05:46:19 pm
Jan 26 17 05:49:26 pm
Jan 26 17 06:01:32 pm
Jan 26 17 06:28:02 pm
Jan 26 17 06:47:16 pm
Jan 30 17 12:52:51 am
Jan 30 17 01:08:08 am
Jan 30 17 01:13:38 am
Jan 30 17 01:17:54 am
Jan 30 17 01:34:13 am
Jan 30 17 01:46:06 am
Jan 30 17 01:49:36 am
Jan 30 17 11:23:41 pm
Jan 31 17 01:52:02 pm
Feb 02 17 07:55:06 pm
Feb 07 17 03:18:06 pm
Feb 07 17 03:42:12 pm
Feb 07 17 06:31:04 pm
Feb 07 17 09:03:35 pm
Feb 08 17 05:56:43 pm
Feb 09 17 05:39:06 pm
Feb 09 17 09:45:26 pm
Feb 09 17 10:04:05 pm
Feb 10 17 12:11:18 pm
Feb 10 17 01:58:59 pm
Feb 10 17 03:11:56 pm
Feb 10 17 04:21:39 pm
Feb 11 17 04:58:17 pm
Feb 13 17 12:00:25 pm
Feb 14 17 11:45:24 am
Feb 15 17 09:20:05 am
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Dec 03 16 07:19:18 am
Dec 03 16 08:38:03 am
Dec 03 16 03:54:23 pm
Dec 04 16 09:50:51 am
Dec 04 16 02:40:29 pm
Dec 04 16 06:35:32 pm
Dec 04 16 09:58:19 pm
Dec 05 16 11:57:09 am
Dec 05 16 04:39:51 pm
Dec 05 16 07:17:56 pm
Dec 05 16 09:44:01 pm
Dec 05 16 10:59:54 pm
Dec 05 16 11:33:21 pm
Dec 06 16 02:21:04 am
Dec 06 16 11:28:42 am
Dec 06 16 04:38:17 pm
Dec 06 16 08:42:28 pm
Dec 07 16 12:04:21 pm
Dec 07 16 02:30:39 pm
Dec 07 16 07:13:43 pm
Dec 07 16 07:43:29 pm
Dec 07 16 09:15:27 pm
Dec 07 16 10:56:21 pm
Dec 08 16 02:59:29 pm
Dec 08 16 06:35:29 pm
Dec 08 16 09:33:08 pm
Dec 08 16 09:33:55 pm
Dec 08 16 09:47:33 pm
Dec 10 16 04:54:08 pm
Dec 11 16 07:31:56 am
Dec 11 16 09:38:00 am
Dec 11 16 08:25:28 pm
Dec 11 16 09:50:59 pm
Dec 13 16 04:19:39 pm
Dec 13 16 06:15:12 pm
Dec 14 16 06:25:52 am
Dec 14 16 09:10:17 pm
Dec 15 16 08:30:36 am
Dec 15 16 05:57:49 pm
Dec 15 16 08:24:24 pm
Dec 15 16 09:24:18 pm
Dec 15 16 09:27:16 pm
Dec 16 16 09:20:03 am
Dec 16 16 09:03:20 pm
Dec 17 16 06:28:03 pm
Dec 18 16 09:53:12 am
Dec 18 16 09:53:57 am

Walk, Ride, Drive
Walk
Walk
Walk, Drive
Walk
Drive
Walk, Drive
Walk, Ride, Drive
Walk
Walk
Walk
Walk, Drive
Walk, Ride
Walk, Ride, Drive, Catch public transport
Drive, Catch public transport
Drive
Walk, Drive
Walk, Drive
Walk, Drive
Walk, Drive
Walk, Ride, Drive
Walk
Walk
Walk, Drive
Walk
Walk
Walk, Drive
Walk
Walk, Ride, Drive, Catch public transport
Walk, Drive
Walk, Catch public transport
Walk, Drive, Catch public transport
Drive
Drive
Walk, Drive
Walk, Drive
Walk, Drive
Walk, Drive
Walk, Drive
Walk
Walk, Ride, Catch public transport
Walk, Catch public transport
Walk, Ride, Drive, Catch public transport
Walk, Drive
Walk, Drive
Walk, Drive
Walk, Drive
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Dec 18 16 11:56:12 pm
Dec 19 16 07:05:36 am
Dec 19 16 03:45:48 pm
Dec 19 16 06:29:49 pm
Dec 20 16 09:25:49 pm
Dec 22 16 08:46:08 am
Dec 22 16 09:55:04 pm
Dec 23 16 06:38:43 am
Dec 25 16 04:30:29 pm
Dec 25 16 11:02:47 pm
Dec 29 16 07:51:29 pm
Dec 29 16 07:54:45 pm
Jan 01 17 01:25:16 pm
Jan 01 17 07:42:34 pm
Jan 01 17 10:57:54 pm
Jan 02 17 07:21:25 pm
Jan 03 17 01:17:21 am
Jan 03 17 05:52:31 pm
Jan 03 17 07:57:21 pm
Jan 03 17 08:57:09 pm
Jan 04 17 07:53:18 pm
Jan 05 17 08:27:05 am
Jan 05 17 03:54:05 pm
Jan 05 17 08:40:33 pm
Jan 07 17 04:03:45 pm
Jan 08 17 09:39:23 pm
Jan 14 17 10:25:07 pm
Jan 16 17 01:21:50 am
Jan 17 17 04:50:35 pm
Jan 17 17 06:35:23 pm
Jan 17 17 08:24:43 pm
Jan 19 17 06:08:41 pm
Jan 21 17 12:51:56 pm
Jan 21 17 01:03:25 pm
Jan 21 17 01:12:25 pm
Jan 21 17 01:15:44 pm
Jan 21 17 01:19:18 pm
Jan 22 17 02:33:09 pm
Jan 23 17 05:59:24 am
Jan 25 17 10:42:07 pm
Jan 25 17 10:56:11 pm
Jan 26 17 04:17:56 pm
Jan 26 17 04:21:23 pm
Jan 26 17 04:23:36 pm
Jan 26 17 04:38:10 pm
Jan 26 17 04:41:39 pm
Jan 26 17 04:48:52 pm

Drive
Walk, Drive, Catch public transport
Walk, Drive
Walk
Walk, Drive
Walk, Ride, Catch public transport
Walk
Walk
Walk, Drive
Walk, Drive
Walk, Drive
Walk
Walk, Drive
Walk
Walk, Ride
Walk
Walk
Walk, Drive, Catch public transport
Walk, Ride
Walk, Drive
Catch public transport
Walk, Drive, Catch public transport
Walk
Drive, Catch public transport
Walk, Drive, Catch public transport
Walk, Drive, Catch public transport
Walk, Ride, Catch public transport
Drive
Drive
Walk, Drive
Drive
Walk
Drive
Drive, Catch public transport
Walk
Walk, Drive
Walk
Ride, Drive
Drive
Walk, Drive
Walk, Drive
Walk, Drive
Drive
Walk, Drive, Catch public transport
Walk, Drive
Walk, Drive
Walk
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Jan 26 17 04:55:21 pm
Jan 26 17 05:02:11 pm
Jan 26 17 05:08:39 pm
Jan 26 17 05:11:27 pm
Jan 26 17 05:18:18 pm
Jan 26 17 05:20:34 pm
Jan 26 17 05:22:13 pm
Jan 26 17 05:25:19 pm
Jan 26 17 05:31:59 pm
Jan 26 17 05:37:03 pm
Jan 26 17 05:41:06 pm
Jan 26 17 05:43:16 pm
Jan 26 17 05:44:55 pm
Jan 26 17 05:46:19 pm
Jan 26 17 05:49:26 pm
Jan 26 17 05:55:45 pm
Jan 26 17 06:01:32 pm
Jan 26 17 06:06:18 pm
Jan 26 17 06:15:37 pm
Jan 26 17 06:20:39 pm
Jan 26 17 06:28:02 pm
Jan 26 17 06:33:48 pm
Jan 26 17 06:47:16 pm
Jan 30 17 12:44:41 am
Jan 30 17 12:52:51 am
Jan 30 17 12:57:21 am
Jan 30 17 01:08:08 am
Jan 30 17 01:10:27 am
Jan 30 17 01:13:38 am
Jan 30 17 01:23:46 am
Jan 30 17 01:34:13 am
Jan 30 17 01:37:27 am
Jan 30 17 01:46:06 am
Jan 30 17 01:49:36 am
Jan 30 17 08:35:13 pm
Jan 30 17 10:49:49 pm
Jan 30 17 11:23:41 pm
Jan 31 17 01:52:02 pm
Feb 02 17 11:53:52 am
Feb 02 17 05:45:00 pm
Feb 02 17 05:54:26 pm
Feb 02 17 06:11:28 pm
Feb 02 17 07:55:06 pm
Feb 03 17 05:56:56 pm
Feb 03 17 06:55:23 pm
Feb 03 17 07:23:19 pm
Feb 04 17 08:27:46 pm

Ride, Drive
Walk, Catch public transport
Walk
Drive
Walk, Drive
Walk
Ride, Drive
Walk
Ride
Drive
Walk
Walk
Walk
Walk
Walk
Walk, Drive
Drive
Walk, Catch public transport
Walk, Drive
Walk, Catch public transport
Walk, Drive
Catch public transport
Drive, Catch public transport
Catch public transport
Catch public transport
Catch public transport
Walk
Drive
Walk
Walk, Drive
Walk
Walk, Drive
Walk
Drive
Drive
Walk
Walk, Catch public transport
Drive, Catch public transport
Drive
Walk
Walk, Ride, Drive, Catch public transport
Walk, Drive
Walk, Ride, Drive
Walk
Walk, Drive
Walk
Walk
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Feb 06 17 03:20:17 pm
Feb 07 17 02:23:34 pm
Feb 07 17 03:18:06 pm
Feb 07 17 03:20:25 pm
Feb 07 17 03:40:23 pm
Feb 07 17 03:42:12 pm
Feb 07 17 04:17:10 pm
Feb 07 17 04:53:45 pm
Feb 07 17 05:53:45 pm
Feb 07 17 05:55:39 pm
Feb 07 17 06:31:04 pm
Feb 07 17 06:58:10 pm
Feb 07 17 07:05:33 pm
Feb 07 17 07:39:30 pm
Feb 07 17 08:16:16 pm
Feb 07 17 08:41:09 pm
Feb 07 17 08:51:04 pm
Feb 07 17 08:53:44 pm
Feb 07 17 09:01:51 pm
Feb 07 17 09:03:35 pm
Feb 07 17 09:15:49 pm
Feb 07 17 10:31:34 pm
Feb 08 17 07:16:27 am
Feb 08 17 07:53:25 am
Feb 08 17 08:26:47 am
Feb 08 17 08:46:01 am
Feb 08 17 09:04:54 am
Feb 08 17 09:27:50 am
Feb 08 17 09:30:49 am
Feb 08 17 09:33:31 am
Feb 08 17 10:00:22 am
Feb 08 17 11:41:00 am
Feb 08 17 12:15:55 pm
Feb 08 17 12:18:12 pm
Feb 08 17 01:28:35 pm
Feb 08 17 01:35:06 pm
Feb 08 17 01:44:55 pm
Feb 08 17 01:46:23 pm
Feb 08 17 02:00:21 pm
Feb 08 17 02:11:29 pm
Feb 08 17 02:23:29 pm
Feb 08 17 02:25:46 pm
Feb 08 17 04:20:37 pm
Feb 08 17 04:34:45 pm
Feb 08 17 04:53:06 pm
Feb 08 17 05:06:28 pm
Feb 08 17 05:56:43 pm

Walk, Drive
Walk, Drive
Walk, Drive
Walk, Drive
Walk
Walk, Drive
Drive
Walk
Walk, Other
Walk
Walk
Catch public transport
Walk, Drive
Walk, Ride
Walk, Drive, Catch public transport
Walk, Ride
Walk, Drive
Walk, Drive
Walk, Ride, Drive
Walk
Walk, Drive
Walk
Walk, Catch public transport
Drive
Drive
Drive
Walk
Drive
Walk
Ride, Drive
Walk, Drive, Catch public transport
Walk
Walk
Walk
Walk
Walk
Walk, Drive
Walk, Drive
Drive
Walk
Walk, Drive
Ride, Drive
Walk
Walk, Drive
Walk
Walk, Drive
Walk, Drive
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Feb 08 17 06:15:43 pm
Feb 08 17 06:25:02 pm
Feb 08 17 08:31:14 pm
Feb 08 17 09:02:14 pm
Feb 08 17 09:05:33 pm
Feb 08 17 09:39:44 pm
Feb 08 17 11:42:21 pm
Feb 09 17 08:21:19 am
Feb 09 17 09:08:27 am
Feb 09 17 09:42:57 am
Feb 09 17 09:51:14 am
Feb 09 17 10:23:40 am
Feb 09 17 10:29:13 am
Feb 09 17 10:33:04 am
Feb 09 17 10:56:35 am
Feb 09 17 10:58:01 am
Feb 09 17 11:02:59 am
Feb 09 17 11:55:01 am
Feb 09 17 12:11:46 pm
Feb 09 17 01:11:46 pm
Feb 09 17 02:37:33 pm
Feb 09 17 03:59:46 pm
Feb 09 17 04:12:14 pm
Feb 09 17 04:32:34 pm
Feb 09 17 05:31:05 pm
Feb 09 17 05:39:06 pm
Feb 09 17 05:54:09 pm
Feb 09 17 06:06:25 pm
Feb 09 17 06:18:19 pm
Feb 09 17 07:48:37 pm
Feb 09 17 09:09:44 pm
Feb 09 17 09:40:30 pm
Feb 09 17 09:45:26 pm
Feb 09 17 10:04:05 pm
Feb 10 17 09:37:10 am
Feb 10 17 10:37:10 am
Feb 10 17 12:11:18 pm
Feb 10 17 12:16:52 pm
Feb 10 17 12:39:12 pm
Feb 10 17 12:52:42 pm
Feb 10 17 01:58:59 pm
Feb 10 17 03:11:56 pm
Feb 10 17 04:20:50 pm
Feb 10 17 04:21:39 pm
Feb 10 17 06:12:45 pm
Feb 10 17 10:06:02 pm
Feb 10 17 10:29:12 pm

Drive
Walk, Drive, Catch public transport
Walk
Walk
Walk
Walk, Drive
Walk
Walk
Walk, Drive, Catch public transport
Walk
Drive
Walk
Walk, Drive
Walk
Walk
Walk, Drive
Walk
Walk
Walk
Walk
Walk, Drive
Drive
Walk
Drive
Drive
Walk, Drive
Drive
Walk, Drive
Walk, Drive
Walk, Drive
Walk
Drive
Walk, Drive
Walk, Drive
Walk, Drive
Walk
Walk, Drive, Catch public transport
Walk, Drive
Walk
Walk
Walk, Ride, Drive, Catch public transport
Walk
Walk, Drive
Walk
Drive
Walk, Ride
Walk, Drive
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Feb 11 17 07:35:55 am
Feb 11 17 09:05:10 am
Feb 11 17 12:53:31 pm
Feb 11 17 12:54:27 pm
Feb 11 17 01:03:08 pm
Feb 11 17 01:57:09 pm
Feb 11 17 03:11:03 pm
Feb 11 17 03:17:57 pm
Feb 11 17 03:57:35 pm
Feb 11 17 04:54:40 pm
Feb 11 17 04:57:25 pm
Feb 11 17 04:58:17 pm
Feb 11 17 05:07:10 pm
Feb 11 17 05:50:44 pm
Feb 11 17 07:49:28 pm
Feb 12 17 09:57:43 am
Feb 12 17 10:21:14 am
Feb 12 17 11:56:20 am
Feb 12 17 03:07:19 pm
Feb 12 17 03:09:19 pm
Feb 12 17 04:04:33 pm
Feb 12 17 04:49:32 pm
Feb 12 17 07:16:14 pm
Feb 12 17 10:31:49 pm
Feb 13 17 07:05:59 am
Feb 13 17 09:26:31 am
Feb 13 17 09:41:18 am
Feb 13 17 11:02:56 am
Feb 13 17 01:56:28 pm
Feb 13 17 06:12:33 pm
Feb 13 17 07:36:30 pm
Feb 14 17 09:34:18 am
Feb 14 17 10:17:57 am
Feb 14 17 10:19:00 am
Feb 14 17 11:41:13 am
Feb 14 17 11:45:24 am
Feb 14 17 12:57:15 pm
Feb 14 17 02:56:10 pm
Feb 14 17 04:54:50 pm
Feb 14 17 10:12:18 pm
Feb 14 17 10:18:58 pm
Feb 15 17 12:46:14 am
Feb 15 17 08:47:34 am
Feb 15 17 09:20:05 am
Feb 15 17 11:27:52 am
Feb 15 17 02:33:46 pm
Feb 15 17 04:31:47 pm

Walk
Walk
Walk
Walk
Walk, Catch public transport
Drive
Walk
Walk
Walk, Drive
Walk
Walk
Walk, Ride, Drive
Walk
Walk, Ride, Drive
Walk, Ride
Walk, Drive
Walk, Drive
Walk, Drive
Walk
Walk
Walk
Walk, Drive
Walk, Drive
Drive
Walk, Drive
Walk
Walk, Drive
Walk
Walk
Walk, Ride, Drive
Walk, Ride, Drive, Other
Drive
Walk, Drive
Walk, Drive
Walk, Drive
Walk
Walk, Drive
Walk
Walk, Drive
Walk
Walk, Drive
Walk, Ride, Drive
Walk
Walk
Walk, Drive
Drive
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Feb 16 17 03:53:20 pm
Feb 16 17 05:32:04 pm
Feb 16 17 07:42:30 pm
Feb 16 17 07:46:21 pm
Feb 16 17 10:09:36 pm
Feb 17 17 08:17:12 am
Feb 17 17 03:25:34 pm
Feb 17 17 05:39:30 pm
Feb 17 17 06:41:53 pm
Feb 17 17 08:30:09 pm
Feb 18 17 09:14:03 am
Feb 18 17 03:15:05 pm
Feb 18 17 03:19:26 pm
Feb 18 17 07:24:39 pm
Feb 18 17 08:56:53 pm
Feb 18 17 09:35:59 pm
Feb 18 17 09:46:14 pm
Feb 19 17 06:51:15 am
Feb 19 17 10:31:11 am
Feb 19 17 03:30:11 pm
Feb 19 17 04:06:58 pm
Feb 19 17 06:46:32 pm
Feb 19 17 06:57:05 pm
Feb 19 17 08:57:44 pm
Feb 19 17 09:35:45 pm
Feb 20 17 12:09:54 am
Feb 20 17 06:32:47 pm

Walk, Drive
Walk
Walk, Drive
Drive
Walk
Walk, Drive
Walk, Drive
Walk, Drive
Walk
Walk, Drive
Walk, Drive
Walk
Walk
Walk
Walk
Walk, Drive
Walk
Walk
Walk
Walk, Drive
Walk, Drive
Walk, Drive
Walk
Drive
Walk
Walk, Ride, Drive
Walk, Drive

Date

Please list

Feb 07 17 05:53:45 pm
Feb 14 17 09:34:18 am

my bike
Scooter

Date

What do you call Elsternwick shopping strip?

Dec 01 16 08:14:57
Dec 01 16 08:16:58
Dec 01 16 11:07:03
Dec 02 16 06:55:52
Dec 02 16 03:10:45
Dec 03 16 07:19:18
Dec 03 16 08:38:03

pm
pm
pm
am
pm
am
am

My shipping place
Elsternwick!
Elsti
The wick
Elsternwick supermarket to Coles, along Glenhuntly rd
My local....I have lived in or close to Elsternwick all my life
The elsternwick shops, 'up the road"
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Dec 03 16 03:54:23 pm
Dec 04 16 09:50:51 am
Dec 04 16 02:40:29 pm
Dec 04 16 06:35:32 pm
Dec 04 16 09:58:19 pm
Dec 05 16 11:57:09 am
Dec 05 16 04:39:51 pm
Dec 05 16 07:17:56 pm
Dec 05 16 09:44:01 pm
Dec 05 16 10:59:54 pm
Dec 05 16 11:33:21 pm
Dec 06 16 02:21:04 am
Dec 06 16 11:28:42 am
Dec 06 16 04:38:17 pm
Dec 07 16 12:04:21 pm
Dec 07 16 02:30:39 pm
Dec 07 16 07:13:43 pm
Dec 07 16 07:43:29 pm
Dec 07 16 09:15:27 pm
Dec 07 16 10:56:21 pm
Dec 08 16 02:59:29 pm
Dec 08 16 06:35:29 pm
Dec 08 16 09:33:08 pm
Dec 08 16 09:33:55 pm
Dec 08 16 09:47:33 pm
Dec 10 16 04:54:08 pm
Dec 11 16 07:31:56 am
Dec 11 16 09:38:00 am
Dec 11 16 08:25:28 pm
Dec 11 16 09:50:59 pm
Dec 13 16 04:19:39 pm
Dec 13 16 06:15:12 pm
Dec 14 16 06:25:52 am
Dec 14 16 09:10:17 pm
Dec 15 16 08:30:36 am
Dec 15 16 05:57:49 pm
Dec 15 16 08:24:24 pm
Dec 15 16 09:24:18 pm
Dec 15 16 09:27:16 pm
Dec 16 16 09:20:03 am
Dec 16 16 09:03:20 pm
Dec 17 16 06:28:03 pm
Dec 18 16 09:53:12 am
Dec 18 16 09:53:57 am
Dec 18 16 11:56:12 pm
Dec 19 16 07:05:36 am
Dec 19 16 03:45:48 pm

my neighbourhood
The shops/supermarket
Glenhuntly Road
Elsterwick
'The shops'
Home
Elsternwick
Glenhuntly Road
Glenhuntly Rd shops
Glenhuntly Road
Glen Huntly Road
Glenhuntly Road
Shops along Glen Huntly Road in Elsternwick
Glen Huntly Road, Elsternwick
GH road
Elsternwick shopping strip
Glenhuntly road shops
Glenhuntly Road
Glenhuntly Rd
glen huntly road and ripponlea village
Elsternwick
Glenhuntley road
Elsternwick village
Glenhuntly road
Elsternwick village
A standard suburban shopping strip. Inner city style.
Glenhuntly
Glen Huntly or "down Glen Huntly"
Glenhuntly Rd shops
Glen huntly Rd
Glenhuntly Road
My local shopping street
E'wick High Street
My local hood
Down the street
Glenhuntly rd
Evolving
Glenhuntly rd
Glen Huntley
Elsternwick, Elsty
?
The shops
Glenhuntly Road
The high road, the main strip, and Glen Huntly road
Glenhuntly Road
Glenhuntly Rd
Glen Huntly Road
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Dec 19 16 06:29:49 pm
Dec 20 16 09:25:49 pm
Dec 22 16 09:55:04 pm
Dec 25 16 04:30:29 pm
Dec 25 16 11:02:47 pm
Dec 29 16 12:01:34 am
Dec 29 16 07:51:29 pm
Dec 29 16 07:54:45 pm
Jan 01 17 01:25:16 pm
Jan 01 17 07:42:34 pm
Jan 01 17 10:57:54 pm
Jan 02 17 07:21:25 pm
Jan 03 17 01:17:21 am
Jan 03 17 05:52:31 pm
Jan 03 17 07:57:21 pm
Jan 03 17 08:57:09 pm
Jan 04 17 07:53:18 pm
Jan 05 17 03:54:05 pm
Jan 05 17 08:40:33 pm
Jan 07 17 04:03:45 pm
Jan 08 17 09:39:23 pm
Jan 14 17 10:25:07 pm
Jan 16 17 01:21:50 am
Jan 17 17 04:50:35 pm
Jan 17 17 06:35:23 pm
Jan 17 17 08:24:43 pm
Jan 19 17 06:08:41 pm
Jan 21 17 12:51:56 pm
Jan 21 17 01:03:25 pm
Jan 21 17 01:12:25 pm
Jan 21 17 01:15:44 pm
Jan 21 17 01:19:18 pm
Jan 22 17 02:33:09 pm
Jan 23 17 05:59:24 am
Jan 25 17 10:56:11 pm
Jan 26 17 04:23:36 pm
Jan 26 17 04:38:10 pm
Jan 26 17 04:41:39 pm
Jan 26 17 04:48:52 pm
Jan 26 17 04:55:21 pm
Jan 26 17 05:02:11 pm
Jan 26 17 05:08:39 pm
Jan 26 17 05:11:27 pm
Jan 26 17 05:18:18 pm
Jan 26 17 05:22:13 pm
Jan 26 17 05:25:19 pm

The shops
Glenhuntly rd
Elsternwick
Elsternwick shopping strip
We usually say we're going to Glenhuntly Rd
I live in the shopping strip.
High Street
Glenhuntly road shops
Glenhuntly Road
Glenhuntly road
Glenhuntly Road
Home
Glenhuntly Road
Glen Huntley road
just 'going down the street'!
The wick
Don't know!
The strip from Gordon Street to Orrong Road, Coles and the shops opposite
Coles in Glenhuntly Road
Elsternwick
Glenhuntly Rd
Elsternwick shopping stip
The Wick
Elsternwick
Elsternwick
The shops on Glen Huntly road
Glen Huntly road
Glenhuntly Road
Elsterwick
Glen huntly
Elsty
Elst
Elst
"down glenhuntly Rd, elsternwick way"
Elsternwick
Glenhuntly Rd
Elsternwick
Glen huntly
Shops
Glen Huntly road
Glen Huntly road
Up the street
Elsty
Glen Huntly road
Glen huntly road
Elsternwick
The shops/ glen huntly road
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Jan 26 17 05:31:59 pm
Jan 26 17 05:37:03 pm
Jan 26 17 05:41:06 pm
Jan 26 17 05:42:14 pm
Jan 26 17 05:43:16 pm
Jan 26 17 05:44:55 pm
Jan 26 17 05:46:19 pm
Jan 26 17 05:49:26 pm
Jan 26 17 06:01:32 pm
Jan 26 17 06:15:37 pm
Jan 26 17 06:20:39 pm
Jan 26 17 06:28:02 pm
Jan 26 17 06:33:48 pm
Jan 26 17 06:47:16 pm
Jan 30 17 12:44:41 am
Jan 30 17 12:57:21 am
Jan 30 17 01:08:08 am
Jan 30 17 01:10:27 am
Jan 30 17 01:13:38 am
Jan 30 17 01:17:54 am
Jan 30 17 01:23:46 am
Jan 30 17 01:34:13 am
Jan 30 17 01:37:27 am
Jan 30 17 01:46:06 am
Jan 30 17 01:49:36 am
Jan 30 17 08:35:13 pm
Jan 30 17 10:49:49 pm
Jan 30 17 11:23:41 pm
Jan 31 17 01:52:02 pm
Feb 02 17 11:53:52 am
Feb 02 17 05:45:00 pm
Feb 02 17 05:54:26 pm
Feb 02 17 06:11:28 pm
Feb 02 17 07:55:06 pm
Feb 03 17 05:56:56 pm
Feb 03 17 06:55:23 pm
Feb 03 17 07:23:19 pm
Feb 04 17 08:27:46 pm
Feb 07 17 02:23:34 pm
Feb 07 17 03:18:06 pm
Feb 07 17 03:20:25 pm
Feb 07 17 03:40:23 pm
Feb 07 17 03:42:12 pm
Feb 07 17 04:17:10 pm
Feb 07 17 04:53:45 pm
Feb 07 17 05:53:45 pm

Elsternwick
Glenhuntly road
Elsternwick
Elst
Elst
Elst
Elsternwick
Elst
Glenhuntly road
Glenhuntly road
Glenhuntly road/ shops
Glenhuntly rd
Elsternwick
elsternwick village
Elsty or Rippo
Elsternwick or glenhuntly road
Glenhuntly road
The shops
Glenhuntly road
Glenhuntly road
We say we are going down the street
Elsternwick plaza
My local
Home
Elsternwick Village
The Wick
From Elsternwick Station to Hawthorn Rd area
Elsternwick
Elsternwick
Glenhuntly rd shopping strip
Elsternwick Villiage
Glenhunts
Glenhuntly Road
Glenhuntly Rd and surrounds
Glen Huntly rd shops
Looks and feels like I am in a 3rd world country.Dirty, litter, too many junk
shops.
Shabby.
Glenhuntly road
Elsternwick shopping center.
Elsternwick Village. (or Glenhuntly Road shops)
Glen Huntly Road
The Shops
Kooyong Rd through to Glenhuntly Station
The Elsternwick shopping strip
Glenhuntly Road
glenhuntly strip
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Feb 07 17 05:55:39
Feb 07 17 06:31:04
Feb 07 17 06:58:10
Feb 07 17 07:05:33
Feb 07 17 07:39:30
Feb 07 17 08:16:16
Feb 07 17 08:41:09
Feb 07 17 08:51:04
Feb 07 17 08:53:44
Feb 07 17 09:01:51
Feb 07 17 09:03:35
Feb 07 17 09:15:49
Feb 07 17 10:31:34
Feb 08 17 07:16:27
Feb 08 17 08:26:47
Feb 08 17 08:46:01
Feb 08 17 09:04:54
Feb 08 17 09:27:50
Feb 08 17 09:30:49

pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
am
am
am
am
am
am

Feb 08 17 09:33:31
Feb 08 17 10:00:22
Feb 08 17 11:41:00
Feb 08 17 12:15:55
Feb 08 17 12:18:12
Feb 08 17 01:28:35
Feb 08 17 01:35:06
Feb 08 17 01:44:55
Feb 08 17 01:46:23
Feb 08 17 02:00:21
Feb 08 17 02:11:29
Feb 08 17 02:23:29
Feb 08 17 02:25:46
Feb 08 17 04:20:37
Feb 08 17 04:34:45

am
am
am
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm

Feb 08 17 04:53:06 pm
Feb 08 17 05:06:28 pm
Feb 08 17 05:56:43 pm
Feb 08 17 06:25:02 pm
Feb 08 17 09:02:14 pm
Feb 08 17 09:05:33 pm
Feb 08 17 09:39:44 pm
Feb 08 17 11:42:21 pm
Feb 09 17 08:21:19 am
Feb 09 17 09:08:27 am
Feb 09 17 09:42:57 am
Feb 09 17 10:23:40 am

Glenhuntly rd
The dog poo path.
residential district
My local
Elsti or The Wick
My local shops
Glen Huntley Road
Glenhuntly rd
Glenhuntly Rd
Elsternwick
The shops or the strip or Elsternwick way
Between Bumps and Nepean Hway
The high street
Going to the shops
Glenhuntly road or Elsternwick
E-wick
The shops
Glen Huntly Road
Glenhuntly Road shops
Many locals don't shop there because of the rubbish
Elsternwick shops
pretty cool
Glenhuntley Rd
From Shoobra Rd to Elsternwick station
Elsternwick
Glenhuntly Rd
Wicked
Up the street
local shops; glenhuntly road
elsternwick village
Elsternwick
Elsternwick or Glenhuntly Road
downshire rd to Nepean hwy
Going up the road
From Nepean Highway to midway between Orrong and Kooyong Rd.
or do you mean the actual name - Glenhuntley Rd
if someone asks...Whereleseternwick
Glenhuntly road shops
Elsternwick shops
Glen Huntly Rd
Glenhuntly Rd
Glen Huntly Rd
The wick
Glenhuntly Rd shops
The Shops
Glenhuntly Rd, Elsternwick shopping strip
Glenhuntly Rd
Up the street
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Feb 09 17 10:29:13
Feb 09 17 10:33:04
Feb 09 17 10:56:35
Feb 09 17 10:58:01
Feb 09 17 11:02:59
Feb 09 17 11:55:01
Feb 09 17 12:11:46
Feb 09 17 01:11:46
Feb 09 17 02:37:33
Feb 09 17 03:59:46
Feb 09 17 04:12:14
Feb 09 17 05:31:05
Feb 09 17 05:39:06
Feb 09 17 05:54:09
Feb 09 17 06:06:25
Feb 09 17 06:18:19
Feb 09 17 07:48:37
Feb 09 17 09:09:44
Feb 09 17 09:40:30
Feb 09 17 09:45:26
Feb 09 17 10:04:05
Feb 10 17 10:37:10
Feb 10 17 12:11:18
Feb 10 17 12:16:52

am
am
am
am
am
am
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
am
pm
pm

Feb 10 17 12:39:12
Feb 10 17 12:52:42
Feb 10 17 01:58:59
Feb 10 17 03:11:56
Feb 10 17 04:20:50
Feb 10 17 04:21:39
Feb 10 17 06:12:45
Feb 10 17 10:29:12
Feb 11 17 07:35:55
Feb 11 17 09:05:10
Feb 11 17 12:53:31
Feb 11 17 01:57:09
Feb 11 17 03:11:03
Feb 11 17 03:17:57
Feb 11 17 03:57:35
Feb 11 17 04:54:40
Feb 11 17 04:57:25
Feb 11 17 04:58:17
Feb 11 17 05:07:10
Feb 11 17 05:50:44
Feb 11 17 07:49:28
Feb 12 17 09:57:43

pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
am
am
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
am

elsternwick shops
Elsternwick shops
the shops
Glen Huntly Rd Elsternwick shops
Elsternwick
Getting better and groovier.
Glen Huntly Road from Brighton Road to Kooyong Road.
the street
the shops
Glenhuntly Road shops.
Glenhuntly Rd home
Just Elsternwick or Glenhuntly Road.
Glenhuntly Road and adjoining shops/facilities
I am going to "glenhuntly road".
Elsternwick shopping strip!
Glen Huntly Road shops
Glenhuntley Road
Going up the road
Glenhuntly Rdh
Glen Huntly Road
Glenhuntly Rd
down the road
Shops
I don't have a specific name for it. Going 'up the street' is what I tell my
husband
From station to Orrong Rd
Glenhuntly Rd
Esleternwick
'up the street' or 'Elsternwick'
Glenhuntly Rd Shops
Glenhuntly Rd shops
Glenhuntly Road
My local strip
Glen Huntly road shoping
Down the street
Down the street
Glenhuntly Road
Glenhuntly Rd
Down the street
Elsternwick
Glenhuntly Road
Elsternwick
Glen Huntly Rd
The shops
Glenhuntly Road
Glenhuntly Rd. But the dog knows it as "the shops".
Glenhuntly rd and surrounds
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Feb 12 17 11:56:20
Feb 12 17 03:07:19
Feb 12 17 03:09:19
Feb 12 17 04:04:33
Feb 12 17 04:49:32
Feb 12 17 07:16:14
Feb 12 17 10:31:49
Feb 13 17 07:05:59
Feb 13 17 09:26:31
Feb 13 17 09:41:18

am
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
am
am
am

Feb 13 17 11:02:56 am
Feb 13 17 12:00:25 pm
Feb 13 17 01:56:28 pm
Feb 13 17 06:12:33 pm
Feb 13 17 07:36:30
Feb 14 17 09:34:18
Feb 14 17 10:17:57
Feb 14 17 10:19:00
Feb 14 17 11:41:13

pm
am
am
am
am

Feb 14 17 11:45:24
Feb 14 17 12:57:15
Feb 14 17 04:54:50
Feb 14 17 10:12:18
Feb 14 17 10:18:58
Feb 15 17 12:46:14
Feb 15 17 08:47:34

am
pm
pm
pm
pm
am
am

Feb 15 17 09:20:05
Feb 15 17 11:27:52
Feb 15 17 02:33:46
Feb 15 17 04:31:47
Feb 16 17 03:53:20
Feb 16 17 05:32:04
Feb 16 17 07:42:30

am
am
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm

Feb 16 17 07:46:21 pm
Feb 16 17 10:09:36 pm
Feb 17 17 08:17:12
Feb 17 17 03:25:34
Feb 17 17 05:39:30
Feb 17 17 06:41:53
Feb 17 17 08:30:09
Feb 18 17 09:14:03

am
pm
pm
pm
pm
am

I say I am shopping in Elsternwick
Glen huntly road between orrong and Nepean
Elsternwick shops.
Elsternwick/ Glenhuntly road
Glen Huntely road
The local shops
Glenhuntly Road shops
Elsternwick
Glen eira road and Glenhuntly Road
My local shops
Shops down the street
The Glen Huntly Rd strip between Orrong and Nepean Hwy
Handy
Glenhuntely road shops
Kooyong rd to elsternwick station.
Penhaluriacks hardware in Hawthorn Rd
The shops
Elsternwick
elsternwick
Glen Huntly Rd between the highway and Kooyong Rd
Elsternwick
Glen Huntly Rd
Elsty shopping strip
The Strip
Glenhuntly Road
Glenhuntly Rd
Elsternwick shops
Elsty
Not sure what this question means but if you want to know what I regard as
the 'Elsternwick shopping strip' then it is the stretch of Glenhuntly Road
from Brighton Road to Orrong Road.
Glenhuntly Rd?
The Wick
Glenhuntly Road and some of the businesses on the side streets
Elsternwick Shops
The strip or the wick strip or on the street
Our local shops
Glenhuntly Road shopping centre
Glenhuntly Road
Elsternwick Shopping Centre
Please do not call it Elstenwick village as it is no longer a village it is a
suburban shopping strip
Glen Huntly Rd, Elsternwick
The shops. It's not a village!
My local shopping Centre
The Wick
Elsternwick village
The Street
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Feb 18 17 03:15:05 pm
Feb 18 17 03:19:26 pm
Feb 18 17 07:24:39 pm
Feb 18 17 08:56:53 pm
Feb 18 17 09:35:59 pm
Feb 18 17 09:46:14 pm
Feb 19 17 06:51:15 am
Feb 19 17 10:31:11 am
Feb 19 17 03:30:11 pm
Feb 19 17 04:06:58 pm
Feb 19 17 06:46:32 pm
Feb 19 17 06:57:05
Feb 19 17 08:57:44
Feb 19 17 09:35:45
Feb 20 17 12:09:54
Feb 20 17 06:32:47

pm
pm
pm
am
pm

The Wick Strip
the shops
Glenhuntly rd
The street
Glenhuntly Road Elsternwick ans surrounds
Glenhuntly Road
we say we are going up the street
Glenhuntly road
Glenhuntly Road
Elsternwick Village
If you mean how do I refer to it - Glenhuntly Road.
If you mean what do I think of as the Esternwick shopping strip - mostly
from Coles to the train station area.
Nothing
Orrong rd down to the station in Esternwick
Elsternwick shopping strip
The area from Victoria st to Nepean hwy
The shops

Date

What do you love about Elsternwick shopping strip?

Nov 28 16 02:39:07 pm

The library, op shops, cafes, bars, restaurants, retail outlets, green grocer,
health food shop etc.
I live in Elsternwick
Good amount of shops
Love the community feel!!!
Lots of new great cafes and even restaurants are popping up
Lots!! The locals - Wes and Jane always welcoming you with a smile, the
lost souls you see wandering the strip. The cool Japanese guy we've dubbed
the 'Trendy Scientist' because of the chic linen coat he wears that
resembles a lab. coat. The bearded, well-groomed gentleman who walk to
Elsternwick station of a morning looking like they've just stepped out of a
magazine. I love the tiniest shop in the world, a passageway shop that takes
you down the rabbit hole to possibly the only warehouse Southside still in
existence as an art space. I love receiving the pieces Bev writes and the
hope she has in her eyes. I LOVE Adi who knows my order as soon as I step
into Talk of the Town. I love the Op Shops. I love there's a gay sauna that
not many people know about. I love you can smell the ocean sometimes.

Nov 28 16 03:22:52 pm
Nov 28 16 04:49:41 pm
Nov 28 16 10:51:24 pm
Nov 29 16 06:00:02 pm
Nov 30 16 09:56:46 am

Nov 30 16 11:40:20 am
Nov 30 16 01:47:24 pm
Nov 30 16 10:36:50 pm
Nov 30 16 11:11:41 pm
Dec 01 16 11:59:31 am

Good quality product all in one area
Perfect Pantry
Glo Health"
The variety available ie. $2 shops, opp shops, boutiques, shoe shops, health
food stores, great food spots
Its close
Convenient
27

Dec 01 16 01:42:53 pm
Dec 01 16 04:41:16 pm

Village feel it has had (but is slowly disappearing )not a lit anymore
Cake shops
Coffee shops
Don't like Coles but love its 24hr opening
Cosmopolitan and vibrant mix of people

Dec 01 16 08:14:57 pm

I love that I know the ship owners and talk to them when I ship abd that they
know me
It is varied
A mix of people which is reflected in the shops. Bookshop.
I love that we're finally getting some great cafes and restaurants. I can't wait
for the Rifle Club restaurant to open, the refurbishment looks amazing, as
does the new Elsti Plaza. I love having the cinema and I loved
SouthsideCentral food trucks when it was running next to the cinema
(before Council shut it down :( ). I love the brilliant homewares store and the
different clothes shops. I love the heritage shopfronts and like that they're
usually able to be retained even when the site is redeveloped. I like seeing
the new developments going ahead, because it provides customers for the
shops and cafes, and attracts new shops/cafes. I LOVE the new
Elsternwick Plaza - it used to be somewhere I used to avoid (especially at
night, even tho it was a shortcut to get home) but now it's a place I like to
walk through and spend time in (also love having a go on the swings
Friendly community
Variety
The community and local neighbourhood
Not a lot. Has great potential, excited about recent opening of new
restaurants. Also the improvement of the elsternwick grassed area near the
goat house.
Eclectic mix of food, and the beautiful old buildings
Nothing, it's characterless
Cinema, 24 hour Coles, fruit shop, Chemist Warehouse, public transport
Good variety of shops
A few select stores, Aviv, The Avenue Bookstore, convince of post office,
Officeworks and supermarket.
Variety of shops
I live now less than 5 minutes walk (previously was less than 10 min walk).
Convenience for all my regular shopping plus, food & cafes etc. great
access to public transport. Fairly pleasant, trendy. like the fact that both
Parks at either end are being/have been upgraded.
Local, convenient, village atmosphere and the fact that I always run into
someone I know
Some good local traders such as child and adult. Convenience of being
able to walk. Friendly nature of most vendors.
Close to home
Good variety of shops, cafes and restaurants
Lots of people around/ community feel
Close to home
Love the new dedicated bicycle parking spaces in front of Zap fitness.
Wide range of cafes
The cafes and restaurant
The cafe's, restaurants and cheap 2 dollar shops.
Variety
Restaurants

Dec 01 16 08:16:58 pm
Dec 01 16 11:07:03 pm

Dec 02 16 06:55:52 am
Dec 02 16 03:10:45 pm
Dec 03 16 07:19:18 am
Dec 03 16 08:38:03 am
Dec 03 16 03:54:23 pm
Dec 04 16 09:50:51 am
Dec 04 16 02:40:29 pm
Dec 04 16 06:35:32 pm
Dec 04 16 09:58:19 pm
Dec 05 16 11:57:09 am
Dec 05 16 04:39:51 pm

Dec 05 16 07:17:56 pm
Dec 05 16 09:44:01 pm
Dec 05 16 10:59:54 pm
Dec 05 16 11:33:21
Dec 06 16 02:21:04
Dec 06 16 11:28:42
Dec 06 16 04:38:17
Dec 06 16 08:42:28
Dec 07 16 12:04:21
Dec 07 16 02:30:39

pm
am
am
pm
pm
pm
pm
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Dec 07 16 07:13:43 pm
Dec 07 16 07:43:29 pm
Dec 07 16 09:15:27 pm
Dec 07 16 10:56:21 pm
Dec 08 16 02:59:29 pm
Dec 08 16 06:35:29 pm
Dec 08 16 09:33:08 pm
Dec 08 16 09:33:55 pm
Dec 08 16 09:47:33 pm
Dec 09 16 07:31:34 am
Dec 10 16 04:54:08 pm
Dec 11 16 07:31:56 am
Dec 11 16 09:38:00 am
Dec 11 16 08:25:28 pm
Dec 11 16 09:50:59 pm
Dec 13 16 04:19:39 pm
Dec 13 16 06:15:12 pm
Dec 14 16 06:25:52 am
Dec 14 16 09:10:17 pm
Dec 15 16 08:30:36 am
Dec 15 16 05:57:49 pm

Dec 15 16 08:24:24 pm
Dec 15 16 09:24:18 pm
Dec 15 16 09:27:16 pm
Dec 16 16 09:20:03 am
Dec 16 16 09:03:20 pm
Dec 17 16 06:28:03 pm
Dec 18 16 09:53:12 am
Dec 18 16 09:53:57 am
Dec 18 16 11:56:12 pm

Dec 19 16 07:05:36 am

Walking
Local strip. No high rise.
Step Ahead Shoes
Cafes
New Cafes opening up, eclectic eateries, restaurants, bars, cinema,
women's clothing stores, accessibility to train
strip mall shopping. Mix of cultures and quality food
Boutique stores, owners are traders, so service and care are superior.
elsternwick station reserve
Cafes & Dalgarnos. Fruit shops. News agency
It's familiar. Fairly easy to park
Village feel. Neighbourhood feeling
Nothing you've ruined it .
Diversity of shops and integration with public transport
Mixed bage of shops cafes and outlets.
The variety of restaurant cuisines in one strip, safe and great vibe
It has most things needed- ie butcher, fruit and veg. Love Hanoi Hannah
and can't wait for bang bang rc- need a few more on trend up market
places!
Daggy, local, comfortable, grew up there. Everything you need, nothing you
don't.
It caters for everyone and has everything you need for all ocassions
Quality & diverified retail & food outlets
Everything!!
It's got useful shops - from books to shoes and underwear to grocery and
good eating too and movies
Access is generally good.
I can get most gift purchAses on the strip - range of kids and adult gifts.
Not many tourists.
Great range of eateries for all times of the day.
Variety and walkability
Lots to eat
Supermarket
Holds lots of memories
Lots of things close together
Easy access, lot's of variety within the stores.
The people.
The cafes.
I can get many of my needs at elsternwick and am known in many of the
shops.
Close to home.
General relaxed vibe and feel, typical Melbourne high road with tram and
shops, great cafes and food options
Tommy Ruff
Coles
Classic Cinemas
Relaxed, friendly, has most things you might need
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Dec 19 16 03:45:48 pm
Dec 19 16 06:29:49 pm
Dec 20 16 09:25:49 pm
Dec 22 16 08:46:08 am
Dec 22 16 09:55:04 pm

Dec 23 16 06:38:43 am
Dec 25 16 04:30:29 pm
Dec 25 16 11:02:47 pm
Dec 29 16 12:01:34 am
Dec 29 16 07:51:29 pm
Dec 29 16 07:54:45 pm

Jan 01 17 01:25:16 pm
Jan 01 17 07:42:34 pm
Jan 01 17 10:57:54 pm
Jan 02 17 07:21:25 pm
Jan 03 17 01:17:21 am
Jan 03 17 05:52:31 pm
Jan 03 17 07:57:21 pm
Jan 03 17 08:57:09 pm
Jan 03 17 09:15:32 pm
Jan 04 17 07:53:18 pm

Jan 05 17 08:27:05 am
Jan 05 17 03:54:05 pm
Jan 05 17 08:40:33 pm
Jan 07 17 04:03:45 pm
Jan 08 17 09:39:23
Jan 14 17 10:25:07
Jan 16 17 01:21:50
Jan 17 17 04:50:35
Jan 17 17 06:35:23

pm
pm
am
pm
pm

It's a good blend of shops and cafes. Convenient and safe.
The fact that it feels like a "local" shopping strip rather than a carbon copy
of a mall. I like the quirky little shops, the old-style/original buildings, the
lack of high rise and overt over-development, and the newly-upgraded park.
Variety of shops, banks & cafés
I love that I can walk there and use community facilities such as library,
easy access to public transport, nearly everything I need is there and
accessible.
It is also very safe.
friendly independent shops
Close to home (walking distance)
There are still specialty shops there that aren't part of a big chain of stores
you find anywhere so it still has character.
Community feel, variety of cultures and cuisines. There are some fantastic
shops Delgarnos, Party Shop, Wills Batch shoe and clothing stores.
Community vibe. Heritage buildings. Increased variety of places to eat and
socialise.
Many of the shops and institutions and the staff in the shops and
institutions, especially: Avenue, Child and Adult, Olia, Dalgarno's, Classic
Cinema and the Elsternwick Library. I also enjoy the safe atmosphere and
the recent increase in the quality of the food.
Cafes and restaurant growth in the few years.
Provides a lot, food transport
Eclectic mix of shops. Good balance of eating, drinking, retail, services,
offices.
The friendly atmosphere and variety of traders plus the fact that it is small
only a few blocks ....exclusive
Everything you need is there
The relaxed atmosphere, knowing people and the shops privately owned.
variety of businesses, friendly shopkeepers, reasonable parking when
needed, a good library
Cafes, restaurants, plaza, cinema
Reminds Me of Malvern! Use to go to the Classic, now the movies
disappoint. Used to go to the late Aperatif (if You can remember that
place}? and have a meal and coffee before going to the movies at the
classic. Was a Member of the classic.
The limited number of chain stores, that you can get just about all essential
services to live, low scale feel even in higher density areas,
I do not love anything about it.
Local bank branches
Japanese food
Shops
Good variety of shops. Banks and Auspost all close to each other. Very
good range of restaurants. Plenty of off-street parking, trams, and railway
access.
The cafes, safety to walk around during night, convenient
The variety.
Variety. Range. Size.
It has a friendly vibe
Good variety of restaurants
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Jan 19 17 06:08:41 pm
Jan 21 17 12:51:56 pm
Jan 21 17 01:03:25 pm
Jan 21 17 01:12:25 pm
Jan 21 17 01:15:44 pm
Jan 21 17 01:19:18 pm
Jan 22 17 02:33:09 pm
Jan 25 17 10:42:07 pm
Jan 25 17 10:56:11
Jan 26 17 04:14:19
Jan 26 17 04:17:56
Jan 26 17 04:21:23

pm
pm
pm
pm

Jan 26 17 04:23:36
Jan 26 17 04:38:10
Jan 26 17 04:41:39
Jan 26 17 04:48:52
Jan 26 17 04:55:21
Jan 26 17 05:02:11
Jan 26 17 05:08:39
Jan 26 17 05:11:27
Jan 26 17 05:18:18
Jan 26 17 05:20:34
Jan 26 17 05:22:13
Jan 26 17 05:25:19
Jan 26 17 05:31:59
Jan 26 17 05:37:03
Jan 26 17 05:41:06
Jan 26 17 05:42:14
Jan 26 17 05:43:16
Jan 26 17 05:44:55
Jan 26 17 05:46:19
Jan 26 17 05:49:26
Jan 26 17 05:55:45
Jan 26 17 06:15:37
Jan 26 17 06:20:39

pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm

Jan 26 17 06:28:02 pm
Jan 26 17 06:33:48 pm
Jan 26 17 06:47:16
Jan 30 17 12:44:41
Jan 30 17 12:52:51
Jan 30 17 01:08:08

pm
am
am
am

Variety of shops and services; availability of public transport; lots of natural
light; community feel; variety of people (nationality, age, families, singles,
colourful characters); feeling of safety (most times).
Open park and coffee
Accessible
It's close
Everything
Coffee shops
The availability of car parks behind the shops
I love the cafes, the variety of eateries, the community feel of the 'old'
shops.
Panda Mama
Proximity to everything
Closeness and parking
Friendly people and comfortable atmosphere. Different range of shop on a
large street
Shops
Bug choice lot of shops
Cafes, ice cream shops, playground
Shops
It's got everything
Convienience and variety
Close to home and friendly
Convienient
Good food, great op shops and great parks
Restaurants and parks. It's tight neat
The cinemas
Variety of shops
Not sure anything attracts me
Love is a strong word! It's a strip - community
Cinema and ice cream shops
The food
Shops
Retaurants
Close to everything
Parks
Much prefer small shopping centre than a big mall
Close to home and clean
Food
Good vibes
Shops
Diversity/ culture of food
Open space
Festival
Not to loud/ kid friendly
Convienient and pleasant
Easy to catch up with mates as they are local
Friendly and small community feel
Variety of food shops
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Jan 30 17 01:10:27
Jan 30 17 01:13:38
Jan 30 17 01:17:54
Jan 30 17 01:23:46
Jan 30 17 01:34:13

am
am
am
am
am

Jan 30 17 01:37:27
Jan 30 17 01:46:06
Jan 30 17 01:49:36
Jan 30 17 08:35:13

am
am
am
pm

Jan 30 17 10:49:49 pm
Jan 30 17 11:23:41 pm

Jan 31 17 01:52:02 pm
Feb 02 17 11:53:52 am
Feb 02 17 05:45:00 pm
Feb 02 17 05:54:26 pm
Feb 02 17 06:11:28 pm
Feb 02 17 07:55:06 pm

Feb 03 17 05:56:56
Feb 03 17 06:55:23
Feb 03 17 07:23:19
Feb 07 17 02:23:34
Feb 07 17 03:18:06

pm
pm
pm
pm
pm

Feb 07 17 03:20:25
Feb 07 17 03:40:23
Feb 07 17 03:42:12
Feb 07 17 04:17:10
Feb 07 17 04:53:45

pm
pm
pm
pm
pm

Feb 07 17 05:53:45 pm
Feb 07 17 05:55:39 pm
Feb 07 17 06:31:04 pm
Feb 07 17 06:58:10 pm
Feb 07 17 07:05:33 pm
Feb 07 17 07:39:30 pm

Not many stores from chains
Local community shops
The cafes
Conveinence shopping locally
Easy to park not too busy
Coffee shops and 24 hour Coles. Dalgarnos, chemist, op shops, wings,
Mexico City and elsternwick club
Ambience diversity of shops
Food is great
The friendly atmosphere
That it's changing for the better! Love the community, bars and cafes
popping up
The eclectic nature of the locals, good range of shops and cafes.
Lots of opportunity to do day-to-day needs. Lots of independent shops.
Merchants, shopkeepers and people in general are lovely and conversant.
Approachable. Love the vibe. Also, I love that it is peaceful and quiet at
night. No rowdy crowds. I can do nighttime grocery shopping without fear.
Great variety of shops and amazing food. One of the best cinemas in
Melbourne. Great train and tram connections
The Avenue Bookstore, Aviv, Will's Batch, Classic Cinema, Bang Bang,
Korean/Thai restaurants, Tokyo Deli, Loco, Loft, Child & Adult....
Not a lot, maybe it's convenient.
Everything
I love the diversity of the strip.
We need a good deli !!!
Busy
Diverse
New town square
Cinema
Community feel and heritage shops
Great range of facilities, regardless of what you are seeking
Not much,has the basics
Close. Convenient. Good transport. Nice Library.
Enjoy being part of a community, seeing friends also using the area, the low
rise village feel, the friendly staff.
It has all the shops, etc., I need
The variety
So much variety
The shops, the cafes and the ample parking
Coffee and food options
Love the new Bang Bang development
we moved from the inner north so we have found the strip to be tired and
old but just recently have started to change. I like the new food options on
the strip
Its very close to home and some new , modern cafes and restaurants are
opening
Close to home
plenty to offer
I can get nearly all my shopping done in the strip
All the new cafes and restaurants.
Love the new vibrancy that is developing in Elsternwick, which is attributed
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Feb 07 17 08:16:16 pm
Feb 07 17 08:41:09
Feb 07 17 08:51:04
Feb 07 17 08:53:44
Feb 07 17 09:01:51

pm
pm
pm
pm

Feb 07 17 09:03:35 pm

Feb 07 17 09:15:49 pm
Feb 07 17 10:31:34 pm
Feb 08 17 07:16:27 am
Feb 08 17 07:53:25 am
Feb 08 17 08:26:47 am
Feb 08 17 08:46:01 am
Feb 08 17 09:04:54 am
Feb 08 17 09:27:50 am
Feb 08 17 09:30:49 am
Feb 08 17 09:33:31 am
Feb 08 17 10:00:22 am
Feb 08 17 11:41:00 am
Feb 08 17 12:15:55 pm
Feb 08 17 12:18:12 pm
Feb 08 17 01:28:35 pm
Feb 08 17 01:35:06 pm
Feb 08 17 01:44:55 pm
Feb 08 17 01:46:23 pm
Feb 08 17 02:00:21 pm
Feb 08 17 02:11:29 pm
Feb 08 17 02:23:29 pm

to the recent development occurring. Bring on more of it!
I always remember a quote from Sharon Gray, a writer in The Age who said
of the Elsternwick shopping strip that you could find all that you ever wanted
there!
Variety
The cafes and boutiques/homewares shops
Speciality shops. Convenient. Not huge foot or car traffic
Variety of stores, cafes and restaurants. Supermarket being so close. Not
huge amount of empty shops.
Diversity of cafes bars and restaurants
Variety of shops
There aren't many $2 shops yet
There is still a place for old school non branded retailers
Butchers and fruit shops still exist
The park finally looks good with the opening of Bang Bang and Goats Head
on the other side. There are some good restaurants beginning to take
shape including Hanoi Hanna; Vodka bar and Bistro Goemon.
It's diversity of cultural influences, the trams and vibrancy, the new
businesses
Everything you need is close to each other
Culture and heritage
it's friendly, it is easy to get around and park. There is pretty much
everything we need except a shop with underwear and socks!!
Close to home. Reasonable and free parking
Variety of eating establishments. Local so you get to know the
operators/owners and form a relationship. This leads to a village /
community feel. Everybody needs to feel part of a community / village
Easy to get to from home. Plenty of parking. Great coffee. LOVE Tokyo Deli
(best sushi in Melbourne!).
Updated cafe and restaurants
Plaza some greenery
Close by with good parking
the mix of cafes and shops of all types
The Coles is very important together with very good emerging cafes/bars.
Needs higher grade restaurants.
Mix of retail, food, op shops, cafes and banks. Having a large supermarket
close by is also convenient. Some high rise (3 - 5 stories) appartments is
also appropriate if they don't generate more traffic ie use public transport.
Close to where I live, has good cafes and nearly everything I need or want
in a shopping strip (except a hardware store!)
variety ie cafes, restaurants, grocery shops
proximity to our home
Accessibility to transport and amenities
Great butcher (Trialto), Dalgarnos, good fruit and veg shops, Aviv bakery,
Goathouse, Plaza park, good shoe shops, Ruby's Gifts.
convenient; close to home; quick for grabbing what I need; has most things
I require for everyday
diversity. more cool cafes and nightlife is popping up
Love is a strong emotion for a shopping strip
Still a mix of convenience stores such as supermarket, butcher, bakeries,
deli, clothing stores, banks, toy shops - not just cafes. I do like the cafe
culture but often local residential strips are ruined as they only provide
restaurants and cafes. I think the council should ensure not just food
outlets. I also like the fact that there are no parking fees/ charges. This
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Feb 08 17 02:25:46 pm

Feb 08 17 04:20:37
Feb 08 17 04:34:45
Feb 08 17 04:53:06
Feb 08 17 05:06:28
Feb 08 17 05:56:43
Feb 08 17 06:15:43
Feb 08 17 06:25:02

pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm

Feb 08 17 06:33:25 pm
Feb 08 17 08:31:14 pm
Feb 08 17 09:02:14 pm
Feb 08 17 09:05:33 pm
Feb 08 17 09:39:44 pm
Feb 08 17 11:42:21 pm
Feb 09 17 08:21:19 am
Feb 09 17 09:08:27
Feb 09 17 09:42:57
Feb 09 17 09:51:14
Feb 09 17 10:23:40

am
am
am
am

Feb 09 17 10:29:13 am
Feb 09 17 10:33:04 am
Feb 09 17 10:56:35 am
Feb 09 17 10:58:01 am

Feb 09 17 11:02:59
Feb 09 17 11:55:01
Feb 09 17 12:11:46
Feb 09 17 01:11:46
Feb 09 17 02:37:33
Feb 09 17 03:59:46

am
am
pm
pm
pm
pm

Feb 09 17 04:12:14 pm

would really be a very negative move for the community.
relative ease of parking - though this is becoming more difficult.
love coles, trialto butcher, aviv, Officeworks, post office, Centrecom,
carousel,
great library
Convenient - It has everything - including variety - within walking distance
It is close to where I live. Many cafes. Good coffee. Friendly. Clean.
variety, value, convenience
Op shops
Variety, choice, independent shops, friendly,
Convenience
Locality. Many shops & cafes are owned by locals meaning there are less
franchise style corporate owners.
Local people make the place unique
The range of cuisines available.
Most services present - post office, banks, officeworks etc
Variety of shops
Food, culture, deli
Most things I need are available. I don't have to go to Coles for much
because I can find virtually everything I need is found in the various
businesses on Glen Huntly Rd.
That it's not over populated, lots of great restaurants and cafes, op shops,
book shop, office works, banks, new bang bang bar looks great, love the
movies and vodka bar.. Lots and lots
It covers all the essentials (supermarket, post office, chemist, bank, butcher
etc). One stop shop! Easy to find park. And Aviv!
The strip should stay as shops, retail, coffee, food. No high rise apartments.
Needs a clean up, looking tired.
Cafes, shopping, restaurants, cinema. Everything within walking distance.
Cafes, Restaurants (Bang Bang, Hannoi Hannah), Chemist nearby,
good carparking most of the time. variety of food and service retail
The diversity of the shops (sadly although this is changing) the Classic
cinema, The Avenue bookshop the choice between restraunts nationality
etc. The updated park beside the station and the general vibe of the street.
tram, shops, community
ease of access, quality of coffee (at the coffee bar I frequent), range of retail
services (banks, pharmacy, supermarket clothes, etc etc etc)
convenience
Usually I can find a parking spot somwhere behind the strip,( only just
before Chrostmas you can't find a spot). The variety of small shops is
great,( clothing, variety stores, opp shops to give donations, Office works
and a great supermarket, as well as quite a few kosher bakeries/eateries
which for me is wonderful.
It is walking distance to where I live and has character
community, small, traditional
The variety of shops catering to all my needs.
Variety of shops, bars and restaurants
close to home and lots of convenient and good shops
Its friendly and low key but has a great range of shopping options. Also love
that the cinema is there and the station gives access to the city. The new
playground by the station is excellent!
Almost everything is here: food, shops,etc
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Feb 09 17 04:32:34
Feb 09 17 05:31:05
Feb 09 17 05:39:06
Feb 09 17 05:54:09

pm
pm
pm
pm

Feb 09 17 06:06:25 pm

Feb 09 17 06:18:19 pm
Feb 09 17 07:48:37 pm
Feb 09 17 09:09:44 pm
Feb 09 17 09:40:30 pm
Feb 09 17 09:45:26 pm
Feb 09 17 10:04:05 pm
Feb 10 17 09:37:10
Feb 10 17 10:37:10
Feb 10 17 12:11:18
Feb 10 17 12:16:52

am
am
pm
pm

Feb 10 17 12:39:12 pm
Feb 10 17 12:52:42 pm

Feb 10 17 01:58:59 pm
Feb 10 17 03:11:56 pm
Feb 10 17 04:21:39 pm
Feb 10 17 06:12:45 pm
Feb 10 17 10:06:02 pm

Feb 10 17 10:29:12 pm
Feb 11 17 07:35:55 am
Feb 11 17 09:05:10 am

The diversity
Most things that I need are there.
Cinema included
Convenient parking.
Close to home.
A good mix of shops
That it is still an old style mixed business retail shopping strip. Carnegie is a
pale shadow of the great little strip it once was. I love catching glimpses of
Elsternwick locations on ABC productions. Think you've missed some good
promotional opportunities there, and soon the ABC will be gone. I'll miss
bumping it local media identities. The strip has some great cafes and a
good range of restaurants. The natives are friendly too...
Good choice of shops
Variety of shops, variety of eating places, seeing more upmarket
establishments come into the strip.
Variety of amenities
Classic Cinema
Footpath dining/restaurants
Has most of what you need
I think it is a great place for catching up with friends with it's range of cafes,
and the libraries are excellent for studying. The opportunities to shop at a
range of op shops is something else I love about the shopping strip.
Great variety of businesses are represented means you can do most of
your messages in one area.
Not much. Parking is difficult. Pedestrian crossings slow to respond.
variety of shops
The variety... But there are a few old and tired pales that need to go
It has everything I need, from weekly shopping, bakeries, newsagent,
cinema, pub, cafes, restaurants plus bigger stores (Officeworks) and
amenities , telcos etc
no homeless people
The diversity is good. The new precinct near the station and park looks
great. The Avenue bookshop is a good destination. Services like post
office and office works, Core Pilates, barber shop very practical. I like being
able to walk a few blocks from school pick up at St Joseph's to library,
shops and get everything locally.
The cinema, restaurants, cafes, etc...
It is so close to us and there is a good assortment of shops, cafes and
service outlets (eg hair dressers, massage etc).
It still as a lovely local atmosphere, with enriching variety of cultures in both
shops/eating venues and citizens. Specialty shops like Will's Batch are a
great attraction in Elsternwick!
Variety of outlets
- buying Italian food at cheap prices
- walking under the porticos when it's raining without become wet
- buying fresh and various vegetables and fruits
- the old buildings
That it is fairly diverse and the landscape is changing ...not always for the
best
Variety of retailers-banks, opp shops, 24 hour grocery store &
cafes/resaurants
1. The cinema
2. The great new, high-quality, restaurants (i.e. Bang-Bang, Hanoi Hannah,
The More the Better).
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Feb 11 17 12:53:31 pm
Feb 11 17 12:54:27 pm
Feb 11 17 01:57:09 pm
Feb 11 17 03:11:03 pm
Feb 11 17 03:17:57 pm

Feb 11 17 03:57:35 pm

Feb 11 17 04:54:40 pm

Feb 11 17 04:57:25 pm

Feb 11 17 04:58:17 pm
Feb 11 17 05:07:10 pm

Feb 11 17 05:50:44 pm
Feb 11 17 07:49:28 pm
Feb 12 17 09:57:43 am
Feb 12 17 10:21:14 am
Feb 12 17 03:07:19 pm
Feb 12 17 03:09:19 pm

Feb 12 17 04:04:33 pm
Feb 12 17 04:49:32 pm
Feb 12 17 07:16:14 pm
Feb 12 17 10:31:49 pm
Feb 13 17 07:05:59 am

3. Local food outlets (i.e. Trialto meats, Olia Bakery and the green grocer
near Coles)
I love the diversity and authentic look
Love the fact that new cafes, bars and restaurants are opening. It has been
great to see Hanoi Hannah and the new bang bang restaurant opening up.
The variety of shops and the Op shops
Lots of options
That much of the stores are locally owned or small chain, like book store,
butcher, green grocer, avid the shoe man, rather than chain stores,
although that is changing which is unfortunate. Last thing we need is to turn
into Akland st or even Carlisle st. No pricelines, no red rooster,. We should
be supporting the local community.
Ecclectic set of shops, cafes, the Classic Cinema and restraunts. I particular
like the open space created between the Goat House and Bang Bang.
There are a number of great old buildings along Glenhuntly Rd which adds
to its character and appeal
Range of shops
Coles grocery
Easy parking
Good range of gift shops
Great cafes
Avenue Bookshop
Classic Cinemas
Hanoi Hannah
Bang Bang
Antique Bar
I really like the new bars and restaurants opening up. The park is beautiful.
It's close to the station.
good parking, close by and plenty of food outlets
the slow speed of cars (40km)
butchers and grocery shops also good
good variety of shops
Unpretentious, diverse and caters for everyday needs really well. Great new
park near Elsternwick Station perfect for area.
That is has everything you need - from chemists, bookstore, toy stores,
health food stores, physio, grocers, clothing, homewares, bakeries, banks
and supermarkets.
The local atmosphere , friendly shopkeepers , a good range of shops
including smaller retailers who support local products
Mix of shops. Local shops
Cafes, library, food outlets, park
It is small enough for familiarity and homeliness but still large enough for
variety and vibrancy.
I love that it is LOW RISE.
I love the Victorian architecture, buildings and shops.
Variety of shops
Intimacy
Close to home
Quirky with genuinely useful retailers
That everything I need is handy, from post office to pharmacy, to train to
cafes and restaurants, and having a large supermarket - it's got it all.
village atmosphere
High-quality shops, Including bookshops, clothing shops, homewares
plenty of cafe/ food takeout options of many different cuisines
variety / exciting
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Feb 13 17 09:26:31 am

New cafes and restaurants
Movies

Feb 13 17 09:41:18 am
Feb 13 17 12:00:25 pm
Feb 13 17 01:56:28 pm

Convenience, variety, familiarity, friendliness, great vibe
Easy to access
the history and the diverse range of shops as well as the longevity of some
of the shops
Cafes
Its village like atmosphere. Good selection of services. Its heritage feel.
It's got everything
variety of food places
I can do most of my day to day shopping there except for organic food,
hardware and clothes.
The library.
Frank's bakery.
I can get parking if I drive.
Shop owners
Range of shops, crowds, people, access
Proximity and that it is a strip shopping area
Olia Bakery is incredible! The 24 hour coles, The Loft for gifts, Glo Health
Food shop. The Classic Cinema. After The Tears. Avenue Bookshop. The
plethora of op shops. Generally I love that there everything is there and
there are few 'chain stores' as they are boring.
The beautiful old shop buildings and their ornate architecture
It's cafes and shops, the cinema and bars. The range of public transport
available to and from the street is fantastic.
The variety of shopping and atmosphere of street
Village feel, community based, spacious, safe and reasonably easy to
access, park and multicultural feel.
Great variety of shops, cafes and entertainment precincts.

Feb 13 17 06:12:33
Feb 13 17 07:36:30
Feb 14 17 09:34:18
Feb 14 17 10:17:57
Feb 14 17 10:19:00

pm
pm
am
am
am

Feb 14 17 11:41:13
Feb 14 17 11:45:24
Feb 14 17 12:57:15
Feb 14 17 04:54:50

am
am
pm
pm

Feb 14 17 10:12:18 pm
Feb 14 17 10:18:58 pm
Feb 15 17 12:46:14 am

Feb 15 17 08:47:34 am
Feb 15 17 09:20:05 am

Feb 15 17 11:27:52
Feb 15 17 02:33:46
Feb 15 17 04:31:47
Feb 16 17 03:53:20

am
pm
pm
pm

Feb 16 17 05:32:04 pm
Feb 16 17 07:42:30 pm

Ethnic diversity.
Sadly not much these days but it still thankfully has the sense of community
and familiar faces- we often do school or outside activities with the families
that trade here but unfortunately it has really lost its shine in last 5 years.
Convenience, walk from home and can stop anywhere on way to and from
school.
Easily accessible with transport
LOVE OUR CINEMA
Lots of differnet shops, pretty much everything you need.
Proximity to home. Most needs met by shops there
Has all facilities (ie Banks, Coles, medical centres, library)
Its diversity, its unique stores (not a lot of big chains) and cafe's, the op
shops, its accessibility. I can easily spend a full day wondering.
The significant variety in types of shops
new, vibrant cafes (eg Hanoi Hannah, Bang Bang; wide variety of eating
options - Italian, Indochine, Asian, Asian fusion, Korean, Polish etc etc);
access to library; access to trams and trains; clothing and footwear shops;
homewares shops; services (ie banks, chemists, fitness etc); food outlets
(eg Trialto butcher, Aviv cake shop, deli, fruit & veg, ); appropriate
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Feb 16 17 07:46:21
Feb 17 17 08:17:12
Feb 17 17 03:25:34
Feb 17 17 05:39:30

pm
am
pm
pm

Feb 17 17 06:41:53
Feb 17 17 08:30:09
Feb 18 17 09:14:03
Feb 18 17 03:15:05

pm
pm
am
pm

Feb 18 17 03:19:26 pm

Feb 18 17 07:24:39 pm
Feb 18 17 08:56:53
Feb 18 17 09:35:59
Feb 18 17 09:46:14
Feb 19 17 06:51:15
Feb 19 17 10:31:11

pm
pm
pm
am
am

Feb 19 17 03:30:11 pm
Feb 19 17 04:06:58 pm
Feb 19 17 06:46:32 pm
Feb 19 17 06:57:05
Feb 19 17 08:57:44
Feb 19 17 09:35:45
Feb 20 17 12:09:54

pm
pm
pm
am

Feb 20 17 06:32:47 pm

development that blends in with the streetscape (eg Lexicon in Gordon
Street); the new plaza upgrade is fantastic.
Proximity of choices.
Good variety of shops and cafes
It's close to home so my local
The diversity of shops - independent butchers, green grocers, bakers,
newsagents, cafes, restaurants, culturally diverse take away food outlets,
toyshops, banking, medical clinics, health food shops, optometrists, library,
Telecommunication shops, shoe repairs, supermarket, liquor outlets,
delicatessen, clothing and homewares as well as second hand shops and
entertainment facilities such as the Classic Cinema. In summary I do not
need to travel to anywhere else for the majority of my daily needs. The
architectural style of Elsternwick is also one of its defining features. The
shopkeepers are an integral part of the community and make you feel
welcome when you shop in their businesses.
Variety of cuisine, not too busy, generally very friendly and warm people.
Diversity and the park near the train station
Can get most things I need there
The variety of shops and the convenience of almost everything I need in
one strip. All within walking distance.
variety, walking distance from my home and in the 15 years I've been living
here lot's of change with new bars, cafes, the Classic and a wonderful new
deli. HOw fabulous that Elsternwick Plaza has finally been renovated - what
a great new space.
I love the vibe of the strip. The mix of the old and the new. However i feel
we really need more variety in supermarkets.
Wide range of shops and Cafe's
the variety of the shops
Convenience for most regular items
Mixture of shops
Love the butcher, healthfood shop , cafes, new restaurants, the parks,
green grocers, new deli, love the vibe and busyness .
It's convenient, lots of options for food and beverages.
Nice and clean. Lots of variety of shops.
Very recently I love Hanoi Hannah, Bang Bang, the new park area near the
train station and Penta for breathing new and up-to-date life into the suburb.
It has a variety of shops and almost everything you need.
Child and Adult toy shop!
Convenience
The skyline of the old buildings above the shops and the historical
architecture they capture. The footpaths which allow for outdoor seating and
the variety of retail and cafe options
I have previously loved other shopping strips, specifically for their diversity,
cafe culture, incredible restaurants, amazing supermarkets etc.
Unfortunately, the Elsternwick shopping strip has none of the above, so it's
probably best to say I don't love the strip.

Feb 20 17 07:45:46 pm

"Can walk to supermarket and shopping strip
Accessible - don't need to drive"

Feb 20 17 07:47:42 pm
Feb 20 17 07:49:33 pm
Feb 20 17 07:51:38 pm

Generally ok
close by
Variety, food and wine, movies, clothes
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Feb 20 17 07:54:27
Feb 20 17 07:59:17
Feb 20 17 08:02:03
Feb 20 17 08:00:59
Feb 20 17 09:53:04
Feb 20 17 10:14:50

pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm

I don't love it!
The new Elsternwick Plaza - a great community space
"Walking distance to most amenities Elsternwick Plaza"
cafes, good parking, good public transport
Variety - we just love strip shopping
"Have friends close by
Like bookstore and clothes shops"

Date

What don't you like/do you want to see changed?

Nov 28 16 02:39:07 pm

Derelict or unused shops degrade the strip. In the two years I've lived in the
area some shops appear closed or very run-down for that whole time. The
shops should have to comply with character laws too. I would suggest that
inspectors should issue those shops with fines if they don't meet basic
standards and make it affordable for retailers to rent the space and thrive. I
really loved the 'world vegetarian cafe' and other shops including
'Constance and Constable' which closed over financial pressures.
Get rid of - Nazi car parking officers/druggies/rubbish/uneven and cracked
footpaths/useless bike racks that are not used.

Nov 28 16 03:22:52 pm
"

Nov 28 16 04:49:41 pm
Nov 28 16 10:51:24 pm

Nov 29 16 06:00:02 pm
Nov 30 16 09:56:46 am

Nov 30 16 11:40:20 am
Nov 30 16 01:47:24 pm

Introduce marked parking bays. Buys some houses behind Glenhuntly road
and put in reasonable cost paid parking. Now for you council people
""reasonable"" means $2 per hour ticket parking NOT contacted out to
thieves such as Care park. Do it yourselves."
Not even cafes and bars/nightlife
I love that it is like a community but I would love more of a nightlife. All the
up and coming suburbs in inner melbourne have breweries these days where's ours? I would also love a rooftop bar or restaurant- we're so close
to the beach, let's capitalize on that!
Not that much, its heading in the right direction absolutely
I don't like the rumours that landlords are pushing tenants out by
increasing rent so it's almost impossible to run a profitable business. I don't
like seeing empty shopfronts. I'd love to see Cotton On take over two
shopfronts next door to each other because I'm sure they can afford it and I
think the strip needs it.
"Wouldn't mind having a hardware store available.
Would love to see it more small towny if possible."
The Coles isn't half as good as Balaclava, the selection isn't as good. The
zomato rating of most of the cafes and restaurants isn't good. Although
new exciting places with great food are thankfully beginning to apprear.
There are two bars I'd go to.....After the tears and Antique bar....so not a
big selection
If I needed a new bra/top, god forbid an outfit, I would have nowhere to
shop in Elsternwick. If I bought clothing in Op Shops I would have a massive
choice but I don't. There isn't anything to accommodate the 25/30 year old
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Nov 30 16 10:36:50 pm

Nov 30 16 11:11:41 pm
Dec 01 16 11:59:31 am

Dec 01 16 01:42:53 pm

females in the area, but plenty for the elderly. "
A bigger/better supermarket with more variety. It doesn't stock near as
much as what other nearby big chain supermarkets have.
Also the facades of many of the buildings are so dilapidated- it really brings
down the image of elsternwick. We have so many beautiful heritage
buildings it would be nice to see a face-lift
slow traffic
We have no good clothing stores, no bars and too many $2 shops and thrift
shops. Perhaps some cheaper rent in the area will encourage young
entrepreneurs and more relevant variety. A lot of teenagers and children,
families are in the area so more ships that suit their needs.
Amout of traffic in glenhuntly rd. Multi level apartments going up
destroying the village feel to this area. For those that park in elsternwick,
the lack of parking areas. Around all schools council need yo show th e e
presence to stop cares parking illegally,over residents driveways and totally
blocking thoroughfares, ( particularly in king street / beavis street corner .

Dec 01 16 04:41:16 pm

"No cycle lanes on Glenhuntly Road
Not being allowed to ride on the footpath to avoid trams and traffic
Not enough clothing retailers
Would like to see Woolworth and Aldi move in"

Dec 01 16 08:14:57 pm

Would like to see all the shop names redone and would love to see hanging
flowers baskets like England and Vancouver. Imagine how many tourists
that would bring. Love that. Follow the example of Vancouver again and
gave flowers growing g on top of rubbish bins create an atmosphere.
Elsternwick us still Edwardian and old fashioned lamps would also. Rests
an atmosphere.
Less empty shops -- some greenery. Quality food.
For the love of god, can Coles PLEASE go ahead with its redevelopment!
It's the worst supermarket in the country. Elsternwick needs a second
supermarket - to provide choice, competition and an incentive for Coles to
lift their game. Council is the only landowner in the area with a site large
enough for a full-line supermarket - I think Council should investigate
making its own land available for a 2nd supermarket - perhaps on one of
the car parks to the south of Glenhuntly Rd - perhaps including some
social/community housing on top! I wish there were more businesses open
after 9pm on Glenhuntly Rd - it can be a little unnerving walking home from
the train station when it's after 9 because the street is pretty empty. I'd love
for a rooftop bar to open - there are some amazing city & bay views
available from Elsti.
Too many 'old lady' clothes stores. I have no idea how they manage to stay
in business
Less cars more parking off Glenhuntly Rd so drivers will walk and
encourage cycling please
I think there are too many eclectic developments, and at the same time, I
think more needs to be done to make Elsternwick a "hub." ie. develop the
Horne St precinct into a shopping centre with a department store and bus
terminus and leave the rest of Elsternwick undeveloped.
I don't want multi-storey development...they are ugly and a blight on the
landscape leaving large areas in shadow most of the day.....The one
opposite Mcdonalds is a horrible looking place and an eyesore...same with
the one in Riddle parade can be seen from kilometres away and is ugly

Dec 01 16 08:16:58 pm
Dec 01 16 11:07:03 pm

Dec 02 16 06:55:52 am
Dec 02 16 03:10:45 pm

Dec 03 16 07:19:18 am
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Dec 03 16 08:38:03 am
Dec 03 16 03:54:23 pm
Dec 04 16 09:50:51 am
Dec 04 16 02:40:29 pm

Dec 04 16 06:35:32 pm
Dec 04 16 09:58:19 pm

Dec 05 16 11:57:09 am

Dec 05 16 04:39:51 pm

Dec 05 16 07:17:56 pm
Dec 05 16 09:44:01 pm

Dec 05 16 10:59:54 pm

Dec 05 16 11:33:21 pm
Dec 06 16 02:21:04 am
Dec 06 16 11:28:42 am
Dec 06 16 04:38:17 pm

The length of the traffic lights to cross the road at elsternwick station. They
take too long that so many people just cross early so they dont miss their
train.
less high rise developments of apartments
Greater diversity of authentic cuisine, uplift street experience, more unique
shops
too many rubbish shops, have lived in the area 16 years and sadly most of
the good stores have gone.
It be great if landlords maintained the facade of the old buildings as many of
the buildings are in a sorry state and it would be sad to see them disappear
and be replaced by modern slabs of cement.
More shops that stock kitchen and gift items
More landscaping or planting,shops dressing their windows and displaying
their stock not just packing stock into the store, something done to make
vacant shops more presentable - invite an artist to do a display? More
quality stores, fewer $2 shops. A cleaner street, particularly around Coles,
this long facade could be improved. tidier rubbish bins.
Traffic congestion on glen Huntley red including illegal u turns and drivers
blatantly ignoring the signs.
Trams and traffic lights at Orong road and the station make congestion
worse!
With all the development I am concerned about future traffic flow/access,
parking etc.. ie congestion. The Coles site re-build will add to this both
during construction and after. Also where will the temporary Coles be? Over
development threatens the character of the area- there needs to be a
balance/limit. Will we end up with too many small expensive vacant
apartments?. There is a need to ensure that development includes lowmedium cost housing. Infrastructure wise the other issue is
telecommunications- current landlines in the immediate area are insufficient
and that's before I talk about the woefull mobile reception. In Beavis street I
frequently have no reception and 3G is rare (never had 4G) - Essential that
the telecommunications companies be involved in urgent upgrades,
especially with population density increasing.
Lack of tree planting and green outstands in main street, poor furniture
arrangement in Staniland Road and tacky event signage, furniture and
cardboard pole covers throughout the street.
I would like to see some more mainstream / large retailers that will increase
foot traffic and in turn help smaller retailers thrive. For example mainstream
fashion, homeware and life style retailers - similar to church st Brighton. I
don't like the proliferation of Thai massage stores, these are in poor taste
and not in keeping with the changing nature of the demographic. They also
reflect poorly on the overall area which has significantly increased in value.
Car parks esp on north side behind shops - entrance off Orrong Rd is too
narrow and right next to kinder with high pedestrian traffic too.
Don't like the multi-storey residential developments along this strip and
nearby.
I am concerned about the number of empty shops which detracts from the
area.
Parallel parking causes massive traffic holdups
better controls on parking, more 1 hr zones to assist turnover. something to
help speed up the trams. platform stops for pedestrian safety. stop people
doing illegal u-turns. better traffic solutions, maybe no right turns?
Not enough night spots
More parking and restrictions less
More shops open on Sunday and Saturday nights
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Dec 06 16 08:42:28 pm
Dec 07 16 12:04:21 pm
Dec 07 16 02:30:39 pm

We need an Aldi.
Not enough retail
More parking needed
Pavements cleaned .
Nature strips leading into shopping centre need to be paved,present nature
strips are just full of potholes and are dangerous.

Dec 07 16 07:13:43 pm
Dec 07 16 07:43:29 pm

High rise with apartments is creeping in - destroying the look and feel of the
strip.
Dirty. Bins are full of rubbish all the time. Street needs cleaning far more
often.
Too many empty shops. Need them filled out.
Do not take any more parking off the street or car parks. Will ruin the area.

Dec 07 16 09:15:27 pm

Traffic congestion. Too slow with trams and people parallel parking. Need
better parking options - a new public car park.
The look and feel. Bit dirty and would benefit from some greenery to make it
feel more inviting and like a trendy cafe strip. More like Elwood and
Brighton, neighbouring suburbs.

Dec 07 16 10:56:21 pm

Dec 08 16 02:59:29 pm
Dec 08 16 06:35:29 pm
Dec 08 16 09:33:08 pm
Dec 08 16 09:33:55 pm
Dec 08 16 09:47:33 pm
Dec 10 16 04:54:08 pm

Dec 11 16 07:31:56 am
Dec 11 16 09:38:00 am

Dec 11 16 08:25:28 pm
Dec 11 16 09:50:59 pm

Safety improvements. Often feel unsafe - no police presence despite a lot of
drunk and undesirable behaviour from those coming off the train late in
particular.
Don't hipsterise the area. We already have a Chapel St and I don't live there
because it's shit. More parks for small kids to play. No more apartments.
Ease the burden on Gordon St. It's already too congested and the traffic
barely moves now. Don't let Ripponlea Estate build their cafe and car park
exiting Gordon St. It will make weekends an unmitigated nightmare and
unsafe for kids.
The footpath is always dirty, messy and crowded.
Around the station is missing a smaller supermarket there
Less development & building towers ruining the street scape. Too many
beggers. Graffiti & rubbish dumped behind shops
Bad drivers that do u turns , even when it states NO UTURN.
More CCTV
Glenhuntly Rd looks dirty. Litter is a problem. Graffiti & too many beggars
There is too much traffic. I would like to see greater fees placed on car
parking to deter drivers, the removal of on-street car parking spaces (so as
to allow cycle lanes and now slow down trams) and more shade trees
planted.
Parking is difficult to access frequebtky. Drivers attemptibg u-turns on
glenhuntly rd. Traffic flow.
Clothing shops are targeted to mainly one market - mature women & men.
I'd like to see shops targeted at at younger crowd, from children to young
adults. Also - removing car parking from Glen Huntly road would ease traffic
congestion.
No more opp shops and Thai massage places. Need to continue to
modernise strip
Empty shops
Wrong choice of retailers
The name that was recently implemented, sounds like a retirement village,
we are not a village, the colors are not at all appealing and not one
customer has even noticed.
There should be planter boxes in the street, improvements to the overall
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Dec 13 16 04:19:39 pm

streetscape and new footpaths.
Also, line markings for car parks would be helpful on Glenhuntly rd.
It's becoming too dense and hip. I hate the fact that a bar calls itself The
Wick, when everyone knows the Wick is local name for the Elsternwick
Hotel. Too many young couples pushing up rents with all this hip stuff. Stop
now. The developments are way too big.
Also, people can't drive. I'm Jewish and it's a fact, we're the worst drivers.

Dec 13 16 06:15:12 pm
Dec 14 16 06:25:52 am
Dec 14 16 09:10:17 pm
Dec 15 16 08:30:36 am
Dec 15 16 05:57:49 pm
Dec 15 16 08:24:24 pm
Dec 15 16 09:24:18 pm

Dec 15 16 09:27:16 pm
Dec 16 16 09:20:03 am
Dec 16 16 09:03:20 pm
Dec 17 16 06:28:03 pm
Dec 18 16 09:53:12 am
Dec 18 16 09:53:57 am
Dec 18 16 11:56:12 pm
Dec 19 16 07:05:36 am
Dec 19 16 03:45:48 pm
Dec 19 16 06:29:49 pm

Dec 20 16 09:25:49 pm
Dec 22 16 08:46:08 am
Dec 22 16 09:55:04 pm

Low quality shops ($2 shops & nail shops etc)
Would like to see some public rubbish bins on the south side of Glenhuntly
Rd, from Kooyong Rd to Hopetoun Gardens as there are currently none
More good restaurants
Acces to.coles could be improved - but not sure how without major building
works
Graffiti, residential development, rubbish
More places to hang out
Discount lolly store
Cheaper food
Not a lot of variety of restaurants close together and the retail shops are
average
I don't want to see the cannons in hopetown gardens moved yet again, they
have been moved too many times, I just want then back in their original
places like the good old days.
Where are the Christmas decorations?
I do not like the proliferation of beggars and charity chiggers. I don't like the
shops being replaced by even more cafes. We need a variety of shops.
Shops opening hours increased esp butchers and grocers.
Updated retail shops as some are looking a bit out dated. Renovate Coles.
Not enough restaurants and cafes - all fast food except for Hanoi Hannah
and Tommy Ruff
Smarter parking options. More accessible public transport.
Do not let any new apartments get too big or too high.
I really dislike the fly by night/pop up, poor quality shops, eg, the $2 shops.
It's a pity that there a fewer food traders too. It's shame that traders have
been pushed out with increasing rents.
I DO NOT like the 7-storey apartment development that is starting to creep
into the strip. In fact I hate it so much that I have given thought to moving,
as I fear it will destroy the "soul" of Elsternwick. I am extremely upset about
Council's willingness to allow development of the section around the
Commonwealth Bank, as I do not believe there should be apartment
complexes or high rises within the shopping precinct. The most recent
development of 7-storeys is too high.
Better Christmas decorations, this year's are completely lame. Doesn't even
feel like it's Christmas.
I would like to see more trees in the area, and to ensure that the native
trees we currently have are protected from developments or other changes.
Eg the native trees on Orrong road near Coles.
The Coles supermarket is inadequate for the volume of people who use it
and the car park is quite dangerous. I often go elsewhere if I need the car. I
would like to see the Elsternwick branch of the library upgraded - it provides
such a great service to all people of all ages in the community and with
more space could deliver even more.
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Dec 23 16 06:38:43 am
Dec 25 16 04:30:29 pm

Dec 25 16 11:02:47 pm

Dec 29 16 12:01:34 am
Dec 29 16 07:51:29 pm
Dec 29 16 07:54:45 pm

Jan 01 17 01:25:16 pm
Jan 01 17 07:42:34 pm

Jan 01 17 10:57:54 pm

The public toilets in Staniland Grove are of a very poor standard and need
to be replaced or redeveloped
stop building highrise over 5 stories.
Parking!!! It's fine to develop the area with countless apartments, but more
residents means more visitors. All of this equates to more people in the
area but the parking hasn't increased. We need more parking. Why not turn
the carpark behind the Westpac (corner Glenhuntly & Orrong Rds) into a
multi story carpark? You can't keep developing the area without increasing
parking, it's getting ridiculous!!!
Don't like the planned development round Coles, will be a big disruption and
too many apartments.
Parking in the Coles supermarket carpark is crazy a lot of the time, not
enough spots.
The historical facades defiantly need a refurbishment program.
There seem to be increased breakins, Alarms and violence it would be good
to address this.
Run down shops and poorly thought out pop up shops that dont seem to go
anywhere and just end up bringing the area down.
I think that keeping the older style of shops and encouraging a greater
range of shops would be wonderful. I think some of the rental prices
probably need to be dropped so there are less empty shops and less filler
shops and so some smaller but more innovative shops could be opened. I'd
also like to see some more shops that are destination shops, as in shops
that people would come to the shopping strip specifically to attend, there
are only three or four at the moment. Additionally I believe that some
investment in public art and further public greenery to make the physical
atmosphere of the street more amenable would be excellent. Preserving
the heritage of the street is essential and it should be celebrated, possibly
through installations, rather than just accepted and extensive modern
development that has no relevance to the heritage streetscape should be
discouraged. The Elsternwick shops should be somewhere people come to
rather than a place that just get used by the people who live near it.
More clothing stores. Good Mexican restaurant.
Less turnover of shops due to high rental costs due to almost one owner
owning most of the retail spaces on the street.
THERE NEEDS TO BE MORE TREES. Comparing elsternwick shopping
strip to church street Brighton is embarrassing! Too much concrete and
sterile look. Also needs to limit the amount of cheap $2 shops and thrift
shops
Would like: 40kmh at all times, no trucks/buses between 7am-7pm. More
cycling encouraged for all ages, wider footpaths, more places to cross the
road safely on foot. More trees and flowers. Only architectural significant
apartments and buildings approved. Trader signage rules considered to
align with intended streetscape.
Love Elsternwick plaza, great space and looking forward to Hopetoun
gardens entrance refresh.

Jan 02 17 07:21:25 pm
Jan 03 17 01:17:21 am
Jan 03 17 05:52:31 pm

Consider doing something about number of vacant shops.
No empty shops all leased. We need a trendy menswear and mens shoe
store and sports apparel store. Cafes with live music no smoking in outdoor
eating areas
The pedestrian crossing on Nepean Highway is extremely dangerous and
badly planned
I'd like another supermarket, perhaps Woolies.
Coles is always very busy. Woolies up the road in Carnegie is a much nicer
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Jan 03 17 07:57:21 pm
Jan 03 17 08:57:09 pm
Jan 04 17 07:53:18 pm
Jan 05 17 08:27:05 am

Jan 05 17 03:54:05 pm

Jan 05 17 08:40:33 pm

Jan 07 17 04:03:45 pm

Jan 08 17 09:39:23 pm

atmosphere and i often escape Coles for Woolies. Despite the fact that I'm
5 mins from Coles.
Unfortunately Elsternwick is growing so quickly and i intend to move at the
end of this year, even though it has been my hood for around 8 years and i
have family here.
highrise buildings on the street front
fewer massage places
Better Coles, no more high rises, a couple more ships like target, witchery,
cotton on would be good
The restaurants in Elsternwick are so small now. Can't find anything
spacey. The Aperatif has gone. The Library needs to be renovated.
More consistent building canopies - the new tall building at west end has an
awning which doesnt stop pedestrians from getting wet in the rain. Ensure
shopfronts arent obscured by signage/frosted glass and limit signs to
awning style. Lose some parking spaces to provide more trees would be
nice. Make sure any tall buildings are set back from street wall. More open
space at western end. More interesting building design for new apartments,
Council has approved some shockers (sorry!). Dont prevent sun from hitting
southern side of the street as its nice to walk in the sun.
There is a desperate need for a new supermarket. The existing Coles is
overcrowded to the point of being dangerous. There are a few shops where
the owners are making an effort but many which have grimy unattractive
and unswept frontages. There is a chemist which has had the same
mannequin modelling support bandages at its entrance since at least 2009.
The butchers shop next to the Commonwealth bank looks and smells
dirty...I would never go in there. Mercantile, Fella Hamilton, Aviv, Avenue
Book Store and Sussan are all examples of well-run businesses
Coles parking and the environment in Coles is horrible bullying in the car
parks by big taragos and needs to be better managed
Better parking
Keep banks open
Make it safer
Have good safety ratings for cafes and let us know which ones are ok
Too many parked cars at the bottom end. The south side of Glenhuntly RD
between Horne St and Nepean Hwy should be a clearway - preferably
24x7, but definitely during the morning peak hours (including weekends). A
small number of parked cars causes major bottlenecks.
1. Need to have more variety of australian's clothing brands ie, suzzane
grae, blue illusion, gazman etc. Or just well known brands.
2. More public toilets.
3. More events at the parks/gardens. The food trucks was a great idea.
Sunday market may works well too. I cant wait for live musics.
4. Counsel may want to limit the height of new building as the new
developments appear 'massive and bulky' in form.

Jan 14 17 10:25:07 pm
Jan 17 17 04:50:35 pm
Jan 17 17 06:35:23 pm

5. Through out the year festivities can be marked by different type of
decoration or promotion supported by local businesses. Ie weekend sales,
or winter coffee deal etc. This can attrack locals to shop locals.
Lots of dogs muck, far too regularly.
Finding parking spots for longer than 2 hours is hard, particularly when We
want to gobto the Classic Cinema.
Cheap pop up opp shops and $2 shops.
Would be nice to have a few more mainstream clothing brands.
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Jan 19 17 06:08:41 pm
Jan 21 17 01:03:25
Jan 21 17 01:12:25
Jan 21 17 01:15:44
Jan 21 17 01:19:18
Jan 22 17 02:33:09

pm
pm
pm
pm
pm

Jan 23 17 05:59:24 am
Jan 25 17 10:42:07 pm
Jan 25 17 10:56:11 pm
Jan 26 17 04:41:39 pm
Jan 26 17 04:55:21 pm
Jan 26 17 05:02:11
Jan 26 17 05:08:39
Jan 26 17 05:11:27
Jan 26 17 05:18:18

pm
pm
pm
pm

Jan 26 17 05:20:34 pm
Jan 26 17 05:22:13 pm
Jan 26 17 05:25:19 pm
Jan 26 17 05:31:59 pm
Jan 26 17 05:37:03 pm
Jan 26 17 05:42:14 pm
Jan 26 17 05:46:19 pm
Jan 26 17 05:49:26 pm
Jan 26 17 05:55:45 pm
Jan 26 17 06:01:32 pm
Jan 26 17 06:06:18 pm
Jan 26 17 06:15:37 pm
Jan 26 17 06:20:39 pm
Jan 26 17 06:28:02 pm
Jan 26 17 06:33:48 pm
Jan 26 17 06:47:16 pm
Jan 30 17 12:52:51 am
Jan 30 17 12:57:21 am
Jan 30 17 01:08:08 am
Jan 30 17 01:17:54
Jan 30 17 01:23:46
Jan 30 17 01:34:13
Jan 30 17 01:37:27
Jan 30 17 01:46:06

am
am
am
am
am

Don't like seeing empty shops.
Would be good to have a somewhere for daily items closer to station
Traffic congestion; multi-storey "tower" developments; not feeling
completely safe after dark due to some loitering groups.
No parking
Parking at Coles is crazy. Not big enough supermarket.
No parks
Not sure
Easier access for cycling through that section without the risk of car
doorings (admittedly a tough one)
Parking is difficult and limited
Not enough good quality shops, old and outdated
I don't like seeing some of the established shops closing and being replaced
by yet another massage shop or nail shop!
Would like retail stability. Don't like pop ups. It's high time Coles redid itself.
Then we'd get some better food options for the strip
Good hygiene shops, toilets, playground
Driving its quiet congested the elsterneick officeowrks is hopeless. I go to
Prahan instead. Coles is too chaotic but no alternatives.
Kid friendly
Less alocohol and nail shops
Other end towards glen huntly road doesn't need to be 40km
Coles is terrible. No real alternatives for groceries. More play equipment ( A
SLIDE) for toddlers and younger kids
More shops variety
Congested. Coles supermarket is a disater
Empty shops
Not very clean. litter
All good
N/A
Traffic
Bigger supermarket an Aldi etc
Nothing
Keep it as it is
Keep it simple and accessible as it is
Come not useful shops etc. $2 shops and junk shops
Nothing
No
Nothing
Parking
Less structures for the seniors to engage
Keep the heritage but blend with modernity
Some more variety
Greenery not enough (or any) trees
More live music
More parking
Not so crowded
More attractive footpath more trees and landscaping
More parking
Too many vacant shops and too many of the shops closed on mondays
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Jan 30 17 01:49:36 am
Jan 30 17 08:35:13 pm
Jan 30 17 10:49:49 pm
Jan 30 17 11:23:41 pm
Jan 31 17 01:52:02 pm

Feb 02 17 11:53:52 am
Feb 02 17 05:45:00 pm
Feb 02 17 05:54:26 pm
Feb 02 17 06:11:28 pm

Feb 02 17 07:55:06 pm

Feb 03 17 05:56:56 pm

Feb 03 17 06:55:23 pm

Feb 03 17 07:23:19 pm
Feb 04 17 08:27:46 pm
Feb 06 17 03:20:17 pm

Feb 07 17 02:23:34 pm

Flicks to return
parking - hardly any parks over 1/2 hours and not enough of them
Coles is so dirty and crappy. Can't the car park be cleaned up??
More developed and integrated open space. Less jewellery burglaries. More
frequent trams perhaps. It's kinda long and not dense.
Would be nice to beautify the strip with trees etc and doing up some of the
heritage buildings. Less cars too, encourage people onto trams and trains.
(Though lobbying of PTV to introduce local/short journey tickets for myki
may be needed there!)
All the vacant shops, too many low end/badly presented shops, Elsternwick
Coles is horrific, parking is cramped.
My husband, parents and I find the pavements grotty and need
replacing(not just jet washed) and a lot of ship fronts smartened
up/beautified.
Less high rise apartment buildings
Coles is the worst supermarket I've ever visited - urgent redevelopment
required!
The strip is quite tired & lacks greenery.
It needs a facelift.
It's a bit grotty & lately there's a lot of homeless people sleeping rough &
begging.
Pedestrian priority
More bike parking
Increased density and housing choice
Rationalised and decluttered signage
More trees
Improved pedestrian access across Nepean Highway
Wider footpaths for outdoor dining in sections
Contain length of strip
Increase side street commercial development
Identify future links between car parks and main street to create laneway
dining or retail experiences
-Immigration visa businesses I.e tacky massage, mobile phone repair and
$2 shops are destroying the strip.
- high rise apartments need to stop
- prioritise heritage buildings and neighbourhood feel
- more trees and open space
Please improve the urban landscape. The streetscsoe looks incredibly tired
and shabby
Image a strip of shops with great trees and planting around the footpath,
facades that are painted, and tenants and landlords who are obliged to
update their street frontages
Yes cleaned up.Better shops.more variety for all budgets
Leafy trees planted up the footpath to create a more pleasent place to walk.
If a street looks clean and inviting it will entice more people to visit and
shop.
It is getting better and better but still generally looks run down. I don't mind
the look of old fashioned shops but they need to be maintained and
preserved otherwise the strip doesn't have a nice vibe. The cheap shops
(such as the multiple $2 type shops and oppe shops) add to that overall feel
of it being a run down and cheap area.
Too many "opportunity" shops. Many homeless people present. Need a
larger variety of shops - and not just cafes etc. What about a TAB?
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Feb 07 17 03:18:06 pm

Feb 07 17 03:20:25 pm
Feb 07 17 03:40:23 pm

Feb 07 17 03:42:12 pm
Feb 07 17 04:17:10 pm

Feb 07 17 04:53:45 pm
Feb 07 17 05:53:45 pm
Feb 07 17 05:55:39 pm
Feb 07 17 06:31:04 pm

Feb 07 17 06:58:10 pm
Feb 07 17 07:05:33 pm
Feb 07 17 07:39:30 pm

Feb 07 17 08:16:16 pm

Do not make it into just another Strip center, or soulless retail development,
but it would be good to be creative in extending and developing an
interesting unique classy Village feel. Good for locals and tourists. Keep
the low rise feel and old style 1st floor facades, but change the awning/
verandas to something more aesthetic and themed and relaxed.
Keep the lovely low rise houses and streetscapes in the surrounding streets
to make the whole area into an appealing special area like many cities have
achieved overseas, a showcase for aesthetics, tranquility and attractive lifestyle. The "bones" are there in this area and with clever foresight could be
expanded.
Less traffic
I'm concerned that all new developments have shops at ground level. Will
that mean we will have permanently empty older shops in the strip?
Especially with the growth of on-line shopping we might need fewer local
shops. Can't we have developments with accommodation at ground level ,
like Europe??
More trees and plants
I would like more of the parking to be for longer, sometimes 2 hours is not
enough.
I don't like the high rise building that is near McDonalds. It is a terrible
eyesore.
Buildings should not be more than 3 stories at the most.
Some tired retailers, Coles too small and difficult to shop at
It seems to have way to many opp shops, and tired old retail outlets that I
never see anyone in.
No cheap looking advertisements like the green stickers - live , fun,,etc
Don't like the dog poo, there is never a day where you don't see dog poo,
and it's walked, all over the path, dogs off leashes lots of this happening.
I would like to see cleaner footpaths. In chapel street you see cleaner's
walking up and down the street cleaning.The crossing in between St
Georges Rd and Staniland Grove takes far to long to change, alot of
people do not wait for lights to change.The homeless people are increasing.
Less people trying to get money for their charities, the people working for
charity are always well behaved.
Not always the case with the homeless people. See coles developed and
more car parks.
more internet cafes
New Coles with plenty of parking
Better use of Council car parks. They are under-utilised and should be
developed for multi faceted uses (I.e. Public/private partnership to develop
community and private facilities, which includes more green space). Please
show some creativity with these spaces!
Keep height restrictions around four storeys for new buildings. No tall
overpowering buildings.
Support stand alone retail rather than just another strip of chain outlets.
There are already enough commonplace franchises in 2017.
Continue to support the Elsternwick Library.

Feb 07 17 08:41:09 pm
Feb 07 17 08:51:04 pm

Feb 07 17 08:53:44 pm

Traffic- I live locally so always walk but I avoid driving down glenhuntly rd as
it gets very congested.
Really like the elsternwick park/Plaza upgrade
With all the new apartments eg Riddell Parade there is definitely a lack of
parking spaces available.
Coles supermarket is a really poor experience. As a supermarket that
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services such a huge catchment it is in desperate need of upgrade in size
and car park. I drive to Brighton Coles for my weekly shop as the
experience is so much superior.
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I would like to see quality shops, retail and cafe and service providers come
into the strip. There are plenty of great shops but would be good to maintain
and increase the quality of shops that come. Seems to be a very high turn
over of shop lease. A fish monger shop would be very good.
40km zone extended hours - why not have 8am-7pm.
I don't like it when fancy pants cold pressed juice bars open, plenty of room
for them in Chapel st
Thrrr aren't enough independent bakeries
It's hard to buy a meat pie
More greenery (trees on street); interesting foot paths (Acland St treatment
is good); less congestion on Glenhuntly Road - tram, cars, bike riders and
car parks compete; improved streetscape (maybe some interesting signage
or sculptures on the roof / awnings of shops like Brunswick St); a bit of a
theme to restaurants or area (such as graffiti walls; or something that
makes it a bit edgy)
There should be more vegan places to eat.
Limit the new apartment developments. It's ruining the area and changing it
for the worse.
I don't like the take away containers taking over the restaurant so no-one
has to hire a kitchen hand anymore, I don't like the plastic bags the shops
and supermarket keep giving so easily. So I don't like the rubbishing of our
streets. That's a concern to me.
Some of the facades need a facelift
Toilet facilities need upgrade / replacement.
Shop keepers do not bring their rubbish / recycle bins in in a timely fashion.
These are unsightly and sometimes a walking hazard. Often foe three or
four days after collection.
There are a couple of lovely homeless/beggars that I chat to and often give
money to but there also seems to be a dark, undercurrent of young, ice
addicts roaming the street in Glen Huntly Road. I work in an office above
Bagelicious and on one occasion I actually walked past a young man sitting
on the ground outside Coles first thing in the morning with an ice pipe in his
hand.
Coles
Old shops need to be refurbished
Rubbish bins need to be closed at top to stop rubbish coming out - like
Glenferrie Road
More rubbish bins
Too much dumped rubbish at op shops and on nature strips
Homeless camping out
More trees
Hard waste to move to 3 scheduled times a year
More greenery, pot plants and flowers.
No graffiti.
would like to see at least one shop which caters to pet owners, none at the
moment.
Older/tired retailers replaced with better retail offerings - clothing for
example. The old retailers detract from where the strip is moving.
The intersection of Glen Huntly and Orrong is a mess from all sides. This
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congestion encourages rat running and puts traffic onto local roads such as
Rowan. I am not sure what the solution is but something must be found.
Pop up op shops look tacky, footpaths need cleaning more often, Coles
facade looks bad, people begging - though an understandable sign of the
times - is disturbing. While I love outdoor seating in cafes, there is limited
space to walk through to the lights near Bagelicious and the fruit shop at
Orrong Rd corner. It can get very crowded there!
Id love a big w or a kmart
Redirecting homeless people to safe shelters, increased security presence
I want Elsternwick to look clean and maintained. There is too much rubbish
around - possibly not enough bins. Sometimes the bins on the street near
the Plaza are overflowing. Coles should be made to keep their areas clean
ie, the area between the footpath and the Coles car park in Orrong Road
has had rubbish on it for a long time. Also there is often rubbish around their
roller door and further afield. There is often rubbish in Ripon Grove just
past the real estate agents. There is rubbish on railway land all along the
railway line. The laneways running from the council car park on the south
side of Glenhuntly Road are smelly and dirty. Graffiti is a big problem too.
lack of parking; people who don't obey road signs;
vacant shops. the daggy end of the shopping strip (past Coles)
Clean up McDonalds end of Glenhuntly Road
Parking on streets delays trams and traffic. More parking off Glenhuntly
road
I am not thrilled about the higher rise apartments - especially those that
don't have sufficient parking. I hope that the whole strip is not over run with
apartments, closing in the whole neighborhood.
overbearing inappropriately large and unsightly apartment development. If
development must occur, would rather see maximum 3 -4 storey, or even
better family friendly townhouse development.
Limit the number of any one business - For example: Thai Massage
Too many cars still doing u turns which holds up traffic. Need for more
parking.
Too many small businesses and long time owners have had to leave due to
high rent, leaving empty shops.
Some type of regulations whereby only a certain number of particular shops
within 100 meters of each other are permitted . (there is an abundance of
Asian massage)
There is a need for a retail chain store such as Target, Big W or Best and
Less
Needs double benches or add a bench next to the existing ones. Less cafe
chairs constantly pushed out into the pavement walkway. its out of control.
some boards are in the middle of the pavement. so definitely more visits by
council to check and finally cancel their rights. some business people really
only care about their business with blinkers on while pram pushers struggle
through, and push their space to the limits, and not care about people trying
to walk to places. their are many prams and many people stop to talk so
more space is needed for walkers.
The carpark behind anz and nab is never being cleaned. sand, dirt and
stones across the carpark since 2016. Close this hazardous carpark down.
Try walking yourself and then ask if the elderly ought to be walking and
parking here. Then close it.
More cafes
shops constantly changing-retailers say rents far to high to stay. Have lost
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some really good retailers
The highrise apartments are horrible and change the feel of the strip, what a
shame.
The coles supermarket is not a great floorplan and the carpark is terrible.
SIGNAGE, SIGNAGE AND SIGNAGE - what a pigsty. There should be
more control, uniformity, standards, building colours etc. Its a disgrace and
it lets down the calibre of the street. Shopping centers control this very
strongly to their benefit.
Give it a name "eat street" would be perfect. Advertise the same as a quid
pro quo for signage control.
Not enough good quality clothing boutiques
Heavy traffic all the time- cars diverting to local streets particularly when
Glenhuntly Rd is 40kph, where traffic speeds is 50kph- illogical! m
Council must work more closely with VicRoads to implement strategies to
reduce reliance on cars
Not enough services in Elsternwick yet we are the highest rate payers, and
need one more supermarket as Coles has a significant monopoly here and
is always overcrowded. Consumers wait and wait to get through to the
cashiers.
Need a regular farmers market - the Elsternwick Plaza is a perfect site.
Must reduce over development and keep height for apartments to 4 stories
(like in St Kilda). Whenever anew development is approved , a risk
assessment on utilities/services (e.g. stormwater drains capacity) etc must
be a key criteria for rejecting/approving.
Climate change and environment - much more concerted effort to help
residents do their bit as well as Council- We want to see more action and
proactive Council representation to Federal and State govts on this issue .
More classy bars and liquor licenses. Clean up the outside beggers that
have moved in.
It would be nice to see more clothing/retail shops
The Coles is too small and Carpark is terrible, the brothel is bad but I
believe that is going, car parking could be better around classic cinema
More ' fashionable' fashion stores for 30+.
More trees. More decorations during Christmas.
Noticing more homeless people camping out outside vacant shops and
leaving rubbish etc. This is a difficult problem I understand but it is
noticeably becoming worse.
The high rise apartment built over last two years, corner Glen Huntly RD
and Mc Combie St. The complex is too high. Planning approvals should
have lower height limit, much lower than this development.
However not enjoying traffic congestion and TOO MANY high rise
apartments. The area is beginning to lack the ambience it once had. Lack of
parking on Glenhuntly Rd for when family and friends visit. Coles extremely
busy!!! Needs another supermarket like Aldi or Woolworths.
Seems to be a lot of $2 stores and it sort of "cheapens" the place a bit.
Understand they have been there a long time (and it would be unfair to
move them) but when new cafes and restaurants are opening, it's a bit
strange to walk past stores that are selling random bits and pieces and
taking up space on the pavement / boardwalk
I want more residential development and carparking to keep the strip
strong.
no to paid parking/meters
The empty retail shops, and the amount of new premises under
developments that are currently empty. The ever increasing number of high
rise accommodation. In residential streets.
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do not put more second hand shops. they are good but too many.
supermarket
needs more parking
the shopping strip, "surbaban" nature
Better traffic management so that residential side streets are not used to
avoid traffic. Something to stop people doing u turns.
The 40 speed limit on Glenhuntly Rd everyday, except Sundays. Often the
road is full of traffic anyway, and you are lucky if you drive at 30kmper hr, so
when the road is free of traffic and you ahve to sit on under 40km/hr or risk
getting booked for speeding, it is VERY frustrating. Also, more 4 hour street
parking around Classic Cinema. If you want to see a movie, you can get
booked if you park in a 2 hour spot because most movies, with the previews
before go for more than 2 hours, and all the 4 and all day parking spots get
used by city workers using the train and parking all day for free. so in the
middle of a week day you have to park more tahn 5 mins walk away to see
a movie.
Would like to see more "high end" retail shops in strip, i.e. GazMan,
Witchery, etc
I don't want to see any hi rise buildings at all.
the beggars, drug addicts.
I don't like that the area sometimes is not clean enough.
Coles supermarket is need of an upgrade and it needs a larger car park
the weirdos hanging out in the underpass should be removed (next to the
station).
Remove the brothel on horne street
Would love the council to provide free WiFi. Other than that I am very happy
with the way that it is.
A problem all over Melbourne is gymnasium/fitness clubs with clients who
take all the street parking making it impossible to park in the street. This
must have a negative effect on the shop keepers trade. Feel strongly on this
point
Empty shops. Poor looking facades.
More variety of shops. It also seems that there is a number of empty shops
which is a shame.
There used to be a greater variety of shops than there are now. Sadly
whitegoods, hardware, etc, are no longer represented. They enabled me to
buy all my needs locally when we first moved here.
I don't like the increasing traffic.
Coles supermarket carpark is difficult to park in and there is always a
shortage of car spaces.
There should be a bit more allocation for disabled spots as the area is an
ageing community.
No more high rise apartments. Hideous wind tunnels at ground level blow
you off your feet. Elsternwick library desperately needs upgrading. Why
cant this end of glen eira have some community facilities on a par with
carnegie library or gsac?
Car parking sometimes difficult
Would like a second supermarket
I'd like to see to less shabby shops and see the strip become more like
Church Road Brighton or Glenferrie Road Hawthorn.
Coles is too small and run down.
Empty shops due to increased rent.
NO MORE HIGH DENSITY HOUSING DEVELOPMENTS ON
GLENHUNTLY ROAD.
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Hate all the beautiful old buildings being demolished and replaced with ugly
cheap modern apartments . Too many people and horrible traffic
congestion. Developers shouldn't be allowed to destroy lovely old homes,
it's so depressing as it's what is happening all ver Melbourne.
The libraries can sometimes fill up quickly, especially during exam periods
so I believe we need more areas available for study - longer library opening
hours would also be a great improvement because I know many students
like me would be keen to study longer. The building of high-rises should
also be limited to avoid too much traffic congestion.
Not enough parking.
Too many drivers trying to make u turns.
Too many cafes and restaurants. No white goods shops. No furniture
shops.
dirty 2 dollar shops, cheap chinese massage shops,
owners should be forced to up keep/maintain 2nd storey facades
over building of apartments
more greenery should be introduced
We need a public swimming pool in walking distance, we have harold holt
or MSAC... too far away
Locals need discounted or free access to Ripponlea gardens, make it a
destination. use this gorgeous space.
Lots of empty stores, and good stores leaving. Are landlords upping their
prices too steeply?
There are a lot of empty shops and a lot of average looking shops
(compared say to Hampton St or High St). As it's such a long strip, some
patches are good, and then some feel quite run down. Coles looks terrible
and is hard work inside due to the old layout that hasn't changed in
decades, think it will be good when finally redeveloped.
I think some people from surrounding areas avoid driving to Elsternwick bc
the traffic in Glenhuntly Rd can be bad because of trams, parallel parking
and the odd light cycle at Orrong Rd.
Often lacks the vibe, especially after dinner time it is just about
abandoned...
The rubbish collected along Gordon Street next to railway line. Less empty
shops.
Coles carpark is too small
I don't like the thrown together pop-up shops. They look like junk shops and
in my experience are staffed with unskilled and often ill-mannered staff. I
don't want Elsternwick to be home for more chain stores, so we don't
replicate the large 'shopping centre' atmosphere.
- Longer time for pedestrians to cross Brighton rd in the crossroads with
Glen Huntly rd
- Advertising posters more respectful of the old buildings
We do not need more cafes rather more speciality shops i.e. another deli,
florist, health food store.
Toilet facilities in Elsternwick Plaza.
More disabled parking convenient to the shopping strip
Trams should obey the speed limit.
Busses should NOT park illegally i.e. almost on the corner of Riddell Pde
making entering GH Rd from Riddell extremely dangerous on a daily basis.
1. High rise apartment blocks
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2. Growing number of homeless and beggars
I don't like high buildings over towering the shopping strip
There are a number of shops that have closed and have been bordered up
There needs to be a supermarket near the Station --previously there was an
IGA--Coles is a long way from Station
Parking at Coles and layout of Coles
Support smaller guys more,, encourage traders that are a bit different. Do
different things in the area ie block the street off for a wine festival, like the
Norwood parade in Adelaide used to do. You have lots of community
events apparently but you aren't good at getting the word out there. Use
glen Huntley rd as the hub for advertising so people know what is going on
in the community and you might get more turning up. Also number of
people moving into the area with cars With the amount of apartment blocks
going up but you don't do anything to cope with more cars in the area. If I
want to park down the street to grab something from a shop on my way
somewhere I can't because of parking so I shop elsewhere. When I do
shop I walk limiting what I bring home.
1. I consider the gateway to Elsternwick at the point you enter from Brighton
Rd into Glenhuntly Rd. I would like to at least a few street trees
appropriately positioned so that your first impression as you turn off
Brighton RD into Glenhuntly Rd is a good one. I am hoping this would not
cost a great deal but you never know. In short where possible Glenhuntly
Rd could be improved by the addition of trees in appropriate places.
2. I am always fearful of over development. It would be the one thing that
would lead me to reluctantly leave Elsternwick and one which could
adversely affect its appeal.
3. Noise issues from Apartment blocks. For example the air-conditioning
unit on the new Gorden St Apartment near the Classic Cinema sound like a
factory and can be heard along Gorden St, Sinclair St, Rippon Grove and
even Millar Street. I know this because my early morning walks take me
along these streets.
4. Improved pedestrian crossings at streets interesting Glenhuntly Rd from
the beginning of Brighton Rd to the end of the shops (on either side of
Glenhuntly rd). My suggestion is elevated crossings marked for pedestrians.
The issue is that when you are walking on along the shopping strip or to the
train along Glenhuntly Rd you are never certain if cars are going to stop.
Having young children, you are always a little unsure about whether a
vehicle is going to stop when you are walking along Glenhuntly Rd. I hope
this makes sense. Thanks
What would add value to the character of Elsternick is the
preservation/restoration of the older buildings which are now shops.
I am satisfied
More variety of shops is always good
Too many $2 shops and empty or cheap/temporary retailers. Not enough
bar/ good restaurants up the Coles end.
The tacky stores. High rise apartments.
More live music venues.
slow traffic lights for pedestrians - people don't wait for lights cause too slow
I have seen cleaner feeling toilets in other locations

With increased density housing on Glenhuntly road, there simply are not
enough parking spaces and traffic congestion is a real problem. A dirty and
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tatty looking footpath, general feel of the strip could be a little more
upmarket in storefronts, decorations, landscaping and other visual cues to
bring the rest of the strip into line with the aforementioned new park near
the station.
I find that the street scape is not pleasant enough. It could be cleaner. It
should definitely have more trees - with a serious beautification plan
required...Fitzroy has done an excellent job with this. The maintenance of
the heritage buildings needs to be enforced. many of them are starting to
look run down and unkept.
Wouldn't like to rental prices forcing out established or new businesses or
pushing up costs beyond affordability .
A limit of 3-5 storeys should be set on new developments. New
developments should not be allowed that would change the original
character and heritage of the neighbourhood.
Many more trees could be planted along the shopping strip .
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The pedestrian traffic lights crossing Nepean Higjwsy should be timed to
stay green for 2 or so minutes longer. It's very difficult if not impossible for
most people to make it across the intersection before the lights change .
Lose variety and become all cafes only
Too many cafes and clothing shops. Lately the pop up shops are just tacky.
Not enough "real" shops.
Parking and shopping at Coles is often not easy.
Only one deli other than Coles.
Very very very concerned on the amount of high rise flats being built
Traffic is already a nightmare
The size of the ABC site for sale and likelihood of flats - and lots of them is
concerning
Shops that are cheap and nasty. Don't think we need more nail shops
Other concern is shop owners wanting higher rents and losing useful
businesses
Traffic: Glen Huntley road is getting busier and busier. As a resident, I'm
getting fed up with an increasing number cars endlessly diverting down my
street (Carre street) looking for car parks. Elsternwick has exceptional
public transport... you need to discourage people from always driving here
as it becomes more of a destination. Encourage people to leave the car at
home, and jump on a tram, train or bus... or simple walk.
Drunk kids hanging around the station at night and the noise they make.
Don't like the new apartment buildings going up and ruining the feel as well
as creating more congestion.
its old and tired - not enough younger people - you need more
developments to replace the old shops - you will still have shops but with
extra people living on top
more people means more shoppers
Coles parking
Quite a few empty shop lots have appeared. This changes the mood
somewhat and gives an impression the village is not doing well.
It's a bit scary riding down glen huntly rd due to the narrow road, parked
cars and trams. Perhaps more signs to watch out for bikes?
The cheap christmas decor - we can do better than cardboard signs tied to
rubbish bins! Or just leave those out please.

Feb 13 17 11:02:56 am
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Parking difficulties in Glenhuntly Rd, and recycling bins have rubbish left
beside them when boxes & bags not removed or cleared.
I'd like to see the history of the strip celebrated both through installations,
refurbishment and through stopping the demolishment of old shops for
modern apartment buildings that don't fit at all with the tone of the rest of the
strip. Additionally I'd like to see the development of an art/writing/creative
community within the strip vicinity. There should be more of a creative
community. Also the prevalence of empty shops and the bargain nature of
too many of the shops is worrying. I'd also like to see not all new shops
becoming cafes. I also like to see a greater integration of green spaces.
Need more variety of shops
Traffic law breakers. Many people doing U turns in the street. They should
have a traffic camera and send them all a ticket. Very bad near the Gordon
st. and Selwyn St. intersections on Glen Huntly Rd. I do not like some of the
tall building being built along the street. (4 to 6 story should be the
maximum limit.) One of the new Apartment blocks is 11 stories. Far too
high.
Too many massage and nail shops. Also the lack of consistency in the
shops advertising signs
you need new developments to enciurage more people which will then
encourage better and and incraese ifn cafes and food places
Reduce traffic in Glen Huntly Rd. Remove the car share parking in Glen
Eira and put it in areas with unrestricted parking.
Make the pedestrian lights near Staniland Grove respond more quickly give pedestrians preference over cars.
Enforce 40kph speed limit.
Ensure there is enough room for people to walk comfortably between cafes
and their outdoor tables.
Footpaths, buildings are old, traffic
Phone reception - optus
Nothing
I don't like high rise apartments and I do think we probably have enough
Italian/pizza places.
The multi story buildings appearing on Glenhuntly rd like the one opposite
McDonalds. There should be no buildings over 4 storeys in height.
The Christmas decorations are pathetic. The rubbish bin covers are not
festive and there are very limited decorations.
There is no regulations about upkeep of shop facades. There are ugly bright
colours and not requirements for maintenance at the street level.

Feb 14 17 10:18:58 pm
Feb 15 17 12:46:14 am

Clean footpaths no overflowing rubbish bins more bench seats
Excessive development of large development housing, gentrification of
shops and people.
More traffic,
less car parking.
Shops not in touch with locals everyday needs
The old facades of shop fronts removed, over developed

Feb 15 17 08:47:34 am

High-rise property development. In the last three years, you have allowed at
least three high-rise developments: one on Glenhuntly Road and McCombie
Street, another in Riddell Parade, and another next to the Classic. Have you
undertaken sufficient modelling? What are these numbers going to do to the
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public transport and other amenities? Do you work in interests of property
developers only? Have you any long-term vision?
The list is unfortunately much longer than it used to be!
too much development
run down and empty shops(used to be able to buy EVERYTHING locally- I
always supported local and dont mind paying more- Target/ was great all
those years ago)
Hard for wheelchairs and prams in lots of shops with the way their
entrances are
Bentleigh and Carnegie have much better looking shops and variety
low calibre of retail (very low!!!! cheap and tacky)
lack of clothing for children/teens
way too much traffic now and congestion
not as safe as once was
The waste of money on the park near station- losing those beautiful treestoooo much concrete!!!! Money couldve been better spent.
Playground too close to road for a start and just not a great improvement on
the old one- had used the old one for 15 years!! Rocked many a child to
sleep under the trees in summer- no longer
No more op shops, nail shops, phone shops, $2 shops
Update train station

Feb 15 17 11:27:52 am
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Feb 16 17 03:53:20 pm

It just needs a facelift- you cant charge the prices that are charged in
Elsternwick and have such a decrepid shopping strip where people have
come for that village and community feel!
No high rise developments.
There are too many massage parlours, Op shops , nail shops, $2 shops
which don't offer enough of a retail experience. I'd like to see a greater
range of shops e.g clothing, shoes etc.
Updated signages for businesses and more free parking
There are a lot of banks... two chemists right next to each other.. More
advertising is needed when new cafe's bars open.. a lot seem to open and
close.
It needs to stay unique and eclectic not commercial.. this includes the
unique building and look... the recent high rise residential buildings are
terrible.
The street is getting overly crowded on the weekends and traffic is a
nightmare! How has this been dealt with now the horrendous highrise
residential apartments are complete.

Feb 16 17 05:32:04 pm
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Someone is surely getting something in their pocket for approving these
I have no particular issue
Inappropriate development (eg McCombie Street, the apartments over
Elsternwick Station); Elsternwick station arcade, too many junky shops,
more green areas, parking is at a premium and will worsen with more
apartments.
it's always changing.
A bigger better laid out supermarket with underground car parking and
better access to the car park that does not delay traffic flowing along Orrong
Road. The current Coles supermarket is too small and the car park is
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regularly congested with people trying to find a car park space.
Also the 40 km speed limit is only needed till about 7pm at night.
It also could be enforced on a Sunday between 7am and 7 pm as well but
not until midnight.
It seems quite ridiculous to drive along the street at 10 pm on a weeknight
and all shops are shut and no pedestrians around yet I still have to drive at
40kmh
The pedestrian crossing lights at Staniland Road needs to be fixed so that
pedestrians do not wait for 2 minutes after pressing the button before the
lights change to red. I walk to the station from my home and like to use this
crossing but I find the delay in changing the lights is far too long so I keep
walking and cross GlenHuntly Road further down. I sometimes find that I
have walked to St Georges Road and the lights have still not changed to
red.

Feb 17 17 08:17:12 am
Feb 17 17 03:25:34 pm
Feb 17 17 05:39:30 pm

Feb 17 17 06:41:53 pm

Feb 17 17 08:30:09 pm

Feb 18 17 09:14:03 am
Feb 18 17 03:15:05 pm
Feb 18 17 03:19:26 pm
Feb 18 17 07:24:39 pm

More parking. One or two really good restaurants (fine dining experience)
Good Asian grocery
So many shops are unfriendly.
The shopping strip is slowly being changed as "high rise" developments
take hold and dominate the streetscape. The quality and architectural style
of these building are mind numbingly boring and will detract from the
Victorian characteristics that define the ambience of the shopping strip. It is
a shopping strip that has a human dimension to it that encourages people to
walk and explore the diversity of businesses. The park development
adjacent to the Elsternwick station has vastly improved the ambience of this
area, and it is a pleasure to see people using this space to rest and relax
and picnic.
Pedestrians crossing at Stainland, St George's Rd etc intersecting with
Glenhuntly road without even looking at traffic - seriously holds up
glenhuntly road and congests. Cars should have right of way (most are so
friendly they wave pedestrians across the road) but so many ignorant
pedestrians walk in front of cars without looking which is dangerous.
the horne st strip. the Horne/Mcmillan st needs to be cleaned up. Maybe
removing the access from Mcmillan st back on to the Nepean might help
decrease the truck/large vehicle traffic flow on this street. Also making sure
The Daily Planet and the shops next door aer turned into something better
than their current state would help. There are also a lot of unsavory people
that hang out in the pedestrian thoroughfare between Glen Huntley and
Horne St. Also Elsternwick could do with a better supermarket or local
markets.
The high turnover of shops, a lot vacant sometimes. Coles complex needs
improving significantly. Concerned about the increase in homeless and
blatant drug use on the strip
An improvement to the Coles Supermarket. The amount of shoppers
outgrew its size a long time ago, especially the car park. It is a nightmare.
Hate parking at Coles! Wish that I could buy milk without walking/ driving all
the way up to Coles. The traffic is very bad and parking can be difficult so I
often walk instead.
We need more variety in food shopping more supermarkets to cater for the
ever increasing residents coming to live in Elsternwick. The only
supermarket is way too small for the amount of residents.
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Feb 18 17 08:56:53 pm

Less rubbish on the street.
Coles not to use plastic bags.

Feb 18 17 09:35:59 pm

A traffic light at Horne st /GlenHuntly Rd intersection please
A bigger car park for Coles
Clean up the pavements - maybe repave nicely. The pavements look
stained and unclean. Too many dogs defecating on the street. Some trees
would be nice!

Feb 18 17 09:46:14 pm

Feb 19 17 06:51:15 am
Feb 19 17 10:31:11 am

Feb 19 17 03:30:11 pm
Feb 19 17 04:06:58 pm
Feb 19 17 06:46:32 pm
Feb 19 17 06:57:05 pm
Feb 19 17 08:57:44 pm
Feb 19 17 09:35:45 pm
Feb 20 17 12:09:54 am

Feb 20 17 06:32:47 pm

Feb 20 17 07:45:46 pm
Feb 20 17 07:47:42 pm

Feb 20 17 07:49:33 pm
Feb 20 17 07:51:38 pm

Feb 20 17 07:53:08 pm
Feb 20 17 07:54:27 pm

The price of restaurant food is reasonably high.
Footpath improved.
More social seating and greenery.
The many op shops, (too many) empty shops (rents too high!) lack of trees
along Glenhuntly road, cheap xmas decorations, hate the height and
quality of the apartments and the amount of them. Very ugly apartments
near the station. You don't see this height in Martin Street! I don't go to
Coles in Elsternwick due to crampness of the shop and whilst I live only 700
metres from Coles I chose to drive to Bay Street Brighton.
More higher quality (not necessarily higher priced) outlets and restaurants
and bars. Some of those less frequented restaurants can make way for
better ones.
Coles supermarket shopping centre and carpark - too small and aged
structure to cope with residents needs.
Not too many high rise apartment blocks yet!
I don't like the arcade near the train station and never go there because it
looks hidden, depressing and is an obvious attraction to people who are up
to no-good or looking to hide.
The empty shops that have for lease signs.
More variety in shops, less closed down shops, more parking, less bad
driving!, take out those stupid bike racks outside grill'd- noone EVER uses
them and they take up car parking space!
More vibrant ... cafes, bars and restaurants
The modern blocks of apartments which block the sunshine and dwarf the
strip and make no design contribution to the area. The traffic flow is
frustrating. The lack of street scraping in the main strip. Not enough plants,
The lack of temporary stopping areas for cars to enable frail people to be
dropped off or picked up by family or carers. Too many no standing spots
The retail mix isn't inviting, although I appreciate that's not something within
Council's domain. There really is nothing attractive about the strip; i.e. no
real reason to go and hang out. It's also a dangerous road to cycle down
due to the lack of a cycle lane. Design folk are better equipped at describing
what's needed in order to make the place attractive to customers.

Better footpaths and pavements
"Less trash
More food options
Less cigarette butts
Not enough parking
No or limited bike parking
Too many cars in main street (Glenhuntly Rd)
Better cycling infrastructure
Public toilets at Elsternwick Plaza. Kids always going to the toilet in grass
and trees! Very poor!
Needs a makeover, bigger supermarket
Elsternwick plaza is good"
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Feb 20 17 07:59:17 pm
Feb 20 17 08:00:59 pm
Feb 20 17 09:53:04 pm
Feb 20 17 10:14:50 pm

A lot of empty shops in Glenhuntly Rd - affects the look and feel of the
street and less busy as a result
traffic crowding
Not sure
Some shops too expensive

Date

What makes Elsternwick shopping strip unique and
special?

Nov 28 16 02:39:07 pm

I don't know that the strip is so unique at the moment. It could be
improved by more Alfresco spaces, pedestrian streets (closed to traffic to
allow market stalls), more trees and flowers. The best bit is near the
station, with the cinema and park giving a feeling of arts and leisure.

Nov 28 16 03:22:52 pm
Nov 28 16 04:49:41 pm

The shop keepers and people except for the chinese rub and tug parlours
The history

Nov 29 16 06:00:02 pm

It feels like its in the suburbs but has restaurants and cafes good enough to
belong in the outer city

Nov 30 16 09:56:46 am

So many things!! Please see my answer from two boxes above. In addition,
Aviv and the delish cakes they make, Carousel ice cream cakes, the
multiculturalism of the area. xo

Nov 30 16 11:40:20 am

Diversity of shops, would be better if we could be a bit more picky with
who is let in and solidify as a premium casual offering of shops.
The organic/natural food shops are amazing and it's fantastic that we have
two!

Nov 30 16 01:47:24 pm

Nov 30 16 10:36:50 pm

You don't generally find the same shops anywhere else

Nov 30 16 11:11:41 pm

nothing

Dec 01 16 11:59:31 am
Dec 01 16 01:42:53 pm

Heritage...
Not sure anymore

Dec 01 16 04:41:16 pm
Dec 01 16 08:14:57 pm
Dec 01 16 08:16:58 pm
Dec 01 16 11:07:03 pm

The Cake shops and coffee shops and great mix of people

Dec 02 16 06:55:52 am
Dec 02 16 03:10:45 pm
Dec 03 16 07:19:18 am

The people and the fact it is a strip. Love it
It's people! It has not been over gentrified.
The cinema. The great traders. The great new cafes and restaurants, as
well as the old favourites (I'm talking about you, Talk of the Town!). The
heritage buildings. The cool architecture of the new developments. Having
great access to public transport (I love having the option of the train or
tram).
Lots of variety of shops,
Cultural diversity
It is a local shopping strip with character that needs to be maintained and
not overrun by development
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Dec 03 16 08:38:03 am
Dec 03 16 03:54:23 pm
Dec 04 16 09:50:51 am
Dec 04 16 02:40:29 pm
Dec 04 16 06:35:32 pm
Dec 04 16 09:58:19 pm
Dec 05 16 11:57:09 am
Dec 05 16 04:39:51 pm

Dec 05 16 07:17:56 pm
Dec 05 16 09:44:01 pm
Dec 05 16 10:59:54 pm
Dec 05 16 11:33:21 pm
Dec 06 16 11:28:42 am
Dec 07 16 12:04:21 pm
Dec 07 16 02:30:39 pm
Dec 07 16 07:13:43 pm
Dec 07 16 07:43:29 pm
Dec 07 16 09:15:27 pm
Dec 07 16 10:56:21 pm
Dec 08 16 02:59:29
Dec 08 16 06:35:29
Dec 08 16 09:33:08
Dec 08 16 09:33:55
Dec 08 16 09:47:33

pm
pm
pm
pm
pm

Dec 09 16 07:31:34 am
Dec 10 16 04:54:08 pm
Dec 11 16 07:31:56 am
Dec 11 16 09:38:00 am
Dec 11 16 08:25:28 pm
Dec 13 16 04:19:39 pm
Dec 13 16 06:15:12 pm
Dec 14 16 06:25:52 am
Dec 14 16 09:10:17 pm
Dec 15 16 08:30:36 am

Easily located on tram and train, historic neighbourhood and close to the
beach
Nothing except its location
don't know that I would call it unique or special, the convenience of food
shopping is certainly there.
Still street shopping and no mall
A shopping strip becomes unique because of the quality and diversity of
shops, ammenities and if it is a pleasant space to walk through. Elsternwick
has lost any uniqueness over time.
Variety of shops
It has a lightness about it- even the older buildings. The mix of people
coming into the area is diverse. Parks at both ends. Good public transport.
Able to combine everyday shopping with lesiure cafes/ food etc. Wide range
of 'ethnic' choices. Not too upmarket..
Its village like street frontages and fabulous access to public transport. A
also like its multi ethnic flavour.
There are some good local retailers who make an effort to engage the
community however these are dwindling and the council needs to think
about how they can be further supported to allow them to flourish.
The supermarket and large number of independent retailers all together and
in walking distance from home.
Variety!
Location & clients
Always something open
Cafe culture
But may be lost if developments take away sunlights
Historic buildings and community feel.
Diversity. Eclectic mix of cafes and restaurants - melting pot of people from
different cultures and backgrounds.
Strip mall shopping. Mix of cultures and quality food. It's still a bit honest
and not gentrified. It's not Elwood, it's not Chapel St, it has it's own identity.
Small local offerings. Good quality. Not so many $2 type shops.
There isn't a unique character although the reserve is a good feature
Cafes. Friendly shop assistants. Bakery & Aviv
Everything in one spot.
Friendly shop staff.
Recognise staff in shops.
Great cafes
Walking distance to my home
It's not especially unique or special. But it could be.
Its a very mixed bag of shops and cafes. It doesn't just hit one type of
demographic. Its open to a range of locals in the area
Feels friendly - community sense.
It's very local.
Aviv, for one. It's also just a good place to rely on, it's like a pair of slippers.
It caters for everyone
Diversity
That it has a combination of all kinds of shopping
It's special for proximity, and ordinary folks
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Dec 15 16 05:57:49 pm
Dec 15 16 08:24:24 pm
Dec 15 16 09:24:18 pm
Dec 15 16 09:27:16 pm
Dec 16 16 09:20:03 am
Dec 16 16 09:03:20 pm

Dec 17 16 06:28:03 pm
Dec 18 16 09:53:12 am
Dec 18 16 09:53:57 am
Dec 18 16 11:56:12
Dec 19 16 07:05:36
Dec 19 16 03:45:48
Dec 19 16 06:29:49

pm
am
pm
pm

Dec 22 16 09:55:04 pm
Dec 23 16 06:38:43 am
Dec 25 16 04:30:29 pm
Dec 25 16 11:02:47 pm
Dec 29 16 12:01:34 am
Dec 29 16 07:51:29 pm
Dec 29 16 07:54:45 pm
Jan 01 17 01:25:16 pm
Jan 01 17 07:42:34 pm
Jan 01 17 10:57:54 pm
Jan 02 17 07:21:25 pm
Jan 03 17 01:17:21 am
Jan 03 17 05:52:31 pm
Jan 03 17 07:57:21 pm
Jan 03 17 08:57:09 pm
Jan 04 17 07:53:18 pm
Jan 05 17 08:27:05 am
Jan 05 17 03:54:05 pm

It's pretty down to earth, not too trendy but has great clothes and food.
History, culture, food
Different food
Jewish
A nice atmosphere
No comment.
Old architecture
Variety of shops
Restaurants from every country
Library is great
It is close! It has some shops that have been ther for a long time. Most
shopkeepers are friendly
Diverse people.
Multicultural feel but different from other areas of Melbourne. Mix of Jewish,
Anglo and a variety of ages and demographics
Relaxed, friendly, community feel.
The local flavour it carries.
The fact that it is NOT developed with apartment blocks throughout the
strip.
Great range of cafes and restaurants while still providing for basics. Easy
access to public transport. Love having the library so close to other
facilities.
the diverse village feel
It's got a great community feel
The unique shops you won't find anywhere else eg some of the clothing
shops, Child & Adult, Dalgarnos, plus a great range of shops - there's a
great bookshop, a local Officeworks, a cinema, a health food store, etc.
Lots of restaurants, entertainment and usually a good vibe.
Heritage buildings with new and unique shopping and eating places
The heritage streetscape, the easy proximity to the city, the very old
traditional shops. The quirky and interesting nature of some of the shops.
Now it is the good mix of restaurants near the cinema/station.
For us as we live close, it is the walkability.
Very lively and community feel
Merging of cultures existing peacefully. It is a self contained precinct
making living close easy with little need for trips by car.
It is short and has a little bit of everything but best of all the locals know
each other and the traders know us too.....friendly
Great mix of all sorts of shops
Its still friendly, its still reasonably calm.
at the moment it has a village atmosphere, don't change it with high rise
buildings
The new cafes and independent shops but a couple of mainstream shops
would be good too
It once reminded Me of Malvern shopping strip in nearby Stonnington.
Linear nature with a consistent building setback. Easy to get a park and
walk to the destination.
Its depressing ambience and general air if neglect and grot. When will the
Toyworld shop repair or replace its roof sign? It is quite inappropriate to
place Christmas signage on rubbish bins, a cultural insult? The plantings
near Adult and Child and others along that side are horrible, those maroon
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Jan 07 17 04:03:45 pm
Jan 08 17 09:39:23 pm

Jan 14 17 10:25:07 pm
Jan 16 17 01:21:50 am
Jan 17 17 04:50:35 pm
Jan 17 17 06:35:23 pm
Jan 19 17 06:08:41 pm
Jan 21 17 01:03:25 pm
Jan 21 17 01:15:44 pm
Jan 21 17 01:19:18 pm
Jan 22 17 02:33:09 pm
Jan 25 17 10:56:11 pm
Jan 26 17 04:14:19 pm
Jan 26 17 04:23:36 pm
Jan 26 17 04:38:10 pm
Jan 26 17 04:41:39 pm
Jan 26 17 04:48:52 pm
Jan 26 17 04:55:21 pm
Jan 26 17 05:02:11 pm
Jan 26 17 05:08:39 pm
Jan 26 17 05:18:18 pm
Jan 26 17 05:22:13 pm
Jan 26 17 05:31:59 pm
Jan 26 17 05:37:03 pm
Jan 26 17 05:42:14 pm
Jan 26 17 05:46:19 pm
Jan 26 17 05:49:26 pm
Jan 26 17 05:55:45 pm
Jan 26 17 06:01:32 pm
Jan 26 17 06:15:37 pm
Jan 26 17 06:20:39 pm
Jan 26 17 06:28:02 pm
Jan 26 17 06:47:16 pm
Jan 30 17 12:57:21 am
Jan 30 17 01:08:08 am
Jan 30 17 01:10:27 am
Jan 30 17 01:13:38 am
Jan 30 17 01:17:54 am
Jan 30 17 01:34:13 am
Jan 30 17 01:37:27 am
Jan 30 17 01:46:06 am
Jan 30 17 01:49:36 am
Jan 30 17 08:35:13 pm

railings, really and lots of thick growth for rubbish to be thrown into. A little
bit of design expertise??
Variety of shops and services, easy access by car and all public transport.
I live in elsternwick for more than 10 years.. unfortunately it is hard to
answer this question as the strip does not have much characters. However
I promote our local bakeries like Aviv and Savion to others a lot as other
suburbs dont have the same type of cakes they sell.
So many cultures all getting along and being mates. True blue.
The cinema and Hilocaust Centre.
I feel very comfortable there.
Old and new shops
It has lots of natural light, and is used by lots of different people.
Small and convienient
The parks
Variety of shops
Great range of shops and cafes
The remaining old shops - Aviv, butcher, toy shop on Cnr St George's Rd
Growing up here love the fact it hasn't over developed
Shops
Close to home
Close and friendly staff
Close by
Same shops have been here forever, love them.
Food, dinner choices
The people and food
Op shops and good food
Consistency
Classic cinema
The structure of roads
The variety of shops
Cafes
Restaurants
Proximity. Upgrade the library
Accessible
Local flavour of cultures
Diversity
Blend of nationalities
Shop owners friendly coffee
Heritage buildings
Historic and lots of cultures represented
It's close to where I live
Cafes
Local
Quality shops
Restaurants
Still has outdoor element instead of shopping mall
Vibrant, clean and exciting
The array of shops
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Jan 30 17 10:49:49 pm
Jan 30 17 11:23:41 pm
Jan 31 17 01:52:02 pm
Feb 02 17 11:53:52 am
Feb 02 17 05:45:00 pm
Feb 02 17 05:54:26 pm
Feb 02 17 06:11:28 pm
Feb 02 17 07:55:06 pm

Feb 03 17 05:56:56 pm
Feb 03 17 06:55:23 pm
Feb 03 17 07:23:19
Feb 06 17 03:20:17
Feb 07 17 02:23:34
Feb 07 17 03:18:06

pm
pm
pm
pm

Feb 07 17 03:20:25
Feb 07 17 03:40:23
Feb 07 17 03:42:12
Feb 07 17 04:17:10

pm
pm
pm
pm

Feb 07 17 04:53:45 pm
Feb 07 17 05:53:45 pm

Feb 07 17 05:55:39 pm
Feb 07 17 06:31:04 pm
Feb 07 17 06:58:10 pm

The diversity of the community and shops
24/7 Coles, no doubt! It's got lots of public transport options. It's got a cool
adventure retailer. Probably doesn't have the same clout as Chapel St or
Malvern Rd. But, it is family-friendly. Has a bit of everything.
Nice vibe, not as dead at night as Camberwell and Malvern. Great mix of
cuisines: Asian, middle eastern, Jewish etc
? it lacks character...
It's grimy feel. Please fast track the Coles redevelopment that has been
talked about for years!
The diversity of shops.
Town square
Public transport
Always feels busy and vibrant
Diversity of uses
The neighbourhood heritage houses and heritage buildings which are
unfortunately compromised by greedy overdevelopments
Choice
( terrible traffic)
It could be so much more.
Some very nice boutique/small businesses that give it a community feel.
Not all that much different than other shopping strips.
The "bones" are there to make it great. With clever, artistic foresight the
area can be beautifully developed.
As mentioned above:
Do not make it into just another Strip center, or soulless retail development,
but it would be good to be creative in extending and developing an
interesting unique classy Village feel. Good for locals and tourists. Keep
the low rise feel and old style 1st floor facades, but change the awning/
verandas to something more aesthetic and themed and relaxed.
Keep the lovely low rise houses and streetscapes in the surrounding streets
to make the whole area into an appealing special area like many beautiful
cities have overseas, a showcase for aesthetics, tranquility and attractive
life-style. The bones are there in this area and and with clever foresight
could be expanded.
It is close to where I live and very vibrant
Something for everyone
Variety of shops
The location, the feel of it, the types of shops and restaurants/cafes and the
cinema.
people, coffee and food outlets
I would not say it was to be honest...
tired, tired tired...
The new bang bang food shop is a good start and the new park
redevelopment so hopefully it continues to become more of a funky
neighborhood and not a retirement village.
The multicultural cuisines the restaurants offer. Good cafes .
Traders are friendly,there are great restaurant . The movie cinema.
All the public transport. The new park near station.The RSL..The seabreeze
coming up Glenhunlty Rd on a hot evening.
wonderful outlets
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Feb 07 17 07:05:33 pm
Feb 07 17 07:39:30 pm
Feb 07 17 08:16:16 pm

Feb 07 17 08:41:09 pm
Feb 07 17 08:51:04 pm
Feb 07 17 08:53:44 pm
Feb 07 17 09:01:51 pm
Feb 07 17 09:03:35 pm
Feb 07 17 09:15:49 pm
Feb 07 17 10:31:34 pm
Feb 08 17 07:16:27
Feb 08 17 07:53:25
Feb 08 17 08:26:47
Feb 08 17 08:46:01

am
am
am
am

Feb 08 17 09:04:54 am
Feb 08 17 09:27:50
Feb 08 17 09:30:49
Feb 08 17 09:33:31
Feb 08 17 10:00:22
Feb 08 17 11:41:00
Feb 08 17 12:15:55
Feb 08 17 12:18:12
Feb 08 17 01:28:35

am
am
am
am
am
pm
pm
pm

Feb 08 17 01:35:06 pm
Feb 08 17 01:44:55 pm

Feb 08 17 01:46:23 pm
Feb 08 17 02:00:21 pm
Feb 08 17 02:11:29 pm
Feb 08 17 02:23:29 pm
Feb 08 17 02:25:46 pm
Feb 08 17 04:20:37 pm

eclectic mix of young families and older generation of residents who have
been in the area for along time.
Public transport very accessible
It's great at the moment, but it's the unlocked potential that is has that
makes it exciting.
The established shops which are stand alone or specialised retail. They
make for a special shopping experience.
Friendly retailers who know their customers.
Helpful businesses who provide extra services, for example home delivery,
professional advice, and personal consultations.
Multi cultural
Unique shops eg dalgarnos. Good range of cafes clothes shops and
amenities eg banks
Not overstated but still offers quality and convenience. Lots of choice.
Traffic and foot traffic all very manageable. Generally pretty good parking
options (except supermarket)
Vibrancy with huge variety of stores. Can get most things I need without
having to travel to large shopping centers.
It has to be the amount and diversity of food cafes bars and restaurants
Cultural diversity - but at the moment this isn't capitalised - it needs to be
equalised and celebrated
The trams and the special cake shops
, bakeries and cafes
That all the shops are fairly new and different to what we had years ago.
Culture and heritage
bookshop, cafés, restaurant and cinema.
Open air
Nice range of cafes
Its Elsternwick! Lets not change too much. It has its own local feel as it
always has had.
Heritage buildings
Its not.
the way its changing so rapidly especially in the last few years for the better
Great diversity of food and good proximity to Bayside, transport
Well served by PT (train, tram, bus) so is easily accessed.
It's a good mix of shops, and generally looks prosperous.
having a high street that locals can walk to is great - and the fantastic
variety of shops/restaurants
Eclectic variety of shops, accessible transport
The Plaza Park and adjacent cafes are really nice (although why hasn't the
sloping path been finished properly!). The Coles is unique in that it is
cramped, and has crowded narrow aisles - I prefer to drive to the Bay Street
Coles than shop at Elsternwick Coles.
not that much at the moment unfortunately as has quite a few empty shops
you can get a bit of everything
Antique bar is unique. Redevelopment of area near Train station is special
While it is a vibrant strip, it still feels like part of the neighborhood as it
caters for the needs of locals. Its not too up market (yet).
the shops listed above
Everything you could want without leaving
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Feb 08 17 04:34:45 pm
Feb 08 17 04:53:06 pm
Feb 08 17 05:06:28
Feb 08 17 05:56:43
Feb 08 17 06:15:43
Feb 08 17 06:25:02
Feb 08 17 06:33:25
Feb 08 17 08:31:14
Feb 08 17 09:02:14
Feb 08 17 09:05:33
Feb 08 17 09:39:44

pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm

Feb 08 17 11:42:21 pm

Feb 09 17 08:21:19 am

Feb 09 17 09:08:27 am
Feb 09 17 09:42:57
Feb 09 17 09:51:14
Feb 09 17 10:23:40
Feb 09 17 10:29:13
Feb 09 17 10:33:04

am
am
am
am
am

Feb 09 17 10:56:35 am
Feb 09 17 10:58:01 am
Feb 09 17 11:02:59 am
Feb 09 17 11:55:01 am
Feb 09 17 12:11:46 pm
Feb 09 17 01:11:46
Feb 09 17 02:37:33
Feb 09 17 03:59:46
Feb 09 17 04:12:14

pm
pm
pm
pm

Feb 09 17 04:32:34 pm
Feb 09 17 05:31:05 pm

It is family oriented. It is quite well maintained.
Some restaurants and bars open for the evening crowd.
mixture of highly convenient retailers and good value lunch, snack or dinner
venues
Nothing really
Plenty of cafes, restaurants and Classic theatre, Flying Saucer Club
?
The variety of shops.
Eat Street
Clean
Homeless people outside Coles.
The diversity of businesses
It's not over populated. I fear it might become that way though. Lots of
restaurant with various cruisine. Also the flying saucer club is great
The fact that you can find anything you need there. Local independent
stores like Trialto's butcher that have high quality product and great
customer service, create a great community feel and encourage you to seek
out and support local traders.
The shopping strip needs a clean up, it is looking tired and ordinary in
places.
Look at other strips and take ideas from them. Some parts of the strip
looking ordinary.
Encourage food outlet, cafe and other cross section of shops. Need to
develop village atmosphere. All attractive strips have this quality. No cheap
more fast food outlets.
Easy to get to via public transport. Diversity of restaurants. Beautiful parks.
Great cafes and local cinema.
Have everything in one place!
neighbourhood feel.
The friendly atmospher and availability of most things one would want.
cinema, public transport and cafes but needs other shops
special - range and variety of retail outlets;
unique?? I don't know if it is, I've not seen enough of the rest of Melbourne
(let alone the world) to make that sort of (by definition - check the definition
of "unique") extreme call!
Its healthy mix of shops, trams, coles
It has a village style feel, the variety of small businesses in every category
is great, and it has a good supermarket, post office and cinema complex,
and generally reasonable free parking.
It has character and a lot of the shops have been there for over 20 years
Independant retailers still, little shops and heritage
The complete range of retailers and service providers in such a short street
frontage. Everything is so close and convenient.
the village atmosphere
Nothing really
One of the few vibrant strip shopping centres left in Melbourne.
The art nouveau architecture above street level, the highly individual shops
at street level, exception gymnasiums.
Diversity
The walk along Glenhuntly road from the highway to Kooyong road and
seeing all the different retail stores, cafes and restaurants.
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Feb 09 17 05:54:09 pm
Feb 09 17 06:06:25 pm
Feb 09 17 06:18:19 pm
Feb 09 17 07:48:37 pm
Feb 09 17 09:09:44 pm
Feb 09 17 09:40:30 pm
Feb 09 17 09:45:26 pm
Feb 09 17 10:04:05
Feb 10 17 09:37:10
Feb 10 17 10:37:10
Feb 10 17 12:11:18

pm
am
am
pm

Feb 10 17 12:16:52 pm
Feb 10 17 12:39:12 pm
Feb 10 17 12:52:42 pm

Feb 10 17 01:58:59 pm
Feb 10 17 03:11:56 pm
Feb 10 17 04:21:39 pm
Feb 10 17 06:12:45 pm
Feb 10 17 10:06:02 pm
Feb 10 17 10:29:12 pm
Feb 11 17 07:35:55 am
Feb 11 17 09:05:10 am
Feb 11 17 12:53:31 pm
Feb 11 17 01:57:09 pm
Feb 11 17 03:17:57 pm

Feb 11 17 03:57:35 pm

Excellent and quality food shops and cafes. For me personally the
familiarity and the ease with which I can access a selection of shops that I
need to frequent ie bank, supermarket, cake shop and Dalgarnos gifts etc.
That it is a reasonably intact shopping strip - don't kill it! There are not many
left in Melbourne. What was once a collection of villages is mostly
homogenised blah
Proximity to rail, bus and trams
The number of shops and eating places. It's a long strip with the opportunity
to get most things you need.
Friendly family vibe
Busy shopping strip , not like many that are slowly dying and being replaced
by shopping centres
It has a variety of different shops and restaurants/cafes and can
accommodate for a most of my daily needs.
Local businesses - not the endlessly repeated chain stores.
Not much. Just like so many other suburban shopping strips.
nothing
Lack of pretentious nobs and the lack of hipster youths ( see chapel street
for those horrors)
The variety, the availability, the convenience. Especially with food, so many
cultures are covered. Love it!
Good rang eof shops
Having said that it's not as vibrant say as Hampton St, I like that Elsternwick
has more apparent history and identity. The mix of food shops, esp the
Jewish food shops like Aviv, is a real strength and should be promoted.
Combining that with the bookshop and the talks they often hold, and the
Classic cinema means that Elsternwick is in a good position to promote
culture as well as just being a shopping strip.
Proximity to us, the cinema, good restaurants
It is our local shopping centre and is improving as Elsternwick becomes
more cosmopolitan.
The minimum number of chain stores, with large numbers of small
businesses with their own character and staff/owners who give great
service.
Tram, cinema
Its old buildings
We do.....the local community is vibrant and progressive and we care about
the suburb we have chosen to call home.
The variety of retailers. You can find Amosa anything here.
The historical shop fronts and well maintained garden beds. It has a nice
'village atmosphere' which we should try to maintain by restricting modern
high rise developments.
Elsternwick shopping strip has lots of character, and the feel of community
almost like a country town.
The mix of different retailers
Being able to walk out my front door and buy most of what I want. The
smaller traders I love and the unique but quality shops like the book store,
the shoe repairer who have been there for generations, Toscanos, aviv,
child and adult, the jewellery stores, dalgarnos for kitchen stuff, having 2
butchers, cafes. Don't like the number of dodgy massage parlours.
The eclectic nature of the shops, the variety, the restraints, cafes, areas of
open space, great car parking and access by train, tram or foot. By the way,
I do believe that there is ample parking for the Glenhuntly shops and that
any changes should be focused on encouraging the use of public
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Feb 11 17 04:54:40 pm

Feb 11 17 04:57:25 pm
Feb 11 17 04:58:17 pm
Feb 11 17 05:07:10 pm
Feb 11 17 05:50:44 pm
Feb 12 17 09:57:43 am

Feb 12 17 03:09:19 pm
Feb 12 17 04:04:33 pm
Feb 12 17 04:49:32 pm

Feb 12 17 07:16:14 pm
Feb 12 17 10:31:49 pm
Feb 13 17 07:05:59 am
Feb 13 17 09:26:31 am
Feb 13 17 09:41:18 am
Feb 13 17 12:00:25 pm
Feb 13 17 01:56:28 pm
Feb 13 17 06:12:33 pm
Feb 13 17 07:36:30 pm
Feb 14 17 09:34:18 am
Feb 14 17 10:17:57 am
Feb 14 17 10:19:00 am
Feb 14 17 11:41:13 am
Feb 14 17 11:45:24 am
Feb 14 17 12:57:15 pm

transportation, bicycle access or pedestrian access/safety.
Proximity to my house!
Range of shops in walking distance
Variety of cafes
Nothing really
It's really beautiful and has really become more vibrant since we moved
here. I like how it's more alive at night too.
I can walk to it - so close
It is fairly vibrant during day and shops are reasonable quality
A nice balance between the everyday and special - could be a little more
upmarket, but not at the expense of the wonderful lack of pretension.
The local friendly atmosphere and diverse range of shops , entertainment
and facilities. . The history and heritage are highly important in creating this
atmosphere . The range and diversity of facilities creates a place where
people very much enjoy to go to meet family and friends.
It is a predominantly Victorian style shopping strip in the inner south east.
Largely foot traffic
It's not all restaurants
The independent spirit of the retailers. It's not like Elwood or Brighton where
the retail strips have become too upmarket and of no real benefit to the
communities at large.
I love the fact that I can get my shoes fixed at a cobbler, go op-shopping,
see an art- house move at the Classic or a band at the Flying Saucer Club...
all in my neighbourhood. You need to protect this by keeping the rents
reasonable for the retailers and also keeping the bland/chain store retailers
and food outlets out of the strip.
It feels like a local village with lots of little shops that aren't chains. Don't
want it to become a strip of big apartment buildings and lots of chain retail
outlets.
It's consistently good all the way from the supermarket and down to the
station
Daily Planet
most of your day to day needs are covered
people are friendly
essential services are there i.e Post office
The wide range of shops, the great cafes, streets are clean, its very
convenient to public transport, there's a good demographic that lives in the
area from young to old.
Lots of reasonably priced cafes, restaurants, & clothing shops; banks,
phone, office, retail, postal and other services readily available.
It's history and some of the shops. It's easy access to the city, it's trams and
it train station.
We have counted 100 cafe/coffee outlets within 1Km of our house near
HOPETOUN GARDENS.
I like the low level of the buildings allowing sunlight into the street. I like the
heritage buildings in the street scape.
It's diversity
is a long strip with a tram line
I don't know if there is anything unique about it.
Cafes
Better vibe, bars, multi-cultural, types of shops, young vibe
that it is still there
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Feb 14 17 02:56:10 pm
Feb 14 17 04:54:50 pm
Feb 14 17 10:12:18 pm
Feb 14 17 10:18:58 pm
Feb 15 17 12:46:14 am

Feb 15 17 08:47:34 am
Feb 15 17 09:20:05 am

Feb 15 17 11:27:52 am
Feb 15 17 02:33:46 pm

Feb 15 17 04:31:47 pm
Feb 16 17 03:53:20 pm

Feb 16 17 05:32:04 pm
Feb 16 17 07:42:30 pm
Feb 16 17 07:46:21 pm
Feb 16 17 10:09:36 pm
Feb 17 17 08:17:12 am
Feb 17 17 05:39:30 pm

Feb 17 17 06:41:53 pm
Feb 17 17 08:30:09 pm
Feb 18 17 09:14:03 am
Feb 18 17 03:15:05 pm

Feb 18 17 03:19:26 pm

The unique variety of restaurants and beautiful architecture of the of the
original old buildings.
The growing diversity of cultures and the expanding range of entertainment,
bars, restaurants, cinema and music.
The fact that its a small strip with a little bit of every type of store plus the
green spaces flowers and garden spaces at the end of each street block
especially the new Elsternwick plaza is fantastic
It's village , community atmosphere, mix of people, variety of shops, and
easy access to locals.
Gorgeous old buildings, green space, great public transport,
Places to meet - park, cafes, cinema, bars.
Not being turned into a service centre for property developers.
That people work and shop and school in the area.
Used to feel like a village but close to beach and city- but all the
developments have taken that away and cheapened the suburb and its
quite disgusting.
Lets hope the greed has stopped.
Wide variety and mainly small businesses - no chain stores.
Easy access by public transport
Some well established shops eg child and adult, toywold, hattams,
Dalgarnos, classic cinema, library, parking available in designated parking
areas
Good range of cafes
Open and accessible
As above and the special things glen eira council put on. Roaming santa,
music playing in the streets, flowers on mothers day, decorations each
event eg xmas, there used to be a road closed off sometimes with a
stage/band etc,
It's not unique but is special because of the variety in types of shops
a cosmopolitan, eclectic blend of shops, traders and mix of services.
Its continual evolution.
The cafes up and down the street which have opened up in recent years.
Not too much at the moment
It is shopping strip that services its community well, it is easily accessible by
public transport. The diversity of businesses and services add significantly
to its attraction. It is visually attractive and I feel safe when shopping or just
taking my daily walk.
Diverse array of eateries. And Aviv!
Food diversity- Bang Bang at the Rifle Club, Hanoi Hannah, Aviv Bakery,
Khun Thai. The parks- Elsternwick Park, the park near the train station.
The transport links, proximity to the beach
The people, almost all shop strip staff are friendly and provide a real
community feel
Boutique shops - homeware shops, clothing shops, not too many chain
stores. However, as rent becomes too expensive, I can only imagine these
boutique stores won't survive.
New cafes and bars have made a big difference to the strip, especially
Penta and Bang Bang. Keep them coming! Rustica Deli, good butchers and
grocer. The variety is great. Saves me a trip to the Market.
The mix - the convenience of large pharmacy like Chemist Warehouse but
the old fashion service of small businesses like Dalgarnos and Hattams. I
love being a local and knowing the shop keepers like in the Deli. It has a
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Feb 18 17 07:24:39 pm
Feb 18 17 08:56:53 pm
Feb 18 17 09:35:59 pm
Feb 18 17 09:46:14 pm
Feb 19 17 06:51:15 am

Feb 19 17 10:31:11 am

Feb 19 17 03:30:11 pm
Feb 19 17 04:06:58 pm
Feb 19 17 06:46:32 pm

real sense of community.
I love that you can purchase pretty much anything down the shopping strip.
However a few named brands like Church St would be good too.
Wide range of shops and Cafe's.
Good community feel.
Its a local place and not too trendy yet!
access by tram train bus
quality shoes and clothing
dalgarnos trialtos wongs and aviv and similar where the owners are
individuals or families and not just franchises
There is nothing special about the strip but the area around the station is
now becoming a lovely meeting area with good quality food and wine. The
cinema and Flying Saucer Club is bonus to us, so the area has a lot to offer
but not the strip as such as that is looking very old and tired. The
community feel is more now around Riddell Parade and the station with
Bang Bang and the update of the park.
Mix of old and new. Keeps heritage facade of older buildings
There hasn't been a lot that made Elsternwick shopping strip unique and
special. Until recently the only things would have been Aviv and the Avenue
Bookstore in particular, Urban Soul and perhaps Loft. The Classic Cinema
is great to have as well. More recently the strip is also made special by
Hanoi Hannah, Bang Bang, the much improved park near the station and
Penta.

Feb 20 17 06:32:47 pm

The warm feel especially now that Elsternwick plaza has been done up.
child and Adult, Aviv, tokyo deli
Not much
The mix of modern retail on street level and with old buildings above. Love
Victoria park and the new garden/ park and bang bang cafe/ wine bar. Need
more open spaces for people to meet relax purchase food . Love the
cosmopolitan feel of the food outlets.
Nothing.

Date

Open space

Nov 28 16 02:39:07 pm

Alfresco dining, more plants, flowers, pedestrianised paved streets and a
central water feature.
Not needed.

Feb 19 17 06:57:05 pm
Feb 19 17 08:57:44 pm
Feb 19 17 09:35:45 pm
Feb 20 17 12:09:54 am

Nov 28 16 03:22:52 pm
Dec 01 16 08:14:57 pm

Dec 01 16 08:16:58 pm
Dec 01 16 11:07:03 pm
Dec 02 16 06:55:52 am
Dec 02 16 03:10:45 pm
Dec 03 16 07:19:18 am

Would be great to have a community garde. There are lots of apartments
already and more coming. Have been talking with some residents and they
would love to have the opportunity fir a garden and would foster community
involvement. The old ABClocation would be perfect .
F
Yes, it would be great to have a local sports oval or somewhere fenced that
I could let my dog off the lead. But I'm thrilled with what you've done to Elsti
Plaza.
Yes open space and greenery
Good
If you put a park or a square in you will get more homeless and junkies
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loitering
there is enough free space

Dec 03 16 08:38:03 am
Dec 03 16 03:54:23 pm
Dec 04 16 09:50:51 am
Dec 04 16 06:35:32 pm
Dec 04 16 09:58:19 pm
Dec 05 16 04:39:51 pm
Dec 05 16 07:17:56 pm
Dec 05 16 09:44:01 pm
Dec 05 16 11:33:21
Dec 06 16 02:21:04
Dec 06 16 11:28:42
Dec 06 16 04:38:17
Dec 06 16 08:42:28

pm
am
am
pm
pm

Dec 07 16 12:04:21
Dec 07 16 02:30:39
Dec 07 16 07:13:43
Dec 07 16 07:43:29

pm
pm
pm
pm

Dec 07 16 09:15:27 pm
Dec 08 16 02:59:29 pm
Dec 08 16 06:35:29 pm
Dec 08 16 09:33:08 pm
Dec 08 16 09:47:33 pm
Dec 10 16 04:54:08 pm
Dec 11 16 07:31:56 am
Dec 11 16 08:25:28
Dec 13 16 04:19:39
Dec 14 16 06:25:52
Dec 15 16 08:30:36
Dec 15 16 05:57:49
Dec 15 16 08:24:24
Dec 16 16 09:20:03
Dec 16 16 09:03:20

pm
pm
am
am
pm
pm
am
pm

Elsternwick plaza development was great but there is a lack of public space
around the elsternwick station area
Yes
That's been improved
More landscaping, seats.
Good both ends- perhaps more seating and shade
Tree Planting in outstands. Updated furniture suite. better use of wider
outstand/public space outside post office in Staniland Avenue.
Passageways to car parks on Stanley street would be useful and engage
more foot traffic. No further apartment development without appproprite
consideration to parking.
Some green on the north side of glenhuntly road
The new upgraded park near elsternwick railway station is lovely.
Yes but might be hard to create
Missing
The new park next to Elsternwick station has brought in a lot of
skateboarders and teenagers due to all of the concrete.
It's great that the park is open and a lot brighter now, especially in the dark.
However, I don't feel very comfortable walking there still because of the
people it has brought to the area.
All good
No
Very good
Cleanliness could be improved.
Rubbish bins cleans. Rubbish moved of the street.
More parks
There is none between the Plaza and Hopetoun gardens. With all the new
developments it is needed.
The addition of landscape features ore new squares would be really
welcomed.
Less towers. More variety of stores. Too many nail & massage places
More trees & planting
Open space in itself is OK, but there is a distinct lack of vegetation along
the street.
Love what has been done recently to the open space near the station looks
hugely improved
Only open space is next to station- desperately needs more open space
why has the park taken so long?
Bars to attract younger set; destination restaurants (Ripponlea has Attica);
Not much
We like the parks...
Needs more
Drinking taps for both people and domesticated animals.
Xmas decorations
Old architecture preserved
No more highrise
which is making traffic worse
Trees and parks
Too many closed
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Dec 17 16 06:28:03
Dec 18 16 09:53:12
Dec 18 16 09:53:57
Dec 19 16 03:45:48

pm
am
am
pm

Dec 19 16 06:29:49 pm
Dec 22 16 08:46:08
Dec 22 16 09:55:04
Dec 23 16 06:38:43
Dec 25 16 04:30:29
Dec 25 16 11:02:47
Dec 29 16 12:01:34

am
pm
am
pm
pm
am

Dec 29 16 07:51:29 pm
Dec 29 16 07:54:45 pm
Jan 01 17 01:25:16 pm
Jan 01 17 10:57:54 pm
Jan 02 17 07:21:25 pm

Jan 03 17 01:17:21 am
Jan 03 17 05:52:31 pm
Jan 03 17 07:57:21 pm
Jan 04 17 07:53:18 pm
Jan 05 17 08:27:05 am
Jan 05 17 08:40:33 pm
Jan 08 17 09:39:23 pm
Jan 14 17 10:25:07
Jan 17 17 04:50:35
Jan 17 17 06:35:23
Jan 19 17 06:08:41
Jan 21 17 01:03:25
Jan 21 17 01:15:44
Jan 21 17 01:19:18
Jan 25 17 10:56:11

pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm

Jan 26 17 04:14:19
Jan 26 17 04:17:56
Jan 26 17 04:23:36
Jan 26 17 04:48:52
Jan 26 17 05:20:34

pm
pm
pm
pm
pm

Not a real issue
More pedestrian focussed, less car traffic.
Love the updated elsternwick plaza. Could do more of this
We need a state of the art supermarket, Coles is looking very behind the
times and we need more parking.
The open space/parks areas have dramatically improved. Perhaps some
shaded areas would be good (eg pergola areas) and water fountains, to
cater for the summer months.
More trees
The development of The plaza should help with this.
Why was a section of the plaza fenced off for the private use of the cafe?
Parks in the area are great
I think the park once it's finished will be a great addition.
New park is good, toilet needed though. Some quiet areas with seats and
trees along shopping expanse.
Better use of the open spaces especially around post office and public
toilet. Public toilet needs to be updated also.
Yes, more green spaces would be great.
The updated train park is good.
Removal of powerlines.
Better use of car parks behind shops.
With the new Elsternwick plaza the open space is great. The toilet block
near the library could be better and that street could be turned into a plaza
going up to the library. That little street is a bit of a traffic nightmare and
should be closed off to Glenhuntly Rd to form a grassed eating area and
plaza
Not enough open space or public toilets
Parking is getting more or a challenge.
Elsternwick Plaza is a welcome addition as long as the skateboarders don't
take it over
The Restaurant scene. Would love to see The Hungarian Restaurants open
during the day.
Greater open space - next to station is great but is already busy on sunny
days
More places for kids activities
More events, live bands, food trucks, markets. Hopetown garden is brilliant
to house many events.
A pub.
More parking spaces for longer than two hours.
Always more trees
Shade trees
More should be built
Parks
More parks
Love new park at the station. Another space further up would be good like a
town square with cafes around a central area
Toliets
This
?
This
More parks
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Jan 26 17 05:22:13
Jan 26 17 05:31:59
Jan 26 17 05:55:45
Jan 26 17 06:01:32
Jan 26 17 06:20:39
Jan 26 17 06:28:02
Jan 26 17 06:33:48
Jan 26 17 06:47:16
Jan 30 17 12:44:41
Jan 30 17 12:57:21
Jan 30 17 01:08:08
Jan 30 17 01:17:54
Jan 30 17 01:34:13
Jan 30 17 01:46:06
Jan 30 17 08:35:13
Jan 30 17 10:49:49
Jan 30 17 11:23:41
Jan 31 17 01:52:02

pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
am
am
am
am
am
am
pm
pm
pm
pm

Feb 02 17 11:53:52 am
Feb 02 17 05:45:00 pm
Feb 02 17 05:54:26 pm
Feb 02 17 06:11:28 pm
Feb 02 17 07:55:06 pm

Feb 03 17 05:56:56 pm
Feb 03 17 06:55:23 pm
Feb 03 17 07:23:19 pm

This
This
Street art and sculptures
More toilets
Good more open soaces
More spaces
More kid friendly spaces with closed fences
Yes
Skating place
Great
Trees and plants
Water bowls for dogs
Make library street no through rosd
Open space eating
More green open spaces would be great
Would be great to use the open spaces for markets etc
More playgrounds and integrated open spaces.
Convert some car spots into pop up parks like in Geelong and Yarraville.
Fake grass, tables & chairs etc
The whole area looks tired and run down, and as such attracts similar
retailers.
It's not attractive. We lived in Stonnington council previously and they had
street cleaners all the time cleaning the gutters. You never saw rubbish or
bins overflowing like glenhuntly rd Elsternwick
Fine
More greenery along the strip.
Improved public spaces like the town square
Side street dining away from main road
More trees
Improve the library precinct
Tree planting along Glenhuntly Rd shopping strip.
More greenery along the footpath - plant some trees, be long sighted in
your vision.
Better open space that is attractive

Feb 07 17 03:42:12 pm
Feb 07 17 04:53:45 pm
Feb 07 17 05:53:45 pm

Please don't use concrete when developing public areas.(area near the
train station) It looks cold, dirty and uninviting.
Good
The new plaza is fantastic. So welcome.
I know this is difficult in Australia, but I've been places where the footpath is
washed. Our shops usually have verandahs outside so the rain doesn't
reach the footpath and the result is rather dirty, smelly footpaths, worse in
summer. Spilt food, vomit and dog pee etc are a heady mix!
Getting better lately
Tricky to improve on shopping strip
more bike rails for our bikes as we are always looking for them.

Feb 07 17 05:55:39 pm
Feb 07 17 06:31:04 pm

More up to date shop fronts, some of them look tired.
Open space near library.

Feb 07 17 02:23:34 pm
Feb 07 17 03:20:25 pm
Feb 07 17 03:40:23 pm
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Feb 07 17 06:58:10
Feb 07 17 07:05:33
Feb 07 17 07:39:30
Feb 07 17 08:16:16

pm
pm
pm
pm

Feb 07 17 08:51:04 pm
Feb 07 17 08:53:44 pm
Feb 07 17 09:01:51 pm
Feb 07 17 09:15:49 pm
Feb 08 17 07:53:25 am
Feb 08 17 08:26:47 am

Feb 08 17 08:46:01 am
Feb 08 17 09:04:54 am
Feb 08 17 09:30:49
Feb 08 17 09:33:31
Feb 08 17 10:00:22
Feb 08 17 11:41:00

am
am
am
am

Feb 08 17 12:15:55 pm
Feb 08 17 12:18:12 pm

Feb 08 17 01:35:06 pm
Feb 08 17 01:44:55 pm
Feb 08 17 01:46:23 pm
Feb 08 17 02:00:21 pm
Feb 08 17 02:11:29 pm
Feb 08 17 02:23:29 pm
Feb 08 17 02:25:46 pm
Feb 08 17 04:20:37 pm
Feb 08 17 04:34:45 pm

plentiful
Adequate open spaces
More green space. Green roofs on new community facilities.
Must keep open space that exists, for example the station park.
A Small playground would help young parents use the strip.
Elsternwick park-water bowl for dogs
Would be nice to see more trees and benches and street character added
giving a sense of space and break out areas.
Find a way to create more open space.
What about building on top of railway line on the city side of Glenhuntly Rd
a smaller scale version of the New York High Line.
Close off some roads (or at least one) to create additional green space (eg.
Staniland Gve)
Green areas, open spaces. Similar to the Elsternwick Station Reserve
I think the new space near the railway is great especially with the two cafes
facing each over, I would love to see some music /dance events for the
locals to meet around that little park.
In general I would like to see less discarded rubbish. So people should be
either fined or have less to throw away. More sensitisation to the cycle of
rubbish should be good
Parks with events like farmers market, xmas market etc
With all the apartments being built, Glenhuntly rd is progressively becoming
busier and more congested
The upgrade to the open space next to the station is great.
New benches
Clean up graffiti as soon as it appears
somewhere our young teenagers can hang out that's closer to home
Elsternwick Plaza is fantastic
Keep planting greenery where possible
Roundabouts should all have greenery as part of there standing. Look art
Denbeigh and Avalon Rd in Armadale to site an example
Well served with recent upgrade of parks
Better traffic flow next to cafes with outdoor seating, and maybe signs
alerting texting phone users to be aware of other pedestrians! (Getting them
to notice a sign is another matter). Also, a 'cyclists dismount' sign painted
on the footpath would be useful. I see ADULTS illegally cycle along the
busy strip footpath and pedestrians have to get out of their way. I noticed
Sydney Road in Brunswick uses these signs to good effect.
Lasting businesses (less turnover with incentives to stay)
The road with the library in it has a wide nature strip which can't be enjoyed
because of the plants. The toilet block is ugly. The Plaza Park should have
at least one dog bowl with a tap above it.
seems okay
trees
Further development to create open space
Elsternwick Plaza is a great addition. I guess there might be ways to green
up the footpath areas as it does look a bit shabby.
more trees where possible along the streetscape.
The park area next to Goat House and Bang Bang has been completed - so
nothing regarding to this section.
Just been completed.
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Feb 08 17 04:53:06 pm
Feb 08 17 05:06:28 pm
Feb 08 17 05:56:43 pm
Feb 08 17 06:15:43 pm
Feb 08 17 06:25:02 pm
Feb 08 17 06:33:25 pm
Feb 08 17 08:31:14 pm
Feb 08 17 09:02:14 pm
Feb 08 17 09:05:33 pm
Feb 08 17 09:39:44
Feb 08 17 11:42:21
Feb 09 17 08:21:19
Feb 09 17 09:08:27

pm
pm
am
am

Feb 09 17 09:42:57 am
Feb 09 17 09:51:14 am
Feb 09 17 10:23:40 am
Feb 09 17 10:33:04 am
Feb 09 17 10:58:01 am
Feb 09 17 11:55:01
Feb 09 17 01:11:46
Feb 09 17 02:37:33
Feb 09 17 04:12:14

am
pm
pm
pm

Feb 09 17 04:32:34 pm
Feb 09 17 05:31:05 pm
Feb 09 17 05:39:06 pm
Feb 09 17 06:06:25 pm

Feb 09 17 06:18:19 pm
Feb 09 17 09:09:44 pm
Feb 09 17 09:40:30 pm
Feb 09 17 09:45:26 pm

pavement space for walking
Plants trees flowers
We have very little open space or trees
More of it
This has recently been improved in the space between Bang Bang & the
train station but more could be done to engage the community. Perhaps
hold a food, music festival or market this new space.
More parks - sitting areas. The area near Elsternwick station has been a
great success - well done.
See previous responses
Acknowledgment of LGBT community
The recently landscaped park between Bang Bang and the Goathouse is
fantastic. It looks lovely and is being used by many people.
Better supermarket, active wear shop, a few more modern clothes shops
Great to have new open space near Bang Bang.
Some of the shops sell cheap items of no real value.
More car parks
No more high rise apartments from Nepean Highway and Kooyong Rd.
Traffic congestion in the mornings for locals heading out to work
Don't think any open space is missing, there is a big and beautiful park
nearby in Elwood that caters to this I believe
ok
Love open space.
perhaps on the edges of the strip (east of Coles perhaps); the reveloped
area east of the station is very good; I woudl not favour removing shops to
create open space
I think there is enough with th upgrade of the small park next to the station
and the Victoria gardens park at the end of this shopping strip[
Some police foot patrols
More open spaces would be nice but there is not much room for them.
This is fine
Street car parking, I have restricted ability for walking and always have to
park some distance.
Improve area outside toilets in staniland street
More retail stores. A larger Coles. I believe that this supermarket is the
busiest in the State hence it needs to be expanded with more parking bays
for Customers.
Yes. The current revamp of the plaza near the railway station is very 'up
and downy' with lots of tripping hazards by way of little protrusions from the
multiple steps, wheich I haven't seen anyone relaxing on, by the way.
I've often thought the parking space between the library/kinder is a missed
opportunity. If the shops mostly opened at the rear as well as or instead of
onto glenhuntly road and the parking space landscaped for pedestrians.
This would provide a lovely sunny space in winter and make the library
approach much pleasanter and more welcoming. That stretch of glenhuntly
road is arctic in winter
Close off some of the roads joining Glen Huntly Rd and make the T
intersection into a relaxing space - eg Staniland, Carre, Plant trees here.
Elsternwick plaza development is great! More spaces like this are needed.
More parkland and less new development
Dedicated bike racks
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Feb 09 17 10:04:05
Feb 10 17 10:37:10
Feb 10 17 12:11:18
Feb 10 17 12:39:12
Feb 10 17 01:58:59
Feb 10 17 03:11:56
Feb 10 17 04:21:39

pm
am
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm

Feb 10 17 06:12:45
Feb 10 17 10:29:12
Feb 11 17 07:35:55
Feb 11 17 09:05:10

pm
pm
am
am

Feb 11 17 12:54:27 pm
Feb 11 17 03:17:57 pm
Feb 11 17 03:57:35 pm
Feb 11 17 04:54:40 pm
Feb 11 17 04:57:25 pm
Feb 11 17 04:58:17 pm
Feb 11 17 05:07:10 pm

Feb 11 17 05:50:44 pm
Feb 11 17 07:49:28 pm
Feb 12 17 09:57:43 am
Feb 12 17 11:56:20 am
Feb 12 17 03:09:19 pm
Feb 12 17 04:49:32 pm

Feb 12 17 07:16:14 pm
Feb 12 17 10:31:49 pm
Feb 13 17 09:41:18 am
Feb 13 17 12:00:25 pm

Could be cleaner
more greenery
we need a public pool
More open space
Like the new par near the station. Open spaces are fine...
There is enough open space now the area near the station is open.
Sadly there is a lot of rubbish on the footpath, and bins are at times
overflowing, I have emailed the council in the recent past about the
overflowing bin on corner of Orrong and Glenhuntly Rds. The footpath from
CBA to Maysbury Ave is often covered in litter, especially outside the
kinder. Keeping the footpaths clean should be a priority!
I love the re-development of parkland near our station!
Yes more of these due to new apartment style dwellings
See previous comments
The new garden area between Bang Bang and Goathouse is fantastic. The
garden beds along the strip are always well maintained. I do not think
anything is missing or could be improved.
Would be great to have more open areas/roof top bars for the community to
enjoy.
I like it, just be discriminating about how you let people upgrade there
stores, don't need it to be too modern and lose sense of community. Classy
refits Keep the Tudor feel.
I think the structure of the Elsternwick shops along Glenhuntly rd is good at
the moment. The open space between the Goat house and Bang Bang is
sensational
Play area for kids with adjoining coffee shop!
I don't really see this as a problem
Water based activities like a pool or a fountain or something. Or a
lake/pond.
Water for birds and wildlife.
Perhaps if a couple of shops could be removed from the strip of shops to
break up the street scape. This would provide easier access to car parks
and more spots for cafe sitting on street.
Perhaps the train line could be covered over to provide more parking
opposite the cinema.
Well catered
The space near the train station is great.
Shops should not be allowed to be vacant or left in disrepair . Some more
Bicycle racks and places with shade and chairs for pedestrians. More
variety of shops with affordable prices.
Not much of this
The open space between Goathouse and Bang bang could have free
concerts, free community yoga, and other community events.
It really needs a big park. The Nepean Highway/Brighton road is a huge
divide and a major obstacle for pedestrians trying to get to Elsternwick park
(it's dangerous to cross and is so large you have to do it in stages). A
pedestrian bridge over the highway, would be ideal.
It's fine
Not needed
Not needed - we know where to find the open space at the two nearby
parks along Glen Huntly Rd - one near the TS and one near Coles.
Garden dining in rear of cafes. Toilet Facilities,
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Feb 13 17 01:56:28 pm
Feb 13 17 06:12:33 pm
Feb 13 17 07:36:30 pm
Feb 14 17 09:34:18 am
Feb 14 17 10:19:00 am
Feb 14 17 10:12:18 pm
Feb 14 17 10:18:58 pm
Feb 15 17 12:46:14 am
Feb 15 17 08:47:34 am

Feb 15 17 11:27:52
Feb 15 17 02:33:46
Feb 16 17 03:53:20
Feb 16 17 07:42:30

am
pm
pm
pm

Feb 17 17 08:17:12 am
Feb 17 17 05:39:30 pm

Feb 17 17 08:30:09 pm
Feb 18 17 09:14:03 am
Feb 18 17 03:15:05 pm

Feb 18 17 03:19:26 pm
Feb 18 17 07:24:39 pm

Feb 18 17 08:56:53 pm
Feb 18 17 09:46:14 pm
Feb 19 17 06:51:15 am

Parks for children and adults
there should be more of an integration of green space in the strip. More
comfortable places to sit outside.
Open space is always welcome but there seems nowhere to put it.
Maybe if the block with Coles supermarket is redeveloped, a bit of green
lawn could be included.
Not sure where you can find any unless you knock down a building.
Nothing missing.
A nearby park for residents and workers to eat lunch - although the new
development near the station probably does that now.
More trees and greenery would enhance the street scape. They could be
planted along the shopping strip or put into large tubs.
Open space is good. Not sure where you could fit more
No
More needed if only to cater for increased population introduced to suburb
as result of recent developments in Glenhutly and McCrombie, the Classic,
and Riddell Parade. Why did you allow development of the Rifle Club? By
doing so the little park has been turned into forecourt for Bang Bang. It lost
chance to become private park for contemplation, reading etc.
Not enough green space
New space nearvstayion looks good
The new bang bang area is fantastic.. well done..
The plaza development is fantastic. More green space along the strip would
be an asset to the strip.
There is enough with the parks at either end.
I do not feel that there should be a significant allocation of open space in
the strip other than what is currently available. I am conscious that the strip
is remarkably long and it is important to retain a sense of vibrancy to attract
customers to the businesses.
Could expand the park on glen huntley road over the train station?
Better BBQ area in the new plaza
Better parking for the Coles Supermarket.
Public toilets at Elsternwick Plaza (especially due to the new children's
playground).
The renovation of Elsternwick Plaza is a huge plus. It's a shame there isn't
more open areas for people to sit outside with their lunch.
We need more garden and open parks. There are too many children now
living in apartments. As much as the Elsternwick plaza is fantastic that only
caters for very young kids. What about the older group of kids. We have two
car parks in Stanley st totally under utilised. Why don't we use this vital and
rare land to its fullest capacity. The council can build basement carparks
and charge users accordingly but utilise the top of carparks with urban
parks. Create funky areas where people can congregate. The council can
then reap revenue from the carparks just like other areas like Stonnigton.
Really add and enhance to the Elsternwick Plaza Vibe. Users of the
Carpark can enter from the laneway from Riddell pde and exit from Carre St
end.
reduce car park size next to Library and car park behind Westpac to have
more open space with lawn, seating, shrubs and trees. These two car parks
are too big and could be reduced to create more open space.
Station park is great.
Loving the new Elsternwick Plaza. Has uplifted the entire area which was
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Feb 20 17 06:32:47 pm

dark and felt unsafe. We need more of this. A side mall would be fantastic
like in Oakleigh. Close of Carre Street or Staniland Grove to make a mini
mall for sitting socialising etc.
Smaller supermarket, with parking!
All good now area near railway station complete
You can never have too much greenery or open space so any that can be
achieved is a great thing.
more benches to sit on
More ... Close the GH Rd end of staniland Grove and put a small park
there instead
Small pockets of street scraping with food or music for people watching and
informal interactions.
Mini buses to pick up and drop off people who can't walk the full length of
the street
More car parking especially around the picture theatre and station
Sure, more and varied open space would help

Date

Type of shops/retail outlets

Nov 28 16 02:39:07 pm

An improved Supermarket with plenty of underground parking, art
galleries, community spaces and a recreation centre.
Get rid of the rub and tugs. A decent supermarket
Fresh food
Beauty services
Cotton on.
Rooftop spaces being used.
No more massage Parlour's or nail salons."
Needs to continue on it's way with opening new restaurants
Nov 30 16 09:56:46 am
Cotton On, Kikki K?
Seems like there's enough random women's fashion outlets.
Gift shops would be great."
Clothing for young women, and accessories and shoes
Yes some more clothing variety would be nice but not imperative. Bigger
supermarket.
more restaurants/live music
Bars
Clothing shops
Supermarket "
Less nail and massage places
Mensshops
Outdoor - eg. Katmandu, Mountain design
Woolworths
Aldi"

Feb 19 17 10:31:11 am
Feb 19 17 04:06:58 pm
Feb 19 17 06:46:32 pm
Feb 19 17 08:57:44 pm
Feb 19 17 09:35:45 pm
Feb 20 17 12:09:54 am

Nov 28 16 03:22:52 pm
Nov 28 16 04:49:41 pm
Nov 28 16 10:51:24 pm

Nov 29 16 06:00:02 pm
Nov 30 16 11:40:20 am
Nov 30 16 01:47:24 pm
Nov 30 16 10:36:50 pm
Nov 30 16 11:11:41 pm
Dec 01 16 11:59:31 am

Dec 01 16 01:42:53 pm
Dec 01 16 04:41:16 pm

Dec 01 16 08:14:57 pm
Dec 01 16 08:16:58 pm

Have lovely cafes and restaurants so need a few more clothes shoes s
catering fOrall ages. Love the new deli.
Fresh quality food.
Diverse cafes and restsaurants. Interesting retail outlets.
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Dec 01 16 11:07:03 pm

Dec 02 16 06:55:52 am
Dec 02 16 03:10:45 pm
Dec 03 16 07:19:18 am
Dec 03 16 08:38:03 am
Dec 03 16 03:54:23 pm

Dec 04 16 09:50:51 am
Dec 04 16 02:40:29 pm

Dec 04 16 06:35:32 pm
Dec 04 16 09:58:19 pm

Dec 05 16 11:57:09 am
Dec 05 16 04:39:51 pm
Dec 05 16 07:17:56 pm
Dec 05 16 09:44:01 pm

Dec 05 16 10:59:54 pm
Dec 05 16 11:33:21
Dec 06 16 11:28:42
Dec 06 16 04:38:17
Dec 06 16 08:42:28
Dec 07 16 12:04:21
Dec 07 16 02:30:39

pm
am
pm
pm
pm
pm

Dec 07 16 07:13:43 pm

A second full-line supermarket. Hell, even if they could enlarge/improve
Coles it would be a good start.
More late night trading - Elsti is a ghost town after 9pm - even on Fridays
and Saturdays (except immediately surrounding the cinema). More fashion
outlets (less 'old lady' clothes shops). Am loving all of the new
cafes/restaurants that have opened recently or are due to open soon hopefully the likes of quality venues like Penta, Hanoi Hanna and Bang
Bang at the old Rifle Club will be the beginning of a foodie revolution in
Elsti. We desperately need a quality patisserie and a fromagerie. I just want
a flaky croissant and some good cheese :D
I hate when businesses block out their windows - like the Zap Fitness gym.
All along Glenhuntly Rd the shops should have clear glazing.
Variety is important, if there are too many cafes it'll be like aclamd st, yuck.
I'd to see a craft shop and haberdashery shop.
I believe that there needs to be a bigger department store (Kmart, Target
etc) in the area to add variety and centralise shopping for the local areas
Coles is a hideous dirty area that needs fixing..We need a fish monger!
More boutique stores, good cafes, nice restaurants.
I've been living around glen Eira for 6 years, the closing of cheap clothing
stores and the opening of bars and restaurants has started to bring nightlife
back to the area. More of this would be great and could be on par with
chapel st
Yes
My understanding is that the difficulty of attracting new businesses into the
area is that rents are too high and landlords are not willing to keep buildings
in good condition, i.e. they expect tenants to just about rebuild the shop.
This will always be a drawback in attracting an interesting mix of shops.
Gift shops
Cake shop Aviv is a very good quality store and reflects the European
aspect of some residents. Avenue bookstore also attracts many people.
The strip needs a mix of convenience businesses eg: post office but also
quality outlets.
More clothing/fashion - which seems to be disappearing
Look at mix of food/cafe/restaurants. Some opening and closing too quickly
while gaps still in market eg Indian
More boutique retail and live music in bars.
- mainstream / family friendly restaurants
- larger retail brands aligned to the local demographic covering fashion and
lifestyle for example country Rd, cotton on, seed, sports : lifestyle,
homewares shoes.
Larger retailers will support more local trade as people will be less likely to
need to travel to neighbouring suburbs for these stores and in turn this will
stimulate local, niche retailers.
Fishmonger
More bars
Lack of late night bars / cafes and atmosphere
None
Aldi and Daiso.
More retail
Not in anyone's control other than potential
Retailers.
Very good
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Dec 07 16 07:43:29 pm

Better retail stores. No more opp shops. Its a affluent area and should have
decent retail stores to appeal to the local clientele.

Dec 07 16 09:15:27 pm

More mainstream fashion chains like Witchery, Country Rd, Seed, Decjuba
- as well as boutique homewares stores. Like Church St Brighton / Hampton
St
I moved here for After the Tears and Antique bar. Just unique and high
quality stuff like that.
More wine bars/coffee shops open between 4:00 and 6:30 pm
Supermarkets closer to the station, from the station to napean highway the
commerce is pretty weak.
More cake shops, bakeries & middle boutiques
More dress shops
Closing of Medicare is a loss

Dec 07 16 10:56:21 pm
Dec 08 16 02:59:29 pm
Dec 08 16 06:35:29 pm
Dec 08 16 09:33:08 pm
Dec 08 16 09:47:33 pm
Dec 10 16 04:54:08 pm
Dec 11 16 09:38:00 am
Dec 11 16 08:25:28
Dec 13 16 04:19:39
Dec 14 16 06:25:52
Dec 15 16 08:30:36
Dec 15 16 05:57:49

pm
pm
am
am
pm

Dec 15 16 08:24:24 pm
Dec 15 16 09:27:16 pm
Dec 16 16 09:20:03 am
Dec 17 16 06:28:03 pm
Dec 18 16 09:53:12 am
Dec 18 16 09:53:57 am
Dec 18 16 11:56:12 pm
Dec 19 16 03:45:48 pm
Dec 19 16 06:29:49 pm
Dec 20 16 09:25:49 pm
Dec 22 16 09:55:04 pm
Dec 23 16 06:38:43 am
Dec 25 16 04:30:29 pm

Dec 25 16 11:02:47 pm
Dec 29 16 12:01:34 am
Dec 29 16 07:51:29 pm

This is arguably the street's strength. There is no shortage of diversity here
and the quantity of chains is not particularly high compared to similar
shopping streets across Melbourne.
Shops targeted to a younger generation. The street needs another
supermarket such as Aldi..
More variety and more trendy including dinner options.
Keep it independent, no chains.
Clothes shops for younger generation
Got most things one needs, and an absence of Cooke cutter big brands
Kids shoe shop, kids hair dresser (like in Elwood)
Cheap flowers - go to Carlisle
More bars
More vegan and ethically correct retail outlets
Potentially something like a mini QV or a mini southland. We don't have
things like K-Mart or Target, I think we could really use one of these.
Clothes, delicattesan items.
Spruce-up and increased opening hours. Coles is too small and cramped.
Yes. The retail shops, particularly clothing, could be updated. Coles needs
a complete overhaul. Love the balance of food and retail and bars
Some more retail stores - mostly daggy. nothing for younger people
Delicatessen, supermarket.
We are getting an over-supply of some outlets (eg pharmacies and sushi
bars).
Aldi. Give Coles a bit of competition.
The posh oppe shop is awful. Overcrowded, overpriced and just messy.
Better and bigger supermarket.
Seems to always be a lot of vacant shops. Landlords need to remember
that their shops are in a suburban shopping strip, not Chadstone, so they
should keep that in mind with rental prices. Isn't it better to have a long term
tenant paying less for a long time than having an empty shop for a long
time?
Really miss the lingerie/bra shop.
A broader range or retail.
Less seedy looking op shops and old lady clothing stores. More
cafes/bars/restaurants. Redevelop the supermarket. Far too small for the
area.
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Dec 29 16 07:54:45 pm

Jan 01 17 01:25:16 pm
Jan 01 17 10:57:54 pm
Jan 02 17 07:21:25 pm
Jan 03 17 08:57:09 pm
Jan 04 17 07:53:18 pm
Jan 05 17 08:27:05 am
Jan 05 17 03:54:05 pm

Jan 05 17 08:40:33 pm
Jan 07 17 04:03:45 pm
Jan 08 17 09:39:23 pm
Jan 14 17 10:25:07
Jan 17 17 04:50:35
Jan 17 17 06:35:23
Jan 19 17 06:08:41

pm
pm
pm
pm

Jan 21 17 01:12:25 pm
Jan 22 17 02:33:09 pm
Jan 23 17 05:59:24 am
Jan 25 17 10:42:07 pm
Jan 25 17 10:56:11 pm
Jan 26 17 04:14:19 pm
Jan 26 17 04:17:56 pm
Jan 26 17 05:08:39 pm
Jan 26 17 05:18:18 pm
Jan 26 17 05:22:13 pm
Jan 26 17 05:43:16 pm
Jan 26 17 05:44:55 pm
Jan 26 17 05:46:19 pm
Jan 26 17 05:49:26 pm
Jan 26 17 05:55:45 pm
Jan 26 17 06:15:37 pm
Jan 26 17 06:20:39 pm
Jan 26 17 06:28:02 pm
Jan 26 17 06:33:48 pm

There aren't enough shops that sell something that isn't clothes. There isn't
anything really interesting and quirky. There are flashes of interest, but far
too many of the shops just merge into one. An atmosphere more like you
see in the north could be encouraged where possible.
More clothing shops. Church st Brighton has a great mix for a suburban
strip.
Quality of shops. More clothing stores. Farmers Market at the plaza on
fortnightly.
Music store and sports apparel
As mentioned before I like the independents and would like to preserve this
but a couple of mainstream shops like target withchery and cotton on kids
would be good
Love the new Tunisian colllectables shop.
Keep out chain stores, there's already a pretty good mix
A concerted campaign to renovate and upgrade the run-down and grubby
shops. There is a desperate need for a new supermarket or even something
like the Malvern Central shopping centre which several years ago now
rejuvenated Glenferrie Road shopping strip. Glenferrie Road is attractive
busy a great mix of businesses and plenty of parking. Glenhuntly Road
could aspire to something like it.
Less two dollar shops
Homewares - like Zingys before they closed.
More well known clothing brands and well known store chains. To
encourage cafes to open on the weekend until at least 5pm. This will
encourage local to shop local.
Hobby shop. A sports shop.
An Aldi would be nice.
More 'younger' clothing and possibly more mainsteam
A better supermarket. A more up-market restaurant or two, for special
occasions; A "home style" bakery (like Keiths or Wild Holly in Brighton).
This
Keep what's there or add more! I love that there's a book shop and amazing
cake available
Updated shops, including shop interiors and types of shops.
Sport shop
Specialty food and no more opp shops
Keep it small as it is
This
This
Groceries
This
Malls
More variety
Aldi, better Coles
Comfortable with shops available
Yes!
More book shops
Well covered
Small indeoendant shops support local
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Jan 26 17 06:47:16
Jan 30 17 12:52:51
Jan 30 17 01:08:08
Jan 30 17 01:46:06
Jan 30 17 01:49:36
Jan 30 17 08:35:13

pm
am
am
am
am
pm

Jan 30 17 10:49:49 pm
Jan 30 17 11:23:41 pm

Jan 31 17 01:52:02 pm
Feb 02 17 11:53:52 am

Feb 02 17 05:45:00 pm
Feb 02 17 05:54:26 pm
Feb 02 17 06:11:28 pm

Feb 03 17 05:56:56 pm
Feb 03 17 06:55:23 pm

Feb 03 17 07:23:19 pm
Feb 04 17 08:27:46 pm
Feb 07 17 02:23:34 pm
Feb 07 17 03:20:25 pm
Feb 07 17 03:40:23 pm
Feb 07 17 03:42:12 pm
Feb 07 17 04:53:45 pm
Feb 07 17 05:53:45 pm
Feb 07 17 05:55:39
Feb 07 17 06:31:04
Feb 07 17 06:58:10
Feb 07 17 07:05:33

pm
pm
pm
pm

Yes major department stores
Changed for the better
Sports
More grocery shopping
Licks to return
Some women's clothes shops, a cupcake place (cupcake queens, cupcake
central etc), a yoghurt/icecream shop (yo-chi would be amazing), children's
shops - cotton on kids, sushi eatery
Way too many "two dollar shops".
Something big and DIY like Bunnings. Nearest electronics retailer is further
down Nepean Highway. Hipster cafes. More dessert options if there's
demand. This strip is not well-known for retail, so maybe investment to find
a niche. Middle Brighton strip has more retailers.
Encourage more small businesses and less chains
Coles really needs to be improved - the food quality is terrible, it is always
cramped and busy, and it is really run down.
Too many vacant shops or low end retailers.
Needs to have more of a community feel.
I would love to buy more from Elsternwick retailers but find that I either go to
Malvern or Brighton as there are more options.
The addition of places like Bang Bang near the Elsternwick station is
attractive and need lots more shop fronts that invest
Perfect
A good deli.
The overall mix is pretty good.
No more nail shops!
No more massage shops!
More quality boutique shops to replace the tacky immigration visa
businesses (I.e massage, mobile phone repair and $2 shops)
Some very old tired offerings
Vacant hard to lease places should be given over to small cultural
institutions for pop up lease type of arrangements, local schools to play
shop, or other pop up type shops, until longer term tenants can be found
Better quality shops.
too many junk shops.
Retail clothing shops and homewear
Some new shops offering different goods and services. TAB, Men's wear,
Delicatessens, Fish'n'chip shop, Hamburger shop, electrical repair shop.
Good
More individual specialist retail shops like Perugia, The Avenue Bookstore
and Mercantile Home would be fantastic.
Menswear
A larger, more varied grocery store is needed
More modern retail with children/womens clothing and homewares
more homeware options would be nice, some shops for teenage apparal
and a sports store would be nice, always running to chapel street for the
kids...
More cafes with good quality food on offer for breakfast and lunch.
Fish and chips down at the station
restaurants
Some high fashion
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Feb 07 17 07:39:30 pm
Feb 07 17 08:16:16 pm

Feb 07 17 08:41:09 pm
Feb 07 17 08:53:44 pm
Feb 07 17 09:01:51 pm
Feb 07 17 09:03:35 pm
Feb 07 17 09:15:49 pm

Feb 07 17 10:31:34 pm
Feb 08 17 07:16:27 am
Feb 08 17 08:26:47 am
Feb 08 17 08:46:01 am
Feb 08 17 09:27:50 am
Feb 08 17 09:30:49 am

Feb 08 17 09:33:31 am
Feb 08 17 10:00:22 am
Feb 08 17 11:41:00 am
Feb 08 17 12:15:55 pm
Feb 08 17 12:18:12 pm
Feb 08 17 01:28:35 pm
Feb 08 17 01:35:06 pm
Feb 08 17 01:44:55 pm

Feb 08 17 01:46:23 pm
Feb 08 17 02:00:21 pm
Feb 08 17 02:11:29 pm

Feb 08 17 02:23:29 pm

More vibrant and modern cafes and restaurants.
A larger retailer such as Target, Colton on etc.
An alternative supermarket to Coles (Woolworths and/or Aldi).
A butcher specialising in free range meat
A fresh fish shop
Baby wear shop
Art and crafts shop
A second large supermarket to rival Coles
Good quality restaurants not just quick cafes. Quality retail shops. Definitely
a fish monger shop- it's really missing fresh fish.
Be great if there were more updated men's clothing shops.
Find a way to attract more big brand stores.
Bakeries
Famers market in the park at Bang Bang or a quality green grocer with
organic produce; Quality bakery (such as Firebrand);
Leo's Supermarket (or similar)
Some shops have unattractive fronts and too much out on the footpaths.
Tables and eating areas are ok but it can get very crowded.
Add more clothing stores and vegan places to eat.
a shop with a large selection of underwear and socks.
More local produce
Better clothing shops. There are too many op shops and crappy discount
shops.
Homeware stores
Kids clothing
Fresh fish market
Delicatessens
Better quality retail shops
pet supplies shop is missing, one would be good for everyone as there are
a lot of pet owners in the area. No more bottle shops please they have
plenty at the moment.
Higher standard restaurants
A better young woman's brand retailer
Well served with a good mix of outlets
We need a hardware store (there used to be one!), lingerie shop (there
used to be one!). Bed, bath & table or an Adairs would be great.
big w or kmart
N/A; good variety as long as they have incentive and tenacity to stay
Please, no more hair dressers, or manicurists, or massage places, or op
shops (the op shop on the north side, near the CBA, is disgusting!)
We need a good Italian restaurant!
more variety of retail shops so don't have to do to large shopping centre if
don't want
cupcake shop, sushi and a kid-friendly cafe
Another Supermarket
Most of retail is online and moving this way.
Look at the major brands that have gone bust recently.
I would be attracting brands/services that are crucial
Perhaps another deli. I'd love another super market or Coles needs to
expand and provide better parking and customer service. The Coles car
park is a nightmare and it is always packed.
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Feb 08 17 02:25:46 pm
Feb 08 17 04:20:37 pm

Feb 08 17 04:34:45 pm
Feb 08 17 05:06:28
Feb 08 17 05:56:43
Feb 08 17 06:25:02
Feb 08 17 08:31:14

pm
pm
pm
pm

Feb 08 17 09:02:14 pm
Feb 08 17 09:05:33 pm
Feb 08 17 09:39:44 pm

Feb 08 17 11:42:21 pm
Feb 09 17 08:21:19 am
Feb 09 17 09:08:27 am

Feb 09 17 09:42:57 am
Feb 09 17 09:51:14 am
Feb 09 17 10:23:40 am

Feb 09 17 10:29:13
Feb 09 17 10:33:04
Feb 09 17 10:56:35
Feb 09 17 10:58:01
Feb 09 17 11:55:01
Feb 09 17 01:11:46
Feb 09 17 02:37:33

am
am
am
am
am
pm
pm

Feb 09 17 04:12:14 pm
Feb 09 17 04:32:34 pm
Feb 09 17 05:31:05 pm
Feb 09 17 05:39:06 pm
Feb 09 17 06:06:25 pm

Feb 09 17 06:18:19 pm
Feb 09 17 07:48:37 pm

a good fishmonger, a good Deli,
Elsternwick is slowly changing but we don't need anymore charity; cheap
shops; Thai restaurants; ice cream/natural yogurt places; Cheap chemists
and coffee shops.
What i would like to see - a couple more mens clothes shops
A family friendly chain store, a home appliance, a hardware store., sporting
goods.
Garden stores
We have no major Dept store Target, Big W, Bunnings etc.
Would love more boutique retail
Need more unique fashion boutiques
Need a gym that offers aerobic classes and yoga
Men's designer clothing, younger community shops.
It would be nice to see some more retail businesses, for example clothing
boutiques, shoe shops, gift shops, etc.
Lululemon
Country road
Saba
Witchery
Kikki k
Typo
More womens fashion stores and also children's fashion.
Quality, clean that do not attract unsavory people.
A department store like BIG W or Kmart
More menswear stores
A bar for entertainment
Maybe another boutique clothing store or a jewellery store?
ok
Not more cheap shops, it is hard to answer this question as overall I believe
the retail scene has changed and retail outlets such as haberdashery, white
goods, linen were once in the street but rents and sales did not encourage
such outlets to remain.
clothing stores
nothing comes to mind
Fish outlet!
Excellent variety already, but could do with more clothes and shoe shops
Some groovier womens clothing shops, Country road, See, Witchery
We need a hardware store and a garden centre.
We need a gaming / hobby store (like next level games etc / games
laboratory)
Needs a hardware shop.
More brand shop like church at brighton
A Target store or such like Bentleigh has.
hardware and craft/haberdashery supplies. Aldi.
Keep out the boring big chain stores, encourage small traders. Especially
preserve Blights shoe repair store and Hattams. Lets face it - retail doesnt
have a great future and we can only have so many cups of coffee. Need to
utilise these spaces in other ways.
Need a second supermarket
More retail shops with quality goods.
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Feb 09 17 09:09:44 pm
Feb 09 17 09:45:26 pm
Feb 09 17 10:04:05 pm
Feb 10 17 09:37:10 am
Feb 10 17 10:37:10 am
Feb 10 17 12:16:52 pm
Feb 10 17 01:58:59 pm
Feb 10 17 03:11:56 pm

Feb 10 17 04:20:50 pm
Feb 10 17 04:21:39 pm
Feb 10 17 06:12:45 pm
Feb 10 17 10:06:02
Feb 10 17 10:29:12
Feb 11 17 07:35:55
Feb 11 17 09:05:10

pm
pm
am
am

Feb 11 17 12:53:31 pm
Feb 11 17 12:54:27 pm

Feb 11 17 01:57:09 pm
Feb 11 17 03:11:03 pm
Feb 11 17 03:17:57 pm
Feb 11 17 03:57:35 pm
Feb 11 17 04:57:25 pm
Feb 11 17 04:58:17 pm
Feb 11 17 05:07:10 pm
Feb 11 17 05:50:44 pm
Feb 11 17 07:49:28 pm

More plant based eateries ie vegetarian/vegan.
World Vegetarian Cafe is sorely missed!
All good
Bring back Medicare
Whit goods and furniture shops.
better clothing stores
Medicare.. loved having that up the road, now it's kms away.
Need to do something to generate a vibe! Give people an excuse to hang
around after dinner... perhaps more open cafes, bars after hours...?
Variety of shops is getting better but there are too many empty shops
presumably because of the high rents. In terms of shops we regularly use
the chemist, homewares, fruit, butchers, cheap variety shops as well as
Coles. We love having the cinema.
Less cafes
It would be good to have another grocery outlet (IGA, Foodland or the like)
that is not part of the Big 3 (Coles, Woolworths, Safeway) to give those who
care a more local alternative.
more boutique stores and exclusive restaurants, along with more small
office businesses.
haberdashery
See previous comments
Another major retailer or two. Target, Aldi, Woolworths.
There are a lot of cheap and low quality shops in the strip near the
Commonwealth Bank. I cannot imagine why anyone would want to go into
the awful Op Shop there, when there are quite nice ones (Red Cross and
Salvation Army) across the road.
Book stores
More cafes and bars
Coles is an eye saw. There needs to be a significant upgrade of it. It is dark,
dingy and not appealing
Similarly the current butcher shops again are not appealing. It would be
great to see an upgrade of them. They could model the stores on Peter
bouchiers in hawsburn or Bertie's in Richmond
Lastly it would be great to have a fish munger
Another supermarket for competition with Coles--such as Aldi
More good cafes
I like that they are independent and no sports craft or Lululemon. They
would be convenient but we would lose the charm of the smaller shops and
what they bring to a community
I think there is a great eclectic mix - coles is not far/there are a number of
pharmacies etc so your every day needs can be accessed in amongst the
restraints and cafes
Better quality restaurants, cafes and bars. Better quality gift shops. Less
nail bars and $2 shops. The Coles supermarket on Glenhuntly Road is
inadequate for the volume of people.
More restaurants. Less tacky clothes stores. Interesting lunch/niche food
outlets.
I think mix is not bad
Maybe a few too many "low end" shops and bedraggled shopfronts - more
speciality grocery and deli style stores and clothing shops would be
beneficial
There really should be a good supermarket near the train-station. The Coles
supermarket is a disgrace considering the volume of people that come
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Feb 12 17 09:57:43
Feb 12 17 11:56:20
Feb 12 17 04:04:33
Feb 12 17 04:49:32

am
am
pm
pm

through. The parking is becoming ridiculous.
Manchester . Homewares. Organic groceries . Bicycle shop. Fitness wear.
See previous comment
Don't lose the space we have already
Keep the chains stores/franchisers out. It's bad enough that McDonalds and
Nandos have managed to get a foothold here. It would break my hearth to
see KFC, Hungry Jacks and Starbucks turn up here. Support independent
retailers by only allowing independent retailers to set up.

Feb 12 17 07:16:14 pm
Feb 13 17 07:05:59 am
Feb 13 17 09:26:31 am

Would love more healthy food stores
more cafes .. more shopping markets ie Aldi etc
Clothes

Feb 13 17 09:41:18 am

I think we have enough $2 shops, we need more unique shops that is
higher end - where their products have been well thought out.
A bike road would be great!
Community seating facilities
Less bargain basement/ tat shops and more interesting/diverse shops that
aren't all cafes. Also some clothing stores that aim at a younger age group,
and aren't prohibitively expensive.
Need more variety.
n
Need a good hardware store, If Penhaluriaks closes.
Another supermarket, major brand names, a good wine bar and a good
butcher
food places
Organic fruit and veg, and organic meat.
Good quality restaurants - most are very ordinary. We go to Glenferrie Rd
when we go to a restaurant.
Another supermarket. Perhaps an Aldi
Vegan cafe.
Less of the two dollar shops and more music venues and bars that are open
at night.
Lingerie store and mens underwear is missing
More fashion shops, restaurants/bars, bakery,.

Feb 13 17 12:00:25 pm
Feb 13 17 01:56:28 pm
Feb 13 17 06:12:33 pm
Feb 14 17 09:34:18 am
Feb 14 17 10:17:57 am
Feb 14 17 10:19:00 am
Feb 14 17 02:56:10 pm
Feb 14 17 04:54:50 pm
Feb 14 17 10:12:18 pm
Feb 14 17 10:18:58 pm
Feb 15 17 12:46:14 am
Feb 15 17 08:47:34 am

Feb 15 17 09:20:05 am

Very good: do not let Glenhuntly Road turn in to any thing like Acland Street
in St Kilda, Brunswick Street Fitzroy where all the service providers
(bootmakers, butchers, fruit and veg) disappear and are replaced by bars
and shops selling silly toys and gadgets for tourists.
childrens/teens clothing
basic chain store like Target or a Cotton On
Sportswear shop - my goodness- a REBEL sports store would be a hit!
(have you seen how many leisure wearing women are around! plus kids
needing sports equip)
Lingerie shop!!!!!!!! We so miss our old lingerie shop and if I had money- its
definitely what I would open- from teens to grannies- the poor elderly who
relied on that service)
Medicare- I know its a government thing!
MUCH BETTER SUPERMARKET!!!
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Feb 15 17 02:33:46 pm
Feb 16 17 03:53:20 pm
Feb 16 17 07:42:30 pm
Feb 16 17 10:09:36 pm
Feb 17 17 08:17:12 am
Feb 17 17 05:39:30 pm
Feb 17 17 06:41:53 pm

Feb 17 17 08:30:09
Feb 18 17 09:14:03
Feb 18 17 03:15:05
Feb 18 17 03:19:26

pm
am
pm
pm

Feb 18 17 07:24:39
Feb 18 17 08:56:53
Feb 18 17 09:35:59
Feb 18 17 09:46:14

pm
pm
pm
pm

Feb 19 17 06:51:15 am
Feb 19 17 10:31:11 am
Feb 19 17 03:30:11 pm
Feb 19 17 04:06:58 pm

Feb 19 17 06:46:32 pm

SMALL IGA under the ridiculous apartments , especially down Nepean end
- under the Riddell Pde apartments wouldve been ideal!!! Especially for
those that cant walk all the way to ColesWe did have the IGA on corner of Horne St and its very sad they didnt
work- this section really needs attention- NO HIGH RISE PLEASE DOWN
HORNE ST!!!!
This was a great street and the traffic is ridiculous and have begged to put
speed humps to no availWe can sometimes barely turn out of Horne st onto Glenhuntly Rd so I am
dreading the development where Daily Planet was- Please be sensible not
greedy!!!!!!
Greater range of clothing and footwear stores, lingerie, sports stores no
more "cheaper" stores
kids clothing is missing (remove a chemist or bank).
Less of the junky type shops - $2, cheap clothing etc and more quality
clothing, homewares and food stores; more arty style and locally made
goods.
A decent cake shop like Patersons Cakes in Chapel Street that sold a good
selection of cakes, pies, pasties, sausage rolls as well as making proper
sandwiches which are made to your order.
Asian Grocery
Fine Dining restaurant.
Excellent diversity, but am concerned that the strip is being swamped by
cafes etc.
- Lingerie / hosiery store
- Mini supermarket at station end (the express convenience store is hardly
affordable)
Larger stores - bunnings, dan murphurys, good supermarket
Great mix already. Miss the baby shops
A sporting goods store. Especially one that sells running or street shoes
I think the Coles needs a huge revamp. It's terrible fighting for a car park. I
usually go to Aldi in St Kilda because I can't bear the fight for the car park.
L:ove the additin of Bang Bang and Hanoi Hannah and would love to see
even more restaurants and bars and maybe less Thai Masage places and
hairdressers
We need more supermarkets and brand shops.
Shops come and go. Always seems to be selection.
Coles and the Coles block is too busy and untidy and in need of
redevelopment.
A family clothing shop such as Target Country in Bentleigh.
Juice bar, non specialiaty hamburger shop,
Decent clothes and footwear outlets.
New and bigger supermarket.
Need to ensure less empty shops, especially older run down. Need to
ensure owners comply and update to meet needs....not just charge high
rental.
Elternwick shopping strip probably has all the chain store basics covered
but has been a bit lacking in upmarket goods. If I need a card for someone
I'm highly likely to need to go to another suburb, for a present and for
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Feb 19 17 06:57:05 pm

Feb 19 17 08:57:44 pm
Feb 19 17 09:35:45 pm
Feb 20 17 12:09:54 am

Feb 20 17 06:32:47 pm

gourmet take-home meals I definitely go to other suburbs. Perhaps there
aren't many people wanting those things?
Coles is the only supermarket and it isn't a very big store. Although it has a
lot of variety for fruit and vegetables, it does not have a huge variety of the
items on the shelves. Certain brands of things, only have 1 or 2 options to
choose from, where as when you go to Coles at balaclava, you get more
options.
less chemists, better cafes
Diversity
Not much point having outdoor cafes which are going to have light
shadowed by new high rise developments on the northern side of the street.
Love the mix of old and new in retail. We should give the old buildings
above the shops a complete restoration and make them a feature of the
street. Look at developing these spaces into creative environments or
restaurant/ cafes with a view below and across
It needs to be able to compete with streets like
Smith St
Carlisle St
etc

Date

Community Services

Nov 28 16 02:39:07 pm

"Extended library hours - open Monday.
A rec centre for swimming. We really need a pool!! "
Not your job. Roads rates and Rubbish remember?
Performance spaces
A community bus to Elwood, the beach, garden vale. Port Phillip have a
great bus. A community art space would be amazing and could involve a
social enterprise element.
No comment.
The medical clinic is opening, that's good
"More events! Groove and Graze was amazing! More food trucks! Even
just one or two on the weekends during Summer. There is so many parks
and space for them! "
Sufficient
fine
Upgrade of the library
More trees

Nov 28 16 03:22:52 pm
Nov 28 16 04:49:41 pm
Nov 28 16 10:51:24 pm

Nov 30 16 09:56:46 am
Nov 30 16 11:40:20 am
Nov 30 16 01:47:24 pm

Nov 30 16 10:36:50 pm
Nov 30 16 11:11:41 pm
Dec 01 16 11:59:31 am
Dec 01 16 08:14:57 pm
Dec 01 16 08:16:58 pm
Dec 01 16 11:07:03 pm
Dec 02 16 06:55:52
Dec 02 16 03:10:45
Dec 03 16 07:19:18
Dec 04 16 09:50:51

am
pm
am
am

I think it is hard to know what is available. More info would be appreciated
Care for children and the elderley as well as the sick.
I've been noticing more and more homeless men along Glenhuntly Rd. Are
there any services that could be relocated or established to provide
assistance or support to them?
Improve the library and have lovely seating area outside the library
Good
Well serviced with library, doctors, hospital, medical centres
Not really
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Dec 04 16 09:58:19 pm
Dec 05 16 04:39:51 pm

Dec 05 16 07:17:56 pm
Dec 05 16 09:44:01 pm

Dec 05 16 10:59:54
Dec 06 16 11:28:42
Dec 07 16 02:30:39
Dec 07 16 07:13:43
Dec 07 16 10:56:21
Dec 08 16 02:59:29

pm
am
pm
pm
pm
pm

Dec 08 16 06:35:29 pm
Dec 08 16 09:33:08 pm
Dec 10 16 04:54:08 pm
Dec 11 16 07:31:56 am
Dec 11 16 08:25:28 pm
Dec 13 16 04:19:39 pm
Dec 15 16 05:57:49 pm
Dec 15 16 08:24:24 pm
Dec 16 16 09:20:03 am
Dec 17 16 06:28:03 pm
Dec 18 16 09:53:57 am
Dec 19 16 06:29:49 pm
Dec 20 16 09:25:49
Dec 22 16 09:55:04
Dec 23 16 06:38:43
Dec 25 16 04:30:29
Dec 29 16 07:54:45

pm
pm
am
pm
pm

Jan 01 17 01:25:16 pm
Jan 01 17 10:57:54 pm
Jan 02 17 07:21:25 pm
Jan 03 17 05:52:31 pm

The library has an outdated and poor selection of books. Stonnington library
on High Street is what Glen Eira should aim for.
Specific to Elsternwick strip -be innovative- perhaps a community hub for
shopping assistance that could be used by ageing population as well as
people with a disability and families. The library needs to be promoted
more and especially services such as computer access that exists. Even
run community classes from library area (or ground floor - I've always
wondered what's there).
?
Dentists, physios, natural therapists, counselling.
Personal training studios.
There is also a lack of good secondary schools in the area outside of
private schools.
Sad to see Medicare office gone
No interest
All services are close by already
Not sure
more parks
The library is small for such a hub.
Huge lack of loading zones and trucks stop and unload in the lanes behind
shops blocking carparks and vehicle access. They are never patrolled/
asked to move by council officers.
The library should be updated. Taking the parking space arounded a
beautiful green space could be created and add an incredible value to the
library and the neighbourhood activities and social life.
Parks & open space
No issues here.
U3a in this area or mens shed ideas for group engagement.
Ummmm?
Good
Playgroup - use the not for profit in the church hall which is fabulous
Child care
Maybe a closer ambulance set up?
Not an issue
Don't commonly use these
The library definitely needs an upgrade, with a wheelchair/elderly walkerfriendly (ramp) entrance and a bit of street appeal.
Less stinkier public toilets and better toilet paper.
Improved public toilets
The library needs an upgrade
Nothing that I can think of
pretty good for the most part, the library could be a bit bigger. Also I'd
appreciate having the medicare office back, but I understand that that is
unrealistic.
Na
Celebrate mid century architecture where is exists. Elsternwick Library is a
beautiful building but let down by dull concrete entrance.
More water fountains more bench seats along the shopping strip. Better
rubbisg removal or vetter more bins as often they are overflowing and look
bad
Recently they opened the park near the station, thats a lovely contribution
to the community feel we still have here.
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Jan 04 17 07:53:18 pm
Jan 05 17 03:54:05 pm
Jan 05 17 08:40:33 pm
Jan 14 17 10:25:07 pm
Jan 17 17 04:50:35 pm
Jan 19 17 06:08:41 pm

Jan 26 17 04:48:52 pm
Jan 26 17 06:47:16 pm
Jan 30 17 01:34:13 am
Jan 30 17 11:23:41 pm
Feb 02 17 11:53:52 am
Feb 02 17 05:45:00 pm
Feb 02 17 05:54:26 pm
Feb 03 17 05:56:56 pm
Feb 03 17 06:55:23 pm
Feb 03 17 07:23:19 pm
Feb 07 17 02:23:34 pm
Feb 07 17 03:20:25 pm
Feb 07 17 03:40:23 pm

Feb 07 17 04:53:45 pm
Feb 07 17 05:53:45 pm
Feb 07 17 05:55:39
Feb 07 17 06:31:04
Feb 07 17 06:58:10
Feb 07 17 08:16:16

pm
pm
pm
pm

Feb 07 17 08:53:44 pm
Feb 08 17 08:26:47 am
Feb 08 17 09:04:54 am
Feb 08 17 09:30:49 am
Feb 08 17 09:33:31 am
Feb 08 17 10:00:22 am

Feb 08 17 12:15:55 pm
Feb 08 17 01:35:06 pm

If i want any thing out of the area i would rather go there than continue the
building.
Don't know or haven't needed community services except for the Library.
An upgrade of the awful toilet block
More facilities for elderly and kids
Increased safety
A pool.
Medibank and Medicare offices.
More places for pedestrians to cross Glenhuntly Road. More provision for
local residents to park in the streets bordering the shopping strip (train
commuters and those working in the strip are making it increasingly difficult
for locals to park near their homes).
This
Yes
Link library with elderly citizen services "community hub"
Library services open later during the day. More computers.
Library could be improved. Book selection doesn't seem to be as good as
Caulfield or Carnegie. Love the baby/story time.
Library is great
It's fine
Great
Ok
More free activities for seniors in elsternwick
Medicare office, Police station, Council office.
Good
I would love to see a sign of some sort directing people to the library when
it's open and advertising to the passers by what services are availableeven new books that are in...
I think the library is greatly under utilized.
Oh, and please fix the library roof, it's been leaking for years.
Library not very inviting - have never been in
library is great and their staff are so helpful..
More police presence is needed in regard to the Sudanese crime wave.
?
information centre
Council to aid charities in shopfront advice centres for work, addiction or
mental health issues
Would be really lovely to have some garden area around library
A renovated/edgy library. A free hub space for entrepreneurs.
Library on the first level is problematic. The library could do with a make
over.
Toilets cleaned regularly
Bigger library
the Elsternwick library opening hours are ridiculous, people working 9 to 5
can hardly make it there on weekdays and weekends are not even an
option for us. the port Philip library hours are the best and works for people
working in all industry.
Ok
Security patrol. Police vicinity was recently built at station, but continunally
appears unoccupied. Perpetrators feel no presence nor threat.
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Feb 08 17 01:46:23 pm
Feb 08 17 02:11:29 pm

seems okay
Mental Health providers
A lot of young families are in Elsternwick... perhaps child services

Feb 08 17 04:20:37 pm
Feb 08 17 04:34:45 pm

To be honest i'm not sure of what is available or needed.
upgrade of library.
CLEAN Public toilet facilities.
More public parking.
Community Services seem ok
Need a gym that offers aerobic classes and yoga
Policing on the street should be improved. Never seen a walking patrol on
glenhuntly rd. Homeless community infultrating and harassing community
members has increased
I have noticed quite a few people who are begging along Glen Huntly Rd.
Are there some services available to support these people? I am thinking of
outreach services or the like
Not too sure, haven't had much experience with this
ok
need full blown library
I'm not "missing" anything, and I've no obvious thoughts coming from talking
with others; I am 76 - in a few years I MIGHT respond by saying
"somewhere where older people can meet"
There is a new GP practice in the middle of the strip, as well as one next to
Coles, lots of optometrists and pharmacies, and an Infant Health Centre, as
well as at elast one large gym, so I don't think any more Community
Services are needed in the strip.
All good
A centrelink outlet would help some residents
We need a Medicare office.
Better toilets
This service is great.
More accessible and larger library. Look what Carnegie got, and they
started with a shop front library! Lectures and other public education events
all seem to happen way over there. The swimming pool is also a long drive
away. U3A is located at Glenhuntly - another trek on our congested road.
No community facilities in this part of glen eira - no exercise classes for
seniors, no community house, weak library collection. Didn't notice glen eira
council getting involved in deliberations on future of elsternwick park and
golf course. Golf course will be gone within 18months. The ABC sites
coming up for sale, particularly Gordon St one, council needs to acquire at
least a portion for rear parking and access to Ripponlea estate. Perfect site
for new library and community centre too?
Longer library opening hours and more spaces for private study
More public talks
Library should be open every day eg form 10am to 6pm at least.
we need a public pool
Disability access to stores. Many have steps up into the stores.
No change required. There is a library.
I have found community services to meet my family's needs
See previous comments
A professional running track and outdoor sports equipment
No feedback as I do not use these.

Feb 08 17 05:56:43 pm
Feb 08 17 08:31:14 pm
Feb 08 17 09:02:14 pm
Feb 08 17 09:05:33 pm
Feb 09 17 09:42:57 am
Feb 09 17 09:51:14 am
Feb 09 17 10:29:13 am
Feb 09 17 10:33:04 am
Feb 09 17 10:58:01 am

Feb 09 17 11:55:01
Feb 09 17 02:37:33
Feb 09 17 04:12:14
Feb 09 17 04:32:34
Feb 09 17 05:31:05
Feb 09 17 05:39:06

am
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm

Feb 09 17 06:06:25 pm

Feb 09 17 09:45:26 pm
Feb 10 17 09:37:10 am
Feb 10 17 12:11:18 pm
Feb 10 17 12:16:52 pm
Feb 10 17 03:11:56 pm
Feb 10 17 04:21:39 pm
Feb 10 17 10:29:12 pm
Feb 11 17 07:35:55 am
Feb 11 17 09:05:10 am
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Feb 11 17 04:57:25 pm
Feb 11 17 05:50:44 pm
Feb 11 17 07:49:28 pm

Feb 12 17 11:56:20 am
Feb 12 17 03:09:19 pm
Feb 12 17 04:49:32 pm
Feb 12 17 07:16:14 pm
Feb 13 17 12:00:25 pm
Feb 13 17 01:56:28 pm
Feb 13 17 06:12:33 pm
Feb 14 17 09:34:18 am
Feb 14 17 10:19:00 am

Feb 14 17 10:12:18 pm
Feb 14 17 10:18:58
Feb 15 17 12:46:14
Feb 15 17 08:47:34
Feb 15 17 09:20:05

pm
am
am
am

Feb 15 17 02:33:46 pm
Feb 16 17 03:53:20 pm

I don't really see this as a problem
Well catered
I don't really use any community services. The services to our property is
acceptable EXCEPT the street drainage. The council need to lobby
Melbourne water about their appalling lack of maintenance in the
Elsternwick area. Our garaged and cellar flooded NOT because the
rainwater rose so high, its because the drainage outlet we were forced to
put into our garage that runs into the main waters system became a value
for the street flooding and forced its way up into our garage.
None really other than the Library
as above.
free yoga in community spaces - library? town hall?
Seems to be pretty good on that front already.
None
Hubs for small open garden parks or non commercial or informal eating
areas
Some more artistic/creative ventures. Including events, not just aimed at
families. Things like markets, writing, installations. Create a strip that people
come to, rather than one that people use because they live nearby.
Good
Nothing missing
Meeting room for hire to community groups / not for profit organisations at a
very cheap price - see Moreland Council Coburg North Meeting Room on
the Coles site. It appears to be part of a private sector development. See
http://www.moreland.vic.gov.au/events-recreation/halls-and-venues-forhire/meeting-rooms/coburg-north-meeting-room/
The library in Elsternwick could be more of an open space with local art and
community activity like the Caulfield council building. It is a bland space and
under utilised. There could be a garden around it for community use.
Cant think of anything we need
No
Fine
I think we have good services- more shaded places to sit and enjoy a chat
with passers by as we usually bump into someone we know!
Update Library of course
I may have to think further about this one!
Offer support to homeless so that they don't sleep in the door ways of
vacant stores
the few signs I have past re things in the park are great.
Elwood Ormond rd used to close the street and have a local community day
once a year which was always nice
Is there a facebook or instagram page we could follow.. I forget

Feb 16 17 07:42:30 pm
Feb 17 17 08:17:12 am
Feb 17 17 05:39:30 pm

A local community page: eg I am about to start training for a trek so could
offer to walk locals dogs if they needed or volunteer locally
Excellent services provided (eg library, childcare, health serivces)
OK
The Elsternwick library has been on the agenda for redevelopment for some
25 years. By transferring the library facilities from the town hall to
Elsternwick, as well as adding some additional service facilities as per
Carnegie would raise the profile of the Council and attract more custom to
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Feb 17 17 06:41:53 pm
Feb 17 17 08:30:09 pm
Feb 18 17 03:15:05 pm
Feb 18 17 03:19:26 pm
Feb 18 17 07:24:39 pm
Feb 18 17 08:56:53 pm
Feb 18 17 09:46:14 pm
Feb 19 17 06:51:15 am
Feb 19 17 10:31:11 am
Feb 19 17 04:06:58 pm
Feb 19 17 06:46:32
Feb 19 17 06:57:05
Feb 19 17 09:35:45
Feb 20 17 12:09:54

pm
pm
pm
am

Feb 20 17 06:32:47 pm
Feb 20 17 07:45:46 pm

the shopping strip.
Bulk billing GP
N/A
More events at Elsternwick Plaza. Encourage people to have a picnic in the
plaza. Music would be ideal. Acoustic sessions.
We were well serviced by the Maternity and Child Health Service when the
kids were young but their space was pretty awful and it was hard to park
around there.
Larger Library.
Nothing needed that I can think of.
Homeless sleeping in shop doorways is a worry!
Some better toilets would be nice.
We need an Elderly Citizens Club. The ground floor of the library is a
wasted space and could be utilised as community meeting rooms and an
elderly citizens club.
All okay
Library is good...although looks very dated on outside.
Public toilets at end of Stanilend Grove are not adequately serviced....they
stink..anytime you walk past!
Community services seem very good as far as I can tell.
A monthly community market
Not sure
Alternatives to trams and buses to assist those who cannot walk but still
want / need to cover the strip
Develop more street art in main strip and on upper levels of buildings
Bring in music venues to use the upper part of the buildings
I don't use Community Services so have no suggestions here.

More disability services and support

Date

Transport

Nov 28 16 02:39:07 pm
Nov 28 16 03:22:52 pm

Trams need to offer disabled access.
More car parks and no nazi parking inspectors who book at the drop of a
hat so Tenix can get more money. Bludgers.

Nov 28 16 10:51:24 pm
Nov 29 16 06:00:02 pm

See above
Transports as good as it could be without disbanding metro and making
public transport public rather than privately owned
No comment.
Wish more people would use the public transport, parking is always an
issue.
Great
Sufficient
nothing
Good transportation. Maybe look at parking the bus near riddel pde (?)
around the corner to make it easier for the trams and safer for cares and
pedestrians on that corner
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Nov 30 16 09:56:46 am
Nov 30 16 11:40:20 am
Nov 30 16 01:47:24 pm
Nov 30 16 10:36:50 pm
Nov 30 16 11:11:41 pm
Dec 01 16 01:42:53 pm

Dec 01 16 04:41:16
Dec 01 16 08:14:57
Dec 01 16 08:16:58
Dec 01 16 11:07:03
Dec 02 16 06:55:52
Dec 02 16 03:10:45
Dec 03 16 07:19:18
Dec 03 16 08:38:03
Dec 03 16 03:54:23
Dec 04 16 09:50:51
Dec 04 16 02:40:29
Dec 04 16 09:58:19
Dec 05 16 04:39:51

pm
pm
pm
pm
am
pm
am
am
pm
am
pm
pm
pm

Dec 05 16 07:17:56 pm
Dec 05 16 09:44:01 pm
Dec 05 16 10:59:54 pm
Dec 05 16 11:33:21 pm
Dec 06 16 02:21:04 am
Dec 06 16 11:28:42 am
Dec 07 16 12:04:21 pm
Dec 07 16 02:30:39 pm
Dec 07 16 07:13:43
Dec 08 16 02:59:29
Dec 08 16 09:33:08
Dec 08 16 09:47:33
Dec 10 16 04:54:08

pm
pm
pm
pm
pm

Dec 11 16 07:31:56 am
Dec 11 16 09:38:00 am
Dec 11 16 08:25:28 pm
Dec 13 16 04:19:39 pm
Dec 14 16 06:25:52 am
Dec 15 16 08:30:36 am

Bicycle lanes or being allowed to ride on the footpath
Transport is good although more regular trains would be good.
Seems pretty good!
More frequent tram services.
Cycling path on the road, rails to patch your bicycle and less cars
Good
Well serviced with tram bus me train
Transport is great in elsternwick.
Public transport is fantastic - back street bike paths could be improved
Not really
I feel that our transport system is excellent.
Parking is reasonable, tram and train available.
Bus stop at Orrong Rd South side- needs to have better seating and
protection area.
Also liaise with Transport department to improve reliability of Orrong rd 220
bus
Bike parking/safety areas ie promote these.
More spots allocated and promotion for car share.
Plan to avoid congestion that is slowly building up with increased density ie
traffic flow & off course adequate parking for both developments, shoppers
and area visitors.
Transport is great.
Train/tram options are fine however parking needs to be addressed as it is
currently a deterrent.
Bike parking
Express services to city from Elsternwick Station. More modern trams
need seperated bike lanes. glenhuntly road is a deathwish on a bicycle.
slow down cars, seperate trams, have less on street parking.
Adequate
All good
Got them all .
Need less nature strips and wider walking paths
Excellent
Well serviced.
Good
Good
This is the street's greatest issue. There are too many cars, and council
needs to be brave and implement higher parking tariffs for side streets' onstreet car parking. For Elsternwick Rd itself, the removal of car parking
(sans loading zones which are necessary) needs to be at the very least
'explored'. Sure, traders will not be happy about it. But they weren't happy
about what happened in Acland Street either. But in the end, the design
outcome was a success. Car parking is a private good, not a public good,
and should be taxed accordingly.
More frequent trains required on sandringham line at peak times
Remove parking on Glen Huntly road
Pretty good!
Good
Well serviced
Good
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Dec 15 16 05:57:49 pm
Dec 16 16 09:20:03 am
Dec 16 16 09:03:20 pm
Dec 17 16 06:28:03 pm
Dec 18 16 09:53:57 am
Dec 18 16 11:56:12 pm
Dec 19 16 07:05:36 am
Dec 19 16 03:45:48 pm
Dec 19 16 06:29:49 pm
Dec 22 16 09:55:04 pm
Dec 25 16 04:30:29 pm
Dec 29 16 07:54:45 pm
Jan 01 17 01:25:16 pm
Jan 01 17 10:57:54 pm
Jan 02 17 07:21:25 pm
Jan 04 17 07:53:18 pm
Jan 05 17 08:27:05 am
Jan 05 17 03:54:05 pm
Jan 05 17 08:40:33 pm
Jan 14 17 10:25:07
Jan 19 17 06:08:41
Jan 21 17 01:03:25
Jan 23 17 05:59:24
Jan 25 17 10:56:11

pm
pm
pm
am
pm

Jan 26 17 04:14:19 pm
Jan 26 17 05:20:34 pm
Jan 26 17 05:22:13 pm
Jan 26 17 05:31:59 pm
Jan 26 17 05:43:16 pm
Jan 26 17 05:46:19 pm
Jan 26 17 05:55:45 pm
Jan 26 17 06:15:37 pm
Jan 26 17 06:20:39 pm
Jan 26 17 06:28:02 pm
Jan 26 17 06:33:48 pm
Jan 26 17 06:47:16 pm
Jan 30 17 12:44:41 am
Jan 30 17 12:52:51 am
Jan 30 17 12:57:21 am

Nothing
More busses please. And maybe more accurate tram times too.
Great trams and station.
Car traffic awful
Transport is good.
No. Great variety and balance
Easier to tram there
from a lot of places in glen eira it can take 3 trams or more to get there
Nth Caulfield to glenhuntly is 3 trams!
More accessible public transport - e.g. Platform stops for trams.
Better investment in car parking options behind glenhuntly rd
Parking
All ok.
Public transport is excellent and the off street parking is also very good.
Trams, trains and buses are good, we just need more parking!!!
Transport is brilliant.
Na
Tram superstop connecting train at Elsternwick.
More multi story (or underground parking).
We have everthing tram train bus
I live in Frankston, so I catch a train to Glenhuntly Station and catch a tram
along Glenhuntly Road. I used to love walking their too!
Advocate for more frequent trams
The demands on tram and train services will only become even more
extreme as apartment development continues. Trams and Trains are
usually at least full if not crowded.
More trams
Better parking
More bike paths.
Less cars; Better provisions for bicycles.
Very good
Better parking facilities
We are truly blessed but the station car park needs to be renewed - that
area ripe for redevelopment
Bus and trains are good
Better traffic more parking
This
This
Parks
Traffic
Fine
Great currently
Good accessible
Great
Great
All good bus shelters
Very good
Could be more better and user friendly
Very good
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Jan 30 17 01:17:54 am
Jan 30 17 01:23:46 am
Jan 30 17 11:23:41 pm
Jan 31 17 01:52:02 pm

Feb 02 17 05:54:26
Feb 02 17 07:55:06
Feb 03 17 05:56:56
Feb 03 17 06:55:23
Feb 03 17 07:23:19
Feb 07 17 02:23:34
Feb 07 17 03:20:25
Feb 07 17 03:40:23

pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm

Feb 07 17 04:53:45 pm
Feb 07 17 05:53:45 pm

Feb 07 17 05:55:39
Feb 07 17 06:31:04
Feb 07 17 06:58:10
Feb 07 17 07:39:30

pm
pm
pm
pm

Feb 07 17 08:16:16
Feb 07 17 08:51:04
Feb 07 17 09:15:49
Feb 08 17 09:04:54

pm
pm
pm
am

Feb 08 17 09:33:31 am
Feb 08 17 10:00:22 am
Feb 08 17 11:41:00 am
Feb 08 17 12:15:55 pm
Feb 08 17 01:35:06
Feb 08 17 01:46:23
Feb 08 17 02:11:29
Feb 08 17 02:23:29
Feb 08 17 04:20:37

pm
pm
pm
pm
pm

Feb 08 17 04:34:45
Feb 08 17 05:56:43
Feb 08 17 06:33:25
Feb 08 17 08:31:14

pm
pm
pm
pm

More parking
Parking longer
More frequent trams
Get more cars off the road and encourage people onto trams and trains.
Don't disincentivise driving yet but incentivise pt use with getting local
business to offer discounts to Myki users, lobby PTV for tram and train
services etc
Needs low floor trams on rout 67 and platform tram stops!!!!!!!
Improved and safe pedestrian access to train and tram
Great
More bike parking ok
Transport is good
Good existing services in place.
Good
This has been much improved recently , a new taxi shelter, public transport
information displayed etc.
Fine
we tend to walk , sometimes when you drive it takes longer to find a park
then walk down to the strip.
Coles car park is a accident waiting to happen..
so AWFUL
good
Build double storey carpark next to library.
tram
Improved pedestrian and bicycle movement. Extend the width of the
footpath on Glenhuntly Road to allow more footpath space for traders, more
useable footpaths for pedestrians and more bicycle infrastructure.
Removal of on-street car parking from Glenhuntly Road.
Pretty well perfect as it is!
More parking spaces. Less tram stops so that the traffic can move faster
Safe commuter bike riding capacity
Train, tram, bus. its all there.
The car traffic is getting worse with all increased high density
developments.
OK
is it possible for the tram times to be in sync with metro times so it takes us
to the elsternwick train station just before the train arrives and not just after?
Good
Reduce amount of parking to encourage use of PT. At least 2 further ped
xings are needed.
N/A; excellent!
seems okay
Happy with Trams and Trains
Excellent access to trains and trams.
Trams trains and buses are pretty well catered for - I'm not aware of or for
the need of a community shuttle service for the area to assist people in
being able to do local shopping more easily.
All fine
Transport is great
All good
More Council emphasis on Walking, cycling- more infrastructure that gives
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Feb 08 17 09:02:14 pm
Feb 08 17 09:05:33 pm
Feb 09 17 09:42:57 am
Feb 09 17 09:51:14 am
Feb 09 17 10:33:04 am
Feb 09 17 10:58:01 am
Feb 09 17 11:55:01 am
Feb 09 17 02:37:33 pm
Feb 09 17 04:12:14 pm
Feb 09 17 05:31:05 pm
Feb 09 17 06:06:25
Feb 09 17 09:09:44
Feb 09 17 09:45:26
Feb 10 17 01:58:59
Feb 10 17 03:11:56
Feb 10 17 04:21:39
Feb 10 17 06:12:45

pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm

Feb 10 17 10:29:12
Feb 11 17 09:05:10
Feb 11 17 03:11:03
Feb 11 17 03:57:35

pm
am
pm
pm

Feb 11 17 04:57:25 pm
Feb 11 17 05:50:44 pm
Feb 11 17 07:49:28 pm

Feb 12 17 09:57:43 am
Feb 12 17 11:56:20
Feb 12 17 04:49:32
Feb 12 17 07:16:14
Feb 13 17 09:26:31
Feb 13 17 09:41:18
Feb 13 17 12:00:25
Feb 13 17 01:56:28
Feb 13 17 06:12:33
Feb 14 17 09:34:18
Feb 14 17 10:19:00

am
pm
pm
am
am
pm
pm
pm
am
am

preference to these activities
Owers of 4 -wheel drives should pay higher rates- as these cars damage
local roads much more quickly- why should small car owners subsidise road
maintenance costs for them! Council should also lobby VicRoads to get
them to charge these road users higher car registration as they damage all
roads more quickly with higher maintenance costs for all of us .
Very good
Transport is great - don't need to change anything
Think we have everything already (train and tram and busses)
ok
has train and tram - - - not sure what else is envisaged by this question
Already excellent,( trams, buses, trains).
Great
This is good
OK
Even though the Tram is a nuisance when driving along Glenhuntly Road
at times it does add to the uniqueness of the strip.
Difficult to fault!
Trams that coincide with train timetables
Good
Transport is fine. The areas is really well served!
No change required.
Public transport is GREAT in Elsternwick
More car-parking for commuters. Maybe increase the size of the existing
station carpark to be the height of the tallest multi-storey building in the
area, since we allow these eheights now.
See previous comments
The train and tram service is excellent already.
Parking near orrong Rd is awful
There is great public transport in and out of Elsternwick it has to be the key
to its liveability as an area.
Public transport is great. Parking not so great along Glenhuntly Road
Poor parking options and street congestion a problem (particularly around
Classic cinema and cnr Glenhuntly and Orrong road). Well serviced by
Tram stops and Train station
With the high density living now running along the trainlines, not only does
the train station needs serious upgrading but it also needs to run more
frequently. Many times I have had to let the train go by b/c there was simply
no room to get on the train. This is not acceptable.
Train station should have a digital display at the station entrance saying
when the next trains are arriving / departing .
Very good
Can't fault the transport.
None
Bus routes to Hawthorn
Public transport is great
Off main street parking areas
Transport is excellent.
Excellent
Nothing missing
Extremely good. Maybe council could lobby for more trains on the
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Feb 14 17 02:56:10 pm
Feb 14 17 10:12:18 pm
Feb 14 17 10:18:58 pm
Feb 15 17 12:46:14 am
Feb 15 17 08:47:34 am

Feb 15 17 02:33:46 pm

Feb 16 17 03:53:20 pm
Feb 16 17 07:42:30 pm
Feb 16 17 10:09:36 pm

Feb 17 17 08:17:12 am
Feb 17 17 05:39:30 pm

Feb 17 17 08:30:09 pm
Feb 18 17 09:14:03 am
Feb 18 17 03:19:26 pm
Feb 18 17 07:24:39 pm

Feb 18 17 08:56:53 pm
Feb 18 17 09:46:14 pm
Feb 19 17 06:51:15 am
Feb 19 17 10:31:11 am
Feb 19 17 04:06:58 pm
Feb 19 17 06:46:32 pm
Feb 19 17 09:35:45 pm
Feb 20 17 12:09:54 am

Sandringham line - that would be great.
More parking. Particularly near Coles
Transport is great and very accessible.
All forms available. Except I feel a bit unsafe riding my bike on the road thru
the strip with parked cars and trams
No
The recent high-rise developments have added how many new residents to
Elsternwick? What effect are these numbers going to have on train, tram,
bus capacities at morning and afternoon peak hours? We have a very good
service now but the way development is proceeding it won't be long until the
situation here is like what already exists at Balaclava: no seats on trains at
morning travel to work. Not why people want to live in Elsternwick.
Greater police or council presence to book people who break road rules e.g.
Uturns in Glenhuntly Rd,
Checking of "T" timing for tram passing through the intersection of Orrong
and Glenhuntly Roads. Sometimes the pedestrian lights are green whils the
tram is still in the intersection
great.
Excellent public transport options already
Re-routing the airport bus from Frankston to stop near Elsternwick Station
as its final stop before going direct to the airport via Brighton Road, Queens
Road and Bolte Bridge and now cut out the stops in Elwood and in St Kilda
as now there is a new service which specifically serves the Elwood/ St Kilda
and Queens Road areas.
Prevention of cars using the side streets/ residential streets that run parallel
or intersect with GlenHuntly and Orrong Roads simply to use these streets
to avoid the traffic lights at Orrong/Glen Huntly road intersection.
Is good - more parking - off street.
It is well know that Glen Eira is well serviced by public transport, and as
such there is little that could be done to improve this . There are however
issues about the efficiency of the tram given on street parking in Glenhuntly
Rd.
Car parking has always been problematic and needs significant attention if
the strip is to retain its attractiveness to customers far and wide.
Best transport in Melbourne
Have everything
The trains and trams are excellent. I hardly ever use my car because I live
so close to the station.
i think Elsternwick has the Transport covered well . The only thing i would
suggest there is perhaps utilising the land over the train line to create either
more shops or open space Gardens and so forth. Land is so scarce lets use
what Elsternwick.
Good tram, train and bus transport.
All great!
The speed limit should be 40 all the time. It changes on sunday to 60 and
that is when families are around using cafes
Well catered for
Good public transport. Parking areas need to be reviewed and be
appropriate for traders, shoppers and residents.
Transport is excellent.
Reduce car traffic on GH road
As above
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Feb 20 17 06:32:47 pm

No issue re transport.

Date

Private development

Nov 28 16 02:39:07 pm

I like development of the main roads and don't mind apartments being built
on those main roads as there is usually a new shop space that comes with
it!
No apartments
Nov 28 16 04:49:41 pm
There are so many high rises, utilize the rooves for bars/cafes or gardens
including bee hives
Going well no insane high risers going around
Perhaps only 4 level apartments.
glad to see residences coming in too
No more apartments, it would be nicer to just have shop fronts filled
Too much! Traffic on glen huntly road is becoming unbearable especially
from yorsten ct to Nepean hwy
apartmetns
Less multi level apartments

Nov 28 16 03:22:52 pm
Nov 28 16 10:51:24 pm
Nov 29 16 06:00:02
Nov 30 16 09:56:46
Nov 30 16 11:40:20
Nov 30 16 01:47:24
Nov 30 16 10:36:50

pm
am
am
pm
pm

Nov 30 16 11:11:41 pm
Dec 01 16 01:42:53 pm
Dec 01 16 08:14:57 pm
Dec 01 16 08:16:58 pm
Dec 01 16 11:07:03 pm

Dec 02 16 06:55:52 am
Dec 02 16 03:10:45 pm
Dec 03 16 07:19:18 am
Dec 03 16 03:54:23 pm
Dec 04 16 09:50:51 am
Dec 04 16 02:40:29 pm
Dec 04 16 09:58:19 pm
Dec 05 16 04:39:51 pm

Hate the ugly apartment buildings ruining the look of our "village". Hate
them.
Keep development to low buildings. Quality Architects to enhance the
community. Save old buildings
There have been some attractive taller buildings built in Elsti recently. I'm
sure more are on their way - I don't mind them so long as they're well
designed and constructed using high quality finishes.
Elsti is short on public open space, so I place a lot of value on what we do
have (in this I include the Glenhuntly Rd footpath as part of the valued open
space). Because of its scarcity I think we should take extra care to ensure
developments don't overshadow it. For parks, like Elsternwick Plaza I don't
think they should be allowed to overshadow at all at the Equinox between 93, and in Winter no shadowing at the Solstice between 12-2. For the
footpath on the southern side of Glenhuntly Rd, overshadowing should also
be avoided between 12-2, even in winter.
No more flats and units please!
Too much seperate development. The development needs to be planned
bettern, not just lots of different ugly large buildings going up in random
placces. Betyter town planning is needed.
Stop the unsuitable multi storey developments...such as the stupid
application for the Bethlehem Hospital
A live music venue that isn't attached to a restaurant - the south side
doesn't compare to north in terms of live music venues
That contributes to distinctive suburb experience
Buildings not to go too high and overshadow, also quality and design should
be of exemplary standard.
Assume this would be retail at ground level with residential above the street
canopy.
Balance make sure that whatever is going in is mixed in size of apartments
and price range- not too many one bedrooms or top of the range- balance.
Ensure that private developers provide adequate parking for tenants and
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Dec 05 16 09:44:01 pm
Dec 05 16 11:33:21 pm
Dec 06 16 02:21:04 am
Dec 06 16 11:28:42
Dec 07 16 12:04:21
Dec 07 16 02:30:39
Dec 07 16 07:13:43
Dec 07 16 09:15:27

am
pm
pm
pm
pm

Dec 07 16 10:56:21 pm
Dec 08 16 02:59:29 pm
Dec 08 16 06:35:29 pm
Dec 08 16 09:33:08 pm
Dec 08 16 09:33:55 pm
Dec 08 16 09:47:33 pm
Dec 10 16 04:54:08 pm

Dec 11 16 07:31:56 am
Dec 13 16 04:19:39 pm
Dec 15 16 05:57:49 pm
Dec 16 16 09:20:03 am
Dec 16 16 09:03:20 pm
Dec 17 16 06:28:03 pm
Dec 19 16 07:05:36 am
Dec 19 16 03:45:48
Dec 19 16 06:29:49
Dec 22 16 08:46:08
Dec 23 16 06:38:43
Dec 25 16 04:30:29

pm
pm
am
am
pm

Dec 25 16 11:02:47 pm
Dec 29 16 07:51:29 pm
Dec 29 16 07:54:45 pm
Jan 01 17 01:25:16 pm

their visitors plus even car share spots. Also that set back from street (new
development past Orrong Rd is 7 stories but very nicely set back from street
No further high rise development. More independent living / village style
development would attract the right demographic to ththe area and support
local business further.
No more moth rises! We don't want it to end up like south yarra :(
Would be good to see more higher density buildings 10 storeys near the
elsternwick station.
No interest
No more apartments
Should supply sufficient car parking .
Too much for the area.
I don't oppose high rise development along Glenhuntly Rd but if Coles is
redeveloped, it should not be more than 4 storeys high.
NO MORE HIGH RISES. More scrutiny on the sub divisions. There's too
much construction disrupting daily life
More and adequate parking especially in new developments. That has to be
a Nil sum impact with adequate loading zones and truck access that doesn't
impede residents and traders.
More galleries and developments that bring creative people and culture to
the area.
Terrible. Too much. Cheap looking towers & apartments cheapens the feel
& look of Elsternwick. We want a friendly, classy & inviting neighbourhood.
Too many apartments
Too much. Too many towers. Apartments look poor in quality. Developers
control Elsternwick. Destroying neighbourhood
Medium density housing, to heights of 6 stories with appropriate setbacks,
would be an appropriate design response to the area. Diversity of housing
is appropriate, however. Encouraging social housing, public housing and
housing for larger families within medium density buildings is important.
Limit too many high rise. Keep village feel. More residents needs better
traffic flow
Too much, too big, too many people with no additional services.
Coles could do with a revamp
No comment.
Enough ugly highrise
Too much!
Don't let new apartments get too big or too high. Seems to be going okay at
the moment
No more apartments, please. Too many already
Please no more high rise apartment blocks in the strip.
No more high rise apartments!!
Too high!!!! This is not the CBD.
Lots of apartments going up in the area which is fine but there needs to be
more parking to cater for more people in the area.
Not happy about the big apartment developments near or on Glenhuntly Rd
- next to the cinema, and the one proposed on the Coles site
Keep developing the area with well designed developments.
Private development that alters the heritage landscape and introduces more
shops shouldn't be encouraged.
Ensure there are enough car parks for all new developments.
Also, with more visitors due to better amenities, more car parking should be
made.
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Also priority parking for locals.

Jan 01 17 10:57:54 pm
Jan 02 17 07:21:25 pm
Jan 03 17 01:17:21 am
Jan 03 17 05:52:31 pm
Jan 04 17 07:53:18 pm
Jan 05 17 08:27:05 am
Jan 05 17 03:54:05 pm
Jan 05 17 08:40:33
Jan 08 17 09:39:23
Jan 14 17 10:25:07
Jan 16 17 01:21:50
Jan 17 17 06:35:23
Jan 19 17 06:08:41

pm
pm
pm
am
pm
pm

Jan 22 17 02:33:09 pm
Jan 23 17 05:59:24 am
Jan 25 17 10:56:11 pm
Jan 26 17 05:31:59
Jan 26 17 05:55:45
Jan 26 17 06:20:39
Jan 26 17 06:28:02
Jan 26 17 06:33:48
Jan 26 17 06:47:16
Jan 30 17 12:52:51
Jan 30 17 01:08:08
Jan 30 17 01:34:13
Jan 30 17 11:23:41

pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
am
am
am
pm

Jan 31 17 01:52:02 pm
Feb 02 17 05:54:26 pm
Feb 02 17 06:11:28 pm
Feb 02 17 07:55:06 pm
Feb 03 17 05:56:56 pm

Feb 03 17 06:55:23 pm
Feb 03 17 07:23:19 pm

I often have to park over 30 meters from my house on Saturday and
Sundays and have to carry grocery shopping.
Apartment no greater than 5 floors with render to street
tasteful/architecturally significant. Leave federation details on shop
facades.
?
Area is about to be ruined by high rise apartment blocks
ENOUGH!
Don't know.
Ensure street wall heights are low scale. Limit signage to awnings. High
levels of landscaping.
While the shopping centre remains as it is there should be careful limits on
apartment developments
Less apartments
Height limitation as the new developments look 'massive and bulky'
In danger of being too many new blocks of flats.
Have wanted to live near for years. Always out of reach financially.
No high rise without adequate parking
Less developments above 3 storeys (currently threatening natural light).
More diversity in apartment types (to ensure diversity of people in the area).
Keep apartments around the to a minimum please!!
Limit high rises
Make sure car parks can accommodate all the hundreds of extra people
with all the high rise developments
This
Not to be over developed
Good commercial zone
Ok
Simple and nice keep it that way
Ok
Very good it should not be changed
Keep buildings beautiful
No highrise
Bunnings or large retailers to serve parts of Glen Eira, Bayside and Port
Phillip cities.
More apartments is great around places like this, with great public transport
access but it must be tasteful and responsible.
Less high rise apartment buildings
No more high rises!
Low rise only
Increased residential development
Stop the current overdevelopment of high rise apartments.
Stop apartments encroaching into neighbourhood streets.
Prioritise, protect and take pride in the heritage buildings which make
Elsternwick.
Ok
Too many high rises,too close together.
too many schools squeezed in an already over congested area.
We have lost to many large private homes and backyards to over
development .
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Feb 07 17 02:23:34 pm
Feb 07 17 03:18:06 pm

Feb 07 17 03:20:25 pm
Feb 07 17 04:17:10 pm
Feb 07 17 05:53:45 pm

Feb 07 17 05:55:39 pm

Feb 07 17 06:31:04 pm
Feb 07 17 06:58:10 pm
Feb 07 17 07:39:30 pm

Feb 07 17 08:16:16 pm
Feb 07 17 08:51:04 pm
Feb 07 17 08:53:44 pm
Feb 07 17 09:01:51 pm

Feb 07 17 09:03:35 pm
Feb 08 17 07:53:25 am
Feb 08 17 08:26:47 am

Lost our charm.
Limit development from the main shopping precinct.
Do not make it into just another Strip center, or soulless retail development,
but it would be good to be creative in extending and developing an
interesting unique classy Village feel. Good for locals and tourists. Keep
the low rise feel and old style 1st floor facades, but change the awning/
verandas to something more aesthetic and themed and relaxed.
Keep the beautiful low rise and interesting houses and treed streetscapes in
the surrounding streets to develop a classy tranquil area, in a similar way
that are admired in many overseas cities. Anyone can do more of the same
box high rise architecture, but we have something unique in this area of
Elsternwick with many attractive homes and buildings and streetscapes, so
let us continue to develop the area uniquely as a showcase for Melbourne.
We already have the basics here, and it would not be too difficult to expand
this with creative thinkers.
Too many apartments being built
Less apartments and high rise buildings. There is a lot of traffic in
Elsternwick and this brings too many people and cars. Parking then
becomes a problem.
I think the private development is good as long as the development is not
too high (over 6 levels) and it's not all chrome and glass.All people should
be able to have access to good transport not just a select few people. I think
they should develop apartments / flats on the 3 bedroom nature to sell to
families as it is an $$ neighborhood but lovely for families and we need
more kids in the hood! Elsternwick has a lot of elderly people and not so
many kids ... No issue with the elderly we would just like to see more kids in
the hood to play with.. hence, develop more family friendly accomodation!!
Please - not too many high rise - square apartment blocks with no soul meaning just red brick square building with no thought on aesthetic quality
land more parking spaces are needed with more residents living her due to
apartments built. Lets maintain a good balance and not allow greedy
developers to spoil our shopping strip and our community.
More car park spaces on site. No shops at the ground of the new
developments
more shops
More of it. Encourage appropriate development that will continue to make a
positive contribution to the vibrancy of Elsternwick. Waive car parking for
developments, as Elsternwick is extremely well serviced by public transport.
This will encourage a more walkable community and shopping strip.
This needs to be carefully controlled to preserve the heritage values of the
strip. No oversize and tall buildings and no developments that encroach on
precious Council and public assets.
Less apartment complexes!
Not too many high rise apartments
Stop high rise development. Limit amount of floors and number of
apartments.
Low level development would be much better to stop congesting our
neighborhood with cars.
Develop some larger style apartments such as 3 or 4 bedrooms for more
families to move in.
Nope
Minimise the numerous new apartment developments in the area.
Enough tall risers as it is and facades should be harmonised to rest of the
street to keep in style.
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Feb 08 17 08:46:01 am
Feb 08 17 09:04:54 am

Feb 08 17 09:30:49
Feb 08 17 09:33:31
Feb 08 17 10:00:22
Feb 08 17 11:41:00

am
am
am
am

Feb 08 17 12:15:55 pm
Feb 08 17 01:28:35 pm
Feb 08 17 01:35:06 pm
Feb 08 17 01:46:23 pm
Feb 08 17 02:11:29 pm
Feb 08 17 02:23:29 pm
Feb 08 17 02:25:46 pm
Feb 08 17 04:20:37 pm

Feb 08 17 04:34:45 pm
Feb 08 17 04:53:06 pm
Feb 08 17 05:06:28 pm
Feb 08 17 05:56:43 pm
Feb 08 17 06:15:43 pm
Feb 08 17 06:25:02 pm

Feb 08 17 08:31:14 pm
Feb 08 17 09:02:14 pm

Less apartment blocks
Already enough high density development. Car traffic, noise and parking
are becoming issues. Elsternwick I staring to loose all the good reasons
why it was rated so highly as a place to live in Melbourne. Its catch 22. The
more desirable it is the more development and then the less desirable it is.
Leave it as it is. It is right on the tipping point now of going over the edge of
less desirable.
Maintain heritage buildings
No high rises and only residential units with ample car parking included
less apartment types around the area the better for the community.
Need to really limit the number of private retail develpoments above shops
as the strip will simply not cope with the additional population. Residents
are already noticing (and commenting) on how much busier the area has
become in the past two years. The development above the Coles will
increase numbers significantly
Any further development should have reduced parking spaces
ensure doesnt get over developed - traffic is already bag along glenhuntly
rd and riddell parade
Becoming a hub of block units. Losing historical buildings.
seems to be too much mixed residential in the wrong place
need to expand / modernize supermarket and need the space to do so to
successful service the needs of the surrounding population
Well considering there isn't a need to stop building Rialto sized apartment
blocks - this section should be taken out. Assuming the ABC redevelopment is coming soon.
Limit the number of high or multi-storey apartments. We have recently had
a big increase in these but it is still manageable. If too many, it will become
too built up, crowded etc. If traffic is not managed, people will stay away.
less apartments, lower the level of developments. Ban demolition of
heritage value buildings/ homes. Ban cheap light weight poor quality
construction.
Elsternwick seems to be a pocket growing in popularity given the proximity
to the CBD as well as the peninsular and, as previously mentioned, it has
everything on the doorstep.
I think strict guidelines need to be in place for what is built and how to retain
the look and feel of Elsternwick but also for the longer term community.
What i mean by that is: Is 30 2 bedroom 2 bathroom apartments squeezed
into a 75 sq mt space going to support Elsternwick
Too many apartments, with not enough parking facilities to accommodate
cars.
Need to have stronger height regulations.
no. its full, no parking spaces are free. no more apartments please.
Less apartments keep old buildings in tact
No more apartments!!! The apartments next to Classic Theatre
what a disgrace....taken away even more parking...how did that
development get approval!! apart from more revenue to the council
please no
The many apartment developments currently under construction are putting
some strain on traffic movement.
Perhaps some development of apartments with less parking, emphasis on
bike and train use.. such as the Jewel development in Brunswick.
See earlier responses
Stop building 7 story apartments. Height restrictions need to be in place and
managed accordingly: commercial zoning areas do not currently have
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Feb 08 17 09:39:44 pm
Feb 09 17 08:21:19 am
Feb 09 17 09:42:57 am
Feb 09 17 10:23:40 am
Feb 09 17 10:33:04 am

Feb 09 17 10:56:35 am
Feb 09 17 10:58:01 am
Feb 09 17 11:55:01
Feb 09 17 02:37:33
Feb 09 17 04:12:14
Feb 09 17 04:32:34

am
pm
pm
pm

Feb 09 17 05:31:05 pm
Feb 09 17 05:39:06 pm
Feb 09 17 06:06:25 pm
Feb 09 17 06:18:19 pm
Feb 09 17 09:09:44
Feb 09 17 09:40:30
Feb 09 17 09:45:26
Feb 10 17 09:37:10

pm
pm
pm
am

Feb 10 17 12:11:18 pm
Feb 10 17 03:11:56 pm
Feb 10 17 04:21:39 pm

Feb 10 17 06:12:45 pm

Feb 10 17 10:29:12 pm
Feb 11 17 09:05:10 am

restrictions
Please stop the developments .: only recently I started thinking about
moving out one day as I'm not liking all the apartments
Control this in respect to size and HEIGHT
No more required. Quite a few apartment blocks already present
Not happy go rise appartments overlooking residential homes and making
our open spaces shaded and unatractive
you mean "more apartments"???? The current re-development of one shop
site west of Orrong Road is "private development", is that what is meant??
This "description" of 'something missing' is far too amorphous for
respondents to have any hope of interpreting in ways that are consistent
across respondents, surely.
Limit height to 6 stories
Enough is enough, no more apartment developments above shops in this
relatievely small strip, otherwise parking will be a hige problem, and the
village feel of the strip will be destroyed.
No hi rise development at all!
Remove the brothel on Horne Street
Maintain strict height control, no 19 story building
If private development happens the more paking should be made available
to shoppers
Too much! I cannot believe how many apartments are allowed to be built in
the area.
We don't need any more highrise flats with minimal parking provided for
residents.!
NO MORE HIGH RISE BUILDINGS. FOUR STOREYS MAX.
Retain the heritage buildings
No high rise flats
NO MORE HIGH DENSITY MULTI STOREY DEVOPMENTS!!!
Stop
Limit the construction of high-rises
Ban all high rise apartment blocks - nothing over 5 stories should be
allowed. Make it compulsory for there to be at least 1.5 car spaces per
ap[apartment.
we need a public pool
Do not want it turned in to more of a wind tunnel by too many more high
rise.
New developments should blend into the current architecural and
dimensional environment. Although I recognise the need to develop smaller
living spaces this should not include multi-storey (more than 4 storeys)
character-less boxes.
Keep high-rises on Glenhuntly road only and do not relax and parking
regulations for these apartments. Have input to the size of the units making
sure they are generous for young families and wont cause avoidable stress
due to the inability to find a place of your own to "cool-off" in the apartment.
etc....
Building height limits and set backs should be managed in such a way as to
NOT create a 'canyon-like' feel and an even greater wind tunnel along GH
Rd
This has potential to be a big problem. I understand that a 8-10 storey
development is planned to go up above Coles and another 6-8 storey one
near the Commonwealth Bank. This will change the landscape of the strip
forever and will erode the lovely 'village atmosphere' that we have.
Developments should be restricted to no more that 4 storeys.
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Feb 11 17 12:54:27 pm

Feb 11 17 03:17:57 pm

Feb 11 17 03:57:35 pm

Feb 11 17 04:57:25 pm
Feb 11 17 05:07:10 pm
Feb 11 17 05:50:44 pm

Feb 11 17 07:49:28 pm

Feb 12 17 09:57:43 am
Feb 12 17 10:21:14 am

Feb 12 17 11:56:20 am
Feb 12 17 03:09:19 pm

Feb 12 17 04:49:32 pm

Feb 12 17 07:16:14 pm

There is a huge concern that the area will be over developed, resulting in an
oversupply of apartments that are an eye saw. With this also comes the
added issues of parking and traffic. It would be great to see a strong stance
on development, limiting the height, size and number of apartments that can
be built. Something similar to Elwood who a height restriction would b great
Too many apartments going up and no change to roads or infrastructure.
Morning traffic is a nightmare, particularly with so many schools and drop of
or pick up and then we add hundreds more people in apartments onthe
existing roads all trying to go to work too.
Sometimes it can take 10-15 minutes to turn left from Neerim rd around the
Caulfield race course because of the trains nearby, and we are not even
crossing over the train line . Know this is not your area but lobby so that
your streets flow.
The greatest threat to Elsternwck is overdevelopment with large apartment
blocks and this is the one reason I would leave Elsternwick as I believe it
would devalue the character of the area. I have noted the issue with the
noise from the air-conditioning unit of the new Gorden st apartments which
affects more people than live in those apartments
There is so much potential for development in Elsternwick. Particularly
along Glenhuntly Road. More apartment developments should be
considered to bring out the potential in Elsternwick
I think it is great that more apartments are going up - especially round the
station - would hate them to get too high - can't we be a bit like Paris and
keep them a similar height - 6, 8 stories?.
New buildings not too bad - architecturally interesting and particularly cnr
Riddell parade opposite reserve - exceptional and sympathetic
retail/apartment block. Too many awful 80s and 90s developments remain
that bring down the area.
I think at all cost heritage should be maintained. This is what makes this
suburb not just beautiful and desired, but increase in value. Brighton is a
perfect example of the council selling out the very thing that used to make
that suburb desirable. You cannot build a 100 year old house or shop.
No high rise developments . New developments should include an even mix
of viable well designed retail and residential suited to long term owner
occupiers and tenants who will contribute to the community .
Some of the recent apartment / business developments are well done with
good architecture, complimentary amenity and to a high standard of
construction.
However, developments (like the recently completely apartment complex
one on Glenhuntly road opposite Shoobra Rd) look out of place, "cheap"
and not in keeping with the neighbourhood character
Probably not and certainly not high rise. More apartments will mean more
traffic which is already a problem. The streets are very congested at the
moment.
Keep the strip low/medium rise. It will add value in future.
Keep the Victorian buildings!1 They will be a highly valued feature in the
future and part of what makes Elsternwick individual, special, beautiful - in
between the glitz of St Kilda and Brighton.
I think it's great that there are new apartment blocks being built here, as it's
breathing new life into the area. But the the height and size of some of the
new developments going up is concerning (I'm looking out my window at
the new riddle parade one now - it's a block away from me but is still
obstructing my view). the community should have more insight and more
say on the apartment buildings that are springing up in the area.
Too many of the new apartment buildings are too high rise, would be better
if they were limited to 3 stories or so.
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Feb 13 17 07:05:59 am
Feb 13 17 09:41:18 am

Feb 13 17 12:00:25 pm
Feb 13 17 01:56:28
Feb 13 17 06:12:33
Feb 14 17 09:34:18
Feb 14 17 10:17:57

pm
pm
am
am

Feb 14 17 10:19:00 am

Feb 14 17 10:12:18 pm

Feb 14 17 10:18:58 pm
Feb 15 17 12:46:14 am
Feb 15 17 08:47:34 am

Feb 15 17 09:20:05 am

Feb 15 17 02:33:46 pm
Feb 16 17 03:53:20 pm

Feb 16 17 07:42:30 pm

see notes before - you need to encourage more developments especially
near the station and streets coming up towards Chemist wharehouse
Lots of apartments are going up. There should be limit on their height and
should meet a min space requirement. We don't want to see the area
turned into student housing or be surrounded by apartments.
Lighting restrictions facing neighbouring properties with King Street school
inconsiderate
Less.
No problem but limit height to 4 stories at street level
More towers to bring in further population
more development especially over the station and in the several blocks near
it on both sides - the more people the more and better the shops and the
busier it will be
Require commercial developments to provide a community facility, eg the
Coles development - see above.
Make sure residential developments are eco friendly with adequate floor
space, eaves, ventilation, and open space. (In Leichhardt council where i
used to live the residential developers were all required to provide a public
green space in all developments.)
there has been too much multi storey development. A height of 4 storeys
maximum should be maintained.
No tower in Orrong Rd.
??
No
Stop the property developers: e.g. the rumour is a 15-storey block of
apartments is planned for the Daily Planet site: NO, NO, NO. The mega
child care centre on Nepean Highway: NO, NO, NO. What is the shown
need for the latter? How many new couples with kiddies are living in
existing recent high-rise at Glenhuntly and McCrombie, Riddell Parade and
next to the Classic? Have you any idea of Elsternwick's need or is the mega
child care centre to attract people from all over neighbouring suburbs. And
where are the cars bringing the planned 144 kiddies going to park for
morning and afternoon pick ups? Stop appeasing property developers!
This is a tough one as the rules seem so unfair for some , yet others get
away with doing terrible adjustments and renovations!!!
We wanted to renovate a townhouse and it was just crazy as to what our
restrictions were yet as I walk around there are apartments that seem to
hover over footpaths, with not enough car spaces let alone open space!!!!! I
find all the info very contradicting.
PLEASE STOP WITH THE TACKY SHOE BOX APARTMENTS that only
attract the wrong demographic into the area- these are NOT apartments in
true sense at all.
No more multi storey apartment buildings
I don't even want to start here! I can't express my concern about the recent
highrise developments and the strain they will put on local parking... let
alone how absurd they look!!!! they are not anything like the surrounding
buildings... it is removing the great feel and look of Elsternwick. It is obvious
whoever is in the planning department is getting a handout somehow and
couldn't possibly live in the area!!!!!!! absolute fail.... I would vote for anyone
in the next local elections that promised to rectify this in the future!
Major priority should be to not spoil or erode Elsternwick's uniqueness.
Development needs to be carefully managed. Any buildings should be
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Feb 17 17 05:39:30 pm

Feb 17 17 08:30:09 pm
Feb 18 17 09:14:03 am
Feb 18 17 03:19:26 pm

Feb 18 17 07:24:39 pm
Feb 18 17 08:56:53 pm
Feb 18 17 09:46:14 pm
Feb 19 17 06:51:15 am
Feb 19 17 10:31:11 am
Feb 19 17 03:30:11 pm
Feb 19 17 04:06:58 pm

sympathetic to their surroundings. Unfortunately, the apartment blocks in
Riddell Parade, McCombie Street and Glenhuntly Road above the station
and across the road are eyesores. The Lexicon in Gordon Street is a good
example of sympathetic urban dwelling.
Council has a responsibility to protect the essential characteristics of what is
a relatively low rise building area that is adjacent to or abuts residential
zones both north and south of the strip. Public space should remain under
the control of Council. I am similarily concerned about the propensity of
private developers to design and build to the bottom line; if there is going to
be higher density development it must include diverse housing I.e. Attract
families with children, elderly people who are downsizing, include social
housing.
Something to replace The Daily Planet and surrounding derelict buildings.
Some of the recent high-rise new builds look sub-standard
No more highrisers! Traffic and parking is bad enough as it is. Am dreading
the ABC developmebt
I think there is room for more high density living as Elsternwick, especially
around the station is a fantastic hub for transport etc. Since there are
already high rise in Glenhuntly rd and Gordon St I think that some of the
blocks around the station should be rezoned to say 8 storeys for apartment
blocks with sympathetic exterior and no exemptions from full complement of
underground parking.
limit development until the infrastructure is put in place. More parks,
supermarkets etc.
Less high rise apartments. Too big and too high.
Apartments are OK but no more than 4 storeys please!
Please limit the height and has sympathetic development - sick of concrete
eyesores.
Too much already, sick of the apartments , ugly, cheap and too high.
No more apartments. There are enough.
No more high-rise apartment blokes. If they do they need to ensure
adequate residential parking included within.

Feb 19 17 09:35:45 pm
Feb 20 17 12:09:54 am
Feb 20 17 06:32:47 pm

There are an incredible number of apartments going up. The increased
population does bring better cafe, restaurant and perhaps one day shopping
options as well. Obviously this is counter-balanced by the wind tunnels
made by the taller apartment blocks and the appearance of the suburb. A
lot of people say "Elwood used to be a nice suburb until they wrecked it with
all the apartments" - so we don't want to replicate that.
Ok as long as it's not overbearing and its done tastefully
Need pages for this!
Yes - someone needs to create a reason to go there

Date

Other

Nov 28 16 02:39:07 pm

Regular markets, pop ups, music festivals, gigs and events add to a sense of
community.
The council should utilize social procurement where possible
No more nail salons or massage shops please.
speakeasys
Less apartments being built its over developed and the beautiful old houses

Feb 19 17 06:46:32 pm

Nov 28 16 10:51:24 pm
Nov 30 16 09:56:46 am
Nov 30 16 11:11:41 pm
Dec 01 16 11:59:31 am
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Dec 01 16 01:42:53 pm
Dec 01 16 08:14:57 pm
Dec 01 16 08:16:58 pm
Dec 01 16 11:07:03 pm
Dec 02 16 06:55:52 am

Dec 03 16 07:19:18 am

Dec 04 16 09:58:19 pm
Dec 05 16 09:44:01 pm

Dec 05 16 11:33:21 pm
Dec 07 16 12:04:21 pm
Dec 07 16 07:13:43 pm
Dec 07 16 09:15:27 pm

Dec 08 16 02:59:29 pm
Dec 08 16 09:33:08 pm
Dec 08 16 09:33:55 pm
Dec 08 16 09:47:33 pm

Dec 10 16 04:54:08 pm

Dec 15 16 09:27:16 pm

Dec 16 16 09:20:03 am
Dec 16 16 09:03:20 pm
Dec 19 16 06:29:49 pm

should be respected and looked after
Think about part of glenhuntly rd being car free. Mall type area.
More community occasions should be organised. Hoping fir Xmas themes.
Tree planting of Australian natives or fruit trees where possible. Plant
edibles on nature strips
Elsti should be encouraged to become Glen Eira's foodie capital. Support
restaurants cafes and licensed premises to establish.
Must fix the footpath on the east side of the railway track on Ripon grove.
Needs to have lighting andca fence to discourage young boys from lighting
grass fires and doing drugscand dealing drugs. Fire truck is here almost
weekly putting grass fires. The east and west banks of the track can be
made into stunning lighting seating shrubs areas
The multi storey developments that have taken place are far from
community expectations. Ugly multi storey places overshadowing the street
scape with inadequate parking...Since the Riddle parade and Stanley street
corner development has gone up the public car park behind is ALWAYS
FULL!!
As usual you allow multi room private residences with only one allocated
car space per residence to be built STUPID STUPID STUPID!
Vacant shops don't look great, nor do stores with advertising and signs all
over the Windows eg: Chemist shops.
The council should consider the role it plays in setting minimum standards
that align the area. Too many Thai massage and discount retailers will send
the area backwards and ultimately devalue the area. Also ongoing high rise
development should be closely scrutinised. We are close to enough now
and anymore will send the area backwards.
I'm interested to see what the old rifle club has to offer!
No more apartments
Please stop high rise apartment blocks! It is ruining the community.
The traffic congestion at key intersections is reaching crisis point. Should
the Coles be redeveloped, it should reduce, not exacerbate, this issue.
Traffic should be diverted away from the Orrong Rd intersection. This is a
bottleneck and safety issue already.
Pedestrian lighting on footpaths and in the lanes leading to car parks. A real
preventative for accidents and as a safety issue.
Control development. Focus on lovely houses. Remove the beggers.
Improve street scape with planting
We need more CCTV. Some unsavory characters that hang around the car
parks. And the railway station
Main Street looks cheap & nasty. Elsternwick needs more style & class.
Feel embarrassed to bring o/s visitors because of the increase of beggers.
Feeling unsafe
Street trees along Elsternwick Road are sorely needed, especially in light of
increasingly long and hot summers. Removal of car parking would be
important here. Sell the benefits and explain why car parking is a private
good.
More vegan and vegetarian cafes and restaurants! I'm sick of travelling all
the way to Fitzroy to get yummy vegan food. Heaps of people are vegan!
Catch on! The more vegan options the Moreno people u will attracted!
Cocomamas for example they attract so many!!
No comment.
Love THE AVENUE bookshop
I would absolutely hate it if the shopping strip loses its current charm and
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Dec 29 16 07:54:45 pm
Jan 01 17 10:57:54 pm
Jan 02 17 07:21:25
Jan 03 17 01:17:21
Jan 05 17 08:27:05
Jan 05 17 08:40:33

pm
am
am
pm

Jan 17 17 06:35:23
Jan 26 17 05:25:19
Jan 26 17 05:41:06
Jan 30 17 08:35:13

pm
pm
pm
pm

Jan 30 17 11:23:41 pm
Feb 02 17 06:11:28 pm
Feb 03 17 05:56:56 pm

Feb 07 17 02:23:34 pm
Feb 07 17 05:53:45 pm

Feb 07 17 05:55:39 pm

Feb 07 17 07:39:30 pm

Feb 07 17 08:16:16 pm

Feb 08 17 08:26:47 am

Feb 08 17 09:30:49 am

appeal.
Public art and any installations that celebrate the heritage of the street. The
PMIVictorian History Library is only a 6 minute train ride. Maybe it would be
possible to work with them to develop some history of the street?
More places to cross the road on foot are required. Consider making the
street one way or remove some on street parking to expand footpath width.
?
Pedestrian crossing on Nepean Hwy is very very dangerous
Take out parking spaces on glenhuntly road to provide more trees.
Improve safety
Less empty shops
Greenery
Limited shade in parks. Not natural.
There's a bunch of shops (??) under townhouses/terraces on McMillan st
and they're empty - would love to see some cafes there.
Extending the strip towards Orrong Rd?
Pleas fix up Coles!
Shopping strip is in desperate need of trees.
More trees in general.
Evidence of sustainable development
Overflowing rubbish bins outside Coles is eye sore.
Maintain laneways. Cole's carpark is not a road for the Jewish Community
dropping kids off at school. They travel too fast have no regard for people
using carpark.
People use St. George's rd. for a throughout and even though we have
speed bumps they still speed !!!
I am constantly picking up dog poo outside on the footpath, I love dogs but
don't have one but I get very grumpy picking up other peoples dog's poo.
It is a quiet neighborhood and good for families.
Maintain our beautiful parks and open space and encourage new business café and restaurants to open.
Be mindful that we don't become too dense with multi story residences as it
will spoil the appeal of Elsternwick. We should stand by our standards allowing only for 6 story high buildings and keep aesthetic and character of
Elsternwick by not allowing greedy developers to spoil this.
Make the pedestrian traffic signals more pedestrian focussed.
Transform Gordon Street, adjacent to Classic Cinema and Hanoi Hannah
into a public space that is closed to vehicles. What a great little hub that
area around the station could become.
Street art has been great over time. Please keep up programs of public art
displays in many venues and ways: include the local schools in the chance
for public art experiences.
Keep up the good work maintaining the precious heritage values of the
traditional parks and gardens nearby. All are greatly loved and valued by
the Elsternwick community.
I would like the facades on glenhuntly road to keep the original look. I think
to enhance the charm the architecture has to really be though through. You
dont want to have developments only to look back and think the shopping
street has lost its appeal. Also in general I would rather not see too many
chain stores establishing themselves on the street.
Not too many apartments blocks on Glenhuntly Road
More parking with less restrictions
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Feb 08 17 09:33:31 am

Feb 08 17 10:00:22 am
Feb 08 17 12:15:55
Feb 08 17 02:23:29
Feb 08 17 04:20:37
Feb 08 17 04:53:06

pm
pm
pm
pm

Feb 08 17 05:56:43 pm
Feb 08 17 08:31:14 pm

Feb 08 17 09:02:14 pm

Feb 09 17 11:55:01 am
Feb 09 17 12:11:46 pm
Feb 09 17 02:37:33 pm
Feb 09 17 04:32:34 pm
Feb 09 17 07:48:37 pm

Feb 10 17 09:37:10 am

Get rid of the 40 kph speed limit.
All it does is give the Gov't a chance to pick up the rare and occasional
speeding fine.
The traffic is so heavy due to trams, people jockeying to park, slowing for
pedestrians and bikes its difficult to get over 25kph.
It does not apply on Sundays when the traffic is just as chaotic so does that
mean its OK to have an accident on Sundays but not other days?
the strip of shops attached to Coles on glen huntly road has been vacant for
a while, they are a sore to the eye as opposed to right opposite to it.
None
Its good to have local music venues such as the Flying Saucer Club.
N/A
corner of riddle and glenhuntly road is kind of dangerous. i dont like
crossing there bcause some cars are push and drive right close to you as
they turn in, in a hurry, or drive up to the corner in a hurry and you dont
know if theyre going to stop while you cross. . Many walk from the train
station and many cars use riddle and are in a hurry. try crossing a few
times and watch for your self for an hour in the morning. so maybe a
pedestrian light (not traffic intersection light). yesterday at 6.10pm a school
kid was crssoing and was nearly hit by a 4wd coming down to the corner,
maybe the woman was looking at her phone but it was weird, or she didnt
see him and he didnt see her behind the parked cars. Too fast. people
gasped. or maybe a speed hump near that corner 25metres from on the left
approaching side.
Please lets keep our beautiful classic housing lets not ruin our streets like
Camberwell etc.
Council must protect the local residential streets from speeding drivers
(diverting away from main roads eg Glenhuntly Road).
Take the leaf out of Port Phillip Council's book on traffic management- make
it harder for drivers to get through local streets. Speed limits have been
shown not to work (refer to Scandanavian studies). Speed humps and
closing off streets o traffic and creating one way streets is the answer.
This is massive problem, especially in loacl residential streets closer to
Glenhuntly Road...ratepayers deserve better!
Businesses should be more evenly spread: e.g all gums are on he north rd
side of glenhuntly rd.
Homeless, drug addicted beggers consistently are around Elsternwick
Coles. This has to stop
Keep the traditional approach like what bang bang have done.
Keep integrity of a building and improve on that.
Some retailers' outdoor shelving e.g. Fruit shops impede the flow of traffic.
They need to put their shelves closer to the kerb so people can easily walk
past.
Do something about the massive jewellery robberies on Glenhuntly Road more police presence?
Parking is becoming hard to find with all the new developments
Please remove the beggars from the street. They have been abusive and
scare our children.
Also PLEASE ensure the strip is kept clean. Rubbish on the street makes it
feel shabby and significantly detracts from its appeal.
Have lived in Elsternwick for 40 years. Seen it lose its character and
community feel especially over the past few years. Too mnay nice homes
demolished for ugly large apartment blocks.
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Feb 10 17 12:11:18 pm
Feb 11 17 03:17:57 pm

Feb 11 17 03:57:35 pm

Feb 11 17 04:58:17 pm
Feb 11 17 05:50:44 pm
Feb 11 17 07:49:28 pm
Feb 12 17 10:21:14 am
Feb 13 17 09:41:18 am

Feb 13 17 11:02:56 am
Feb 13 17 12:00:25 pm
Feb 13 17 01:56:28 pm
Feb 13 17 06:12:33 pm
Feb 13 17 07:36:30 pm
Feb 14 17 10:12:18 pm

we need a public pool
You are the guardians of our area, elsternwick is unique from Brighton and
Armadale - understand our niche of local traders and community and build
upon it so it can be the best it can be. Limit big business so our sole traders
have a viable business. Look to enhance the aesthetics by going back to
elsternwick heritage feel rather than more Melbourne bank type structures.
This will take time but if you don't start now we will be run over ugly shop
fronts.
I think the people who live in Elsternwick will have some valuable input into
its future. Has the council ever considered a program to allow collaborative
community projects that are part funded by the community. This would allow
a plan for a small project (say tree planting, better pedestrian safety,
playground construction in parks) to be submitted to council for approval
and part funded by council and the community. Whilst I pay rates I do not
consider that council should be in a position to fund certain specific projects
without funding from the community.
Live music venues
Landscaping should be improved and general maintenance of footpath to
remove rubbish and smelly stains. Begging starting to be a real problem in
storefronts - especially Coles
Glenhuntly road needs to take a cue from Fiztroy with its street
beautification.
More emphasis on importance of heritage in areas where predominantly
older houses and associate street scape are largely intact.
Noise limits should be better regulated. The RSL for example plays loud
music in the evenings and sunday afternoons that can be heard from within
neighbouring apartments. There should also be a time limit when patrons
are no longer aloud outside and should be mindful that it's a residential
area! This has been a constant struggle and should be better controlled by
Council. Conduct an inspection on a Friday and Saturday night to get a
better appreciation of this, not at 2pm in the afternoon on a weekday which
is what you did!
The area deserves to be classier. It looks still "cheap"
Neighbourhood development building noisy, and electronic equipment
warning alarms frequently disturbing.
More of a focus on the fascinating history of the strip.
CCTV in Glenhuntly Rd along the shopping strip would pay for itself in a few
days by catching motorists doing illegal U-turns in clearly signposted areas.
Heritage verandahs like they have in South Melbourne Clerindon st would
be nice. Maybe old style street lighting.
Broadly more greenery is good and less speed humps in the area.
Also there needs to be planning and building of more car parking spaces for
public transport.

Feb 14 17 10:18:58 pm
Feb 15 17 09:20:05 am

Also an annual significant non-denominational street festival would be
great.
Maybe a bigger plaza at the toilet block area near library and Aust Post.
Could block off the end of the street at Glenhuntly Rd to cars and make
more garden and seating
Alot of the community absolutely love or Hood and really want it to thrive
again and also for its traders to thrive- We are happy to spend our money
locally.
Most of us have moved here for the village and community feel but not the
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traffic and congestion and tackiness its now being recognised for- yet
properties are asking 2 mill?????
There are more hoons than ever down the streets making it unsafe and
noisier than ever!
Most of us used to know everyone in the street but now there are more
anonymous strangers- I realise this is a product of the modern world and
unpreventable.
We love that it is MULTICULTURAL and that we ALL co exist so very
happily - probably my favourite aspects!!!! Plus the young and old come
together which we also love!
We really hope some good comes to our Hood and it can be saved!!!!

Feb 15 17 11:27:52 am

Feb 15 17 02:33:46 pm
Feb 15 17 04:31:47 pm
Feb 16 17 07:42:30 pm

Feb 17 17 08:30:09 pm

Feb 18 17 03:15:05 pm

Feb 18 17 03:19:26 pm
Feb 18 17 09:46:14 pm
Feb 19 17 06:51:15 am

The streets are often dirty and smelly, almost weekly there is dog exrement
along the footpath that is dragged up and down.
The pedestrian crossing on Neapan Hwy is extremely dangerous in all
directions and desparately needs to be improved.
Sometimes the street is very littered/dirty so perhaps more rubbish
collections are necessary or people need to be employed to collect litter and
sweep the street
Community swimming pool or child friendly centre (softplay etc)
The biggest concern is inappropriate development.
Parking is an issue in and around the main Glenhuntly Road shopping strip
and needs discussion about how to deal with increased traffic in the area.
Increased traffic using St Georges Road from Glenhuntly Road as a
thoroughfare during peak times causing traffic jams, for example
Please fix Horne/McMillan St area - too much traffic cutting of the Glen
Huntley/Nepean Corner, shops are derelict, hang out for local bums and
people from the housing commission flats near Elsternwick Park. Crime
rate in the area is also high. You could make Macmillan a dead end at the
Nepean end to stop the thoroughfare.
Some kind of assistance or regulation for the homeless and hungry men
that sit outside the supermarket, bank, butcher, etc. I am not sure I have too
many suggestions, but I am sure council can utilise their resources to come
up with some solutions
There needs to be more parking provided for people who park their cars to
use the station as it makes it very difficult for residents. Streets around the
station should be 'resident only' parking or one hour 24 hours a day.
Clean up the pavements and perhaps some greening with trees please!
Community first not
developers!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Date

What are three things that would make Elsternwick
shopping strip fantastic?

Nov 28 16 02:39:07 pm

a new supermarket
- all shops occupied and thriving
- more plants (even a few ficus plants make a difference in some parts of
the strip)
More car parking at a reasonable price. For you council types ""reasonable
means about $2 and hour.

Nov 28 16 03:22:52 pm
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Nov 28 16 04:49:41 pm
Nov 28 16 10:51:24 pm

Nov 29 16 06:00:02 pm
Nov 30 16 09:56:46 am
Nov 30 16 11:40:20 am

Nov 30 16 01:47:24 pm

Christmas decorations.
Level - not sloped footpaths.
More cafes and night life
More affordable boutiques, less discount shops, nail salons and massage
parlours.
More bars.
Very excited about bang bang at the rifle clubs and hannoih Hannah more
places like this would make it better, not all that interested in retail outlets
It already is fantastic.
"-an effort to unify the look of the strip (same heigh canopies etc)
-community events are good
-more cross pollination between shops (example movie and a burger deal
with Grill'd/Classic Cinemas)."
Bar
Cafe
Clothes shop
All aimed towards the younger generation 25-35
The elderly have SO many options......which is great....but we need more
for the others.

Nov 30 16 11:11:41 pm
Dec 01 16 11:59:31 am

Dec 01 16 01:42:53 pm
Dec 01 16 08:14:57 pm
Dec 01 16 08:16:58 pm
Dec 01 16 11:07:03 pm

Dec 02 16 06:55:52 am
Dec 02 16 03:10:45 pm
Dec 03 16 07:19:18 am
Dec 03 16 08:38:03 am
Dec 03 16 03:54:23 pm

Also, restaurants that aren't just Eastern European or Asian....more
diversity of cuisines "
Nov 30 16 10:36:50 pm
"Less traffic congestion
Updated building facades
Bigger supermarket "
live music scene, late night eatery, cheap food late night
Greener
Better shops
Less thrift stores "
Care with seeting from cafes, more greenery,less traffic. Keeping old
facades for younger generations to keep the history alive
Beautification as listed above
Better policing of traffic rules - esp re u turns in glenhuntly riad.
More greenery
Not destruction of existing buildings
Trees/seating for people to gather and communicate. Good food!
A foodie pub. There are no good foodie pubs in Glen Eira. All of the pubs
are AWFUL!
A 2nd supermarket.
A rooftop bar.
Lovely paving lovely lighting with lots of seating areas
As stated, a bus interchange, department store, and less private
developments
A limit to multi storey develop,ent
Better cafes/restaurants with alfresco dining. A kmart, bars.
- more vegan food
- food trucks
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Dec 04 16 09:50:51 am
Dec 04 16 02:40:29 pm
Dec 04 16 06:35:32 pm
Dec 04 16 09:58:19 pm
Dec 05 16 04:39:51 pm
Dec 05 16 07:17:56 pm
Dec 05 16 09:44:01 pm
Dec 05 16 10:59:54 pm

Dec 05 16 11:33:21 pm
Dec 06 16 02:21:04 am
Dec 06 16 11:28:42
Dec 06 16 04:38:17
Dec 07 16 12:04:21
Dec 07 16 02:30:39

am
pm
pm
pm

Dec 07 16 07:13:43 pm
Dec 07 16 07:43:29 pm

Dec 07 16 09:15:27 pm

- more places to enjoy the sun
Unique Thai
Well known cafe/restaurant operators
Less chain stores
a variety of quality shops and cafes/restaurants.
Great restaurants for dinner.
A cinema.
Good supermarket
Attracting higher end stores, gentrification, a different mix of shops.
Keep it light and bright
Ensure long term access not congestion
Maintain mix of shop types and diversity
Greater tree cover
Better after hours life.
Greater variety of shops
Less or no Thai massage
Less op shops
Less discount retailers
1. No empty shops
2. Some more bike parking
3. No charities pestering for money on the street - they are all good causes
but I don't like being approached in the street
More 'Pubs' rather than bars
take emphasis off cars, allow more space for active transportation, cycling,
trams and trains.
More atmosphere
Shops open later
More variety of shops
Car parking.
Cleaner streets.
New paving from Kooyong Rd to Nepean Highway.
Coles supermarket to be redeveloped
A few new small retail outlets aimed at younger generation.
Better parking at Coles.
40 speed zone on Sundays also.
New supermarket.
Cleaner street.
More occupied retail stores
Better quality stores.
Nice plants (like High St)
Better women's retail outlets - big name chain brands

Dec 07 16 10:56:21 pm
Dec 08 16 02:59:29 pm
Dec 08 16 06:35:29 pm

Better shops and cafes in general. While maintaining the eclectic feel,
replace the $2 shops, Christian store, massage parlour etc with more
mainstream outlets.
1. don't let chain stores/restaurants in
2. keep the shop facades
3. keep it small business
Lighting under the awnings and in the lanes. Would feel safer
CleAn footpaths.
Clean wecoming rail station
Another supermarket close to the station
An updated library and community space
More green/landscape
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Dec 08 16 09:33:08 pm
Dec 08 16 09:33:55 pm

Dec 08 16 09:47:33 pm
Dec 10 16 04:54:08 pm

Dec 11 16 07:31:56 am
Dec 11 16 09:38:00 am
Dec 11 16 08:25:28 pm
Dec 11 16 09:50:59 pm

More of a variety of shops. Less op shops. Too many empty shops where
beggars congregate
More parking. Especially around the cinema.
Clean up the toilet block near officeworks. It always smells.
Plant more greenery, annuals etc
Less development
Mix of shops
Quality footpath
1. An end to free car parking in around the shopping strip.
2. Removal or reduction of on-street parking on Elsternwick Road.
3. More street trees for effective shading. The urban heat island effect isn't
fictitious, alas.
Quicker turnover of empty shops which makes the area dull and creepy
Shops that would bring the area up to speed - some shops only appealing
to certain age groups
More outdoor/open spaces.
Variety of shops - not too many services ie telecommunications medical
massage etc
Create a street festival once a year to put Elsternwick on the map.
Maybe consider calling it "Elsternwick shopping strip" you haven't referred
to it as Elsternwick village once in your questions...
Inject more money into social media, create an awareness of the strip via all
platforms to encourage the community to buy local, support local and keep
it local... society has become time poor and due to that rely on all social
media platforms to stay in touch with events etc.. create competitions with
supporting retailers to promote their businesses and highlight a business
every month to build awareness of the local businesses.

Dec 13 16 04:19:39 pm

Dec 14 16 06:25:52 am
Dec 14 16 09:10:17 pm

Dec 15 16 08:30:36 am
Dec 15 16 05:57:49 pm

Dec 15 16 08:24:24 pm
Dec 15 16 09:24:18 pm

No more change
No more new people
Fixing the issue with traffic turning into the petrol station and McDonalds
near Brighton Rd
Improve quality of shop fronts
Beautify the strip ie. Greenery like High Street Armadale
Focus on food to make it a destination strip
The footpaths need to be maintained in good & safe order & also kept clean
Some of the footpaths have large flower beds & not enough path space perhaps the flower & grass areas could be reduced in width & the extra
space added to the footpaths
More alternative retail
Retain butchers and green grocers
More vegan and vegetarian specialists
Maintain parking options
Support the unique small business - like fabulous delgani's (great
homewares) Rocklies (fab pastry) franks bread, avenue bookstore, step
ahead...the new florist
A bit more outdoor cafes like goathouse
Clean up, colour, greenery
Cheap food
Hang out space
Cool festivals
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Dec 15 16 09:27:16 pm
Dec 17 16 06:28:03 pm
Dec 18 16 09:53:12 am
Dec 18 16 09:53:57 am
Dec 18 16 11:56:12 pm
Dec 19 16 03:45:48 pm
Dec 19 16 06:29:49 pm
Dec 20 16 09:25:49 pm
Dec 22 16 08:46:08 am
Dec 22 16 09:55:04 pm
Dec 23 16 06:38:43 am
Dec 25 16 04:30:29 pm

Dec 25 16 11:02:47 pm
Dec 29 16 12:01:34 am
Dec 29 16 07:51:29 pm
Dec 29 16 07:54:45 pm
Jan 01 17 01:25:16 pm
Jan 01 17 07:42:34 pm
Jan 01 17 10:57:54 pm
Jan 02 17 07:21:25 pm
Jan 03 17 01:17:21 am
Jan 03 17 05:52:31 pm
Jan 03 17 07:57:21 pm
Jan 04 17 07:53:18 pm
Jan 05 17 03:54:05 pm

Less cars around and more vegan options
Better variety of shops
More pedestrian friendly. More weather friendly.
More street dining.
More shelter and repairs to overhead walkways (leaks).
More on street dining.
Updated retails stores
More restaurants/Cafes
Better parking (more car parks)
An increased sense of community engagement, especially in the holiday
season. Where are our Christmas decorations?
No more development
Live music in bars
Less empty properties.
No outdoor smoking.
A traditional Russian or Polish deli.
A fish monger.
More open events for the community and local businesses.
Improved supermarket and associated parking.
Redeveloped library
Support for long term established businesses eg Wongs, Blights, Dalgarnos
Independent shops, people who live here a long time, heritage biuldings
and shopfronts.
1) MORE PARKING
2) MORE PARKING
3) MORE PARKING
Love everything else
Better parking, not to overdevelop and congest the area with a whole lot of
apartments.
Large retailer
More variety of stores
Sheltered shady area
More hip melbourne cafe/restaurants. Better known, more upmarket retail
Nicer open space.
Safety, a handful of shops (Avenue Bookstore, Child and Adult, Olia,
Elsternwick Library and the Classic Cinema) and the heritage street scape.
More clothes shops.
Good Mexican, like a Fonda.
Good burger place, like huxtaburger.
More open late nightlife places
1. Less traffic and safer traffic.
2. More places to cross the road safely.
3. Continued mix of use with all development appropriate architecturally.
More plants and trees and clean footpaths
More open space
No apartment developments
Keep it simple
retain the village atmosphere
increase library hours
Bring back the Aperatif. Have Jewish Klezma and Hungarian dancing
workshops outside the Restaurants open during the day. Have even more
sculpture.
A Malvern Central style development with an accompanying upgrade of
transportservices
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Jan 05 17 08:40:33 pm

Jan 08 17 09:39:23 pm

Jan 14 17 10:25:07 pm
Jan 17 17 06:35:23 pm

Jan 19 17 06:08:41 pm
Jan 21 17 01:03:25 pm
Jan 21 17 01:12:25 pm
Jan 22 17 02:33:09 pm
Jan 23 17 05:59:24 am
Jan 25 17 10:56:11 pm
Jan 26 17 04:17:56 pm
Jan 26 17 04:41:39 pm
Jan 26 17 04:48:52 pm
Jan 26 17 04:55:21 pm
Jan 26 17 05:02:11 pm
Jan 26 17 05:08:39 pm
Jan 26 17 05:18:18 pm
Jan 26 17 05:20:34 pm
Jan 26 17 05:22:13 pm
Jan 26 17 05:46:19 pm
Jan 26 17 05:55:45 pm
Jan 26 17 06:06:18 pm
Jan 26 17 06:15:37 pm
Jan 26 17 06:20:39 pm
Jan 26 17 06:28:02 pm
Jan 26 17 06:33:48 pm

Jan 26 17 06:47:16 pm

Improve Coles car parking and bullying that goes on
More places for kids and elderly
Make it safer
Discounts for locals discount cards for glen eira
1. More events at the gardens during weekend. We are so close to the
beach.. so many vibrant events we can host. We are unique because of
our lovely jewish community. This can be a winner too.
2. Refresh the look of the advertising sign part of the buildings. Now looks
very undated. This include having different type of banners and decorations
in different seasons.
3. More well known brands retail shops.
Childcare, games arcade, a pub around Orrong/Glen Huntly.
Something like eatery / provisions store DOC
Country Road
A pet store
A great burger joint
A better supermarket; a "home style" bakery; a more up-market restaurant.
More open spaces for growing families with children activities
-larger supermarket
- more parking
- Better food options
It's pretty fantastic in general
Higher calibre of shops
Late night options - bars
New Coles, George Columbaris, a French Patisserie
Trees and variety
Cleaner toilets and playground, new shops
Art
A bit more groovy and cool
Already is fabulous but outdoor cinema
More local artist spaces
It's still a little dingy buildings
Public pool
A big mall
Traffic
Hardware shops (trade)
More events like this. Getting the shops involved in such activities. Events
for the council sites
Shnitz outlet
More parking
Nice people
Good location
Good shops
Restaurants
Fast food and groceries
Bars and night life
Open spaces
Friendliness of the people
Less commercialised
Cleanliness
Department stores
Fast food outlets
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Jan 30 17 12:57:21 am
Jan 30 17 01:08:08 am
Jan 30 17 01:23:46 am
Jan 30 17 01:34:13 am
Jan 30 17 01:37:27 am
Jan 30 17 01:46:06
Jan 30 17 01:49:36
Jan 30 17 08:35:13
Jan 30 17 10:49:49

am
am
pm
pm

Jan 30 17 11:23:41 pm
Jan 31 17 01:52:02 pm
Feb 02 17 11:53:52 am
Feb 02 17 05:45:00 pm

Swimming pool
More good coffee shops
Arts centre
More pubs/ cafes
More events
A couple of bars
Men's clothing shops
Street busking
Parking longer
Old school small businesses
Footpath improved
More shrubs and trees
More parking
Less $2 shops
More activities, love the culture here but fill up vacant shops
No finding empty shops
sushi shop, more cafes, no empty shops
More community involvement eg markets; some antique or homewares
shops; some more upmarket shops
Something new and upcoming. Find a niche and have an event, e.g
market. Open-air eats or dining.
More trees, ,public street festivals, more nightlife
Better shops - boutique shops, trendy cafes, a better Coles.
Replace pavements
Fascade of shop Fronts from top to bottom (not just street level)

Feb 02 17 05:54:26 pm
Feb 02 17 06:11:28 pm

Rubbish and regular street cleaning
Has all the banks
A good deli!
Better streetscape.

Feb 02 17 07:55:06 pm

Better public spaces
Greater pedestrian priority over the car
Safer pedestrian access across Nepean Highway

Feb 03 17 05:56:56 pm

More trees
Get rid of tacky massage, mobile repair and $2 shops
Quality shops and boutiques
a face lift
More greenery
Paint the footpath black , or do something more interesting with it such as
replace with bluestone paving or brickwork with an interesting patters) to
slow people down and enjoy the environment
Rennovation and more bars
Close.
See my responses to previous questions.
Classy Village feel. Not a soulless box like development. To be part of a
beautifully, sympathetically retained wider neighbourhood.
More parking
Less traffic
Less development
Even more of a multi-cultural shopping centre. We already have
restaurants from around the world and a few shops. Why not encourage

Feb 03 17 06:55:23 pm

Feb 06 17 03:20:17 pm
Feb 07 17 02:23:34 pm
Feb 07 17 03:18:06 pm
Feb 07 17 03:20:25 pm
Feb 07 17 03:40:23 pm
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Feb 07 17 03:42:12 pm
Feb 07 17 04:53:45 pm
Feb 07 17 05:53:45 pm
Feb 07 17 05:55:39 pm
Feb 07 17 06:31:04 pm
Feb 07 17 06:58:10 pm
Feb 07 17 07:39:30 pm
Feb 07 17 08:16:16 pm

Feb 07 17 08:51:04 pm
Feb 07 17 08:53:44 pm
Feb 07 17 09:01:51 pm
Feb 07 17 09:03:35 pm
Feb 07 17 09:15:49 pm

Feb 07 17 10:31:34 pm
Feb 08 17 07:16:27 am
Feb 08 17 07:53:25 am
Feb 08 17 08:26:47 am

Feb 08 17 08:46:01 am
Feb 08 17 09:04:54 am

Feb 08 17 09:30:49 am

food supplies and goods from elsewhere as well.
Cafes, delis TREES
Better supermarket / butcher
Better retail shopping
Less tired/junk shops
the new food options
Keep the traditional shop facades and maintain them.
Encourage new business - more cafes and resturants.
Maintain our lovely open space.
Cleaner street. Shops not empty. Sunday market.
trams
IT facilities
coffee outlets
More development, cafes, restaurants and retail.
Less reliance on cars.
More emphasis on pedestrians and cyclists.
Solving the Coles crush without building a monstrosity that dominates the
whole area.
Maintains and improving the Library.
Improving early childhood facilities in the kindergarten and health centre.
Sense of community - most traders know the locals and are friendly
I can eheeats range of shopping/tasks done eg bank, chemist, office works
Quality cafes and restaurants
New supermarket
More green/trees
Decrease times for 40km per hours for cars on Glenhuntly Rd.
Attract more high end store.
Create more open space
Better use of vacant shops
Improved streetscape including trees, mural walls, sculptures, lighting
(catenary / decorative), interesting / artisitic pavements (see Acland Street)
Green spaces - close off a side street as it enters Glenhuntly Road to create
a green space (eg. Staniland Grove); improve pedestrian movements and
cycling opportunities
More of a theme / sense of arrival- eg. eat street; arts feel - eg. such as
Brunwick Street Fitzroy you know its organic / vegan (not suggesting this is
the future of E'wick though)
Increased parking around so the street isn't always so full of cars
Less people, more room to walk, less people
The strip needs to retain it's character, and limit new developments.
It's an established suburb and should not try to be modernise with
architecture beyond it's year.
less traffic on the main street
more trees, greenery, vertical gardens on some facades, water features.
plenty of outdoor seating and entertainment
Gift shops, new bars (at last!)
More open space
Better street decorations to reflect times of the year. (last years Christmas
decorations were nearly no existent)
A council community hub: Maternal and child health, youth services,
kindergarten, child care, library, (Medicare too but not council)
Getting rid of the run down stores - too many op shops
More trees, park benches and new bins
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Feb 08 17 09:33:31 am
Feb 08 17 10:00:22 am
Feb 08 17 11:41:00 am
Feb 08 17 12:15:55 pm

Feb 08 17 12:18:12 pm
Feb 08 17 01:28:35 pm

Better range of store
Stopping hard waste
Better quality retail outlets.
Remove the 40kph and no U turn restriction.
I have never seen traffic held up when someone does a U turn.
not too many of the same type of restaurant would be good as there would
be more choices for locals and would look truly international.
Higher quality restaurants
New age retailers - homewares
A new Coles with a small arcade with retailers/café at the front entrance
Glen Huntly becomes ped mall (apart from tram) between Orrong and the
Station.
Wider walkways elsewhere
Allow residential development over Station
more trees, more areas to cross safely, a quality fruit shop like Victoria Fruit
Palace in Ripponlea
- keep the variety of shops/cafes/restaurants
- ensure doesnt get overdeveloped

Feb 08 17 01:35:06 pm

- Open air festivals
- Food tastings by local restaurants, perhaps an outdoor tasting on Glen
Huntley Rd with road closed and stalls on strip
- Live performance, either on street or in facilities like Classic Cinema

Feb 08 17 01:44:55 pm
Feb 08 17 01:46:23 pm

Cleanliness, shade trees, no empty shops.
close by
quick and easy to grab something if needed
kid-friendly cafe, more modern cafes, the vacant shops on mcmillan street
to become cafes etc
More Cafes/Bars/Restaurants
1. Maintain the current mix of shops - not just cafes
2. Add some green space or at least green up the footpaths - new trees
3. Avoid too many multi storey apartment blocks
a good fishmonger, a good Deli, a rebel sport.
a Bunnings near the Nepean highway end.
Keep a 40 speed limit all the time. There is no need for it to ever be 60.
Less duplication of shops.
Beautification of walls, electricity poles etc
More street festival type activities.
variety convenience value
Shops with good quality local produce. Fresh bakery/cafe.
some kind of Large retailer Target etc
somewhere to have a drink or coffee late at night (after a movie) or dinner

Feb 08 17 02:00:21 pm
Feb 08 17 02:11:29 pm
Feb 08 17 02:23:29 pm
Feb 08 17 02:25:46 pm
Feb 08 17 04:20:37 pm
Feb 08 17 04:34:45 pm
Feb 08 17 04:53:06 pm
Feb 08 17 05:06:28 pm
Feb 08 17 05:56:43 pm
Feb 08 17 06:15:43 pm
Feb 08 17 06:25:02 pm
Feb 08 17 06:33:25 pm
Feb 08 17 08:31:14 pm

Professional entertainers that are supported by the traders assoc and
council.
Not buskers but paid performers to help keep everyone happy!
Events
Less traffic
Improve supermarket
1. Uniform signage
2. A brand - eat street
3. More bars
More walking/cycling and less traffic in the strip- close off side streets to
cars
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Feb 08 17 09:02:14 pm

Feb 08 17 09:05:33 pm
Feb 08 17 11:42:21 pm
Feb 09 17 08:21:19 am
Feb 09 17 09:08:27 am
Feb 09 17 09:42:57 am
Feb 09 17 09:51:14 am
Feb 09 17 10:29:13 am
Feb 09 17 10:33:04 am

Feb 09 17 10:56:35 am
Feb 09 17 10:58:01 am
Feb 09 17 11:02:59 am
Feb 09 17 11:55:01 am

More facilities like a boutique gym, offering aerobic and yoga classes at
reasonable price
Using Elsternwick Plaza for regular activities- farmers market and cratf
market )in summer more live music concerts)
Glen Eira parking inspectors to stop using automated vehicles
Making rents on glenhuntly rd more appealing. Need to stop the vacancies
or you will look like bridge rd
More boutiques
Variety of shops
Easy parking
Community atmosphere
Less traffic congestion
More car parks for visitors(maybe a parking station)
Less OP shops
Some shops look particularly old, a re-fresh (clean up) would make the strip
seem cleaner
Can't think of anything else, I already love the place
more carparking, another supermarket, more highrise apartments.
more parking, develop some old buildings
increased specialist shops (eg hardware, gourmet butcher, sewing/wool ...)
and so on - - - but this is totally unrealistic in that such specialist shops
won't be economic unless they are close to unique and so very hard to find
the business people who can be "close to unique" in their retail approach
(and so bring patrons form long distances and increase the problems
Council has with parking.....)
Better use of empty shops.. maybe low rent popup etc.
More 4 hour parking, a Target store, a large hardware store.
Some of the lower end shops, $2 shops look tired and messy from a street
appeal
Remove the beggars and drug addicts, and add some better clothing
stores.

Feb 09 17 01:11:46 pm
Feb 09 17 02:37:33 pm

Less on street parking, wider footpaths, modern supermarket
Remove the brothel on Horne Street
More trendy eateries ala hanoi hannah
A gaming store

Feb 09 17 04:12:14 pm
Feb 09 17 04:32:34 pm

More seats for plodders like us.
More parking
Less empty shops
Improved landscaping & seating along the strip
Shopfronts maintained
1. More retail businesses. The Council should give incentives for people to
open up new businesses on the strip.
2. More musical Buskers on the strip such as during Christmas when young
adults play Christmas carols.
3. Making the area more attractive with signs, business lists and parking
areas.
?
See previous comments
More open space

Feb 09 17 05:31:05 pm

Feb 09 17 05:54:09 pm
Feb 09 17 06:06:25 pm
Feb 09 17 06:18:19 pm
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Feb 09 17 07:48:37 pm

Second supermarket
Cleaner street.
Less shabby shops

Feb 09 17 09:09:44 pm
Feb 09 17 09:45:26 pm
Feb 09 17 10:04:05 pm
Feb 10 17 12:11:18 pm
Feb 10 17 12:16:52 pm
Feb 10 17 12:52:42 pm
Feb 10 17 01:58:59 pm
Feb 10 17 03:11:56 pm
Feb 10 17 04:20:50 pm
Feb 10 17 04:21:39 pm

Feb 10 17 10:06:02 pm
Feb 10 17 10:29:12 pm

Feb 11 17 07:35:55 am
Feb 11 17 09:05:10 am
Feb 11 17 12:53:31 pm
Feb 11 17 01:57:09 pm
Feb 11 17 03:11:03 pm
Feb 11 17 03:17:57 pm
Feb 11 17 03:57:35 pm

Feb 11 17 04:54:40 pm
Feb 11 17 04:57:25 pm

More quality shops
More late night liquor licenses
More community activities
Decreased traffic congestion
Play music though speakers
Cleaner, greener.
Restore the facades of the nicer older shop fronts to keep the village
atmosphere.
we need a public pool
Already mentioned that there are more than 3 things... cinema, restaurants,
shopping, cafes, Bakeries
More cultural things, not just coffee shops.
More shops, more cafes, more bars, something to attract people to hag
around
Don't know
Bigger Supermarket with adequate car parking
Clean footpaths
Use of parkland (eg near station) for community groups to exhibit their
wares eg gymnastics, singing, school activities, drama groups etc
Continue expansion of variety of shops offering international cuisine
- To stop the cars circulation and maitain the tram only and cycle paths
- Less traffic noises
- More pedestrian crossings
1. Addition shops as identified
2. see previous comment re building heights and set backs
3. Fix the current ridiculous hours for the 40 kms speed limit ...all the time or
nothing.
More consistent theme in the look of he streetscape. Closed off to traffic
mall. Water for people & dogs.
1. Less traffic congestion up near Coles.
2. More trading of a Sunday (most shops are closed)
3. More fashion boutiques and giftware stores.
It is already fantastic
Another supermarket
Better parking
More trendy cafes
More specialist shops - deli butcher fruit etc
More sole traders there area lot of crappy/cheap shops creeping into the
strip.
1. Restore older heritage buildings that are currently shops
2. Enhance pedestrian safety and bicycle access to shops
3. Hold a number of annual Elsternwick festivals i.e. close Glenhuntly Rd
and keep shops open, hold a regular market in the open space area
between the goat house and bang bang where Elsternwick shop owners
can sell their goods
I am already happy
Better supermarket.
Better quality restaurants, cafes and bars up the Coles end.
A Thomas Dux
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Get rid of all the temporary/cheap retail outlets.

Feb 11 17 04:58:17 pm
Feb 11 17 05:07:10 pm

Feb 11 17 05:50:44 pm
Feb 11 17 07:49:28 pm
Feb 12 17 09:57:43 am
Feb 12 17 10:21:14 am
Feb 12 17 03:09:19 pm
Feb 12 17 04:49:32 pm
Feb 12 17 07:16:14 pm
Feb 12 17 10:31:49 pm
Feb 13 17 07:05:59 am
Feb 13 17 09:26:31 am
Feb 13 17 09:41:18 am
Feb 13 17 11:02:56 am
Feb 13 17 12:00:25 pm
Feb 13 17 01:56:28 pm
Feb 13 17 06:12:33 pm
Feb 13 17 07:36:30 pm

Feb 14 17 09:34:18 am
Feb 14 17 10:17:57 am

Longer/later opening hours
More stores
more life at night time - around the cinema it is pretty good now but a bit
dead up the other end
more brand name mens clothes shops
Perhaps have a more expansive open area near post office - could close
both side streets off at that point perhaps to make it more of a meeting
place. The library is not a welcoming building - if a new library could be
incorporated into the shopping precinct with cafe's attached it may help it to
become more of a community hub rather than just an in/out shopping
experience.
Convenience
Lack of pretension
Diversity of retail options
Better parking and slightly more "aspirational" shops.
Heritage historic village ,
Diverse rangr of shops and activities ,
Accessible to get to,
No more two dollar shops
Better calibre restaurants (starting come)
Less corflute marketing
An easier cycling path to the beach.
- A good local pub (someting like the Local Taphouse on Carlise street).
- Less traffic
- A farmer's market once a month?
Longer tradings hours, less buildings over 3 stories going up, keep it
walkable and not too congested with traffic.
I already love it
more younger people
more apartments
more restauramts
Improved nightlife
A bigger Coles that is not so busy all the time.
Shops are all occupied.
A bike shop.
More design ...
Less traffic congestion
History
Arts
Green Space
CCTV as above.
More specialty shops (delicatession, clothing)
New toilet block
All building heritage painted
Heritage verandas
Heritage street lights.
Heritage signs
Flower baskets in the street
A good wine bar, a clean up of the inconsistent advertising signs and trees
along Glen Huntly Rd
more people and it would be a small city
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Feb 14 17 11:45:24 am
Feb 14 17 04:54:50 pm

Feb 14 17 10:12:18 pm
Feb 14 17 10:18:58 pm
Feb 15 17 12:46:14 am

Feb 15 17 08:47:34 am
Feb 15 17 09:20:05 am

Feb 15 17 11:27:52 am

modern buildings hosuing younger people
a city centre near the station
Free wifi
I think you need to think more about maintaining what we have rather than
being about development and new high rise buildings and being too
commercial. I think op shops, health/organic and community type shops
are what is important.
Trees
Music
An expanded library/community space
Clean footpaths
No overflowing bins
No Coles trolleys left around the street
Great mix of shopping which includes food shopping, fashion, homewares,
every day needs,: deli, fruit veg, butcher,
Good mix of takeaway and dine in food stores.
Open and green spaces
Retaining old shop facades
Traffic lights at Horne and glenhuntly Roads
Entertainment precinct
Stupid question. I am older than five.
Better Retail and shop fronts
Upgrade station
NO MORE DEVELOPMENTS
Better food shops/supermarkets/
My daughter just suggested a community hub where we can learn things
(workshops for kids and adults!!!)
Green space
Clean streets

Feb 15 17 02:33:46 pm

Greater range of retail stores
A clean street

Feb 16 17 03:53:20 pm

1. continued entertainment/festivals etc eg: roaming santas, musicians etc...
creates a great feel.
2. less traffic

Feb 16 17 10:09:36 pm
Feb 17 17 05:39:30 pm

Feb 17 17 06:41:53 pm

Feb 17 17 08:30:09 pm
Feb 18 17 09:14:03 am

3. day spa
Good selection of retail shops
Good selection of cafes/restaurants
Better/more off street car parks
A maximum building height of 6 storeys.
Rejuvenate the pavement along the strip including greenery and provide
occasional public seating.
Upgrade public toilet facilities.
Great cafes/restaurants
Great bars
Great selection of fashion/homewares so as to not have to go to chadstone
or Malvern central
Expand park near train station over train station
Put bike path beside rail line
Have large annual street festival
More trees, reduced beggars/drug use
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Feb 18 17 03:15:05 pm
Feb 18 17 03:19:26 pm
Feb 18 17 07:24:39 pm
Feb 18 17 08:56:53 pm
Feb 18 17 09:46:14 pm
Feb 19 17 06:51:15 am
Feb 19 17 10:31:11 am
Feb 19 17 04:06:58 pm

Feb 19 17 06:46:32 pm

Feb 19 17 06:57:05 pm
Feb 19 17 08:57:44 pm
Feb 19 17 09:35:45 pm
Feb 20 17 12:09:54 am

Feb 20 17 06:32:47 pm

A sporting goods store.
More good cafes.
More boutique stores
the new deli, the Classic cinema, Bang Bang
More supermarkets, butchers , green grocers
1. Shops and Cafe's.
2. Transport options.
3. Flowers and shrubs along Glenhuntly road and adjoining streets.
Keep out chain stores - they have ruined much of Chapel Street and Acland
Street and others.
Owners, Boutique nature of stores, accessibility to public transport
Everyday services i.e. fruit, meat, deli
- a better, bigger and modern supermarket with large and easy parking
- less empty shops
- better control over use of footpaths for tables, walking, bicycles etc not
permitted
-a
More quality/contemporary cafe options.
Quality card/gift retailer. Perhaps quality newsagent with good card and
wrapping selection.
Quality take home food like Bossy Boots in Bay St Brighton.
A few more retail shops aimed at the younger crowd (20s and 30s).
community activities down in the street or music playing, a halloween trick
or treat parade where the kids get dressed up, less shops closed down(and
more parking)
Upgrade streetscape, reduce traffic, more diversity in cafes and restaurants
More benches and garden beds along the strip
Create a car free area / mall for pedestrians along the lines of the European
village piazzas to increase interactions between all age groups
More use of the upper floors of old buildings eg music venues art hub ,
urban art sculptures
Improve parking
Better cafes
More restaurants
Designer clothing outlets

Date

Name another shopping strip or centre in Melbourne
you'd like it to become like and why?

Nov 28 16 02:39:07 pm

Hardware lane in the city, is very vibrant. You can see and hear people
enjoying themselves and spilling out into the alfresco areas, music plays, it's
open late, people greet you warmly, it's inviting! I think it's wonderful to
have the music speakers in the overhead roof above the pavement. A bit of
music goes a long way to improve the mood of a place!
None it is unique. Why copy? Don't you have imagination and initiative?
A mix of Carlisle st and the Main Street in Brighton
The Windsor end if chapel street. I love that its become a restaurant hub
for Melbourne and if glenhuntly road became that I would be very satisfied
(not interested in retail other than boutique entering into the area)
I want it to continue to grow organically and become more of itself! That

Nov 28 16 03:22:52 pm
Nov 28 16 04:49:41 pm
Nov 29 16 06:00:02 pm

Nov 30 16 09:56:46 am
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Nov 30 16 11:40:20 am
Nov 30 16 01:47:24 pm
Nov 30 16 10:36:50 pm
Nov 30 16 11:11:41 pm
Dec 01 16 11:59:31 am
Dec 01 16 04:41:16 pm
Dec 01 16 08:16:58 pm
Dec 01 16 11:07:03 pm
Dec 02 16 06:55:52 am
Dec 02 16 03:10:45 pm
Dec 03 16 07:19:18 am
Dec 03 16 08:38:03 am
Dec 03 16 03:54:23 pm
Dec 04 16 09:50:51 am
Dec 04 16 02:40:29 pm
Dec 04 16 09:58:19 pm
Dec 05 16 04:39:51 pm
Dec 05 16 07:17:56 pm

Dec 05 16 09:44:01 pm

Dec 05 16 10:59:54
Dec 05 16 11:33:21
Dec 06 16 02:21:04
Dec 06 16 11:28:42
Dec 06 16 04:38:17
Dec 07 16 12:04:21
Dec 07 16 02:30:39
Dec 07 16 09:15:27

pm
pm
am
am
pm
pm
pm
pm

might not be helpful though - I love Rathdowne St in Nth Carlton because
it's so leafy and feels like a village. More fruit and veg shops that feel a bit
more like a boutique perhaps?
Chapel street is awesome.
Acland St, just because of the diversity, but not as busy as there
Main Street in Mornington. Attractive buildings, minimal private
accommodation, good variety of shops, decent supermarket.
Swan street
Church Street
Ormond road
Chapel Street for its varied lifestyle and mix of retail outlets
Burke Road Camberwell for general shopping
Have nit seen it for some time but
Maling Road, canterbury.
Rathdowne St north carlton
Windsor - its got Messina Gelato and Hawker Hall, plus unique shops.
Flinders Lane - food capital of Australia.
Yarraville, , there's lots of outdoor seating lighting parking to deflect the cars
off the main drag, have people walking sitting talking relaxing rather than
driving in and out
unsure
I don't want it to be a clone of others that's what makes Elsternwick
Elsternwick...It is unique
Balaclava. Good mix of shops, butcher, bakery, restaurants, cafes, coles
and woolies. Library.
Brunswick st, Fitzroy: it's been the centre of the northern arts scene.
There's no reason glen Huntley rd couldn't be the same for this side of town
Smith st Collingwood
Diverse shops and cafe culture
Top restaurants
a mix of Church Street Brighton and Chapel Street Windsor - offer an
interesting mix of stores.
Hampton Street, Hampton. Much bigger, but a diversity of stores, somehow
has an identity.
No other - i like it's own character!
Ormond Road Elwood
More outdoor public space in the outstands
More Tree planting
More interesting shops and eateries.
Church street Brighton or glenferrie road hawthorn or Burke Rd camberwell.
All have a good mix of mainstream and independent retailers, all have a
large supermarket tailored to local taste and all cater to most needs
reducing the need to visit large shopping centres.
Burke Road Camberwell - A few more fashion and homewares shops
Clarendon St, South Melbourne. A mix of everything!
Acland St St Kilda. - the new shared space with no cars is great.
Chapel Street
Glenferrie Road, Malvern - much cleaner looking
Burke Rd. Variety
Retain its uniqueness
Church St Brighton - cleaner, more trendy, better shops, safer --
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Dec 07 16 10:56:21 pm
Dec 08 16 02:59:29 pm
Dec 08 16 06:35:29 pm

Dec 08 16 09:33:08 pm
Dec 08 16 09:33:55 pm
Dec 08 16 09:47:33 pm
Dec 10 16 04:54:08 pm

Dec 11 16 07:31:56 am
Dec 11 16 09:38:00 am
Dec 11 16 08:25:28 pm
Dec 11 16 09:50:59 pm

somewhere you go for a couple of hours. With GH Rd you only go there for
something specific, then leave.
Balaclava or Brunswick st
None. Elsternwick needs to be Elsternwick.
High streets around Fitzroy like Brunswick street. More creative and
variable shops, more quality! Glenhuntly is pretty boring, the bars and
restaurants don't attract enough interesting people that are keen to enjoy a
community life.
Hampton Street. Classy, clean & inviting. Variety of shops. Controlled high
density development. Apartments are build if the highest quality
Church street brighton .. very clean, lots of parking, beautiful shops, quality
cafes, well maintained
Hampton st.
Classy.
Doesn't have tall tower apartment blocks of 9 storey.
I'd like it become like Fitzroy or Acland Street in St Kilda. Both apply heavy
restrictions or removal of car parking for pedestrians or bikes. Fitzroy Street
is also very well-treed. Why is Melbourne the only precedent being looked
at? There are nice precedents overseas too.
Burke rd camberwell is always busy and vibrant
Lots of community aspects at holiday periods celebrating
It would be good to celebrate elsternwick diversity more
Glenferrie Road, Malvern. Great mixture of shops - big name brands and
smaller businesses. Great range of restaraunts.
Glenferrie rd Malvern - a bit more modern
Glenferrie rd, malvern
Windsor end of chapel st.

Dec 13 16 04:19:39
Dec 13 16 06:15:12
Dec 14 16 06:25:52
Dec 14 16 09:10:17
Dec 15 16 05:57:49

pm
pm
am
pm
pm

Hawks burn village
Carlisle St, but also not as trendy. It's still a bit daggy.
Church st, Brighton
Make it unique & capture ethnic diversity & origins
It has its own uniqueness
Not like glenferrie rd - can't drive down it, too many $2 shops, parking
limited, quality shop range reduced...no vibe.
Ripponlea village is great but limited by parking. Great fruit and fish shop,
great unique retails, wine bar...

Dec 15 16 08:24:24
Dec 15 16 09:24:18
Dec 15 16 09:27:16
Dec 18 16 09:53:12

pm
pm
pm
am

Dec 18 16 09:53:57 am
Dec 18 16 11:56:12 pm

Kyneton has a great shopping strip - a couple of fab women's clothes aimed
at different ages, very affordable but funky, good food, coffee, gift shops.
Carlisle street
Acland street
acland street because it's nice vibes
Acland Street- kerbside dining, less vehicle density, more trees/greenery.
Glenferrie Road (see above) and looks better kept than Glenhuntly and
Glen Eira Rd's.
Glenferrie road, malvern. Very similar to Glen Huntly road already however
better shops with better upkeep
Glenferrie Rd - easier parking there (lots of car parks in side streets)
more food options, more shopping, easier to access
takes less public transport from nth caulfield to glenferrie than it does to
glenhuntly
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Dec 19 16 03:45:48 pm
Dec 19 16 06:29:49 pm

Dec 20 16 09:25:49 pm
Dec 22 16 08:46:08 am
Dec 23 16 06:38:43 am
Dec 25 16 04:30:29 pm
Dec 29 16 12:01:34 am
Dec 29 16 07:51:29 pm
Dec 29 16 07:54:45 pm

Jan 01 17 01:25:16
Jan 01 17 07:42:34
Jan 01 17 10:57:54
Jan 02 17 07:21:25
Jan 03 17 01:17:21
Jan 03 17 05:52:31
Jan 04 17 07:53:18
Jan 05 17 08:27:05

pm
pm
pm
pm
am
pm
pm
am

Jan 05 17 03:54:05 pm
Jan 08 17 09:39:23 pm
Jan 14 17 10:25:07 pm
Jan 16 17 01:21:50 am
Jan 17 17 08:24:43
Jan 19 17 06:08:41
Jan 21 17 12:51:56
Jan 23 17 05:59:24
Jan 25 17 10:56:11

pm
pm
pm
am
pm

Jan 26 17 04:17:56
Jan 26 17 04:41:39
Jan 26 17 04:55:21
Jan 26 17 05:18:18
Jan 26 17 05:31:59
Jan 26 17 05:37:03
Jan 26 17 05:41:06
Jan 26 17 05:42:14
Jan 26 17 05:55:45

pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm

High Street Armadale. Just a little more up scale, no throw away shops or
pawn brokers
I love North Carlton -- attractive shops and restaurants with original
architecture valued and retained, a lovely big, fenced local park that is
extremely family-friendly, no apartments or high-rise. It is a lovely shopping
strip.
Dendy street Brighton is also lovely, for similar reasons.
Centre road Bentleigh, Glenferrie rd Hawthorn
Better variety of shops
Elsternwick has an individual spark which is unrivalled.
No
I wouldn't want it to become like any other strip/centre. Elsternwick is unique
and I love it the way it is.
Church Street Brighton - pedestrian friendly better foot traffic areas
Malvern
The fashion and retail of south yarra chapel st with the food and bev of
windsor chapel st.
Bruswick Street in Fitzroy or High Street in Northcote. Both have a real
variety of art and shops and culture and history. They aren't a collection of a
sixish really good shops with real interest and history and a conglomerate of
fairly mediocre shops.
Church street Brighton mixed with the Windsor end of Chapel st.
Church street Brighton because of the near layout and trees.
Bay Street port Melbourne. Eclectic, community focussed, safe for families.
I think its unique so cant compare it or want it to be a copy of another
Glenferie Road Malvern
Hawks burn
Malvern and the people.
A non-scummy Chapel Street maybe? Less drunk people roaming around is
a plus!
Glenferrie Road Malvern for reasons outlined elsewhere
Lygon street for it's italian heritage. Malvern - Glenferrie road for the type
of retail shops.
Why aim to be like somewhere else?!
I like it for what it is and why it is unique. Doesn't need to become like
others I like (Glenferrie Rd Malvern and Koornang Rd or Camberwell)
Glenferrie road Hawthorn
None
Carnegie, Oakleigh
Hawkesbury Village. Excellent shops and options.
We're no copy cats. The Jewish influence makes this unique. Nothing will
ever beat the chaos in Aviv on a Sunday morning or the rewards
Ormond road - great
South melbourne
Carlisle street
Not sure we go to Carlisle street a lot
Chadstone
Keep it as it is don't copy
Southland
Chadstone
Balaclava
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Jan 26 17 06:01:32 pm
Jan 26 17 06:20:39 pm
Jan 26 17 06:28:02 pm
Jan 26 17 06:33:48 pm
Jan 26 17 06:47:16 pm
Jan 30 17 01:08:08 am
Jan 30 17 01:34:13 am
Jan 30 17 01:37:27 am
Jan 30 17 08:35:13 pm
Jan 30 17 10:49:49 pm
Jan 30 17 11:23:41 pm
Feb 02 17 11:53:52 am
Feb 02 17 05:45:00 pm

Feb 03 17 05:56:56 pm
Feb 03 17 06:55:23 pm
Feb 03 17 07:23:19 pm
Feb 04 17 08:27:46 pm
Feb 06 17 03:20:17 pm
Feb 07 17 02:23:34 pm
Feb 07 17 03:18:06 pm
Feb 07 17 03:20:25
Feb 07 17 03:42:12
Feb 07 17 04:17:10
Feb 07 17 04:53:45
Feb 07 17 05:53:45

pm
pm
pm
pm
pm

Feb 07 17 06:31:04 pm
Feb 07 17 06:58:10 pm
Feb 07 17 07:39:30 pm
Feb 07 17 08:16:16 pm
Feb 07 17 08:53:44 pm
Feb 07 17 09:01:51 pm
Feb 07 17 09:03:35 pm
Feb 07 17 09:15:49 pm

Balaclava
Love elsternwick no hustle and bustle
Hawthorn and glen ferrie road
Balaclava
Similar to oakleigh mall
Acland street
Armstrong street
Albert park
No own character
Ripponlea Village - it's unique and individual
No where - it is what it is. If I want a Hawksburn experience, I go there.
Middle Brighton, High St, or Malvern Rd.
Glenferrie Road, Malvern?
High St Armadale
Clean, quality decorations at Christmas, lovely trees planted. Pleasant look
and feel
Church street Brighton.
Green, elegant, sustainable, quality shops to attract customers
Middle park
South Melb
Middle Park
Albert park
Go take a look.
Church street Brighton. It's clean , wide footpaths and leafy. The shops
cover all you need.
Oakleigh - there are a lot of restaurants and some bars that are open late
and the whole community fills up the strip in the evenings/on weekends.
Elsternwick is pretty dead in the evenings.
Lygon Street. Character and soul.
Be creative and use the existing base to be unique.
There are lots of examples worldwide but they are all different and blend
with and enhance the existing locale.
It is as good as any other strip, if not better
Maling Road
Church St in Brighton. For the types of shops and the feel of it.
Glenferrie Road Malvern, Church St Brighton
Smith St. Collingwood, great food options, quirky shops, great retail always
something to see and do..
Oakleigh, there so many people on the street.
on South Yarra
a lot of fantastic shops and restaurants
Anywhere Northside.
Any strip where the shops are staffed mostly by their owners who are
specialists in their business and have the depth of stock you need to stop
you needing to travel anywhere else!
Church st Brighton - has a great variety of retail and cafe, lovely green
spacious street scape
Community feel
None! Keep it unique.
Just like Glenhuntly Rd Elsternwick
Yarraville - hipster village feel - it has interesting sculptures and green
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space at the Sun Theatre - drawcard and makes you feel like staying for a
while

Feb 08 17 07:16:27 am
Feb 08 17 07:53:25 am

Feb 08 17 08:26:47 am
Feb 08 17 08:46:01 am
Feb 08 17 09:04:54 am
Feb 08 17 09:27:50 am
Feb 08 17 09:30:49 am

Feb 08 17 09:33:31 am
Feb 08 17 10:00:22
Feb 08 17 11:41:00
Feb 08 17 12:15:55
Feb 08 17 12:18:12

am
am
pm
pm

Feb 08 17 01:35:06 pm
Feb 08 17 01:44:55 pm

Feb 08 17 01:46:23 pm

Feb 08 17 02:00:21 pm
Feb 08 17 02:11:29 pm
Feb 08 17 02:23:29 pm

Feb 08 17 04:20:37 pm
Feb 08 17 04:34:45 pm
Feb 08 17 04:53:06 pm
Feb 08 17 05:06:28 pm
Feb 08 17 05:56:43 pm
Feb 08 17 06:25:02 pm
Feb 08 17 06:33:25 pm

Maybe like Casey shopping centre because it has new everything, a lot of
parking and lots of space.
Smith Street Collingwood. Great atmosphere and average amount of
cultural diversity. Heritage and history has remained, which provides a
shopping strip with character.
It can't become any of the city lanes, but those are all about trendy charm.
Clarendon st
Glenferrie Road Malvern. Has more retail. Elsternwick is predominantly
food.
Church St, Brighton. They have the best clothing shops there and it's easier
than going to a big shopping centre.
Glenferrie Road Hawthorn
Church Street Brighton
Both these strips are exquisite. they are beautiful to walk down with retail
stores in beautiful condition, trees and nature strips beautifully decorated.
There is no dumped rubbish and retail stores don't leave there boxes out
weekly for collection. Elsternwick has too much rubbish and people
scavenge through stuff dumped in front of op shops - unsightly.
Brighton.,
better quality shops and greener street scape.
Elsternwick should have its own personality
Hawksburn Village and Church St Brighton
Combination of Ackland St and Bourke St in city
High Street Northcote. It has quirky shops & cafes, a bit more buzz, friendly
to pedestrians
CBD lane ways due to cultural feel/ambiance
Elsternwick can be good again but be unique. Church street is good,
Chadstone SC is excellently: Elsternwick can't compete with that, but with
no empty shops, dirty shops got rid off (that horrible op shop near the CBA),
no rubbish, and with shade trees, it can be good again.
all of the following strip shippogn areas have more variety of shops
centre road bentleigh
church street brighton
glenferrie road malverb
carlisle st, balaclava Chapel Street - Icon
No need to look to other strips. Elsternwick is unique. We should avoid
becoming like Chapel Street Prahran (congested and shabby), Church
Street Brighton (Bland), Hawksburn Village (expensive and one
dimensional).
Ormond road Elwood - Has a more 'updated fresh' feel, people travel (as i
do) to shop (Leaf) and have a coffee breakfast.
Glenferrie Rd - good range of shops
church st brighton. community strip
Smith street. Great food. Great cafes. Great retail stores. Street art.
I think it is great as it is...plenty of variety
Sydney rd.
Bring the culture out of the shops & into the street.
Chapel St Windsor. Exciting lively, quality bars and restuarants
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Feb 08 17 08:31:14 pm
Feb 08 17 09:02:14 pm

Feb 08 17 09:05:33 pm
Feb 08 17 09:39:44 pm
Feb 08 17 11:42:21 pm
Feb 09 17 08:21:19
Feb 09 17 09:42:57
Feb 09 17 09:51:14
Feb 09 17 10:29:13
Feb 09 17 10:33:04
Feb 09 17 10:56:35
Feb 09 17 10:58:01
Feb 09 17 11:02:59
Feb 09 17 11:55:01
Feb 09 17 01:11:46
Feb 09 17 02:37:33
Feb 09 17 04:12:14
Feb 09 17 04:32:34
Feb 09 17 05:31:05

am
am
am
am
am
am
am
am
am
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm

Feb 09 17 05:54:09
Feb 09 17 06:06:25
Feb 09 17 06:18:19
Feb 09 17 07:48:37

pm
pm
pm
pm

Feb 09 17 09:09:44 pm
Feb 09 17 09:45:26 pm
Feb 10 17 10:37:10 am
Feb 10 17 12:11:18 pm

Feb 10 17 12:16:52 pm
Feb 10 17 12:52:42 pm
Feb 10 17 03:11:56 pm
Feb 10 17 04:20:50 pm
Feb 10 17 06:12:45 pm
Feb 10 17 10:06:02 pm

Middle Park or Hampton (Village like)
Rippon Lea.
Church st Brighton
Good spread of shops at any end of the street
High Street, Northcote
I like ackland st st kilda and Brighton church st
None! I like it the way it is - I like that it doesn't just include the usual chain
retailers that you can go anywhere for. It must retain its individualism that's
what makes it great.
Elwood, Ashburton,
Ormand rd in Elwood
bay street port melbourne is more vibrant at night
church street brighton maybe
no thoughts
its great as it is
Glenferrie Rd, Namvern, so attracting more upmarket stores.
Church Street Brighton
Church St Brighton it has better shops.
I would like it to retain it's unique character.
None - it should not become another chapel st
Prefer other places became like us.
Church street brighton.
Bay Street Brighton or Church Street Brighton. Here there seems more
activity and greater choices of retail stores.
?
The Albert and Middle park shopping strips retain an old time vibe
Glenferrie Road Hawthorn. It has a great vibe with a mix of stores for
students and upper market offerings. All are clean and immaculately
presented. The manner in which they present the strip is excellent.
Carlisle St
Sydney Road
Brunswick St
Centre Road - it has lots of op shops and also a great selection of other
shops
church st brighton
There is no other, Glenferrie rd in both hawthorn and malvern is to yuppy,
Port melb lacks culture and subtstance. Chapel st is for the louts, Northcote
for the alternatives, sydney rd has culture but not enough family and is
somewhat unsafe
Don't mess with it too much. At the moment there is good variety and
reasonable prices
It's unique bc it's between the inner city and the suburbs. While Church St
and Hampton St are "nicer" they don't have the soul of Elsternwick. Maybe
Bay St Port Melbourne is a good comparison.
None - certainly not South Yarra
Malvern Central - it is easy to get a carpark and has a good variety of larger
retail shops
Chapel street - variety of shops and businesses
Acland road in S. Kilda
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Feb 10 17 10:29:12 pm
Feb 11 17 09:05:10 am
Feb 11 17 12:54:27 pm

Maling Rd Canterbury
Gertrude Street Fitzroy. It has a number of great restaurants/cafes/bars, as
well as unique fashion boutiques that house local designers.
Ormand rd Elwood
Fitzroy street Brunswick
Mailing road Canterbury
Boutique shops, nice restaurants and bars etc

Feb 11 17 03:11:03 pm
Feb 11 17 03:17:57 pm
Feb 11 17 03:57:35 pm
Feb 11 17 04:57:25 pm

Feb 11 17 04:58:17 pm
Feb 11 17 05:07:10 pm
Feb 11 17 05:50:44 pm
Feb 11 17 07:49:28 pm
Feb 12 17 09:57:43 am
Feb 12 17 11:56:20 am
Feb 12 17 04:49:32 pm

Feb 12 17 07:16:14 pm
Feb 12 17 10:31:49 pm
Feb 13 17 07:05:59 am
Feb 13 17 09:26:31 am

Elwood
Oakleigh mall
Hakesburn village and mailing Rd Canterbury
Ripponlea Village
Smith Street, Fitzroy
Ormond Road, Elwood
Bay Street, Brighton
Much higher quality generally
Cahepl st Windsor
Brunswick st or smith st
Acland st
Brighton church street - but that is much wider so feels a bit more relaxed
and angle parking
Not quite as pretentious as High street Armadale, but a move in that
direction would be good
High St, Armadale. Bridgeport St, Albert Park. Gertrude St, Fiztroy.
We like its individuality and diversity and would like it to be original . To
continue adding to this individual style is what we'd like to see.
Bentleigh.
We could do with a few more cool retailers and a few less daggy old ones
(how may discount chemists and old lady's clothing stores does one
neighbourhood really need?).
Maybe bring a bit of Northside cool to the area. A bit more Brunswick and a
bit less Bentleigh, if you get my drift. Maybe even look to Carlisle street for
inspiration (it's becoming very vibrant around there)
Brighton - it's got a cinema, good pubs and restaurants and it's a bit classier
than Elsternwick where shops are a bit more run down.
It's the best
chapel street pharan
its happy hip and eccletic
Malvern - Glenferrie Road
Brighton - Church street

Feb 13 17 09:41:18 am
Feb 13 17 11:02:56 am
Feb 13 17 12:00:25 pm
Feb 13 17 01:56:28 pm
Feb 13 17 06:12:33 pm
Feb 13 17 07:36:30 pm

Hampton or Sandringham's shopping strip.
South Melbourne
Acland St - pedestrians & trams only during weekends or business hours?
Brunswick Street. It is a destination street, that has a culture that is lacking
Hampton
Clarendon St. Shops in South Melbourne. Village like atmosphere

Feb 14 17 09:34:18 am
Feb 14 17 10:17:57 am

Bay Street, Port Melbourne - super trendy
oaklgih - modern and varieyt of different cultures and atmosphere
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Feb 14 17 10:19:00 am
Feb 14 17 11:45:24 am
Feb 14 17 04:54:50 pm
Feb 14 17 10:12:18 pm
Feb 14 17 10:18:58 pm
Feb 15 17 12:46:14 am
Feb 15 17 08:47:34 am
Feb 15 17 09:20:05 am
Feb 15 17 02:33:46 pm
Feb 15 17 04:31:47 pm
Feb 16 17 03:53:20 pm

Feb 16 17 07:42:30 pm
Feb 17 17 08:17:12 am

Glenferrie Rd - a larger range of quality and price points.
Windsor and prahran - culture and nightlife
I don't think we need to replicate another shopping strip - Elsternwick is my
favourite but if anything then Church St Brighton is still a pretty good
shopping strip.
Ormond rd Elwood. It is vibrant and has a community feel with high foot
traffic and no high multi-story development.
I think its quite unique but maybe a bit like Brunswick Street Fitzroy a bit
eclectic
Not sure - Glenhuntly Rd is unique!
Remain as is.
Mckinnon is doing well
Albert Park
Bentleigh- variety- newer looking shops
Hampton Street - cafes, delis and retail stores. One can go for a walk and
there are things to see
Church St Shops within Brighton. Clean, accessible, with plenty of parking
Not like Elwood Ormond rd... No parking, uppity, boring. Not like Acland
anymore.. too commercial now..
Keep with the feel of Carlisle St with a little extra class and safety (police at
the station is fantastic)
More similar to Getrude or Brunswick Streets, Fitzroy. Not touristy like
Acland Street.
High Street, Armadale.
Top end of Collins St....

Feb 17 17 05:39:30 pm
Feb 17 17 08:30:09 pm
Feb 18 17 09:14:03 am
Feb 18 17 03:15:05 pm
Feb 18 17 03:19:26 pm
Feb 18 17 07:24:39 pm
Feb 18 17 08:56:53 pm
Feb 19 17 06:51:15 am
Feb 19 17 10:31:11 am
Feb 19 17 04:06:58 pm
Feb 19 17 06:46:32 pm
Feb 19 17 09:35:45 pm
Feb 20 17 12:09:54 am
Feb 20 17 06:32:47 pm

Just a better mix of high end shops
Lygon st Carlton - the part that has a diverse retail and entertainment
facilities.
Fitzory St - Similar diversity but more fun and more night life and better
maintained
Like it to have own identity
I like its uniqueness. I don't want it to become like any other strip.
I like Sydney rd brunswick for its mix of cafes, pubs and interesting
boutiques
Church st . It has a lot of upmarket shops plus its intimate. the creation of
making the nature strips in middle of the street of late has made it safer for
visitors.
Acland Street St Kilda. Like Acland street block section of Glenhuntly road
from cars and make more pedestrian friendly.
Oakleigh for public seating options
Chapel for quality stores
Middle Park for good design
It is similar to others but ours just looks a bit tired. Church street brighton
looks more updated
Brighton - just seem to have a better vibe and look great
Ormond Road Elwood in respect of having less ordinary and invisible eating
options and more currently relevant dining and retail options. Also like
Ripponlea with more places with their own distinct character.
Oakleigh, because it's lively and has a strong sense of community.
Church street , ..
Smith St Collingwood for its diversity in every respect
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Culture
Food
People etc

Date

What would you like Elsternwick shopping strip to be
like for future generations in 30 years time?

Nov 28 16 02:39:07 pm
Nov 28 16 03:22:52 pm

Nov 28 16 10:51:24 pm
Nov 29 16 06:00:02 pm

Something for everyone. A bit of night life, family life and community spirit!
Sufficient mooring places for the boats that will be required due to sea level
rise. Really - are you on a 30 year plan comrades?
A safe place to enjoy a coffee and shop by day and a cocktail and music at
night
A thriving, socially responsible, environmentally friendly community
As above

Nov 30 16 09:56:46 am
Nov 30 16 11:40:20 am

Similar to how it is now - it seems family friendly as well as trendy.
Hard to tell, long term established businesses are nice though.

Nov 30 16 01:47:24 pm
Nov 30 16 10:36:50 pm
Nov 30 16 11:11:41 pm
Dec 01 16 11:59:31 am

What I'd like it to be like for me now at 29 years old
I want it to increase the desirability of living in the area
Funky nightlife option
Green
Clean and in sync with the times "
More welcoming, greener, family oriented, car free,keeping old facades
from buildings instead of ripping them down for multi level buildings
A vibrant active living area

Nov 28 16 04:49:41 pm

Dec 01 16 01:42:53 pm
Dec 01 16 04:41:16 pm
Dec 01 16 08:14:57 pm
Dec 01 16 08:16:58 pm
Dec 01 16 11:07:03 pm

Dec 02 16 06:55:52 am

Dec 02 16 03:10:45 pm
Dec 03 16 07:19:18 am
Dec 03 16 08:38:03 am
Dec 03 16 03:54:23 pm
Dec 04 16 02:40:29 pm

Dec 04 16 09:58:19 pm
Dec 05 16 04:39:51 pm

Hopefully thriving with the same kind of variety so you can still get all you
want without leaving or goingvelsewhere
A welcoming hub with greenery. Quality Architecture and friendly shopping.
A place of harmony for all.
Vibrant but charming.
Clean and safe.
A place for locals.
Brilliant cutting edge architecture - a mix of old and new.
Relaxed and full of pockets of areas where can chat not just at a cafe but
almost like a mall, just comers and pockets of seating well lit and chilled
less cars, if you provide parking off Glenhuntly Rd people will park walk
shop eat
A hub of transport and shopping for the local areas
Similar to what it is with modern amenities
A strip shop destination, more vibrant buzz about it. I live right in the heart
of elsternwick and currently still prefer to go to balaclava.
A centre for culture on the south side
Would like the shopping strip to offer a comprehensive mix of food stores,
not be dominated by Coles.
Would like to be able to walk to Glenhuntly Road to purchase, a gift for
someone, something to wear, something to read...
Pleasant and safe space for day and nighttime use. Mix of shops for
business and pleasure or relaxation.
Continuing middle class- but with a clear touch of whatever is trendy.
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Dec 05 16 07:17:56 pm
Dec 05 16 09:44:01 pm
Dec 05 16 10:59:54 pm
Dec 05 16 11:33:21 pm
Dec 06 16 02:21:04 am

Dec 06 16 11:28:42
Dec 06 16 04:38:17
Dec 07 16 12:04:21
Dec 07 16 02:30:39

am
pm
pm
pm

Dec 07 16 07:13:43 pm
Dec 07 16 07:43:29 pm
Dec 07 16 09:15:27 pm
Dec 07 16 10:56:21 pm
Dec 08 16 02:59:29 pm
Dec 08 16 06:35:29 pm
Dec 08 16 09:33:08 pm
Dec 08 16 09:33:55 pm
Dec 08 16 09:47:33 pm
Dec 10 16 04:54:08 pm
Dec 11 16 07:31:56 am
Dec 11 16 09:38:00 am
Dec 11 16 09:50:59 pm
Dec 13 16 04:19:39 pm
Dec 14 16 06:25:52 am
Dec 15 16 08:30:36 am
Dec 15 16 05:57:49
Dec 15 16 08:24:24
Dec 15 16 09:24:18
Dec 15 16 09:27:16
Dec 17 16 06:28:03
Dec 18 16 09:53:12
Dec 18 16 09:53:57
Dec 18 16 11:56:12

pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
am
am
pm

Environmentally friendly - green and 'light' with space
Easy access in and out
Safe
Similar to how it is now but with a greater emphasis on outdoor spaces.
A thriving place for local business, an attraction for future residents.
A vibrant place with a local community vibe where you can support small
businesses.
Affordable
Good mix of commercial businesses/offices/cafes/restaurants/specialty
shops
Safe for egress on foot and bicycle.
fewer cars, trams more frequent and more reliable.
No interest
Safe
Easy to access
As accessible as it is today
And not in the shadows of development.
Similar to now - to over shadowed by high rise apartments.
Full of life
All stores occupied
Decent services to local patrons, ie: health care, medical, banks, retaile ct
Safer, cleaner, more high end while retaining its European / eclectic charm
still as multi cultural as ever. Not too high density. Still a strong Jewish
heritage and even stronger mix of different cultures. Keep the facades of
the shops and don't let awful chain stores move in.
Maintain the boutique owner focused shopping experience.
Not only a place to shop but a place you can meet people through activities
and events with more green and some pedestrians streets.
Less apartments on top of shops. Classy, friendly & mix of shops.
Family Friendly, safe, less apartments, more parking, CCTV
Less development.
Cap apartment height, bulk & mass
No beggers
Walkable, cycleable with the tram not being held up by bad attempts at
reverse parallel parking.
Vibrant open and busy
Evolving, not staying with the same stores. More bars
Full of life, lots of eating places and an energetic nightlife.
Accessible, reliable and local
Food & culture
Vibrant meeting place
More live music
Greenery
Not bigger than it is. Maintain the strip shopping!
More open, more choice
A place to hang out but also get your daily need s
A place for good fun and chills
Much the same but with better variety and less cafes
A go-to strip for everyone and everything.
Same vibe and feel, just more updated look
Bustling and lively
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Dec 19 16 07:05:36 am

Dec 19 16 03:45:48 pm
Dec 19 16 06:29:49 pm
Dec 20 16 09:25:49 pm
Dec 22 16 08:46:08 am
Dec 22 16 09:55:04 pm
Dec 23 16 06:38:43 am
Dec 25 16 04:30:29 pm
Dec 25 16 11:02:47 pm
Dec 29 16 12:01:34 am
Dec 29 16 07:51:29 pm
Dec 29 16 07:54:45 pm
Jan 01 17 01:25:16 pm
Jan 01 17 07:42:34 pm
Jan 01 17 10:57:54 pm
Jan 02 17 07:21:25
Jan 03 17 01:17:21
Jan 03 17 05:52:31
Jan 03 17 07:57:21
Jan 04 17 07:53:18
Jan 05 17 03:54:05
Jan 08 17 09:39:23

pm
am
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm

Jan 14 17 10:25:07
Jan 16 17 01:21:50
Jan 17 17 06:35:23
Jan 19 17 06:08:41

pm
am
pm
pm

Jan 21 17 12:51:56 pm

It would still have the same friendly and relaxed feel, but with some nicer
restaurants and cafes, more accessible tram stops so more locals can
come (and safely - e.g. Seniors), with small multistory car parks behind
glenhuntly Rd.
Safe. Not crowded out by apartments. Have a train that goes through the
city loop again without having to change trains.
NOT a row of 7-storey apartment blocks with shops below. If those are
Council's plans I will not be a ratepayer or resident in this area -- I will relocate.
Better equipped. Less cars. Less smokers.
More bars.
No more high rises. More trees. Increased use of public transport over cars.
And to see small businesses continue to thrive.
A vibrant community hub with a range of retail, dining and community
services.
I'd like it to remain safe and accessible to all age groups
Still have a diverse village feel
I can imagine in 30 years the area will be overrun with apartments. This
would be unfortunate. Some development is good but don't turn the area
into an apartment city, it'll ruin the area.
To still be a very local and comprehensive shopping strip with a great range
of retail and service shops, to preserve it's unique flavor.
A village
Retain its heritage facade but update the shopfronts. Keep its community
feel but make it a destination.
More variety, more green space, a real appreciation of the history and true
sense of community. I don't want it to become a strip that has restaurants,
hairdressers, op shops and nothing else.
Windsor end of chapel
Elsternwick also needs to improve its Christmas decorations. The fairy
lights this year was an improvement but needs more traditional things
Foster a sense of commmity that Favours pedestrians and cyclists over
tram and cars. No additional traffic from expected ABC studios
development and others.
Green clean friendly diverse
No apartment developments!?
A simple, friendly community.
retain the village atmosphere!! Don't make it a highrise concrete jungle
I'll be retired in 30 years.
Clean inviting convenient
1. Vibrant, fun and lively. Lots of events.
2. Locals shop local and locals bring along non local to experience
elsternwick. We do need more well known brands here.
3. We will be well known by visitors to come to experience what only
available in elsternwick.
Hang onto the old, like the cobblers/tobacconist.
Still there.
Still to have a mix of old and new-style outlets
Lots of natural light and trees. Buildings no higher than 3 storeys. A wide
variety of people using the strip. Lots of bicycles and pedestrians, with
minimal cars. A wide variety of shops and services. A feeling of community
and safety at all times.
The same
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Jan 22 17 02:33:09 pm

Jan 25 17 10:56:11
Jan 26 17 04:14:19
Jan 26 17 04:17:56
Jan 26 17 04:41:39
Jan 26 17 04:48:52
Jan 26 17 04:55:21
Jan 26 17 05:02:11
Jan 26 17 05:08:39
Jan 26 17 05:18:18
Jan 26 17 05:37:03
Jan 26 17 06:15:37
Jan 26 17 06:28:02
Jan 26 17 06:47:16

pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm

Jan 30 17 01:08:08 am
Jan 30 17 01:23:46
Jan 30 17 01:34:13
Jan 30 17 01:46:06
Jan 30 17 10:49:49
Jan 30 17 11:23:41

am
am
am
pm
pm

Jan 31 17 01:52:02 pm
Feb 02 17 11:53:52 am
Feb 02 17 05:45:00 pm
Feb 02 17 06:11:28 pm
Feb 02 17 07:55:06 pm

Feb 03 17 05:56:56 pm
Feb 03 17 06:55:23 pm
Feb 03 17 07:23:19 pm
Feb 04 17 08:27:46 pm
Feb 06 17 03:20:17 pm
Feb 07 17 02:23:34 pm
Feb 07 17 03:18:06 pm

Similar - it doesn't need many changes. It's been lucky as it's become a
"cool" place for people wanting to open restaurants and eating
establishments. Hopefully it doesn't turn into carlisle Street though - I don't
always feel safe down there like I do in elsternwick
As long as Aviv is still there I don't care
Keep it but more events
Very similar to now
Good green environment
Inviting
Still have everything
Teenage activities
Healthy food and art spaces for rent
Not all eateries keep shops with interesting array of products
As is
No overdevelopment
Restrain historic features and buildings
Safe
Clean
Aesthetics
Keep history of buildings
No big brand stores
Like this community based
Less cars
Same!! Better parking
To retain the old fashioned High St feel
Still retain that classic family-friendly all-rounder independenr vibe but have
something exciting for better recall. Should still be buzzing yet intimate. Not
too much vehicles. More foot traffic.
Same great local feel, accessible to all.
More friendly, reliable shops and a better safer community feel.
Get rid of the grimy feel and pop up op shop!!
Not over developed.
Range of housing
Vibrant and safe
Diverse, maintain less chain stores
Dining and cinema
Retention and rejuvenation of heritage properties and homes.
Green sustainable shopping strip - without congestion of overdevelopment
Not just a functionally great place, but a place you would want to walk down
the street of because it is diverse and aesthetically engaging
As above
Local fruit and veg - support local farmers.
A vibrant community centre that has a bit of everything i.e. things you need
and also cafes, restaurants and bars.
Who knows really.
See my responses to previous questions.
Enhances and fits the neighbourhood. Is safe and does not attract crime.
Meets the basic retail needs. Is an attractive place to come to for all ages. Is
vibrant but tranquil.
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Feb 07 17 03:20:25 pm
Feb 07 17 03:42:12 pm
Feb 07 17 05:53:45 pm
Feb 07 17 05:55:39 pm

Feb 07 17 06:31:04
Feb 07 17 06:58:10
Feb 07 17 07:39:30
Feb 07 17 08:16:16

pm
pm
pm
pm

Feb 07 17 08:51:04 pm
Feb 07 17 08:53:44 pm

Feb 07 17 09:01:51 pm
Feb 07 17 09:03:35 pm
Feb 07 17 09:15:49 pm
Feb 07 17 10:31:34 pm
Feb 08 17 07:16:27 am
Feb 08 17 08:26:47 am
Feb 08 17 09:04:54 am
Feb 08 17 09:27:50 am
Feb 08 17 09:30:49 am
Feb 08 17 09:33:31 am
Feb 08 17 10:00:22 am

Feb 08 17 11:41:00 am

Feb 08 17 12:15:55 pm
Feb 08 17 12:18:12 pm
Feb 08 17 01:28:35 pm
Feb 08 17 01:35:06 pm
Feb 08 17 01:44:55 pm
Feb 08 17 01:46:23 pm
Feb 08 17 02:11:29 pm
Feb 08 17 02:23:29 pm

Just as good as it is now, no huge blocks of apartments.
Lygon Street
a little hub so after work you can get everything you need within driving and
support local businesses. Small is beautiful
I think that in 30 years time I would like to see Elsternwick as a village hub,
not overshadowed by large , ugly multistorey apartments with the lovely old
facades that are well maintained, some open space so people can sit and
relax. Enough parking space for residents and visitors.
Cleaner more environmentally freindly.
lots of tourists to spend money
A vibrant shopping centre that offers something for everyone.
I hope the strip keeps to the purpose of providing for local needs, specialist
businesses with expert staff, and unique and individualised shops.
Still retain a sense of community and individuality- not all big brand chain
stores
Little high rise
Speciality shops
Green landscape
Quality and diverse services and restaurants, cafes
Keep it vibrant with a a variety of stores with plenty of parking.
Keep parking free!
Same
Edgy with a village feel - walkable (leave car at home) - environmentally
responsible and attracting creative class - everything is available locally and
people are well connected
Still diverse in its cultural influences, nice but not too flashy
More affordable.
Something charming and clean yet exciting.
Pretty much as it is now with some more quality retail.
Keep the lovely cultural element with the mix of races and religions that
converge in the area.
Fresh and vibrant
That's their problem
somewhere to be proud of to be called their home, somewhere the whole
family can enjoy and caters for all type of people from single parent to large
families to teenagers to empty nesters to young families or even couple with
no kids and young adults etc.
Conservative and tasteful development that is sympathetic to the heritage
nature of the area. Higher grade retail offering that include destination
restaurants, café lifestyle, continued greenery, some tasteful flagship mens
and womans wear brands - Country Road, GAZ MAN, Witchery
Car free with lots of open space
Friendly, safe and with enough store variety to suit local shopping needs.
Aesthetically pleasing
that its still here!
Retain historical character and current feel
Avoid over-development, or ensure new development retains historical feel
Clean, calm, good quality, outdoor, accessible.
not sure - needs to evolve now before can see where it could be in 30 years
time
Exciting area for the young and supporting the development of a
multicultural society.
Still maintain the green, avoid too much high rise - continue to service the
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Feb 08 17 02:25:46 pm
Feb 08 17 04:20:37 pm
Feb 08 17 04:34:45
Feb 08 17 04:53:06
Feb 08 17 05:06:28
Feb 08 17 05:56:43
Feb 08 17 06:15:43
Feb 08 17 06:25:02

pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm

Feb 08 17 08:31:14 pm

Feb 08 17 09:02:14 pm
Feb 08 17 09:39:44 pm
Feb 08 17 11:42:21 pm
Feb 09 17 08:21:19 am
Feb 09 17 09:42:57 am
Feb 09 17 10:29:13 am
Feb 09 17 10:33:04 am
Feb 09 17 10:58:01 am
Feb 09 17 11:55:01 am
Feb 09 17 01:11:46 pm
Feb 09 17 02:37:33 pm
Feb 09 17 04:12:14 pm
Feb 09 17 04:32:34 pm
Feb 09 17 05:31:05 pm
Feb 09 17 05:54:09 pm
Feb 09 17 06:06:25 pm
Feb 09 17 07:48:37 pm
Feb 09 17 09:09:44 pm
Feb 09 17 09:45:26 pm
Feb 09 17 10:04:05 pm
Feb 10 17 12:11:18 pm

community with a mix of stores and great public transport.
Mostly unchanged, just better quality businesses to take over the ailing
ones.
To include the variety and types of shops that Ormond road has integrated
into what Elsternwick has now.
Affordable, bustling, good trafficmanagement
another music bar or 2 so locals dont have to travel at night
Welcoming, accepting, less gentrification, more art.
More open space
Nicer with no big aggressive buildings
I expect elsternwick will be bustling with many new developments.
It would be necessary that people could do all shopping, entertainment &
community services in one place.
Less carbon polluting traffic and over development
Actively maintaining heritage buildings/look in the strip and surrounding
streets
Pro actively using policy levers/regulations/local bylaws to give preference
to small businesses flourishing along the strip (that provide jobs for young
people ( ut that are environmentally friendly and low carbon polluting)
Safe, easy access to parking
A village feel that is not developed too much
Continue to have great atmosphere and support independent retailers /
businesses. The likes of The Avenue, Aviv, Trialtos are what make this strip
great.
Access to cross section shops and food, no cheap and nasty shops.
I'm not sure.. I think the way it's already progressing is fantastic
retain its community spirit but also develop it
essentially still a small business retail strip, in whatever form that might be
as online retail grows and grows and grows
As similar to today as possible, with no more high apartment buildings in the
strip.
No rise at all and keep the buildings. Maintain them and add some better
closing shops.
Nive to keep the traditional faces of the buildings for our generations.
More like a mall.
safe, friendly, well priced and convenient
Cannot speak for the next generation.
A cosmopolitan meeting place
Like the Brighton strips. More activity and retail stores.
The shops should remain in the area as long as rentals for the shops are
not to high then future generations will be able to enjoy the convenience of
the area.
Sorry beyond my imaginative limits. Hope it's all still here and sustainable in
every sense of the word
As above.
Not overdeveloped !!!
Still maintaining a variety of different shops and restaurants/ cafes, with
modern open spaces and parks
Retain some individual character - shopping strips are all becoming alike,
with too many duplicated chain stores. Should have a great variety of
products and services to attract and cater for the needs of local residents.
we need a public pool
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Feb 10 17 12:52:42 pm
Feb 10 17 03:11:56 pm
Feb 10 17 04:20:50 pm
Feb 10 17 04:21:39 pm
Feb 10 17 06:12:45 pm
Feb 10 17 10:06:02 pm
Feb 10 17 10:29:12 pm
Feb 11 17 09:05:10
Feb 11 17 12:54:27
Feb 11 17 03:11:03
Feb 11 17 03:17:57

am
pm
pm
pm

Feb 11 17 03:57:35 pm

Feb 11 17 04:54:40 pm
Feb 11 17 04:57:25 pm

Feb 11 17 05:07:10 pm
Feb 11 17 05:50:44 pm
Feb 11 17 07:49:28 pm
Feb 12 17 09:57:43 am
Feb 12 17 10:21:14 am
Feb 12 17 03:09:19 pm
Feb 12 17 04:04:33 pm
Feb 12 17 04:49:32 pm
Feb 12 17 07:16:14 pm

Vibrant, still a need for local shops, not just apartments with no public
interface and public contributions.
Lots of variety of shops and cafes available
For people to have a choice about where they buy their every day basics
such as groceries, meat & vegies and to not have to buy from one place
such as a supermarket.
Maintain the informal ambience of our current shopping strip
More mixture of retail shops and small-medium businesses attract younger
generation and thus create a more modern and innovative feel to the
shopping strip.
Less traffic, less noises, more road safety.
Preserve current integrity and make more of the heritage buildings to
achieve the above
Similar to today (i.e. not too built up nor full of concrete).
Cafes, bars, restaurants and local shops (similar to adore on glen eira rd)
Functional with better access
Independent, able to walk out and be able to source most of your needs
down the street through smaller traders rather than conglomerates. I want
quality at a good price, great food the butcher, Heath store and green
grocer. I want to buy books orvwhatevervthat is replaced with in my local
area. I don't want a country road down the street it would be convenient but
I want smaller retailers.
A unique shopping strip that respects its heritage, is tree lined, safe and
easy to access by public transport or bicycle. Where you can do your
shopping, grab a coffee and catch a movie at the Classic and possibly meet
people or shop keepers at the local market. Importantly Elsternwick is not
enclosed by a series of high rise apartments.
Continue to be a very accessible, wide variety of purposes and central
meeting place
A hub of activity
Great place to live, eat and be entertained - shopping during the day, eating
and drinking at night (without any really late bars - i.e not like chapel street
or anything)
lots of low rise apartments close by with more open space linked into
community services such as library
A vibrant medium to high end strip including clothing, grocery, general retail
and service options. Much better Elsternwick train station and a good
balance between low and high density development.
A beautiful place that has trees that line the street (but obviously don't
disturb the tram lines)
To see the heritage buildings well looked after. All shops open . Clean , safe
and diverse in range and style with plenty of green space and trees.
Still meeting the needs of the residents for their daily requirements and
facilitating local eating and social meeting.
See comments above regarding keeping the Victorian shops and buildings,
keeping the strip small enough to be special and friendly, and the scarcity
value of a medium size, largely open air shopping strip.
Accessible
Engaging
Inclusive
A place that has well and truly shaken it's daggy reputation... a fully selfcontained area that's the envy of all the surrounding neighbourhoods.
A safe, accessible, healthy, walkable place to do everything locally, no
reason to have to get in your car and drive anywhere else.
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Feb 12 17 10:31:49
Feb 13 17 07:05:59
Feb 13 17 09:41:18
Feb 13 17 11:02:56
Feb 13 17 12:00:25
Feb 13 17 01:56:28
Feb 13 17 06:12:33
Feb 13 17 07:36:30

pm
am
am
am
pm
pm
pm
pm

Feb 14 17 09:34:18 am
Feb 14 17 10:17:57 am
Feb 14 17 10:19:00 am
Feb 14 17 11:45:24 am
Feb 14 17 04:54:50 pm
Feb 14 17 10:12:18 pm
Feb 14 17 10:18:58 pm
Feb 15 17 12:46:14 am

Feb 15 17 08:47:34 am
Feb 15 17 09:20:05 am

Feb 15 17 02:33:46 pm
Feb 16 17 03:53:20 pm
Feb 16 17 07:42:30 pm
Feb 17 17 05:39:30 pm

Just the same
modern and safe
Retain it's charm, convenience and safe vibe.
Much more modern and classier
Possibly like Swanston St or Bourke St Mall.
an exciting innovative place to be.
A few more trees
Sunlight in the street. No high rise buildings blocking off the sunlight.
Heritage feel to the street.
Too far ahead to be relevant to me
thriving and modern
Variety of shops, well serviced community facilities, fewer or no cars, more
frequent public transport, a bus to Caulfield Station, a variety of types and
quality of shops.
More variety, more shops, more engaging, more events, festivals, built-up,
more apartments
Exactly the same - I would like there to be as limited change as possible.
Less traffic and more foot traffic and more grren space and trees. Mor
community amenity.
Keep up with the times but have a unique Elsternwick vibe similar to today
To be a mix of Grocery, cafes/bars, entertainment areas, green spaces,
variety of shops for everyday needs,
Retaining the history and village atmosphere.
Great public transport,
Safe for residents and visitors
Unique
As it was 30 years ago and is now.
I certainly hope to still be here and using the local facilities and help my
daughter raise her family here!!!!
I hope that it remains community based and that they will know their
neighbours and traders as I do.
That they will have everything they need within walking distance including
entertainment- I love that my daughter will be able to meet friends locally
and not need to be on trains at night to socialise as I see my friends having
to do in the suburbs!
I hope it remains a lush green environment with plenty of shady rest spots
for humans and dogs to sit and chat and engage with society- we have lost
that and I feel thats what keeps some of us going- connection to community
no matter what your home situation is- for us never to feel alone- there is
always a helping hand and smile just outsied your door- if you cant pay for
the bread one day- that you can make up for it the next- if you fall or feel
unwell- your neighbour will help you up.
I have lived in the suburbs and suffered loneliness and depression- coming
to a community atmosphere cannot be underestimated in this current
societyIn a community, people are real , not just ratepayers
Offer a range of stores with goods and services that people need so that
they can support the local retailers.
A safe shopping area
Like Carlisle or Brunswick, unique, fun and relaxed
A lively, eclectic, cosmopolitan hub
Diversity of business and services that suit the daily needs of the
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Feb 17 17 06:41:53 pm

community, but not of the large shopping Centre type.
A physically attractive strip that makes me want to wander down the street.
A place that is safe.
Good traffic management and parking.
Hold onto institutions such as Franks and Aviv as they have served the
community so well for so long, and their product is superb.

Feb 20 17 06:32:47 pm

Park would expand over train station and connect Horne St area with the
rest of Elsernwick. Bike track would run along side or above train line all
the way into town. Shop strip will be local draw card. Elsternwick will
remain transport hub.
Continue with the community feel. Restaurants and cafes great, avoid late
night bars etc
No more chain stores, continuation of boutique stores and cafes.
The utilities such as Supermarket, butcher, grocer, bakeries, post office,
banks all remaining
Not like shopping malls! Still small local businesses who know their
customers, plenty of trams so people will stil lcatch public transport to get
here. Lots of outdoor dining (with no cigarrette smoke)
To still have that village vibe.
Should be good as long as not too congested with higher density living and
too many cars.
To still exist with a variety of essential and non essential shops
Relaxed and family oriented
More trees and greenery but need to retain the everyday services.
No more apartment buildings. There are far too many in Elsternwick and the
surrounding suburbs.
A good mix of old and new reflecting Elsternwick and Caulfields heritage.
Clean, safe with a variety of dining options including contemporary cafes
and restaurants and with some specialty/unique retail options as well as the
basics.
Safe, presentable and a lot of variety where you are able to get everything
you need without having to leave Elsternwick.
Community hub - divert traffic off GH road and make it more like an open
mall ... eg Bourke St
Safe for pedestrians of all abilities and age groups , wide footpaths to
accomodate elderly people in scooters or needing wheelchairs as well as
outdoor cafe s and colourful seating and heaters and umbrellas to
encourage people to meet, strict height limits on all new buildings to enable
natural light onto the strip, safe bike paths on the strip as well as bike
parking and more disabled parking spaces and easy access for frail or
disabled people and parents with prams. Play equipment interspersed
through the strip to increase interactions between all age groups
Functional and attractive - it's currently neither

Date

Any other comments?

Nov 28 16 02:39:07 pm
Nov 28 16 03:22:52 pm
Nov 30 16 09:56:46 am

The signs promoting Elsternwick Village are great!
No
Thank you for putting so much effort into thinking about these survey
questions!! xo

Feb 17 17 08:30:09 pm

Feb 18 17 09:14:03 am
Feb 18 17 03:15:05 pm
Feb 18 17 03:19:26 pm
Feb 18 17 07:24:39 pm
Feb 18 17 08:56:53 pm
Feb 18 17 09:35:59
Feb 19 17 06:51:15
Feb 19 17 10:31:11
Feb 19 17 03:30:11

pm
am
am
pm

Feb 19 17 04:06:58 pm
Feb 19 17 06:46:32 pm
Feb 19 17 06:57:05 pm
Feb 19 17 09:35:45 pm
Feb 20 17 12:09:54 am
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Nov 30 16 11:40:20 am
Dec 01 16 11:59:31 am

Thanks
We have too many crazy thrift stores let's reduce the rent and encourage
young entrepreneurs

Dec 01 16 08:16:58 pm

Native trees are important to maintain all the wonderful native birds in the
area! Elsternwick is a haven!
Fix the railway track on Ripon grove it's urgent
The toilets next to the post office need updating
Great to see the council doing something about it. Looking fwd to seeing
some changes.
Street decorations for holidays are small and tentative. Not impressive.
Are the rents too high.
Could council and landlords attract tenants?
Trees, trees, trees. Also, activated frontages with tables and chairs and a
variety of goings on eg. bars with live music. Also, Elsternwick plaza would
make a great space for more public events like performance, markets etc
There is no mention of Glen Eira Rd Elsternwick shopping strip near Orrong
Rd. This is an extremely sad situation with many many empty shops for
lease. I think the council should be working with this landlady to encourage
new tenants. It will never thrive if the current tenants needs are not
addressed. Clearly there is a big issue here.
No
Nil
Overall I love living in Elsternwick.
The council should engage with landlords to encourage diversity,
encourage start up businesses, make the area an incubator for new
business, especially in the vacant shops.
Elsternwick is being eroded/ ruined with high rises & beggars. Enhance
streetscape with seats, planting & more greenery
Feeling unsafe because of beggers & graffiti
Remember car parking is a private good and its success is determined not
by occupancy rates, but by turnover rates. Few councils in this country
seem to realise this. You could make a start here. You'll need to reassure
traders, but it can be done.
Small business owners have more than enough to do, if we are paying a
levy to help with keeping the traders association going then ensure that the
money provided is contributing to promoting the buisnesses that are paying
rents & rates etc..

Dec 02 16 06:55:52 am
Dec 03 16 07:19:18 am
Dec 03 16 08:38:03 am
Dec 04 16 09:58:19 pm
Dec 05 16 07:17:56 pm
Dec 05 16 10:59:54 pm

Dec 05 16 11:33:21
Dec 06 16 11:28:42
Dec 07 16 07:13:43
Dec 08 16 02:59:29

pm
am
pm
pm

Dec 08 16 09:33:08 pm
Dec 08 16 09:47:33 pm
Dec 10 16 04:54:08 pm

Dec 11 16 09:50:59 pm

Dec 14 16 09:10:17
Dec 15 16 08:30:36
Dec 15 16 05:57:49
Dec 16 16 09:03:20
Dec 19 16 03:45:48

pm
am
pm
pm
pm

Dec 20 16 09:25:49 pm
Dec 23 16 06:38:43 am
Dec 29 16 12:01:34 am

Need to be kept clean
Parking is hard sometimes
I forgot we need a fish shop...
No
Get rid of the painful parking inspectors that seem intent on booking people
for 5 second drop offs when no parking is possible. If you want people to
shop locally, don't book them for trying to arrive or depart efficiently from the
location.
Improve the Christmas decorations...big time!!!
No more towers over 5 stories. Europe has all the density it needs in its old
towns without building over 5 stories.
The access for pedestrians across side roads is confusing. It looks like the
footpath extends across the roads hence pedestrians do not stop for cars. It
does not indicate that cars should stop for pedestrians and the crossings
are not marked with lines. Turning cars often have trams behind to add
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Dec 29 16 07:54:45 pm
Jan 02 17 07:21:25 pm
Jan 03 17 01:17:21 am
Jan 03 17 05:52:31 pm
Jan 08 17 09:39:23 pm
Jan 30 17 11:23:41 pm
Feb 02 17 05:54:26 pm
Feb 02 17 06:11:28 pm
Feb 03 17 05:56:56 pm
Feb 07 17 02:23:34 pm
Feb 07 17 05:53:45 pm

Feb 07 17 05:55:39 pm

Feb 07 17 08:41:09 pm
Feb 07 17 08:53:44 pm
Feb 07 17 09:01:51 pm
Feb 08 17 08:26:47 am

Feb 08 17 09:27:50 am
Feb 08 17 09:30:49 am
Feb 08 17 12:15:55
Feb 08 17 02:00:21
Feb 08 17 02:11:29
Feb 08 17 04:20:37

pm
pm
pm
pm

Feb 08 17 04:53:06 pm
Feb 08 17 08:31:14 pm

pressure to turn but pedestrians saunter across the road. It's dangerous.
I think the traders really need a say, but I also think it could be worth
profiling some of the ones that have been there for a long period of time.
Generally I love it but hate to see it dirty and shops with for lease signs
Please do something about the pedesterian crossing on Nepean Hwy
someone is going to get killed there.
Not at this point
Let's do this!!
More recreation options to draw people.
Badly needs low floor trams and platform tram stops
It's pretty good.
Just needs a good clean, tidy up, more greenery & a new Coles!
Please prioritise and protect the heritage business properties and heritage
neighbourhood of Elsternwick from overdevelopment of apartments
How bout the Council offering shop vouchers to ratepayers who pay their
rates off in full rather than installment. Perhaps even a discount? A
councilor promised me he would look into it if elected.
I just finished a fun raiser and collected prizes from the local businesses on
the strip and
99% of the businesses were really great, big corporations, not so great so it
weird that we "the locals" support them but it is not so much the other way.
That is why locals should support small business as they support us. The
empty for lease signs do not help confidence I much say.
Another big deli would be nice as the area is growing.
Lets keep E;lsternwick like a village and never compromise to greedy
developers, wanting to build cheap, poorly built developments and charging
top dollar - those buildings then look ugly in 5 years time. maintain high
expectations and advocate for the aesthetics and soul of Elsternwick.
Would like to see more interesting trees in the surrounding streets. The
acacias (paperbarks?) are unattractive compared to say an avenue of Plane
trees like Hawthorn or Camberwell
Good luck and I look forward to seeing the plans develop and evolve
Do not introduce parking meters.
I want to see a reduction in the opportunity for people to rubbish our streets,
so either at the source of the numerous items that are thrown, or at the final
stage when people throw without any thought. The amount of rubbish we
produce is a major issue to me.
There often seems to be a bit of dog poo on the footpaths. People need to
clean up after their dogs!
The number of beggars has increased within the last 6 months and a couple
are quite abusive if you don't give money. Foul language especially in an
area where there are so many children.
None
missing a good fruit/veg shop
Great Initiative.
It was great to mailed providing the opportunity to give feed-back What
would be great is to be kept up to date with what the thinking that Glen Eira
Council will be undertaking and when.
thanks. please consider what is said by people who are on the strip
everyday.
Identifying a set of core criteria/factors to be applied to all GE shopping
strips should include:
Significant traffic reduction across all strips and erecting physical barriers to
stop cars diverting into side streets (look at Scandanavian research that
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Feb 08 17 09:39:44 pm
Feb 09 17 11:55:01 am
Feb 09 17 02:37:33
Feb 09 17 04:12:14
Feb 09 17 07:48:37
Feb 09 17 09:45:26
Feb 09 17 10:04:05

pm
pm
pm
pm
pm

Feb 10 17 12:11:18 pm
Feb 10 17 01:58:59 pm
Feb 10 17 10:06:02 pm
Feb 11 17 07:35:55 am
Feb 11 17 03:57:35 pm
Feb 11 17 04:57:25 pm
Feb 11 17 05:50:44 pm
Feb 12 17 07:16:14 pm
Feb 13 17 09:26:31 am
Feb 13 17 12:00:25 pm
Feb 13 17 07:36:30 pm
Feb 14 17 10:17:57 am
Feb 14 17 10:19:00 am
Feb 14 17 04:54:50 pm
Feb 14 17 10:12:18 pm
Feb 15 17 08:47:34 am
Feb 15 17 11:27:52 am
Feb 16 17 07:42:30 pm

Feb 17 17 08:30:09 pm
Feb 18 17 09:14:03 am

concluded that setting speed limits is not effective)
Pro actively choosing low carbon polluting options in all Council decisions
Reducing over development /agree on height controls to 4 levels or less
(approve developments only when infrastructure services have been
assessed as low risk/impact, eg impact on stormwater drains capacity with
additional population)
Please don't turn elsternwick into Carnegie. Too many developments
Police need to have some presence on the streets.
departments need to re-house the beggars and homeless.
Nice idea for the survey
None
Please clean it up and remove the beggars.
Longer library opening hours please (especially on weekends)
Keep out any businesses that encourage hoons and bogans. The area
should be attractive and safe for young families and the elderly, and
everyone in between.
we need a public pool
Better visual presentation... Some parts are looking tired. Make it attractive
for traders to invest
Keep on to valorise your old buildings
Would be great to have a tram that continued along Glen Huntly to the
beach.
Thanks for requesting this feedback, Its a great place but I am just
concerned that over development will wreck it.
So much potential!!!
W-E aspect can make the street oppressive on hot days - greater natural
and manufactured shade and tress would be seriously beneficial during
summer
I love the walkable relaxed nature of the shopping strip and would love for it
to remain that way.
I encourage the apartments and developments, I think Elsternwick is really
unique and special and its growth is essential to maintain retailers.
Not very friendly parking with limited access to main st at times when
recycling bin clearance is in progress
Enforce the traffic laws in the street. Too many U turns and double parking.
if you dont encourage building of apartments on the shops you will kill of the
shops - this also reduces car parking requirements as if they are close to
transport then no need
Thanks for the opportunity to comment.
Save the beautiful original romantic architecture of the street!!
Prescribing some standards for shop facades and upkeep. Coles is
dilapidated and ugly.
Work in interests of residents not property developers or there will be many
wasted years spent at VCAT.
Please do something about the pedestrian crossing at Neapen Hwy it is
extremely dangerous.
Elsternwick shopping centre is great on many levels but it is the cinema, the
Flying Saucer Club, the newer cafes, a couple of clothing and homeware
stores that carry it. We can' afford to lose them. There used to be many
more quality clothing and other stores that have left the strip over time.
Hopefully the newest cafes will draw in other stores.
Fix Horne St
Fantastic place to live
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Feb 18 17 03:19:26 pm
Feb 19 17 06:51:15 am
Feb 19 17 04:06:58 pm

Feb 19 17 08:57:44 pm

I love Elsternwick. I'm proud to live here and thank you for surveying me to
ask me my views.
Great job on Elsternwick Plaza keep the plan in this direction and you will
have happy rate payers
Our family has lived in the same street in Elsternwick for over 100 years so
has seen it all. Relaxation of height restrictions on buildings has damaged
it, in some areas.
Access to appropriate parking with proper ingress and egress points that
avoid congestion eg car parks behind Coles and behind strip between
Orrong and Staniland Grove
I drive from Lilydale to go to Child and Adult toy shop as I used to live in
Elsternwick and I am most disappointed with the way the shops are all
closing down and there is not enough parking and there is no coordinated
activities or support from local council to support this small but vital
shopping strip!
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